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Abstract
Recent advances in the study of lava emplacement dynamics have focused on the numerical
solutions of increasingly complex fluids, frequently with an onus on visco-plasticity. The effects of
temperature-dependent viscosity in the extrusion of lava have been under-investigated, particularly
with reference to experimental analogues.
Golden syrup displays a strongly temperature-dependent viscosity, and in a series of experiments
was extruded from a point source onto a slope in a cooled environment. The long flows
underestimated the isothermal numerical predictions of Lister (1992) in spatial extent, and can be
modelled to expand according to basic isothermal theory, but with a time-dependent bulk viscosity
that varies with time to the power of fJ, which takes the values 0.25 to 0.79 and increases with
increasing viscosity ratio and decreasing Peclet number. Cooled flows developed considerably
greater height proftles than in isothermal experiments, leading to steep flow fronts and bulked-up
flow plateaus.
The flows developed clear central channels of hot syrup, bordered by margins of cooled, rippled
and/or tom skin, with small-scale fold wavelengths (Lr) of 1 mrn, Channel widths are found to be
linear functions of flow rate, and at given flow rates and ambient temperatures, relative widths are a
function of the cotangent of the angle of slope. Larger second-generation folds (La.) developed
downstream, and the ratio A (La.ILt) is of the range 10.5 to 29.5. Flow margins were perturbed and
developed overflow crease structures.
Fieldwork in Cameroon investigated the character and morphologies of the 1999 lava flows, and
their relation to local and source dynamics. Structures are analysed qualitatively and quantitatively;
more detailed arguments are developed on the processes of levee formation, and systematic links
between flow dynamics and levee-channel interface geometry are presented in light of Cameroonian
examples. Modem field analyses are supported by a historical, archive-sourced investigation of past
activity that collates and interprets prior observations for the modem volcanologist.
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Chapter 1: Lava emplacement dynamics-an introduction
1.1 Motivation
Lava, the expression of molten or partially-molten magma extruded onto the Earth's surface, forms
an integral element of our planet Flows, domes and other constructs of lava can be deposited in a
subaerial or submarine environment, and form volumetrically important building blocks in the
lithosphere. Eruptions of lava, driven by the natural buoyancy of the magma, and exacerbated by
processes such as thermal and chemical transport and pressures arising from the exsolution of
dissolved volatiles in the melt, likewiseillustrate the very forces that give them existence.
Thus the investigation of the surface habits, chemistry and emplacement patterns of lava flows yield
far more than a simple explanation of their styles of motion. Such data can illuminate a variety of
system processes, from the geochemistry and thermal development of the mantle to the
geochronology and tectonic development of the Earth itself Lavas display a suite of physical and
chemical features that are ofprofound use in the study ofour own and other planets' development.
Yet beyond the purely geological factors, lava flows and other volcanic phenomena dictate an
influence on the human environment that has profound effects across the globe. Though sudden
episodes of explosive volcanism pose the greatest immediate risk to human life, flows of lava still
possess heat, mass and mobility in considerable amounts, and can cause the widespread damage
and destruction of land, property and important social infrastructure. From these primary
depredations arise the greatest threats to human society: death, disease and injury from exposure,
poor sanitation and health provision, and a lack of food and water.
Studies of the emplacement dynamics of lava allow volcanologists to understand and predict the
kinematics of erupted flows. Estimates of lava velocity, direction and extent aid in the mitigation of
hazards to property and populace alike. The extent of lava propagation is also dependent on the
small and large-scalemorphologies of units, which can focus or halt lava flow. Analyses of these in
conjunction with the local topography permit the assessment of increasingly complex models and
predictions of flow development for at risk volcanic theatres.
The study of lava flow emplacement therefore allows geologists to gain a better comprehension of
the geological environment, and also an understanding of the ways in which we can adapt our
human environment to mitigate the risks posed by its interaction with the geological environment
This thesis seeks to build on the established literature, and via experimental, field and historical
analyses, further our understanding of the character, dynamics and risks of lava emplacement.
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CHAPTER 1. LAVA EMPLACEMENT DYNAMICS-AN INTRODUCTION
1.2 Modelling lava
Lavas extruded across the planet display a great variety in chemical and physical properties.
Furthermore, the initial character of local lava, defined by its individual and unique pre-eruption
history, can vary considerably through time and space. Changes in the chemistry, crystallinity and
, thermal properties of the source magma throughout an eruption are compounded by the similar
changes experienced by lava on the Earth's surface, as a function of cooling.
In any analysis of lava emplacement dynamics, the key property of lava one must consider is its
rheology. Lava rheology depends on a suite of factors: the level of polymerisation within the melt
(dependent on the lava's chemistry-including dissolved volatiles-and temperature); the
proportion, size and habit of crystals suspended within the melt phase; and the degree and character
of vesiculation within the fluid
Changes in melt polymerisation and crystallinity are driven by effective cooling-in its nominal
form, as a function of a drop in lava temperature on exposure to a cooler substrate or atmosphere;
or in the form of undercooting, wherein the exsolution ofvolatiles reduces fluid pressure and alter the
position of the liquidus in the mineralogical systems (e.g. Sparks and Pinketon 1978). The choice of
rheological phenotype used in formulating any model defines its applicability to natural systems. As
lava rheology is usually complex in form, and varies in space and time, many models choose
simplifying rheological laws to model real lavas, and even then applicabilitycan be limited to certain
regimes.
Silicate melts are well approximated by a simple Newtonian rheology, with a purely linear
relationship between the application of stress to a fluid and the resultant rate of strain experienced
(McBimey and Mutase 1984, Webb and Dingwell 1990, Pinkerton and Stevenson 1992). With
cooling, melt polymerisation increases, leading to an increase in viscosity (Shaw 1972, Webb and
Dingwell 1990). As cooling induces other changes, including crystallisation, lava rheology is
frequently approximated by a simple Bingham flow law, and possessing of a yield stress; when
shearing stresses overcome this value the lava deforms linearly (see for example Shaw et al. 1968,
Shaw 1969; Murase and McBimey 1973, McBimey and Murase 1984)
(1.1)
where a is the shearing stress, or the yield stress, l} the plastic viscosity, and &the strain rate.
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The crystallinity of the lava influences both elements of lava rheology-yield value and actual
viscosity. With cooling, the volume fraction and habit of crystals interact with the melt to define an
apparent suspension viscosity. The specifics of such interactions will necessarily vary among lavas
erupted with a range of source and emplacement parameters, but research has commonly adopted
the concept that the viscosity of a Basaltic mixture can be modelled by an Einstein-Roscoe
r~lationship (Roscoe 1952, 1953;Marsh 1981; Dragoni, 1989; Pinkerton and Stevenson 1992)
(1 CP )-2.5 Y(To - T)fl = flo --- e
CPmax
(1.2)
where Yj is the viscosity at a given temperature T, Yjo a reference viscosity for an homogenous melt
(e.g. at vent eruption temperature, To), cp is the crystal volume fraction, cpmax the maximum crystal
volume fraction that will allow flow (as shall be explained below), and y is a constant Formulations
of this type were derived to attempt to describe the hydrodynamics of small rigid spheres, with
particular reference to a serial size distribution ofparticles (Roscoe 1952, 1953).
Roscoe (1952) further noted that the presence of solid particles in a liquid phase could result in a
fixed or interactive framework, whose interactions would supply an impediment to flow in the
suspension - i.e, an apparent yield strength that must be overcome before visible motion ensues
(Kerr and Lister 1991). The manner of such an impediment was theorised to be dependent upon
the packing of particles, their size distributions, and their habits: hexagonally packed, smooth
spheres of equal size might allow a theoretical cpmax of 0.74; smooth spheres with a serial size
distribution would provide cpmax of 1; while disordered, loose or close packed suspensions of
variably sized or shaped particles would provide ever diminished values of cpmax (Roscoe 1952).
Furthermore the value of the exponent of the crystal fraction term-in (eq. 1.2) -2.5-can be
varied, to take into account forces other than the hydrodynamic in the modelling of a given
suspension (see, for example, Lejeune and Richet 1995).
The issue of an apparent yield strength must always be treated with caution, as its definition varies,
and its 'presence' very much dependent on the scales of observation (Barnes 1999). In experimental
lava dynamics, certain studies have assumed plastic rheologies (e.g. Fink and Griffiths 1990, 1992),
when the analogue itself describes a more complex viscoplastic rheology (Balmforth et al. 1999).
Nevertheless, the use ofapparent yield values renders a great many problems more readily tractable,
and renders accessible solutions without supplying undue over-simpliftcation; models using yield
values are highly useful, so long as reference is given to the data and circumstances that encourage
its use.
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Reference to the Einstein-Roscoe equation and the study of field data have led workers to estimate
that the apparent viscosity of a silicate suspension becomes sufficiently extreme to be treated as a
yield value for crystal volume fractions of 0.55 to 0.6 (Marsh 1981), values that are corroborated by
the recent research of Lejeune and Richet (1995). Cashman et al, (1999b) suggest a slightly lower
volume fraction for the regime transfer in Hawaiian basalts (0.45-0.5), and Lejeune and Richet
(1995) themselves highlight the development of strongly non-Newtonian behaviour at crystal
volume fractions -0.4.
In basalts, field measurements of yield strength show an increase with cooling; at crystal volume
fractions of 0.7, yield values of 102 to 1Q3 Pa are common (pinkerton and Sparks 1978, Pinkerton
and Stevenson 1992). In more silicic eruptions, it is not uncommon for exceptionally crystalline
flows to be extruded, as a function of extended cooling and degassing in the vent, producing lava
that is effectively solid, and deforms in a radically-different manner (Sparks et al. 2000). In basalts
such extreme conditions are rarely encountered, and crystal volume fractions at the vent are
typicallyless than 0.05 at the source.
The influence of temperature and crystallinity on the viscosity and yield strength of a lava are the
most commonly cited factors of lava flow models. Beyond these, a variety of other processes and
more complex rheological changes are evidenced in the field. All lavas are affected by the process
of near-surface solidification, which brings lava into the regime of brittle behaviour and solid
mechanics. A function of significant crystallisation,or rapid vitrification as the lava is erupted into a
cooler environment, considerable solidification yields a crust that cannot be modelled by simple
fluid mechanics; instead references to solid and elastic deformation (e.g. Dance et al. 2001), and a
more applicable Mohr-Coulomb, fragmentary rheology would prove more accurate.
Furthermore, crystal and bubble populations can provide rheologic effects that are further
dependent on time and strain rate. A useful overview of some of the prior research into these
factors is contained in Chester et al. (1985), but more recent studies are considerably furthering
concepts of lava rheology, with workers such as Smith (1997) indicating the importance of dilatancy
in highly crystalline flows. More complex analyses of viscosity, with reference to melt relaxation
(e.g, Webb and Dingwell 1990) and the influence of bubbles (Manga and Stone 1994, Manga et al,
1998, Uewellin et al. 2002), also further our models, investigating the visco-elastic properties of a
melt. An increasing array of constitutive rheological models now exist from which volcanologists
can consider the study of actual emplacement dynamics.
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1.3 The development of dynamical models of lava emplacement
The first models of lava emplacement focused on situations and systems that were tractable, given
the volcanological knowledge, theory and analytical techniques of the time. As the morphologies
and rheology of lava flows are typically complex and locally-variable, efforts focused on systems
that gave the opportunity to simplify one, or both, of these two factors. Furthermore,
volcanologists recognised that two natural extreme cases suggested themselves for study: (i) lava
domes, extruded onto a relatively horizontal surface, and typically limited in horizontal
propagations; and (ii) longer flows extruded on a slope, developing self-propagating channel
structures, and coming to a rest an order of magnitude or more beyond their domed counterparts.
1.3.1 Flows extruded onto a horizontal base
Lava domes' frequently axisymmetric profile provides a simplified theoretical system, and thus
renders analysis easier; coupled with low Reynolds number (frequently approaching - 10-9, or
lower) and use of thin-layer theory (see, for example, Batchelor 1967), domes provided a natural
focus of study. Huppert et al, (1982) used the theoretical and numerical analyses of an isothermal
viscous drop, spreading on a flat plane, to investigate a basaltic andesite dome, extruded on the
Soufriere of St Vincent in 1979. The theory (Huppert 1982,Didden and Maxworthy 1982) assumed
a fluid of a simple Newtonian rheology, spreading in a dynamic equilibrium between viscous and
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Figure 1.1 Huppert's (1986; p. 572) representation of the data for radial (ry and volumetric (lI)
growth with time (~ of the Soufriere of St Vincent dome, discussed in Huppert et al. (1982). The
lines of best fit-which suggest r - 90p·39 and V - 933/1·66-are argued to give a general
approximation to Huppert's theory for an isoviscous fluid (1982).
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Huppert et al. (1982) found that the dome's behaviour mimicked that of the model in some
elements, but that the formulation required a viscosity much higher than that predicted by
petrological analysis. This Huppert et al. attributed to the effects of cooling, and the development
of non-Newtonian properties, not least of all a strongly cooled skin that dominated the bulk
dynamics; subsequently Jaupart (1991) suggested that vesicular lava compressibility could account
for a part of the viscosity difference. Although the radial fit was moderately accurate, the theory
failed to adequately model the development of dome height.
In the light of the veracity of this model, the investigations of Blake (1990) focused on a different
rheological system: that of a spreading plastic fluid accommodating to a static balance between
buoyancy forces and an internal yield strength. Blake's model, building on the work ofNye (1952),
found good agreement with experimental flows of kaolin-water slurries. Furthermore his scaling
analyses produced a model that provided a better fit to the St, Vincent data than that of Huppert et
al. (1982). From these bases, Blake also derived simple time scalings for when the changing ratios of
viscous to plastic retardational forces would indicate one force dominant.
A further development was driven by the considerations of surface solidification. Iverson (1990)
developed a theoretical model wherein an expanding, pressurised dome was overlain by a solid
crust, the interaction between the two defining dome development. On a different tack, Fink and
Griffiths (1990, 1992) investigated the development of a solid crust experimentally. Following on
from the analogue suggested by Hallworth et al, (1987), they extruded a relatively inviscid
polyethylene glycol (pEG) wax into cold water, and found that a range of highly interesting
morphological regimes ensued. These were well quantified by reference to a single, non-
dimensional parameter, \II: a ratio of the timescale for cooling of the surface from source to
solidification temperatures, to the timescale for the advection of fluid over a scaled distance.
Fink and Griffiths (1990, 1992) noted a transition through five regimes. At the lowest values of'P,
denoting rapid cooling or small flux, the PEG developed a bulbous, pillow-like habit; with
increasing \II most of the flow was mantled by rigid, solid plates, interspersed with interstitial rifts;
at higher values again, the solid crust was more widely apparent, but thinner, allowing the
generation of folds, ridges and a ropy surface; as 'P increased further, the crust was marginalized,
forming levees; while at the highest values of 'P no solid crust formed within the lifetime of the
experiments. These morphologies proved useful analogies to real basaltic flows.
Rather than dealing with a plastic or solidifying analogue, Stasiuk et al. (1993) worked from the
experimental base of Huppert (1982), using golden syrup as an analogue. Golden syrup displays a
Newtonian rheology, but possesses a strongly temperature-dependent viscosity. Stasiuk et al.
extruded warm golden syrup into a tank of cooled sucrose solution, and saw that experimental
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morphologies and rates of propagation rapidly departed from the isothermal theory (Huppert 1982,
Didden and Maxworthy 1982), as the flow developed a cooled viscous boundary layer.
Stasiuk et at (1993) sought to model this as a function of a bulk viscosity. 'While this would
effectively increase in time as the boundary layer developed (Griffiths and Fink 1993), Stasiuk et at
modelled it as a single value, derived from apparently steady flow propagation at longer timescales.
This 'late-time' constant bulk viscosity was found to depend on the ratio of surface to vent
viscosities, and the Peclet number (itself a ratio of heat transfer via conduction to that effected via
advection). Lister and Kerr (1994) concurred, and produced a somewhat simpler formulation.
While lava does possess a strongly temperature-dependent viscosity. the relative importance of
retardational forces in a given system was arguable. Griffiths and Fink (1993) therefore defined a
full range of scales for flows existing in a variety of force balances. Building on the works of
Huppert (1982). Blake (1990) and Iverson (1990). Griffiths and Fink's scaling relationships were
centred on a two-component system, with an isothermal homogenous interior and a cooled
carapace. Analyses could then define the balance of forces present within this system as they
required: the driving force-a function of buoyancy or overpressure; and the retarding force--a
function of viscosity or yield strength, with stresses focused in the skin, or along the dome base.
Building on this theory. Griffiths and Fink (1997) established the most complex and developed
experimental system yet, when they investigated the effects of plasticity and surface solidification.
Using a PEG-kaolin slurry, they developed a range of experimental morphologies that differed
from those of their earlier work. Using a slightly modified parameter 'Pa. Griffiths and Fink
produced a sequence that ran from no apparent solidification effect at high 'Pa (rapid extrusion
and/or little effective cooling); through the generation of strong plates and ridges in an increasingly
non-axisymmetric form; to the development of clear lobes, typically five in number; and finally at
lowest 'PH (slow extrusion and/or rapid cooling) the flow developed as sluggishly extruded spines.
that toppled under their own weight.
1.3.2 Flows extruded onto an inclined plane
Conversely, studies of what are frequently called 'long lava flows', extruded over varied topography
and commonly down a slope, must reference a more complex theoretical frame. One cannot
approximate flows as axisymmetric. but may attempt other simplifications. Longer lava flows on
slopes are often produced by less viscous. mafic lava (although this definition has no defined
petrological or geometrical flow prerequisite), though slumps or coulees of highly viscous lava are
not uncommon. Slope-borne lava flows offer a bewilderingly large array of flow features.
dependent upon an equally substantial array of flow parameters: flow rate and its fluctuation with
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time; local flow velocity; and flow stress regimes; total extruded volume; flow viscosity and
rheology (itself dependent upon flow temperature, chemistry, crystal content, and rate of shear) and
underl~gslopeandtopogrnph~
Most analyses seeking to explain the bulk dynamics of lava flows thus simplify the model system,
ignoring second order features and opting for a simple, uniform flow rheology or a noncomplex
flow geometry. As a prime example, lava is generallyviscous enough to be approximated by laminar
flow, particularly in creeping, silicic flows. However, high flow velocities and low initial lava
viscosities have been measured for many mafic long lava flows near the vent, implying Reynolds
numbers of 0 (1-103) , and a crossover into a transitional or turbulent regime. This feature is
sometimes used to imply that the flow is thermally well mixed, and hence isothermal in the vertical
plane, though the effects of turbulence in dynamical formulations of flow motion are often ignored
(e.g, Bruno et at 1996), but not in the case of Huppert and Spark's (1985) investigation of
Komatiites.
In theoretical studies into the dynamics of lava flows on slopes, workers have usually taken one of
two approaches. Either they have assumed the flow to be an unbounded fluid spreading on an
inclined plane, with a tangible lateral free surface; or they have simplified the model by ignoring the
lateral free surface, either by considering the flow to behave as an infinite sheet flow (or even more
simply, as a 2D flow), or by assuming rigid lateral boundaries, as in a channelled flow. Both
approaches have their merits and their flaws.
In terms of global dynamics, the first approach offers the most rigorous analysis, but the
complexity of the solutions means that such analyses are only readily applied to simple rheological
systems (i.e, a pure Newtonian fluid). As such, only a few workers have taken this route. Smith
(1973) obtained a similarity solution for the downstream behaviour of a Newtonian fluid extruded
from a point source, with a constant flux. The solution, which matches the free lateral boundary as
a function of the distance from the source, gave good agreement when compared with rudimentary
experiments using silicone oil
Lister (1992) presented the most detailed and rigorous analysis of the problem so far. In studying
the extrusion of viscous flows on an inclined plane, from both point and line sources, he showed
that the flow changed from an initial regime wherein its motion was predominantly driven by the
down-slope height gradient, to one where it was dominated by the influence of the slope itself. He
derived early and late time solutions for a variety of cases, and provided experimental data that
conforms well to the numerical and analytical solutions obtained. Lister also highlighted that the
complexities of dealing with the free lateral flow boundary in addition to considering the evolution
of the flow height through space and time render the this approach somewhat complex already;
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instilling an effect like a temperature-dependent viscosity into the model and coupling the
momentum and energy equations would further complicate the issue.
Both the above analyses considered an isothermal (and hence isoviscous) flow. Bruno et al. (1996),
following Smith (1973), solved for the near source region, but also attempted to include the effects
of cooling. Rather than include the process of heat transfer per se; they instead applied an arbitrary
function for viscosity, dependent on distance from the source i.e, as a given flow parcel travels
further downstream it will have cooled more. Again, the flow is considered isothermal in the
vertical. Such a simplified approach allows some tractability, but must be held against effects of
channelling, which can preserve heat and hence keep viscosity low far from the source.
The second approach has many merits. Whilst it does not attempt to solve the dynamics of a
realistic lava flow profile, the use of simplified geometries allow more complex rheologies to be
used and can better incorporate the effects of cooling. Hulme (1974) attempted to model basaltic
lunar and terrestrial flows by way of considering them as an infinite sheet flow of a Bingham liquid
in between plastic levees. For the latter, Hulme considered that lateral motion ceased as the cross-
slope pressure gradient was balanced by a basal yield stress, allowing the formation of stagnant
levees. The width of these levees could then be analysed with reference to other flow parameters
(slope and local pressure gradient). Theoretical predictions for levee height found good agreement
with experimental extrusions of a plastic kaolin slurry.
These theoretical and experimental observations have had a lasting impact in volcanology,
particularly with regard to the formation of lava levees. Although Hulme's theory considered only
the cross-slope basal stress, and neglected field observations of the variation in how levees can
form, it has nevertheless proven highly enduring. Hulme (1974) mimics the effective features of
cooling by use of an isothermal analogue with a yield stress. Other workers have sought to
incorporate the varied effects of cooling in different ways. These have typically consisted of two-
dimensional-effectively depicting intra-channel flow-two-component models of Bingham flows
with an isothermal interior and cooled crust, cooling by a mixture of surface radiation and intemal
conduction (Dragoni 1989; Dragoni and Tallarico 1994; Crisp and Baloga 1990, 1994).
1.4 Recent advances in research
In his review of the research into lava flow dynamics, Ross Griffiths called the previous quarter of a
century a 'golden age' in the study of the field (Griffiths 2000). A considerable amount of research
has furthered knowledge in the behaviour of lava flows to a great extent. The most recent advances
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most typically, they have shed new light on older theoretical systems with the application of
improved and more efficacious numerical techniques. Sansom (2000) and King et al. (2000) have
developed full numerical models to examine the experimental and theoretical system of Stasiuk et
al. (1993). In a series of papers, numerical and theoretical analyses have shed increased light on:
isothermal viscoplastic domes (Balmforth et at 1999); easily cooled-low thermal diffusivity-
flows of viscoplastic fluid with a temperature-dependent viscosity (Balmforth and Craster 2000);
shallow viscoplastic flow on an inclined plane (Balmforth et at 2002); and a more appropriate
model of Bingham flows with a temperature dependent viscosity, with a low thermal diffusivity
(Balmforth et al, 2003).
Experimental analyses have also seen important advances. Osmond and Griffiths (1998, 2001)
applied elements of the viscoplastic theory of Blake (1990) and Griffiths and Fink (1993) to flow on
an incline, and investigated coulee morphology. Gregg and Fink (2000) expanded the earlier work
of Fink and Griffiths (1990, 1992) to study the effect of slope on solidification PEG wax and the
morphology produced Increases in underlying slope were found to displace the observed
morphological regimes to lower values of lJI, with the additional appearance of channelisation, lava
tubes and far greater flow front extension. Hoover et al. (2001) investigated the development of
yield strength in a novel analogue-poppy seeds and other particles suspended in isothermal syrup.
Elsewhere research has focused on the development of flow channels. Solutions for the behaviour
of a viscous flow in a semicircular channel or filled rectangular duct are well known (e.g. White
1991). By taking one such solution as a starting point, Tallarico and Dragoni (1999) and Sakimoto
and Gregg (2001) derived series solutions for the velocity distribution of a Newtonian flow in a
rectangular channel. In the near source region, such a simple model proves remarkably accurate.
Tallarico and Dragoni (1999) compared the field results taken from Arenal Volcano, in Costa Rica
(Iinneman and Borgia, 1993) with theoretical predictions, and find good agreement with their
simple model.
As already discussed, significant cooling of more mafic flows can lead to significant crystallisation,
and the onset of a yield strength; Hulme's (1974) simple, semi-analytical model for an isothermal
Bingham flow in a channel has been advanced by further research. Sakimoto and Deane (1997)
arrived at a general solution for flow rate in such a system from computational fluid dynamics and
dimensional analysis. A more rigorous solution, however, was derived by Tallarico and Dragoni
(2000). A further multi-component model for the progress of channel-bound lava flows has been
developed by Harris and Rowland (2001).
As this piece is written, therefore, the field of lava emplacement dynamics is in rude health. A
considerable range of experimental and field data are supported by a collection ofapplicable scaling
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analyses and simple theoretical arguments, which have proven robust and useful in investigating
and explaining to a leading order (and often greater) the processes of lava flow expansion and
development.
These studies have been supported with a growing roster of numerical investigations that seek to
solve the systems of coupled equations accompanying real lava flows and complex analogues. Yet
relative to these studies there has been a decrease in the number of detailed experiments that
accompany and test their numerical predictions. The recent studies of viscoplastic flow-with a
temperature-dependent viscosity-have had no recourse to experimental verification of the model
In the field of experimental volcanology, a study of such a fluid over a wide and controlled
parameter range is a necessary check on the models' veracity. A suspension of neutrally buoyant
particles in variably cooled golden syrup-as suggested by the studies of Hoover et ale (2001)-
would provide a possible analogue.
Despite its factoring in the numerical approaches of Balmforth and Craster (2000) and Balmforth et
ale (2003) temperature-dependent viscosity has been somewhat ignored in the last ten years, in
favour of analyses investigating the effects of solidification and yield strength. In part this is a
function of a decision to focus on a different given property in the interests of tractability. It is also
a decision made with reference to timescales and non-dimensional parameters derived to define the
relative importance of viscous and plastic forces over a flow's spatial and temporal evolution. W'hile
scaling analyses such as these can predict that viscous forces become less important than the plastic
effects in many flow regimes, a little further consideration is needed
Static equilibrium models typically incorporate a purely plastic rheology-that the equilibrium
profile for a give mass of material is formed by the inunediate accommodation of the fluid to the
new balance. W'hile the yield stress may be considerable in even moderately crystalline lava, as a
function of crystal frameworks and further mechanical interactions, the interstitial fluid can often
prove a highly viscous medium for particle movement. The catchall term of a 'yield strength' can
perhaps incorporate such viscous factors, if due care is taken as to its definition, simplifying first-
order models. Yet with numerical analyses now making strong forays into visco-plastic systems with
strong cooling effects, the importance of strong melt-phase viscosity gradients necessitates their
study in greater detail. Models of the development of real lava need to be made with reference to
detailed studies of the actual effects of a temperature-dependent viscosity on laboratory analogue
and theoretical systems.
Lava flows develop a great variety of structures during emplacement, and while qualitative models
for their creation have been assessed, direct quantitative models for the processes of fold formation
(e.g. Biot 1961, Fink and Fletcher 1978, Fink 1980) or spine-fed dome growth are limited in
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number and application. The formation of in situ lava channels is little understood or quantified;
the majority of studies take their presence as given, to facilitate analysis of bulk flow parameters.
The formation and growth of these conduits of lava propagation, when coupled with a three-
dimensional fonn and moving contact-line-itself the focus of considerable thermal and
rheological change-provide a highly complex theoretical system; but in the absence of numerical
analyses careful experimental approaches can yield many insights. Distinct changes in manner of
basaltic flows, such as those entailed in the pahoehoe-aa transition, are also governed and
exacerbated by a variety of structural process at micro- and macroscale levels (see Cashman et al.
1999 for a coherent overview).
1.5 Thesis approach and structure
nus thesis seeks to investigate the emplacement dynamics of lava, with special reference to the
development of longer flows extruded onto an incline, using a combination of experimental,
theoretical, field and historical analyses. Though elements of the analysis are particular to the study
of basaltic flows, the experiments perfonned provide data that may prove applicable to a wider
range of lava compositions. Special reference is given to Mount Cameroon volcano, whose recent
extensive eruptions provide a hitherto little analysed field laboratory for the physical volcanologist.
Theoretical investigations into lava emplacement dynamics are framed against specific examples
provided by the Mount Cameroon lava flows and the laboratory work performed in Bristol.
In this manner, the author seeks to tackle this broad topic on three levels: (~ the experimental study
of cooled extrusions of golden syrup, effused onto a slope at constant flow rate, in closely
monitored and controlled environmental conditions; (it) an historical analysis of the documentary
reports of the 1909 and 1922 eruptions of Mount Cameroon, which form a repository of
volcanological data on flows beyond the ken of modem volcanologists; and (ill) field studies of the
recently extruded 1999 flows of Mount Cameroon.
The study of cooled viscous flows on a slope has attracted little research, and none in an
experimental context. The use of a temperature-dependent viscosity alone in the experiments does
not constitute a belief on the part of the author that it is the most crucial factor in the lava flow
development. Such would be misguided and over-simplified; the author freely accepts the
importance of a yield strength and surface solidification in the propagation of real lava flows.
Rather, it is a suggestion that this factor retains a considerable level of importance and requires
further investigation-particularly with reference to long, slopebome flows.
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This chapter has sought to give a brief overview of the current status of the study of lava
emplacement dynamics, and the theories currently investigated and discussed. Chapters 2 and 3
discuss the experimental approach to the problem. with the study of extrusions of cooled viscous
flows on a slope. The former explains the properties of the analogue fluids used to mimic lava, and
describes the apparatus into which they are extruded; the latter presents in considerable detail the
experimental data, with discussions of qualitative trends and the morphological regimes produced
It is also accompanied by a brief explanation of Lister's (1992) isothermal model. and references to
isothermal experiments, by way of contrast.
Chapter 4 provides an overview of the 1999 phase of activity on Mount Cameroon, and proceeds
to develop a full field analysis of the distal and proximal flows produced Discussion of field micro-,
macro- and megascale morphologies seeks to provide new understandings on the interactions
between lava structures and dynamics. In the final section, Chapter 5, the thesis takes elements
from field, experimental and historical data, and draws them together in a final analysis. Key
processes in the field oflava emplacement dynamics are analysedwith special reference to the flows
of Mount Cameroon. Quantitative explanations for some phenomena are offered, and conclusions
from the process and results drawn.
Experimental data for isoviscous and cooled experiments are contained in Appendix A. Appendix
B shifts the scene considerably, forming an historical analysis of primary and secondary data
pertaining to the early20th Century eruptions ofMount Cameroon. In collating and discussing these
observations-the vast majority hitherto unconsidered by volcanologists-it is hoped to provide
for a greater knowledge of previous eruptive activity, past examples of lava dynamics, and supply a
background to Chapter 4.
•
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Chapter 2: Experimental materials and methods
2.1 Experimental Materials
Sugar syrups have seen much usage as analogue fluids in experimental volcanology (e.g. Huppert
1982, Whitehead and Helfrich 1991, Stasiuk et a1. 1993, Hammer et a1. 1998, Hoover et al. 2001).
Lyle's Go/den Syrujli!) is the most common brand found in the United Kingdom. The syrup is
produced by the heating and acidification of the by-products of sugar cane refining, and is a
partially inverted refiners' syrup, being an aqueous solution of 47.0-51.3% inverted fructose and
glucose, and 30.0-33.0% sucrose.
The viscosity characteristics of Golden Syrup are largely derived from the temporary hydrogen
bonds that form between sugar molecules, or between the sugars and water. The former bonds are
stronger, and dilute syrup solutions display markedly lower viscosities (see for example Lejeune et
aI., in press). Over periods a few hours in length (10 excess of the experimental timescales, see
Chapter 3), syrup dehydrates, losing water to the atmosphere and producing a viscous skin.
Irrespective of dehydration, syrup can develop heterogeneities naturally if left to stand for weeks or
months. Sugar crystals nucleate in the fluid, and settle to the container base, forming a soft crystal
mush. This has no permanent effect on the bulk chemistry or properties and, if gently heated and
stirred to remove the crystals, produces syrup with an identical rheology to the pre-crystalline case
(see, for example, Stasiuk 1993). In the experiments described herein, batches of syrup were used
within the timescale of a week, and crystallisationnever became a problem.
The density of Golden Syrup is found to be temperature dependent, and varies from batch to
batch; using volumetric analyses,Uewellin (2002) found that the density to vary according to
p=mT+t
(2.1)
where p is the syrup's density, T is the temperature in °C, m =-0.6166 kg m-3 and c=1453 kg m-3•
In contrast, Lejeune et al. (in press), analysed the same syrup batch as used in the experiments of
this thesis and measured a room-temperature picnometer reading of 1422 kg m-3• As the density of
Uewellin (2002) varies only weakly with temperature, we adopt Lejeune et al.'s value in this thesis,
for all temperatures. We take the surface tension of Golden Syrup, r, to equal 0.08 N m-I. This is
the figure measured by Llewellin (2002), and shows good correlation with other measurements for
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sugar solutions given in the literature, e.g. Manga and Stone (1995) give a value for com syrup of
0.07 N m', and there is no evidence to suggest that r is anything other than temperature invariant.
Most importantly, Golden Syrup displays a strongly temperature-dependent viscosity. This has been
analysed in detail before (White 1988, Davaille and Jaupart 1991, Llewellin 2002), but the slight
variation from batch to batch requires independent analysis. The viscosity of the Golden Syrup
used in these experiments was analysed quantitatively, using a Haake RV20 rotational viscometer,
and SVII concentric cylinder cup system; the cup was jacketed by a water-bath, which was
connected to a Haake Phoenix C-40P refrigerating/heating circulator.
As a controlled-rate rheometer, the angular velocity of the sensor head is controlled by the user,
and the necessary torque to facilitate that rate measured and logged as the dependent variable. The
resultant flow-curves are plotted and the rheometer software used to find the syrup viscosity. The
bath temperature is regulated by the attached circulator, and altered between runs to construct a
batch of flow curves for different syrup temperatures. The sample temperature is monitored via a
sensor in the rheometry system, and increases in temperature (and a subsequent shear-thinning
behaviour) as a result of viscous dissipation were not observed under the strain regimes modelled
(strain rates encountered in experiments are typically of the order 1 to 10-3 S-I, there is little danger
of such processes or extreme strain regimes occurring in the experiments).
At a given temperature, Golden Syrup behaves as a Newtonian fluid, with no observed dilatant or
pseudo-plastic behaviour. Recorded values of viscosity are plotted as a function of temperature on
Figure 2.1 Difficulties arise in the use of the RV20 rheometer at sub-zero temperatures; the C-40P
circulator can function as a sub-zero refrigerator but the RV20 system is inaccurate at such high
viscosities. Furthermore, increasing levels of condensation and the high temperature difference
between the bath and the ambient room temperature lead to errors and issues ofpracticality.
The viscosity of syrup at sub-zero temperatures is instead calculated using the falling sphere
method. A square-sectioned (12 em x 12 em) Perspex-fronted container 1 m high is placed in the
Cold Room (see 2.2.2) and filled with syrup. The room (and syrup) are cooled to a set temperature,
monitored by a thermometer placed in the translucent syrup. A small steel sphere (typically 0.99 em
in diameter and 4.031 g in mass) is dropped into the syrup, and its progress measured as a function
of time; given the high viscosity of the syrup at sub-zero temperatures, they rapidly reach their
terminal velocity in the fluid. Knowing the particles' velocities the application of Stokes' Law
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(where V is the sphere's velocity, g the acceleration due to gravity, r the sphere's radius, ps the
density of the sphere, PI the density of the liquid and JJ the liquid's Newtonian viscosity) can readily
supply the cooled syrup's viscosity. Stokes' Law is applicable in this case as particle Reynolds
numbers in these scenarios are of the order 10-' to 10-12, very much less than the - 0.1 required for
application of the model These data are also plotted on Figure 2.1 The data show excellent
agreement with those of Llewellin (2002) and Lejeune et aL (in press). Furthermore, over the
recorded temperature range -20°C to 25°C, they are consistent with the empirical relation found by
Davaille andJaupart (1991):
(2.3)
where 11 is the viscosity and T the temperature of the syrup. Golden Syrup possesses a hyper-
exponential temperature-dependent viscosity and hence has strong similarities to silicate melts
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Figure 2.1Viscosity data for Golden Syrup at a range of temperatures; at a given temperature syrup
is Newtonian, but the magnitude of the viscosity displays a strong thermal dependence. Although
the specific characteristics of batches vary in small amounts, the commonality of the trends is clear.
The line refers to the empirical relationship defined by Davaille and Jaupart (1991).
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2.2 Experimental Methods
2.2.1 Experimental apparatus
All the experimental work was conducted using the same apparatus: in keeping with past work
(Stasiuk et al. 1993) the experimental system is moderately simple, consisting of a Perspex tank and
a pressure vessel, built by the University of Bristol Department of Earth Sciences Workshop.
Figure 2.2 shows a schematic representation of the apparatus. The tank is constructed of 2 em-
thick Perspex plates, fitted so as to render an open topped box of interior dimensions 1.5 m long by
0.5 m wide, and 0.2 m deep. The tank itself is attached to a wheeled steel frame, which can be
accurately levelled The joints between the tank and frame are not fixed, but freely pivot. The two
rear joints connect to a lifting mechanism, which consists of two hollow steel bars. The bars are
drilled at fixed distances with small holes; the tank frame has two similarlysized holes drilled in its
sides. The rear of the tank can thus be raised, pivoted about the front two joints and then fixed in
place at a new angle, with steel rods placed through the holes in the bars and frame. This
mechanism can impart a stable, fixed slope to the tank, in 5° gradations (up to a maximum of 30°).
A 4 cm diameter hole had been drilled in the tank base, centred half way across the tank's width,
and at a distance of 50 em from the rear wall (allowinga maximum run out distance of -100 em for
any analogue flows). This is the experimental vent, and the aperture through which the liquid
analogues will enter the tank. To allow experiments with different vent diameters, the workshop
engineered 4 cm diameter plastic Perspex cylinders of interior bore 2 em and 1 em, which can be
fitted into the tank vent if desired
The apparatus was designed for flexibility, to enable the analysis of conduit flow processes, so that
the liquid analogue enters the tankvia a glass and plastic conduit-system. The clear conduit allows
the user to watch and record conduit processes during experimental eruptions. The experimental
conduit consists of a clear glass tube (0.8 m long; external diameter 4 em, interior diameter 3.75
em), which is connected to the tank base via a socketed ball joint. Below the ball joint, the tube is
fixed within a sealed, hollow plastic cylinder, which serves as a heated water jacket. Glass was used
for the inner tube as Perspex degrades on contact with acetone, an organic solvent often used to
clean the apparatus. This whole arrangement allows the conduit to freely accommodate the tank tilt,
whilst itself remaining vertical. Once the tank is fixed at a given angle, the base of the conduit can
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Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of the experimental apparatus (not to scale).
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The pressure vessel consists of a stainless steel, sealable cylinder. The cylinder has a capacity of 20
litres. The liquid analogue is placed in the pressure vessel before a series of experiments, and the
vessel then sealed shut The only exit is through a long stainless steel tube, which reaches down into
the reservoir itself, and exits by way of an outlet at the top of the pressure vessel. Oxygen free
Nitrogen (N2) is pumped into the vessel from a pressurised gas cylinder, regulated by a pressure
gauge, so as to impart a constant driving pressure in the experimental 'magma chamber'. The
pressure vessel itself is tested and guaranteed up to pressure of 3 bars at 100°C. In the interests of
safety, however, a blast valve has been installed, which will burst and release all the gas at a pressure
of 2.5 bars. As any given experiment willgenerallyresult in the extrusion of no more than 5 litres of
liquid analogue, the system allows several experiments to be performed concurrently, with minimal
inter-experimental maintenance and cleaning.
The pressure vessel itself rests upon a hot plate, which can be set to reach temperatures of up to
250°C. This enables the analogue fluid to be kept at a pre-determined temperature, which can be
monitored by means of a thermocouple in the pressure vessel. A hardened polystyrene foam casing
fits around the pressure vessel, so as to insulate the system and minimise heat loss. While the
experimental tank is kept within the sealed cold room, the pressure vessel is held outside. The
analogue fluid is transported from the pressure vessel to the tank by means of a water jacketed,
insulated hose, which is affixed to the outlet on the pressure vessel, wherefrom it passes through a
flange in the cold room wall and connects to a pipe section at the base of the conduit.
2.2.2 Experimental procedures
Previous experimental work analysing the extrusion of gravity currents into a cooled environment
has featured either the extrusion of a hot analogue into an environment at ambient room
temperature (e.g, Fink and Griffiths 1992, Griffiths and Fink 1993; Gregg et al. 1998), or a -room
temperature analogue into a moderately cooled environment (i.e. golden syrup into cold sucrose
solution, Stasiuk et al. 1993). In the experiments described here, it was considered important to
obtain a temperature difference (Ll1) between the erupted analogue and the ambient that is larger
than has been obtained before, whether to better simulate more rapid cooling and higher skin
viscosities. To achieve a large value of LIT: the tank, conduit and frame were placed inside the
Geological Fluid Dynamics (GFD) group 'Cold Room'. The Cold Room is a sealed environment of
dimensions 3.75 m long x 2 m wide x 2.5 m high. Air is refrigerated in a circulator system using
HCFCs and HFCs, and then circulated around the room with Searle model KS20-6 and KS45-6
fans. A single heat and vapour-sealed, windowed door opens onto the room, and provides a portal
through which to monitor experiments at a distance.
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Built using technology developed for the retail and food industries, the Cold Room provides a
controlled, refrigerated environment within which to conduct our experiments. The room does not
provide an environment of constant ambient temperature. Given the needs of the food industry, it
operates on a principle whereby it seeks to maintain the temperature of any object w#hin the room,
not the ambient air itself, whilst minimising operating costs. When engaged, the fans will cool the
room down to a temperature -1°C below that set on the control panel, and then shut off. The
room will proceed to warm slowly over time, until the ambient temperature reaches a value -2°C
above the set temperature, when the fans will re-engage.
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show typical temperature profiles recorded by a thermocouple placed in the
centre of the Cold Room, when cooled down to two different ambient temperatures. The cycle of
heating and cooling produced by the episodic operation of the circulation system can clearly be
seen, with both runs displayinga cyclic temperature fluctuation with period of -20 minutes. Over
the course of the thermocouple recordings, the oscillations produced an average room temperature
comparable to the set value. As with any refrigeration system, there exists the potential for
equipment to frost, and then ice up, if


















Figure 2.3 Temperature profile recorded by a Type-T thermocouple placed in the Cold Room (set
to _10oq over several hours. Note the initial temperature fall as the room cools down, and the peak
at -415 minutes, which signifies a defrost cycle,where the room is allowed to warm, preventing ice
build-up.
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Figure 2.4 Temperature profile recorded by a Type-T thermocouple placed in the cold room (set
to -20°C).
left in a freezing environment with significant moisture present. Experimental run-times never
exceeded 1 hour, and saw negligible icing, and actual physical work and observation in the Cold
Room was kept to a minimum.
As it was imperative to have the liquid analogue at a well-defined, constant eruption temperature,
measures were introduced to minimise heat loss from the system. The water jackets for the conduit
and connecting hose were connected to heating circulators placed outside the Cold Room. At
various stages in the course of experiments, Haake N3-T, DC5-K15 and Phoenix C-40P
refrigerating/heating circulators were used for this task. They maintained a constant circulation of
water (for golden syrup experiments) or polyethylene glycol (for gum rosin), which kept the
analogue in the system as close to the required temperature as possible. Heat loss from the system
was further minimised by fully encasing the conduit, hose, connecting pipe fittings and water
jackets (including their attached, feeding hoses) with aluminium foil-covered, fibre-glass insulation
from EJ. Berry Ltd. On average the insulation resulted in a 4-6 em thick barrier between the
system and the ambient environment, and thermocouples placed in the lagged intersection between
the conduit and hose registered no discernible heat loss during the timescale ofan experiment
Although the basal cooling of lava flows and theoretical fluids has been analysed in other studies,
and incorporated in some models (e.g, Sansom 2000), it is simplest to assume no heat loss through
the base of the flow, and no basal thermal (and hence rheological) boundary layer. Since many of
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the models and experiments to which we compare our experimental data use such an assumption,
and basal cooling itself can be shown to be minimal with respect to the global flow heat flux (e.g.
Neri 1998), an effort was made to reduce heat loss through the tank base to a minimum.
With the tank horizontal, a layer of polystyrene board was laid on top of the tank base, with a hole
cut to match the tank vent. The insulation was covered with a 0.1 mm thick layer of Mylar plastic,
which provides a smooth surface that can be annotated with a scale. Along one radial axis, the
underlying polystyrene was scored into a channel in which the thermocouple wires could rest
without impinging upon the flow. A pin was used to punch small holes in the plastic, through
which the thermocouple head could then be placed. TIlls enabled an array of thermocouples to be
located along the tank base, following one radial axis,which could measure basal flow temperatures
as the flow extruded. Several experiments were performed as in Stasiuk et al, (1993), with room
temperature syrup extruded into a sub-zero ambient environment, and the basal thermocouple
readings analysed.
Thermocouples initially read values concordant with the cold environment, until the overflow of
warmer syrup caused a considerable rise. At a given thermocouple, the initial post overflow
readings measured somewhat cooler than the extrusion temperature, concordant with the overflow
of a partially cooled syrup front. Recorded temperatures rapidly increased with the advection of
hotter syrup from the source, and remained at the extrusion temperature throughout the duration
of the experiments (up to 30 minutes). Clearly there was no rheological stiffening along the base of
the analogue flows.
The polystyrene insulator, however, comes naturally bowed; a property exaggerated by the
continual heating and cooling the apparatus undergoes during and between experiments. TIlls
imparted a heterogeneity to the surface proftle of the tank, which significantly affected the flow in
early trials, especially in 'axisymmetric' isothermal and cooled experiments with syrup.
To avoid this problem, the insulation layer was attached to the underside of the tank floor.
Although the upper surface of the tank floor will still be exposed to the cooled air of the Cold
Room, and there will be some minor initial cooling of the flow as it rides over the cold base, the
insulation prevents an extreme thermal gradient from persisting along the tank base for the
duration of the experiment Effectively, a small time after an area has been covered in hot analogue
fluid, the Perspex base warms to some value close to the eruption temperature. Continual advection
of heat by the flow along the tank floor provides a constant thermal boundary condition on the
upper side, whilst the insulation prevents heat loss from the underside. Undoubtedly, there would
be a small, lateral conductive heat flux between uncovered areas of the tank floor and those
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underlain by the analogue, but we assume this to be negligible. This altered set-up prevented the
measurement of basal temperatures, but provided a workable, insulated system.
2.2.3 Measurement
Any dynamic model of highly viscous gravity currents will require an accurate description of several
key parameters: volumetric flow rate (Q); liquid analogue density (PI) and viscosity (1]); ambient
fluid density (pa); and in the case of cooling, the temperature of the ambient environment and the
flow itself. The character and variation in analogue fluid properties were described in section 2.1;
this section shall explain the manner in which these parameters were measured during the
experiments. As all experiments were extruded into air,we take Pil - 0 kg m-3•
i) Flow Rote
The nature and environment of the experimental system preclude many types of flow rate
measurement that might be available in other experimental systems. Golden syrup has sufficiently
high viscosity that flow rates of only 0.1-10 em3s- t are obtainable using this apparatus; this results in
pipe-flow velocities that are at the extreme lower limit of accuracy for most small ultrasonic flow
meters. Similarly, the highlyviscous nature of analogue rules out the use of simple mechanical flow
meters, like the ball viscometer. Visual approximations of flow rate, using the speed of flow front
propagation up the conduit, cannot be applied during non-isothermal experiments, as the whole
conduit is lagged and insulated The pressure vessel has a cross-sectional area of -700 em2; given
that ultrasonic level metres, usually used for large capacity water tanks, commonly give an error in
vertical measurement of ±3 em, this would have produced volumetric error too large to measure
flow rate accurately in this system, due to the small flow rates (- 1-10 em3 sot) and extruded
volumes (- toOO em3) involved.
Flow rate was therefore measured using two thermocouples, which were situated at different
heights in the source region. In experiments lacking the 2 em interior diameter nozzle, these were
placed in the upper region of the glass conduit, with one positioned 4 em above the other. In
experiments using the plastic nozzle, they were placed in the engineered fittings, as shown in
Figure 2.5. Although ideally the ambient temperature throughout the interior of the conduit should
be consistent with the eruption temperature of the analogue (~), the proximity of the upper
conduit regions to the cooled air circulating in the Cold Room means that any thermocouples
placed in the conduit will inevitably measure some temperature lower than that of T,. When the
comparatively warmer liquid analogue first passes the thermocouples, there will be a sharp
inflection in the temperature data (Figure 2.6). This onset of rapid temperature rise can be
identified to an accuracy of±1 s.
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Figure 2.5 Schematic representation of the grooved plastic fittings that are placed inside the tank
vent (not to scale). The outer diameter is 4 em. ore the upper thermocouple (coloured blue) and
the lower thermocouple (coloured red), which are used to record flow transit, and hence flow-rates.
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Figure 2.6 Plot showing recorded temperature vs. time for the two thermocouples placed in the
conduit for experiment G -10_20_3. The thermocouples are coloured similarly to those on Fig
2.4.; although in this experiment the thermocouples were attached to the insides of the glass
conduit, not to the plastic tube. The time difference between the two initial inflections in
temperature is used to calculate conduit transit time and hence flow-rate.
The transit time between the two inflections in the temperature readout was measured. 1\ S one
knows the radius of the cylinder and the distance between the thermocouples, the cylindrical
volume lying between them can be calculated. Assuming that the syrup flow profile in the cylinder
remains similarly parabolic as it passes the thermocouples, the time difference between the two
registered temperature spikes indicates the time taken to emplace a measured volume of fluid. This
method therefore gives a value for flow rate at the very top of the conduit, and therefore an
accurate effusion rate for the flows themselves. Inherent in this calculation is the assumption that
the mass of syrup that builds above the conduit as the extrusion progresses contributes a negligible
pre 'sure head, and will not reduce the flux at the vent by any noticeable amount over that measured
in the conduit.
The above method could only be used to measure flow rate at the very start of the experiment.
Accurate validation of such measurements from secondary volumetric methods can be achieved, to
ensure that the flux does not wax nor wane with time . The simplest method used to achieve this
was to temporarily seal a gradatcd Perspex ring to the tank floor, sides equidistant from the vent
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aperture. Syrup was extruded into this temporary measuring cylinder at a constant pressure for a
known amount of time, and the volume calculated with time. The cylinder was wide enough to
produce extrusion depths on the order of those achieved in experiments, preventing the creation of
an excessive backpressure. These data corroborated the initial flow measurements within an
accuracyof 10%.
ii) Temperatm»
In order to study the effects of cooling accurately, it was necessary to record the extrusion (or
'eruption') temperature of the analogue ('T,), and the ambient temperature of the cool environment
(Ta) . Furthermore, it was frequently useful to record temperature profiles at various instances across
experimental flows. All temperature measurements were made using Type-T Cu/Cu-Ni
thermocouples. These were routed to an RS Datascan 7220 Data-logger, which was itself connected
to a lab Pc. The data-logger has sixteen channels, allowing sixteen different thermocouple
measurements to be recorded simultaneously, at an accuracy of ±O.l°C. For each channel, a
measurement was taken once everysecond.
iii) Viscosity
The variation of viscosity with temperature for Golden Syrup is explained and characterised in
section 2.1. From temperature measurements taken at the conduit vent, we could easily define an
eruption viscosity 1'/,. This was taken as the basic viscosity of the uncooled fluid analogue, before
any rheological stiffening has taken effect. Similarly, temperature measurements taken by floating
thermocouples immersed in the flow during an experimental run could be used to calculate a local
(time- and spatiallydependent) viscosity.
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Chapter 3: Experimental analysis of gravity currents extruded
from a point source onto an inclined plane, with temperature-
dependent viscosity
3.1 Introduction
The investigation of the literature in Chapter 1 described the key elements affecting the
development of a lava flow: the rate of extrusion, the effect of cooling on lava rheology (a strongly
temperature-dependent viscosity and similarly dependent viscoplasticity and solidification) and the
nature of the underlying topography. Studies have typically focused on one or two of these factors,
for the suite as a whole proves a complex system. Variable flux, radially symmetric gravity currents
on a horizontal plane, with a temperature-dependent viscosity have been analysed by Stasiuk et al,
(1993), Griffiths and Fink (1993), Bercovici (1994), Sakimoto and Zuber (1995), Bercovici and Lin
(1996), King et at (2000) and Balmforth et at (2003);while Blake (1990), Griffiths and Fink (1993,
1997), Balmforth and Craster (2000) and Balmforth et at (1999, 2003) have focused on the
importance ofyield strengths and other non-Newtonian properties as a result of cooling.
The addition of a non-horizontal basal boundary complicates matters considerably. lister (1992)
analysed the growth of variable flux, three-dimensional viscous flows on an inclined plane, but did
not consider the effects of cooling. Osmond and Griffiths (2001) and Balmforth et al. (2002)
"investigateda similar paradigm to lister, but considered the effects of a viscoplastic rheology.
Here we seek to investigate experimentally the extrusion of hot, viscous gravity currents from a
point source onto an inclined plane in a cooled environment, building on the work of lister (1992).
Whilst it is accepted that an increase in viscoplasticity, engendered by crystallisation, is an important
component of the rheological changes experienced by cooling lavas, we suggest that the current
level of theory precludes a full analysis of viscoplastic effects in addition to those provided by a
temperature dependent viscosity. Our aim is to focus on the effects of cooling on the downslope
flow of a Newtonian liquid with strongly temperature-dependent viscosity, as a first step in the
elucidation of more complex lavas.
In analysing the evolution of slope-formed, cooling viscous flows with strongly' temperature
dependent viscosities, we hope to better understand the dynamic interactions between slope,
eruption rate and temperature in lava flows, and provide a basis of understanding from whence the
model can be further developed
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3.2 Experimental Procedure
To investigate experimentally the effects of cooling on gravity currents on an inclined plane, we
take an analogue fluid with a known temperature-dependent viscosity, and extrude it into a tilted
tank, systematically observing the influence of key parameters (flow rate, slope and temperature
differential) on flow dynamics and morphologies. Golden syrup is an ideal such analogue, in that it
possesses a simple Newtonian rheology with a known viscosity dependence on temperature
(section 2.1.1). It has been used in previous experimental studies of viscous gravity currents
(Huppert 1982, Lister 1992;Stasiuk et al. 1993). Furthermore, syrup does not crystalliseor vitrify in
the experimental conditions used herein, and was believed not develop a 'strength' of any kind'!
Although this simplicity limits its use in direct comparison with real lava flows, whose rheology may
often possess elements of plasticity or elasticity, it simplifies the dynamical system we wish to
analyse. This study provides a useful and necessary entree, for we need to better understand cooled
viscous flows before more complex analogues are studied experimentally.
The syrup was extruded into free air along the tank (described in Chapter 2) base. Syrup flows hold
qualitativelywell to a basal no-slip condition, and no basal, rough grid was needed The base of the
tank was marked with a measured, inked scale grid, in 2 em gradations. Continuous measurements
of the flow plan and down slope profiles were recorded using a Sony TRV330E digital video
camcorder, and a Kohu video camera or another Sony digital camcorder, respectively. The digital
flow plan data were captured and saved as .avi files via 'firewire' based capture software, at a rate of
one frame every five seconds. These files were then analysed using a computer video analysis
software package, which allowed measurement of flow features to a minimum accuracy of ± 1 mm
(at maximum depth of field). Height profiles in the downslope section were either captured and
analysed in the same way as the flow plan data (if digitallyrecorded; a scale was placed in the centre
of the tank - corresponding to the centreline of the flow - prior to extrusion), or obtained using a
televisual data retrieval system. Temperature, viscosity and flow rate data were recorded as
described in section 2.2.3.
A matrix of experiments was constructed for varying slopes and flow rates at two values of T.: -
to°C and -20°C. Given the nature of the experimental system, we were unable to specify an exact
metric flow rate before the experiment began; rather we specified a chamber pressure, and then
recorded the flow rate as per section 2.2.3. Whilst this precluded a perfectly pre-planned series of
experiments, with an exact and identical sequence of flow rates common to all extrusions, care
taken to match parameters as closely as possible allows good comparative analysis of data.
I N.B. This is shown to be slightly misplaced in these experiments. When cooled, the rippledsyrup skin
appears to possess a very small tensile strength See section 3.5.2.
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In addition, six isothermal experiments were performed with both the syrup and ambient
environment at room temperature (Insulation was discarded in these runs, and flow rates were
obtained by visually measuring transit times in the upper portion of the glass conduit). These served
to check the functionality of the apparatus (in relation to the predictions and results of Lister,
1992), and to provide data for direct comparison between the isothermal and cooled runs, These
experiments are described in section 3.4.
Table 3.1 shows the matrix of experiments, and the eruption parameters for each. Experiments are
coded in the form:
where GS signifies golden syrup; a is the ambient temperature (-ISO signifies room temperature); b
is the slope angle in degrees; and (is an arbitrary run number.
Throughout the following sections 3.4 and 3.5 of this thesis, the spatial and temporal data are
depicted without error bars. Small potential errors in flow-rate have been described in Chapter 2,
but the key spatial measurements recorded in the experiments were accurate to ± 1 mm, as noted
above. In considering the downslope expansion of experimental flows, which quickly obtain values
of the order of - 0.1 m, and extend to - 1 m, such inaccuracies produce errors of no more than
1% at early times, depreciating to 0.1% at long times. In the less-developed lateral, cross-slope
expansion of the experiments, such errors will typicallybe - 1%.
Furthermore, such potential errors in down- and cross-slope expansion remain small when spatial
variables are normalised by the length scales inimical to the theory, which are described in the
following section. Error bars resulting from potential errors of such low orders are far smaller than
the symbols used to signify the data themselves, and are therefore not included. \Vhere such errors
would be more easily depicted, as for low values on logarithmic plots, they are not depicted as a
matter of coherence, with due reference to their small size. The notable exception is in Figures
3.33 to 3.39, wherein the ± 1 mm degree of inaccuracy is important, relative to the small values of
vertical expansion (- 2 em) achieved in the experiments, and error bars are included.
Potential errors in temporal measurements are also small, as such data are taken from single frames
of digital video footage, typically captured at accurately defined 5 second intervals by computer
software. Error bars in secondary data, such as the velocities derived from recorded heights, times,
and cross- and downslope extents in Figures 5.11 to 5.14, are included, if only with reference to
spatial inaccuracies. Further clarification of any individual errors is included in the relevant sections
of Chapter 5.




Ambient Eruption Slope Erupt. Pressure Flow Rate Viscosity 1'* X"'&}"I<
Name Temp. ("C) Temp. ("C) o (x 10.1 M Pa) (x 10-6 m3 S· I) (Pa s) (s) (cm)
GS-ISO_20_1 22 22 20 0.6 1.9 43.3 6.3 3.2
GS-ISO_I0_1 21 21 10 1 3.1 50.5 25.9 7.7
GS-ISO_I0_3 23 23 10 0.6 1.9 37.3 23.2 6.3
GS-ISO_15_1 23.5 23.5 15 0.4 1.3 34.6 10.5 3.7
GS-ISO_1S_2 23.8 23.8 15 0.8 3.1 33 8.3 4.6
GS-ISO_S_l 22 22 5 0.5 1.8 43.3 105.6 13.0
GS-20_10_3
-19 20.75 10 0.6 4.3 52.5 24.5 8.4
GS-20_10_4
-19 21 10 1 8.6 50.5 20.0 9.9
GS-20_10_6* -18.5 19 10 0.4 1.0 69.4 43.0 6.3
GS-20_20_1
-19 18.75 20 0.4 1.5 72.3 9.9 3.4
GS-20_20_2
-19 18 20 0.6 2.3 81.7 9.7 3.9
GS-20_20_6
-18.5 21 20 1.1 6.1 50.5 5.3 4.5
GS-20_20_7
-18 22 20 0.8 3.3 43.3 5.5 3.7
GS-20_20_8
-19 21 20 0.3 0.7 50.5 9.0 2.6
GS-20_15_1*
-20 20 15 0.4 1.3 69.4 18.0 4.4
GS-20_15_2 -19.5 19.5 15 0.7 4.3 64 12.5 5.9
GS-20_15_3 -19 20 15 1.1 7.2 69.4 11.7 6.8
GS-20_S_1 -18.5 19 5 0.5 1.8 69.4 151.5 14.6
GS-20_5_2 -18.5 19 5 I 5.4 69.4 115.1 19.2
GS-I0_5_1 -9 19.5 5 0.8 3.3 64 122.3 16.7
GS-I0_5_2 -8.5 20 5 0.4 1.3 59 146.3 12.8
GS-I0_5_3 -7.5 22 5 1.2 io.s 43.3 67.9 20.3
GS-I0_1S_1
-10 18.5 15 0.8 4.8 75.3 13.7 6.3
GS-I0_15_Z -10 18.5 15 0.4 1.8 75.3 17.6 4.9
GS-I0_15_3 -9.5 20.5 15 1.2 8.6 54.6 9.3 6.7
GS-I0_10_1 -9.5 19 10 0.8 4.8 69.4 29.4 9.3
GS-I0_I0_2 -10 19.5 10 0.5 1.7 64 35.8 7.0
GS-I 0_10_3 -8.5 21 10 1.2 10.8 50.5 18.9 10.5
GS-I0_20_2
-to 18.5 20 0.4 1.4 75.3 to .3 3.4
GS-I0_20_3 -9 20 20 0.6 3.1 59 7.1 3.9
GS-IO_20_4 -to 20 20 0.8 6.1 59 5.9 4.6
GS-IO_20_S -9 20 20 1.2 8.6 59 5.5 5.1
T able 3 .1 E xperim en tal runs and their parameters. The eruption temperature refers to the
temperature of th e syru p measured at the point of extrusion in to the tank, while th e eru p tion
pressure is that placed upon th e syru p in the pressure vessel. Flow rate is measured as s ta ted in
sec tio n 2.2, and visco sity is calculated from the eruption temperature, using th e relationships
described in section 2.1. 7'*, X " and Y* are represented time and length scales , ba sed o n th e work
of Lister (1992), and explained in detail in section 3.3. The asterisked experiments used the sm aller
(2 em) diameter injection nozzle .
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3.3 Isothermal experiments-the theoretical framework of Lister (1992)
Rigorous investigations into the behaviour of isothermal, Newtonian viscous flows on a slope have
already been completed by Lister (1992): hereafter abbreviated as 'Lister'). The experiments
investigated in this thesis are identical in concept to those studied by Lister, but with the addition of
cooling effects. Thus there is an added component of a temperature dependent viscosity. The new
experiments can be compared with the isothermal cases, to better identify the effects of cooling.
Furthermore, in describing the flow dynamics and features, it will often prove efficacious to
illustrate them with respect to certain key dynamical concepts and scales derived by Lister.
Lister analysed the flow of syrup down an inclined plane, from both line and point sources. Given
the nature of our experiments, I shall only make reference here to the three-dimensional case of
extrusion from a point source; furthermore, although I shall highlight the dependence of the theory
on a time-dependent flux, in my experiments the flow rate was constant, leading to further
simplification.
Lister considered the extrusion of a fluid of constant Newtonian viscosity, u; and constant density,
p, onto a plane inclined at an angle to the horizontal of () (Fig 3.1). In defining a co-ordinate
system to describe these experiments, x is chosen to be downslope co-ordinate (positive in the
downslope direction and 0 at the point of release),y the cross-slope coordinate (both positive and
negative; taken from a midline (y=0) running down the centre of the tank and passing through the
source), and Zthe coordinate normal to the inclination of the plane (Fig. 3.1).
At any time (~, the dimensions of the flow margin are described by: xr (~ and ~ (~, the maximum
upslope and downslope extents, respectively; the perimeterjs (x,~, or cross-slope extent, at a given
value ofx in xr (~ < x <~ (~; and the depth of the flow in the z-axis, h (x,y).
We can simplify the problem and magnify its tractability by assuming the effects of (i) inertia and
(it) surface tension to be negligiblein the system. Such an assumption will only be valid if we can (i)
show that the Reynolds number x 1 and (ii) the Bond number is » 1.
The Reynolds number can be estimated using the mechanical and rheological properties of Golden
Syrup, given in Chapter 2 for experimental conditions. Typically, given the dimensions of the flows
(-2 cm high) and their velocities (1-0.1 em s-l) encountered in our experiments and those of Lister,
Huppert (1982) and Stasiuk (1993), Reynolds numbers in the region of 0.01 to 10-6 are estimated,
and hence inertial effects are considered to negligible.
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Figure 3.1 Diagram describing the geometry and notation of the theoretical and experimental
system ofLister (1992).
The dimensionless Bond number (B) is equal to pgV/f, where p is the density,g the acceleration
due to gravity, L a typical length scale, and r the coefficient of surface tension. For golden syrup,
given typical values for the above parameters (p - 1440 kg m-'l, g -9.81 m S-2, r - 0.8 N mot; see
Chapter 2), B - 175000 V, with the final value dependent on the length scale chosen. Given the
geometry of the flows we shall extrude, cross- and downslope flow extents rapidly reach values a
(0.10 m), yielding an L2 - 0.01 m2• This results in, at the very least, B-1750, significantly in excess
of 1. Therefore, to a leading order solution of the problem, we can expect surface tension effects to
be negligible.
We now preset a dynamical model for the advance of viscous flows down uniform slopes,
following the work of Lister. Lister simply gives (3.1), (3.5), (3.8) and (3.10) el seqllenlitr, any
remaining, or intermediary steps were derived from first principles, and are presented here for
clarity. In the absence of inertial or surface tension effects, a thin layer of fluid, spreading under
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which therefore varies according to
op Op oh oh .Vp = - + - = pg- cos 0 + pg- cos 0 - pg S111 0
ax By ax By
(3.2)
As the momentum equation for a thin layer of fluid spreading in a viscous-buoyancy balance (the
'lubrication' or 'thin-layer' approximation; see for example Batchelor, 1967) reduces to
(3.3)
wherein p is the Newtonian viscosity and the velocity u only really varies with Zo. Vp can be
integrated with respect to Z to obtain the flow velocity, using the stress-free surface and no-slip
boundary conditions (fJu/ot;=O at t;=h;and u=O at t;=0) to fix the constants, giving




U=1I +11 = __1 Z(2h-Z}Vp
x J 2p
(3.5)
At any single time-step one may convert this to a local flux (per unit of the flow in the direction of
flow) by integrating the velocity profile across h (x,y, ~, so that
(3.6a)
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Q pgSinO( 3ah 3ah 3J:. =- cotBh -+cotBh --h
3 ax Oy
(3.6b)







ah =-(aQx + aQyJ
at ax Oy
(3.7b)
Finally, by differentiating (3.6) with respect to x andy, and inserting into (3.7), one obtains the
following equation
ah = pgSinB{cotB.E..(h3 ahJ+CotB~(h3 ah)_ ah3}
at 3# Oy Oy ax ax ax
(3.8a)
which we combine with the volume constraint
i""N J..1/'(X) aVolume = h qy dx =StXr -.1/'(X)
(3.8b)
where S is a constant of proportionality between the flow volume and t a; when a =I, S =Q, the
uniform flow rate, with units of m3 S-l. If one can solve (3.8),which describes the evolution of the
height of the flow, one can map the boundaries of the flow in space and time. To achieve this, in
non-dimensionalising (3.8), one first needs to derive typical spatial and temporal scales for the
system. This can be achieved through the simple dimensional analysis of (3.8), converting the
equations to purely dimensional relationships of H (a 'height,), L (i,e. a 'length' distinct from the far
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smaller magnitude height, H) & T ('time'). Assuming that through simple geometric considerations











L*= X*= Y*=H*cot8= Ra
(3.10a,b)
Lister then uses the above scales to define the following dimensionless variables T=t/1'*, X=x/X*,
Y=y/Y* and H=h/H*, and recasts (3.8) in these dimensionless variables, resulting in
(3.11a)
JX N J.Yp(X) H dY dX = T aXr -Yp(X)
(3.11b)
In analysing (3.11), and looking for asymptotic balances, which may indicate regimes of behaviour
at both early and later stages of the evolution, Lister rescales (3.11) to show bimodal, time-
dependent modes of behaviour. For the sake of brevity, these 'early' and 'long-time' rescalings of
(3.11) are not presented in formulation here, but the outcomes of such rescalings are important and
shall be discussed.
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In the early stages of the flows evolution, the solution of a rescaled (3.11) is identical to that given
by Huppert (1982) for the spread of a gravity current on a horizontal plane, with the dominant
factor in its extension being the surface gradient of the flow. This is considerably in excess of the
tank incline in the initial stages (i,e, oh/ox » tan0: slope is unimportant and the gradient of
current thickness defines spreading dynamics.
Then, at some time - 1'*, there is a transition in flow behaviour towards the long-time scaling, as
the length of the flow increases and the surface gradient over the flow becomes very much less than
the angle of the slope (i.e, tan 0» oh/ox). The latter is now the dominant factor, and of far greater
magnitude than the gradient of current thickness. At the time of transition between early and long-
time cases, the current dimensions XN,yM and h are typically equal to the scales X*, }'II: and H*.
From these early- and long-time rescalings, one can then derive dimensionless relationships for the
progression of XN and YM in terms of T (where XN and YM are the maximum down- and cross-
slope extents XN and yM, normalised by X* and }'II:). For the early-time case, the asymptotic
dependence of the these dimensions can be deduced from the scalings, giving
(3.12)
which dimensionalises (on application ofX* or }'II:, and 1'*) to
1(S JR ' a.Ja+1 t.-x N =YM - cosce r
(3.13)
Similarly from the long-time rescalings, the following dimensionless relationships are obtained:
4a+J
X -T 9N and
a
(3.14a,b)
These can also be dimensionalised, using the scales X*, }'II: and 1'* (3.10), to gain
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where in both (3.13) and (3.15) R' =pg/3J.L
and _(S cos (}fa )tYM . {}
sm
(3.15a,b)
These asymptotic scalings provide some interesting information. Firstly, at early times (1«1'*, and
dependent on the magnitudes ofah/ax and tan~ the gravity current behaves in a manner similar to
an extrusion on a horizontal slope. Secondly, when has fluid has spread for long enough so that
tanB» ah/ax (t»P) the cross-slope extent advances wholly independently of viscosity, and is
only dependent on the angle of the incline and the fluid flow rate.
Lister investigated a variety of solutions for different cases of flow behaviour, including similarity
solutions of the structure near the source and the contact line in the long-time regime, analytical
solutions of two-dimensional cases, and actual numerical solutions of the evolution equations for a
variety of values of a. Here we will consider only two: the solution to (3.11), which is gained by
numerically integrating that equation (or an equation for the approach to the long-time similarity
solution derived from its form), and the simple scalings (3.14,3.15) produced from the long-time
rescalings of (3.11). The results of these analyses shall be reviewed and compared with actual
isothermal experimental data in the next section.
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3.4 Isothermal experiments-experimental observations
Five isothermal experiments were conducted to test the functionalityof the apparatus and compare
the subsequent results obtained with those of Lister (1992). The procedure for these experiments
was as described in Section 3.2, with both the ambient and the extrusion temperatures being held at
-21°C (room temperature). The parameters for these experiments are listed in Table 3.1 (see
Section 3.1.2).
Data were taken for the flow length, maximum width, height and aspect ratio of these extrusions.
As will be shown, these isothermal experimental data gave excellent agreement with both the
experimental data and theoretical predictions of Lister (1992), and confirmed the ability of the
apparatus to maintain a steady flux onto the tank base. The brief following analysis of these data
will provide an illuminating and useful isothermal experimental benchmark with which we may
compare later, cooled extrusions.
To reprise: initially, at very early times, Lister (1992) predicts that the extruded isothermal Golden
Syrup should spread according to the similarity solution of Huppert (1982), with flow advance
being driven by' the local surface gradients of the fluid; i.e, the flow was not affected by the slope
angle (oh/(}y and oh/ox both » tan0. Given a steady, constant flux at the source, the flows
should advance at an approximate rate ofXN-tt12(eq. 3.13).
As the flow propagates in the downslope direction, it will eventuallyreach a point where oh/ox«
tanB, and the downslope expansion will change from a process dominated by surface depth
gradients to one dominated by the downslope component; the change visibly occurring at earlier
times for flows of lower flow rates and/or on steeper slopes, as predicted by (eq. 3.10a). Lister
(1992) showed that this 'transition time' is a strong function of slope angle and flow rate, and can
be readily obtained by dimensional analysis. For an isoviscous flow of continual flow rate from a
point source it can be scaled as:
t
T* .... ( 27p.3 cotS8 )4
Sp 3l sin38
(3.16)
where the notation is described in section 3.3. Typically, for the parameters inherent in the five
isothermal experiments, 'P<10 (see Table 3.1). The benefit of such small values of'P is that for
the majority of their extrusion history flows will lie within the long-time spreading regime. This will
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prove important in the later study of cooled flows, as any changes witnessed can be ascribed to the























Figure 3.2 Plots of dimensionless downslope (XN) and cross-slope (YM) extent versus
dimensionless time (1). Observed experimental values of ~ and)'M at any given t have been
normalised by the scales X*, Y* and 1'*, respectively. The scales are calculated using (eq. 3.10), and
representative values are collected in Table 3.1. They are compared with an unsmoothed numerical
solution of (eq. 3.11), using a scheme as noted in section 3.3, kindly provided by John Lister. Due
to an equipment malfunction, values for)'M were not recorded for GS-ISO_S_1 and GS-ISO_1S_2.
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Although 1'* is a useful scale, there is no sudden transition between regimes at this value, and a full
solution of (eq. 3.11) shows that flows display a behaviour intermediate to the early and long time
solutions over a range of times of magnitude - O.lT*to 10T* (see Lister 1992: Figure 1). Given the
values of 1'* encountered in the isothermal experiments, - 6 to 100 s (see Table 3.1), it is not
possible to spot any extended spreading accordant to the early-time solution alone, even in the
experiment GS-ISO_5_1.
A brief analysis suffices to show that the experimental data mimic Lister's model well: Figure 3.2
uses an unsmoothed plot of Lister's own raw numerical results to (eq. 3.11) (including numeric
'noise'), kindly provided for this thesis. Lister noted that for the extrusion of some of his analogues
in air, there was a slight deviation in the experimental values from those predicted by the model. He
found that the advance of the flow toe downslope was increased relative to the predictions of the
model, while cross-slope spreading was decreased relative to that predicted by the numerical model.
Similarly, the flows extruded in our isothermal experiments displayed little deviation from the
numerical analysis. In the downslope direction, one can find no evidence of lengthening relative to
the model predictions (Fig. 3.2). Cross-slope spreading, however, was slightly less than predicted
by the solution of (eq. 3.11), as was also witnessed in the experimental flows of Lister. The absolute
values of cross-slope propagation alone are reduced; the trend of expansion itself closely follows
the numerical predictions. Accurate height measurements across the flow could not be adequately
measured to the degree that we can incontrovertibly account for the extra volume vertically, but the
stability of the flux in the apparatus (see section 2.2) would indicate that the minimal volume lost
from the flanks was 'bulked up' rather than focused down flow, resulting in a greater flow
thickness.
Irrespective of the magnitude ofdata points relative to those predicted by Lister's model, the trends
of cross- and downslope advance still conform excellently to the power-law relationships predicted,
and provide a useful and stable analyticalbase from which we can investigate the effects of cooling.
The influence of experimental parameters on the flow at any point in time can be analysed with
reference to the dimensionless parameters XN, YM and T. For example, Plate 3.1 shows three
snapshots of isothermal flows, taken at the same absolute time in their evolution (- 100 s) at similar
flow rates (- 2 em! S·I), but different values of 0. One can clearly see that (c) has advanced
considerably further downslope than (a), has less of an axisymmetric profile as it is well-advanced
into the late-time solution xw-f1/9• Conversely analysis ofvideo data shows that (a) is at present still
spreading in the upslope direction, whilst at a similar time both (b) and (c) are stagnant Still, there
is considerable elongation of (a) in the downslope direction, highlighting the fact that the influence
of the slope can be felt long before 1'*.
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Plate 3.1 Photograph s o f three flows of similar flow rates, taken after c. 100 seconds: (a) GS-
150_5_1: Q -L84cm3s·1; --r -. (b) GS-ISO_ IO_3: Q-1.92cm3s·1; t-4'P'; (c) GS-ISO_20_1:
Q-1.90cm3s·1; t- 17T*.
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3.5 Cooled experiments-experimental observations
The twenty-six experiments wherein cooling was a factor displayed a wealth of interesting and
novel flow features. Both morphologically and dynamically, the cooled syrup flows differed from
the theoretical predictions and experimental precedents set for isothermal syrup flows by workers
such as Huppert (1982) and Lister (1992). The observed differences between the flow behaviour of
cooled and isothermal flows will be separated, with discussion of variances on both a quantitative
(with reference to kinematic and spatial characteristics) and qualitative level. The implications and
extended analytical approaches to these results, and their comparison with real lavas witnessed in
the field, are presented in Chapter 5.
3.5.1 Kinematic and spatial observations
The maximum downslope (.x}.l) and cross-slope (rM) extents of analogue flows at any given time (I)
were collated from digitised flow-plan images. Similarly, central flow heights at a given downslope
coordinate (x) and time-step were collected for many flows. Where pertinent, elements of these
data are presented in the following text, but a more comprehensive overview of the experimental
results and raw data is contained within Appendix A
3.5.1.1 Development ofdownslope extent with time
It has been demonstrated (e.g. Stasiuk et al. 1993) that for similar values of flow rate and eruption
viscosity, cooled viscous flows are significantly retarded in their expansion relative to the isothermal
case. The gross mechanism for this effect is readily apparent, in that with the interaction of cooling
and a strongly temperature-dependent viscosity, a cooled, highly viscous boundary layer forms.
Locally, this sluggish layer acts as a bulwark to expansion, and the flow as a whole behaves as if it
possesses a 'bulk viscosity' somewhere between the viscosity of syrup at the ambient temperature
(Ta) 1]a, and viscosity at eruption temperature (~) 1]c, if such a concept is remotely applicable
(Stasiuk et al. 1993, Lister and Kerr 1993, Griffiths 2000).
Raw data, listing values of XN with respect to t are displayed in Appendix A A sample of these data
is presented in Figure 3.3a. It is readily seen that the cooled flows spread more slowly than is
predicted by Lister's numerical model (eq. 3.11) or long-time similarity solution (eq. 3.14): at any
given point in time, their magnitude of advance (XN) and rate of advance (8XN /81) are retarded
relative to the isothermal case. While the depiction of data in this manner is useful, we also present
the results in a non-dimensional fashion, normalising recorded values ofXN and t with the scales X*
and 1'*, respectively. Figures 3.4a to 3.7b display plots of XN vs. 1". arranged by temperature and
slope.
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Figure 3.3a Plot showing the development of downslope extent (~) with time (~ for a sample
flow, in this case extruded at 0.7 cm S-1 onto a slope of 20° in an ambient environment of -19°C.
The extents predicted by Lister's (1992) long-time similaritysolution are shown for comparison.
300025002000
11 GS-20_20_8 data

















Figure 3.3b Plot showing the development of cross-slope extent (rM) with time (~ for a sample
flow, in this case extruded at 0.7 em S-1 onto a slope of 20° in an ambient environment of -19°C.
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Figure 3.4a Comparison of cooling flows with the same ambient temperature (_10oq , same slope (5j and different flow rates, plotted as the maximum
dimensionless downslope extents of the flow (XN) with dimensionless time (1). Recorded experimental values of XN for a given t are normalised by the scales
X* and T", respectively. Experimental parameters: GS-I0_S_1-Ta _9°C, r; 19.5°C,Q 3.3 xl0-6 m3 s', X* 16.7, T" 122.3, 1]e 64 Pa s, 1]a -34,000 Pa s; GS-
10_S_2-Ta-8.5°C, Te20°C,Q 1.3 xlO-6 m3 s·l, X* 12.8, T" 146.3, n, 59 Pa s, n; -29,000 Pa s; GS-I0_S_3-Ta -7.5°C, Te22°C,Q 10.8 xlO-6 m3 S-l, X* 20.3,
T" 67.9. 1]e 43.3 Pa s, n; - 22,000 Pa s,
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Figure 3.4b Comparison of cooling flows with the same ambient temperature (-20oq . same slope (5j and different flow rates. plotted as the maximum
dimensionless downslope extents of the flow (XN) with dimensionless time (1). Recorded experimental values of~ for a given t are normalised by the scales
X* and 1'*. respectively. GS-20_5_1-T. -lS.SoC. r; 19°C,Q 1.S xl0-6 m3 s·t, X* 14.6. 1'* 151.5. T/e 69.4 Pa s, T/- -S.9 xl05 Pa s; GS-20_5_2-T. -lS.SoC. r;
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Figure 3.5a Comparison of cooling flows with the same ambient temperature (_10oq , same slope (10,,) and different flow rates, plotted as the maximum
dimensionless downslope extents of the flow (XN) with dimensionless time (1). Recorded experimental values of~ for a given t are normalised by the scales
X* and P, respectively. Experimental parameters: GS-I0_I0_I-Ta-9.5°C, r; 19°C,Q 4.8 xlO-6 m3 s·t, X* 9.3, P 29.4, n; 69.4 Pa s, T/a -39,500 Pa s; GS-
10_10_2-Ta-10°C, r; 19.5°C,Q 1.7 xlO-6 m3 s', X* 7.0, P 35.8, T/e 64 Pa s, n, -46,000 Pa s; GS-IO_IO_3-Ta-8.5°C, r; 21°e,Q 10.8 xtQ-6 m3 s·t, X* 10.5,
P 18.9, T/e 50.5 Pa s, n; - 29,000 Pa s.
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Figure 3.Sh Comparison of cooling flows with the same ambient temperature (_20oq , same slope (10j and different flow rates, plotted as the maximum
dimensionless downslope extents of the flow (XN) with dimensionless time (1). Recorded experimental values of.xN for a given t are normalised by the scales
X* and P, respectively. Experimental parameters: GS-ZO_I0_3-Ta-19°C, Te20.75°C,Q 4.3 xl0-6 m3 S·l, X* S.4, 1'* 24.5, n; 52.5 Pa s, n, -1.1 xl06 Pa s; GS-
20_10_4-Ta -19°C, r; 2IoC,Q 8.6 xl0-6 m3 s·t, X* 9.9, 1'* 20.0, n; 50.5 Pa s, n: -1.1 xl06 Pa s; GS-20_10_6-T. -IS.5°C, Te 19°C,Q 1.0 xl0-6 m3 s', X* 6.3,
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Figure 3.6a Comparison of cooling flows with the same ambient temperature (_100 q , same slope (lSj and different flow rates, plotted as the maximum
dimensionless downslope extents of the flow (XN) with dimensionless time en. Recorded experimental values of.x'N for a given t are normalised by the scales
X* and 1'*, respectively. Experimental parameters: GS-I0_15_1-T. -10°C, t: 18.SoC, slope angle 15°,Q 4.8 xlO·6 m3 5.1, X* 6.3, 1'* 13.7, n; 75.3 Pa 5, 11.
-46,000 Pa 5; GS-I0_15_2-T. -lOoC, r; 18.5°C, slope angle 15°,Q 1.8 xl0-6m3 S·l, X* 4.9, P 17.6, n, 75.3 Pa s, 11. -46,000 Pa 5; GS-I0_15_3-T. -9.5°C,
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Figure 3.6b Comparison of cooling flows with the same ambient temperature (-20°C), same slope (15,) and different flow rates, plotted as the maximum
dimensionless downslope extents of the flow (XN) with dimensionless time (1). Recorded experimental values of~ for a given t are normalised by the scales
X* and 1'*, respectively. Experimental parameters: GS-20_15_1-Ta -20°C, Te 20°C,Q 1.3 xl0-6 m3 S·l, X* 4.4, 1'* 18.0, 17. 69.4 Pa s, 17a -1.6 xl06 Pa s; GS-
20_15_2-Ta-19.5°c, r; 19.5°C,Q 4.3 xtO-6 m3 5-1, X* 5.9, 1'* 12.5, 17.64Pa s, 17a -1.3 x106 Pa s; GS-20_15_3-Ta-l~C, Te 20°C,Q 7.2 xtO-6 m3 S·l, X* 6.8,
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Figure 3.7a Comparison of cooling flows with the same ambient temperature (_10oq , same slope (20j and different flow rates, plotted as the maximum
dimensionless downslope extents of the flow (XN) with dimensionless time (1). Recorded experimental values of XN for a given t are normalised by the scales
X* and 1'*, respectively. Experimental parameters: GS-IO_20_2-T. -lOoC, Te 18.5°C,Q 1.4 xtO-6 m3 S-1, X* 3.4, 1'* 10.3, 11.75.3 Pa s, 11. -46,000 Pa s; GS-
lO_20_3-T. _9°C, t: 2ifC,Q 3.1 xl0-6 m3 S-1, X* 3.9, 1'*7.1, 11.59 Pa s, 11. -34,000 Pa s; GS-IO_20_4-T. -io-c, To 2ooe,Q 6.1 xtQ-6 m3 S-1, x» 4.6, 1'* 5.9,
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Figure 3.7b Comparison of cooling flows with the same ambient temperature (-20°C), same slope (20j and different flow rates, plotted as the maximum
dimensionless downslope extents of the flow (XN) with dimensionless time (1). Recorded experimental values of XN for a given t are normalised by the scales
X* and 1'*, respectively. Experimental parameters: GS-20_20_1-T. -19°C, 't; 18.75°C,Q 1.5 xlO-6 m3 5-1, X* 3.4, 1'* 9.9, 1]e 72.3 Pa s, 1]. -1.1 xl06 Pa 5; GS-
20_20_2-~ -l~C, r; 18°C,Q 2.3 xlO-6 m3 S-I, X* 3.9, 1'* 9.7, n; 81.7 Pa S, 1]. -1.1 xlQ6 Pa s; GS-20_20_6-T. -18.5°C, 'Te21°C,Q 6.1 xlO-6 m3 s', X* 4.5,
1'* 5.3, n; 50.5 Pa s, n, -8.9 xl05 Pa s; GS-20_20_7-T. -18°C, 't; 22°C,Q 3.3 xl0-6 m3 s-l, X* 3.7, 1'* 5.5, n; 43.3 Pa 5, n, -7.3 xl05 Pa s; GS-20_20_8-T.-
io-c. r; 21°C,Q 0.7 xl0-6 m3 S-I, X* 2.6, 1'* 9.0, 1]e 50.5 Pa s, n, -1.1 xl06 Pa s.
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These dimensionless plots permit a more ready correlation of different data sets, as they allow the
examination of flows of different parameters on the same figure. While plotting multiple
experiments possessing identical values in two of the controlling parameters we can investigate the
influence of the third-in this manner we can assess the relative interaction of flow rate, level of
cooling and slope angle on the flows' dynamics.
The scale X* should have no dynamical bearing on the cooled flows themselves. As explained in
Section 3.3, this scale is derived and calculated with sole regard to Lister's (1992) isothermal case,
and cannot describe the influence of a temperature-dependent viscosity on the transition between
early and long-time spreading regimes. Nevertheless, by treating the cooled flows in this 'isothermal
manner' we can qualitativelyobserve the differences between theory and practice. The implications
of altering the theory to accommodate heterogeneous viscosities are discussed in Chapter 5.
Figures 3.4a to 3.7b all depict flows that vary from the isothermal numerical model of Lister, and
the close correlation depicted in Figure 3.2. A change in the magnitude or gradient of XN vs. T
indicates a variance from the isothermal model: either in magnitude of XN at a given T, or in the
rate of change of XN with T. On a simple level, we would expect cooled flows to depart from the
model in both these criteria, as evidenced by Stasiuk et al. (1993), and the experimental results
conform to these expectations.
Generally speaking, the flows show a substantially reduced value of XN at a given T, relative to the
model. This reduction increases with decreasing flow rate, at constant ambient temperature and
tank slope angle. Furthermore, the rate of increase of XN with T is also retarded relative to the
model, with the magnitude of retardation broadly and inverselyproportional to the flow rate.
At temperatures of-lO"C, experimental series GS-I0_5 (Figure 3.4a) and GS-I0_I0 (Figure 3.Sa)
display a clear reduction in the magnitude of XN relative to the model, exacerbated at larger values
of T. Series GS-10_15 (Figure 3.6a) and GS-1O_20 (Figure 3.7a) show a far smaller and less
simple retardation. Clearer in all GS-I0 series are well-evidenced changes in dXN/dT, as
experimental gradients decrease with decreasing flow rate, and splay away from Lister's numerical
predictions, adopting shallower values.
These same features are broadly mimicked in series GS-20_5 (Figure 3.4b) and GS-20_10 (Figure
3.Sb). Yet while the results depict an increasing retardation of XN (1) relative to the model with
decreasing flow rate, the variance is slight. Furthermore, though values of dXN/dT for experiments
do depart from Lister's prediction, it is impossible to distinguish changes in gradient between
individual experiments themselves. These elements are compounded in series GS-20_15 (Figure
3.6b) and GS-20_20 (Figure 3.7b). In the former, an extremely weak range in magnitudes of XN
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(1) is apparent, but there is no clear distinction in the gradients dXNIdJ: other than that they are
clearly shallower than in Lister's model. In GS-20_20, the data defy any attempt to characterise
relative magnitudes of XN(1) with Q, but do display some clear variations in dXNIdT: particularly
with regard to GS-20_20_1 and GS-20_20_8, which clearly depart from the steeper trends set by
more rapidly effused flows.
Within this paradigm. certain experimental features must be reiterated. Firstly, the experimental
lifetimes are typically of the order 10-lOOP. Many of the flows spend a considerable portion of
their evolution in the transitional regime (typically evident over 0.1 to lOP), between Lister's early
and long-time similarity solutions (eq. 3.14). Though flow development in this period is adequately
modelled by Lister's numerical model (eq. 3.11), the experimental data should show change in
dXNIdT that is unrelated to the processes of cooling, and themselves exacerbated by the presence
ofa 4 em (or 2 em) diameter entry nozzle, whereas the model assumes a point-source.
Secondly the vicissitudes inherent to the size of the experimental system raise several qualms.
Experimental series GS-I0_I0 shows an unfortunate 'creep' in ambient temperatures experienced,
with room temperatures achieved increasing with increasing flow rate. Though the increase in
ambient temperature is small, the nature of dT/c/dO complicates direct conclusions about the effect
of flow rate. Nevertheless, the trends of decreasing XN(1) and dXN/dTwith decreasing flow rate
are evidenced with regard to GS-1O_5_1 and GS-I0_5_2, where the most retarded case was
extruded in a slightly warmer environment than its closest counterpart in flow rates, and in series
GS-10_15, wherein all flows were cooled at the same ambient temperature. Series GS-20_5 and
GS-20_10 reinforce these cases.
Figures 3.8 to 3.11 display the effects of temperature on downslope evolution, pairing flows of
equivalent slopes and flow rates, but cooled at different ambient temperatures. Comparison of
experiments GS-20_10_3 and GS-10_10_1 (Figure 3.8) shows that the more strongly cooled flow
is more retarded than the one extroded at --10°C. This trend is continued in Figures 3.9 and 3.10,
and at well-developed J: Figure 3.11.
Beyond these correlations, it is difficult to discern definite trends within the data. Whereas one
might expect to find that dXNIdT was smaller at lower temperatures, there is some evidence that
<Warmer flows', cooled to -10°C, actually develop shallower dXN/dT gradients at long time-scales
(see, for example, Figures 3.9 & 3.10). Clearly analyses of XN (1) alone fail to illuminate the full
complexity of the dynamical problem, and we shall return to this later in the chapter.
Interestingly, the function of slope has a similarly pronounced effect on the divergence of data
from the predictions of the model, At identical flow rates and ambient temperatures, the
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Figure 3.8 Plot of the maximum dimensionless downslope extents of two flows (XN) with
dimensionless time (1), extruded onto the same slope (10") at similar flow rates. Recorded
experimental values of .xN for a given t are normalised by the scales X* and P, respectively.
Experimental parameters: GS-20_10_3-T. -19°C, Te20.75°C,Q 4.3 xl0-6 m3 s-t, X* 8.4, P 24.5,
1Jc 52.5 Pa s, 1Ja -1.1 xl06 Pa s; GS-IO_IO_I-T. -9.5°C, r; 19°C, Q 4.S xl0-6 rn! s·t, X* 9.3, P
29.4, 1Jc 69.4 Pa s, 1Ja -39,500 Pa s.
100
- Lister's Isothermal Model
n .io-c & 6.1 ecls [GS-I0_20_4]






Figure 3.9 Plot of the maximum dimensionless downslope extents of two flows (XN) with
dimensionless time (1), extruded onto the same slope (20") at similar flow rates. Recorded
experimental values of .xN for a given t are normalised by the scales X* and P, respectively.
Experimental parameters: GS-I0_20_4-T. -10°C, Te200C.Q 6.1 xl()-6 m3 s-t,X* 4.6, P 5.9, 1Je 59
Pa s, 1Ja - 46,000 Pa s; GS-20_20_6-T. -lS.SoC, r; 21°C,Q 6.1 xlQ-6 m3 s-t, X* 4.5, P 5.3, n;
50.5 Pa s, 1Ja -S.9 xl05 Pa s.
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Figure 3.10 Plot of the maximum dimensionless downslope extents of two flows (XN) with
dimensionless time (1), extruded onto the same slope (20j at similar flow rates. Recorded
experimental values of .xN for a given t are normalised by the scales X* and 1'*, respectively.
Experimental parameters: GS-I0_20_3-T. _9°e, r; zc-c,Q 3.1 xlQ-6 m3 s-t, X* 3.9, 1'*7.1, 11c 59
Pa s, 11- -34,000 Pa s; GS-20_20_7-~ -18°e, r; 22°e,Q 3.3 xlQ-6 m3 s·t, X* 3.7, 1'* 5.5, 11e 43.3
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Figure 3.11 Plot of the maximum dimensionless downslope extents of two flows (XN) with
dimensionless time (1), extruded onto the same slope (20j at similar flow rates. Recorded
experimental values of .xN for a given t are normalised by the scales X* and 1'*, respectively.
Experimental parameters: GS-I0_20_2-T. -10oe, Tc 18.5°e,Q 1.4 xl0-6 m3 s·t, X* 3.4, 1'* 10.3, 11e
75.3 Pa s, 11- -46,000 Pa s; GS-20_20_1-T. -19°C, r; 18.75°C,Q 1.5 xlO-6 m3 s·t, X* 3.4, 1'*9.9,
11e 72.3 Pa s, 11- -1.1 x106 Pa s.
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Figure 3.12 Plot of the maximum dimensionless downslope extents of two flows (XN) with
dimensionless time (1). extruded into the same set temperature (-10°C) at similar flow rates. but
onto different slopes. Experimental parameters: GS-I0_20_2-T. -10°C. Te lS.5°C. slope angle 20°,
Q 1.4 xlO-6 rn! S-I. X* 3.4. T" 10.3, 1/e 75.3 Pa s, 1/.....46.000 Pa s; GS-I0_S_2-T. -8.5°C. T.: 20°C,
slope angle 5°.Q 1.3 xl0-6 m3 S-I. X* 12.8. 1'* 146.3, 1/e 59 Pa s, 1/.....29.000 Pa s.
100
- Lister's Isothermal Model
10010
10
C -8.SoC & 10.8 eels [GS-IO_IO_3]




Figure 3.13 Plot of the maximum dimensionless downslope extents of two flows (XN) with
dimensionless time (1). extruded into the same set temperature (-10') at similar flow rates. but onto
different slopes. Experimental parameters: GS-I0_I0_3-T. -8.5°C. T.: 21°C, slope angle 10°, Q
10.8 xl0-6 m3 S-I. X* 10.5. T" 18.9. n- 50.5 Pa s, 1/..... 29.000 Pa s; GS-I0_5_3-T. _7.5°C. Te22°C.
slope angle 5°,Q 10.8 xtQ-6 m3 S-I. X* 20.3. T" 67.9. 1/e 43.3 Pa s, 1/..... 22,000 Pa s.
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Figure 3.14 Plot of the maximum dimensionless downslope extents of two flows (XN) with
dimensionless time (1), extruded into the same set temperature (-10j at similar flow rates, but onto
different slopes. Experimental parameters: GS-I0_15_1-T. -10°C, Tc: 18.5°C, slope angle 15°,Q
4.8 xl0-6 m3 s·1, X* 6.3, 1'* 13.7, 'Ie 75.3 Pa s, 'I. -46,000 Pa s; GS-I0_I0_I-Ta-9.5°C, r; 19°C,
slope angle lO°,Q 4.8 xtO-6 m3 S-I, X* 9.3, 1'* 29.4, 'Ie 69.4 Pa S, 'I. -39,500 Pa s,
100




C -io-c & 1.8 cc/s [GS-lO_l5_2]




Figure 3.15 Plot of the maximum dimensionless downslope extents of two flows (XN) with
dimensionless time (1), extruded into the same set temperature (-10j at similar flow rates, but onto
different slopes. Experimental parameters: GS-I0_15_2-T. -lOoC, Te l8.5°C, slope angle 15°, Q
1.8 xl0-6 m 3 s·1, X* 4.9, 1'* 17.6, n; 75.3 Pa S, 'I. -46,000 Pa s; GS-I0_I0_2-Ta_10°C, r; 19.5°C,
slope angle lO°,Q 1.7 xlQ-6 m3 S·1,)0' 7.0, 1'* 35.8, 'Ie 64 Pa S, 1]. -46,000 Pa s.
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Figure 3.16 Plot of the maximum dimensionless downslope extents of two flows (XN) with
dimensionless time (1), extruded into the same set temperature (-10j at similar flow rates, but onto
different slopes. Experimental parameters: GS-10_15_3-T. -9.5°C, r; 20.5°C, slope angle 15°, Q
8.6 xlQ-6 m' S-l, X* 6.7, 1'* 9.3, 17e 54.6 Pa s, 17- - 39,500 Pa s; GS-10_20_5-T. _9°C, ~ 20°C,
slope angle 20°,Q 8.6 xl0-6m' S·l, X* 5.1, 1'* 5.5, 17e 59 Pa s, 17- - 34,000 Pa s.
100
- Lister's Isothermal Model
[] -19°C & 4.3 cc/s [GS-20_10_3]






Figure 3.17 Plot of the maximum dimensionless downslope extents of two flows (XN) with
dimensionless time (1), extruded into the same set temperature (-20j at similar flow rates, but onto
different slopes. Experimental parameters: GS-20_10_3-T. -19°C, T; 20.75°C, slope angle 10°,Q
4.3 x10-6 m' S·l, X* 8.4, 1'* 24.5, 17e 52.5 Pa s, 17. -1.1 d06 Pa s; GS-20_15_2-T. -19.5°C, t:
19.5°C, slope angle 15°,Q 4.3 xl0-6 m' s·l, X* 5.9, 1'* 125, 17e 64 Pa s, 17a -1.3 xl06 Pa s.
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Figure 3.18 Plot of the maximum dimensionless downslope extents of two flows (XN) with
dimensionless time (1). extruded into the same set temperature (-20,) at similar flow rates. but onto
different slopes. Experimental parameters: GS-20_20_1-T. -19°C. T., 18.75°C, slope angle 20°.Q
1.5 x10-6 m3 s·t, X* 3.4, 1'* 9.9. TJe 72.3 Pa s, TJ. -1.1 xl06 Pa s; GS-20_15_1-T. -20°C. r; 20°C,
slope angle 15°.Q 1.3 xtO-6 m3 s·t. X* 4.4. 1'* 18.0. 1]e 69.4 Pa s, 1]a -1.6 x106 Pa s.
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propagation of XN (1) in GS-10_5_2 is seriously retarded compared to GS-10_20_2 (Figure 3.12).
This difference is exacerbated by the fact that the low-slope flow was actually extruded into a
marginallycooler environment to its counterpart
Generally speaking, the importance of slope on divergences from the model can be seen to
decrease with increasing angles of inclination and higher flow rates. At extreme values ofQ (-11
em! s'), little if any variation between experiments and the model can be witnessed in Figure 3.13.
A closer correlation can be seen between the flows and the model in Figure 3.14 (Q -5 em! S·l),
than those in Figure 3.15 (Q -2 em! S-l), which depart more from the predicted case. Highly
inclined flows show little variance when slope angle is changed. There is no discernible difference
between the experiments GS-1O_15_3 and GS-10_20_5 in Figure 3.16, whereQ is also high (-8.6
ern! s'), and the flows only appear to diverge from the model as a direct function of cooling.
Though the divergence in dXNIdT in the model is most apparent at lower ambient temperatures
(Figure 3.17), differences between runs are negligible. Even at low extrusion rates (-1.5 em! S-l),
the inclinations of experiments GS-20_20_1 and GS-20_15_1 are sufficiently high that no
discernible difference is witnessed in a 5° change in slope (Figure 3.18).
3.5.1.2 Development ofcross-slope extent with time
A preliminary analysis of the expansion of)'M (~ follows the criteria and methods established above.
Plots ofJ'M (~ accompany those of XN (~ collected in Appendix A An example of the effects of
cooling is displayed in Figure 3.3b. It is apparent that the cooled experiments flow across slope
more slowly than predicted in Lister's solutions (eqs. 3.11 & 3.14), with the rate of advance, <bMldt,
less than the isothermal case. Further, we now present the results in non-dimensional form,
normalising)'M and t with the scales Y* and P. Again, it should be reiterated that the scale Y* has
no direct bearing on the dynamics of the cooled flows, but serves to contrast experimental values
with Lister's theory.
Plots of YMvs. T are displayed in Figures 3.19a to 3.22b, sorted by ambient temperature and
slope. As per related in 3.5.1.1, all cooled experiments systematically spread more slowly than the
numerical model for an equivalent isothermal flow, with lower values of YM at all ranges of T,
relative to the model. Furthermore, the gradients dYM/dT typically fan away from the model,
likewise possessing a more shallow habit. Recognition of differences in magnitude of YM (1) is
complicated by the fact that even isothermal flows underestimate the numerical and similarity
solution predictions for expansion (see section 3.4 and Lister, 1992).
Nevertheless, the data groupings frequently display a clear spread in values of YM (1) and trends of
dYMIdT,with a systematic decrease in the relative magnitude of YM and rate of increase of YM with








o -9°C & 3.3 cc/s [GS-I0_S_l]
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Figure 3.19a Plot of the maximum dimensionless cross-slope extent of a flow (YM) versus dimensionless time (T). Recorded experimental values ofYm for a
given t are normalised by the scales y* and T\ respectively.The cold room was set to -100e and the tank slope to 5°. Experimental parameters: GS-I0_S_1-
r; -9°e, r; 19.5°e,Q 3.3 xl0-6 m~ S-I, }'II' 16.7, 1'* 122.3, n: 64 Pa 5, 7]a -34,000 Pa s; GS-I0_S_2-Ta -S.5°e, Te200e,Q 1.3 xlO-ti m~ 5-1, }'II' 12.8, T" 146.3, n;
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• -18.SoC & S.4 eels [GS-20_S_2]
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Figure 3.19b Plot of the maximum dimensionless cross-slope extent of a flow (YM) versus dimensionless time (1). The cold room was set to -20°C and the
tank slope to 5°. Experimental parameters: GS-20_S_1-Ta -lS.5°C, Te 19°C,Q 1.S xl0-6 m3 S-I, }'\Ie 14.6, 1'* 151.5, 1]- 69.4 Pa s, n; -S.9 xl05 Pa s; GS-







o -9Se & 4.S cc/s [GS-10_10_1]
A -lOoe & 1.7 cc/s [GS-10_10_2J
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Figure 3.20a Plot of the maximum dimensionless cross-slope extent of a flow (YM) versus dimensionless time (1). The cold room was set to -lOoe and the
tank slope to 10°. Experimental parameters: GS-IO_IO_I-Ta -9.5°e, Te 19°e,Q 4.8 xlO-6 m3 S·l, y+= 9.3, T* 29.4, n; 69.4 Pa s, 1]. -39,500 Pa s; G5-10_10_2-
r; -lOGe, r; 19.5°e,Q 1.7 xlO-6 m3 s·t, y+= 7.0, 1'* 35.8, 1]e 64 Pa s, 1]. -46,000 Pa s; GS-I0_I0_3-Ta -8.5°e, Te210e ,Q 10.8 xlO-6 m3 S·l, Y* 10.5, 1'* 18.9, n,





• _19°C & 4.3 cc/s [GS-20_10_3]
~ -19°C & 8.6 cc/s [GS-20_10_4]






Figure 3.20b Plot of the maximum dimensionless cross-slope extent of a flow (YM) versus dimensionless time (1). The cold room was set to -20°C and the
tank slope to 100. Experimental parameters: GS-20_10_3--Ta -19°C, Te20.75°C,Q 4.3 xlO-6 m3 S-1, Y* S.4, 1'* 24.5, TJe 52.5 Pa s, TJa -1.1 xlQ6 Pa s; GS-
20_10_4-Ta-19"C, Te21°CQ S.6 xlO-6 m3 S-1, y* 9.9, 1'* 20.0, TJe 50.5 Pa s, TJa -1.1 xlOG Pa s; GS-20_10_6-Ta-lS.5°C, r; 19°C,Q 1.0 xl0-6 m3 S-1, Y* 6.3,







[] .io-c & 4.8 cc/s [GS-l0_15_1]
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Figure 3.2la Plot of the maximum dimensionless cross-slope extent of a flow (YM) versus dimensionless time (1). The cold room was set to -10°C and the
tank slope to 15°. Experimental parameters: GS~10_15_l-T_ -lo°C, r; 18.5°C,Q 4.8 xl0·6 m3 s·t, Y* 6.3, 1'* 13.7, n; 75.3 Pa s, 1]- -46,000 Pa s; GS-
10_15_2-T. -lO"C, r; 18.5°C,Q 1.8 xlQ-6 m3 s·t, Y* 4.9, 1'* 17.6, n; 75.3 Pa s, 1]. -46,000 Pa 5; GS-l0_15_3-T. -9.5°C, r, 20.5°C,Q 8.6 xlO-6 m3 s·t, Y* 6.7,








• -20°C & 1.3eels [GS-20_15_1]
A -19.5°C & 4.3eels [GS-20_15_2]
X -19°C & 7.2 eels [GS-20_15_3]
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Figure 3.21b Plot of the maximum dimensionless cross-slope extent of a flow (YM) versus dimensionless time (T). The cold room was set to -20°C and the
tank slope to 15°. Experimental parameters: GS-20_15_1-T. -200C, Te 20°C, Q 1.3 xlQ-6 m3 sot, y;tc 4.4, 1'* 18.0, 1]e 69.4 Pa s, 1]. -1.6 x106 Pa s; GS-
20_15_2-T. -19.5°C, Te 19.5°C,Q 4.3 xl0-6m3 sot, y;tc 5.9, 1'* 12.5, 1]e 64 Pa s, 1]. -1.3 x106Pa s; GS-20_15_3--T. -19°C, r; 20°C,Q 7.2 xl0-6 m3 sot, y;tc 6.8,
1'*11.7, 1]e 69.4 Pa s, 1]. -1.1 xl06 Pa s.
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Figure 3.22a Plot of the maximum dimensionless cross-slope extent of a flow (YM) versus dimensionless time (1). The cold room was set to -lOoe and the
tank slope to 20°. Experimental parameters: GS-I0_20_2-Ta -10°C, Te IS.5°e, Q 1.4 xlQ-6 m3 S-I, P 3.4, P 10.3, n; 75.3 Pa s, tt; -46,000 Pa s; GS-
10_20_3-Ta -<)oC, r; 20°C,Q 3.1 xtO-6 m3 S-I, y* 3.9, P 7.1, n, 59 Pa s, 'I. -34,000 Pa s; GS-I0_20_4--Ta -10°C, Te 200e , Q 6.1 xlO-6 m3 S-I, Y* 4.6, P 5.9,
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Figure 3.22b Plot of the maximum dimensionless cross-slope extent of a flow (YM) versus dimensionless time (1). The cold room was set to -200e and the
tank slope to 20°. Experimental parameters: GS-20_20_1-Ta -19°e, r; 18.75°e, Q 1.5 xl0-6 m3 sot, Y* 3.4, P 9.9, 17e 723 Pa s, 17a -1.1 x106 Pa s; GS-
20_20_2-Ta-l~c, i: 18°c,Q 2.3 xl0- 6 m3 s·t, Y* 3.9, P 9.7, 17e 81.7 Pa s, 17a -1.1 xl06 Pa s; GS-20_20_6-Ta-1S.SoC, r; 21°C,Q 6.1 xl0-6 m3 sot, y* 4.5,
P 5.3, 17e 50.5 Pa s, 17a -8.9 x10s Pa s; GS-20_20_7-Ta-18°C, Te22°c,Q 3.3 xlO-6 m3 sot, Y* 3.7, 1'* 5.5, 17e 43.3 Pa s, TJa -7.3 xlOs Pa s; GS-20_20_8-Ta-
19°C, Te21°c,Q 0.7 xl0-6 m3 sot, ys+: 2.6, P 9.0, n; 50.5 Pa s, 17a -1.1 xlQ6Pa s.
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3.20a, 3.20b, 3.2la and 3.22a. Extruded at similar temperatures, the flows of series GS-10_5
(Figure 3.19a) display greater magnitudes of YM at given values of T than the model, and the
gradients dYM/dTdecrease relative to the theoretical predictions with decreasing flow rate. Similar
trends are displayed in series GS·10_10, but as explained above, a slight but systematic decrease in
ambient temperature across the series complicates the issue. Though other series mimic these
trends with a good degree of accuracy, the trend is harder to discern in series GS-20_5 (Figure
3.19b) and GS-20_10 (Figure 3.20b), and absent in series GS-20_15 and GS-20_20.
Experiments where ambient temperature and slope are held constant and flow rate is varied are
displayed in Figure 3.21b. The retarding effect on lateral spreading is clearly observed with the
departure from the isothermal case becoming more prominent with time. There are, however, no
systematic differences for the three flow rates. The increasing effect of cooling is also observed in
the decrease of the gradient (dYM/d1) with time.
The effects of varying temperature on cross-slope development, at similar flow rate and slope, are
displayed in Figures 3.23 to 3.25. Comparisons of GS-10_20_2 and GS-20_20_1 show that the
flow extruded into a cooler ambient environment is clearly retarded, in both magnitude of YM (1)
and the development of dYM/d'T, with respect to the less-cooled comparison and the numerical
model (Figure 3.22). This retardation is most pronounced at low flow rates (GS-I0_20_2 and GS-
20_20_1 were extruded at 1.4 and 1.5 em3 S·l, respectively). As flow rate increases, to c. 3 (Figure
3.24) and 6 em! s·l (Figure 3.25), the differences in the cross-slope development disappear.
Although Figure 3.24 does indicate that the cooler flow is less retarded than its warmer
counterpart, it was extruded at a slightly higher flow rate, and there is evidence of it possessing a
shallower gradient at extreme values of T.
Likewise, the effects of slope on the development of YM can be analysed at common values ofQ
and tank inclination. Figure 3.26 displays the varied expansion of experimental flows GS-I0_20_3
and GS-10_5_1. At near identical flow rates and ambient temperatures, the flow extruded onto the
gentler slope is more retarded in magnitude and rate of cross-slope expansion, relative to the
model. This trend is repeated (for example: experiments GS-10_15_2 and GS-I0_10_2 in Figure
3.27), and exacerbated at lower flow rates, but any changes in cross-slope expansion relative to the
angle of slope are less systematic than those described for downslope expansion in Section 3.5.1.1.
Occasionally, experiments extruded onto steeper inclines display greater absolute retardation
relative to the model, as in GS-10_20_5 vis-a-vis GS-10_15_3, but they nevertheless possess
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Figure 3.23 Plot of the maximum dimensionless cross-slope extents (YM) of two variably cooled
flows with dimensionless time (1), extruded onto the same slope (20j at similar flow rates.
Recorded experimental values of)'M for a given t are normalised by the scales 'Y* and 1'*,
respectively. Experimental parameters: GS-I0_20_2-Ta -10°C, Te 18.5°C, Q 1.4 xl0-6 m3 sot, 'Y*
3.4, T* 10.3, n; 75.3 Pa s, '1a -46,000 Pa s; GS-20_20_1-Ta _woe, r; 18.75°C,Q 1.5 xlO-6 m3 s',
'Y* 3.4, 1'* 9.9, 'Ie 72.3 Pa s, '1a -1.1 xl06 Pa s.
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- Lister's Isothermal Model
0.1
n _9°C & 3.1 cc/s [GS-l0_20_3]




Figure 3.24 Plot of the maximum dimensionless cross-slope extents (YM) of two variably cooled
flows with dimensionless time (1), extruded onto the same slope (20j at similar flow rates.
Experimental parameters: GS-I0_20_3-Ta -~C, Te20°C,Q 3.1 xlO-6 m3 s·t, 'Y* 3.9, T* 7.1, 'Ie 59
Pa s, n; -34,000 Pa s; GS-20_20_7-Ta -18°C, r; 22°C,Q 3.3 xl0-6 m3 s·t, 'Y* 3.7, 1'* 5.5, 'Ie 43.3
Pa s, n, -7.3 xl0s Pa s,
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10
- Lister's Isothermal Model
C -10°C & 6.1 eels [GS-l0_20_4]
.. -18.SoC & 6.1 cc/s [GS-20_20_6]
0.1
T
Figure 3.25 Plot of the maximum dimensionless cross-slope extents (YM) of two variably cooled
flows with dimensionless time (1). extruded onto the same slope (20) at similar flow rates.
Experimental parameters: GS-I0_20_4-T. -10°C. r; 20°C.Q 6.1 xlO-6 m3 s-'. Y'" 4.6. P 5.9. 17e 59
Pa s, 17- - 46,000 Pa s; GS-20_20_6-T. -lS.5°C. Te21°C.Q 6.1 xlO-6 m3 S-1. Y'" 4.5, P 5.3. 17e 50.5
Pa s, 17- -S.9 xl0s Pa s.
10
C _9°C & 3.1 cc/s [GS-l0_20_3]










Figure 3.26 Plot of the maximum dimensionless cross-slope extents (YM) of two similarly cooled
flows with dimensionless time (1). extruded at similar flow rates onto different slopes.
Experimental parameters: GS-I0_20_3-T. _9°C. r; 20°C. slope angle 20°,Q 3.1 xl0-6 m3 s-\ Y'"
3.9, P 7.1, 17e 59 Pa s, 17- -34.000 Pa s; GS-I0_5_1-~ _9°C. r; 19.5°C.slope angle 5°.Q 3.3 xl0-6
m3 S-1. Y'" 16.7. P 122.3. 17e 64 Pa s, 17- .....34,000 Pa s.
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- Lister's Isothermal Model
C .io-c & 1.8 cc/s [GS-10_15_2]
A -10°C & 1.7 ce/s [GS-10_10_2]
T
100
Figure 3.27 Plot of the maximum dimensionless cross-slope extents (YM) of two similarly cooled
flows with dimensionless time (1), extruded at similar flow rates onto different slopes.
Experimental parameters: GS-I0_15_2-T. -10°C, t; 18.5°C, slope angle l5°,Q 1.8 xlO-6 m3 s·t, }'II'
4.9, 1'* 17.6, 17c 75.3 Pa s, 17- -46,000 Pa s; GS-I0_I0_2-T. -life, r; 19.5°C, slope angle 10°,Q





- Lister's Isothermal Model
C -9.5°C & 8.6 eels [GS-I0_1S_3]
A _9°C & 8.6 ce/s [GS-IO_20_S]
T
100
Figure 3.28 Plot of the maximum dimensionless cross-slope extents (YM) of two similarly cooled
flows with dimensionless time (7), extruded at similar flow rates onto different slopes.
Experimental parameters: GS-I0_15_3-T. -9.5°C, T; 20.5°C, slope angle 15°,Q 8.6 xlO-6 m3 s·t,
ystc 6.7, 1'* 9.3, 1/c 54.6 Pa 5, 1/- -39,500 Pa 5; GS-I0_20_S-T. _9°C, Te20°C, slope angle 20°,Q 8.6
xl0·6 m3 s·t, ystc 5.1, 1'* 5.5, 1/e 59 Pa 5, 1/- -34,000 Pa s.
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3.5.1.3Development ofaspect ratio with time
Sections 3.5.1.1 and 3.5.1.2 illuminate clear, and mostly systematic, variances from Lister's model.
Cooling has a clear influence on flow expansion, with the effects of cooling (i.e. divergence from
the model) exacerbated at different values of the parameters Q and tank incline. The question of
whether down- or cross-slope expansion is retarded preferentially, given the interaction of thermal
and dynamic processes, can be explored with reference to the development of flow aspect ratio
with time.
Aspect ratio, defined as the ratio of downslope to cross-slope extent (i.e. XN/,YM or here, non-
dimensionally, XN/YM) is plotted against dimensionless time (1). Experiments are grouped by
slope, as series GS-I0_5 & GS-20_5 (Figure 3.29), GS-I0_I0 & GS-20_10 (Figure 3.30), GS-
10_15 & GS-20_15 (Figure 3.31) and GS-I0_20 & GS-20_20 (Figure 3.32).
At first glance, all series of experiments appear to follow the trend remarkably accurately, indicating
that the cooling regime does not adversely affect the expansion in a given dimension preferentially.
Naturally, the absolute downshift in values of YM characteristic of all the experiments means that
XN/YM will typically be greater than predicted by the model, but nevertheless possess trends in
d(XN/YM)/dT that follow the theory closely.
Close analysis of Figure 3.29 indicates that at higher values of J: 0 (5-10), some flows might
display a slight rise in d(XN/YM)/dT relative to the model. This is subjective and within the realm of
experimental variability; the data preclude irrefutable conclusions as to a clear departure from the
model. However, in Figure 3.30 this trend is clearly evidenced at large J: 0 (10+), for the most
slowly extruded flow, GS-20_10_6 (1 em! S-I), which clearly possess higher aspect ratios and
d(XN/YM)/dT than predicted by Lister's model; GS-1O_10_2 (1.7 em' S-I) shows a moderate,
though less extreme trend over its lifetime. The final three data points of GS-20_10_6 in Figures
3.Sh and 3.20h deviate radically from the model (and their previous trend)-a function of a rapid
increase in flow rate engendered by the sudden entrainment of air in the system, as the syrup
reservoir was emptied below the level of the pressure vessel feed tube (see Figure 2.2)-and can be
ignored; yet the trends and favourable development of XN are clear. A lesser increase in
d(XN/YM)/dT relative to the model is evidenced by GS-I0_1O_1, which is in tum more
preferentially extended downslope than the less rapidly effused GS-I0_I0_3.
Figure 3.31 displays more complex relationship between XN/YM and T. After an initial phase
wherein d(XN/YM)/dT is typically slightly lower than predicted, the experimental flows mimic the
numerical predictions. Then, at large T the most slowly extruded flows move into a regime of






















































































































Figure 3.32 Plot of the aspect ratios of flows (X/¥) versus dimensionless time (1). Experimental parameters are as described in Figures 3.6 and 3.21.
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with GS-20_15_1 entering this regime at T .... 0 (30). A similar, if less distinct change is evidenced
in GS-l0_15_2, yet on the whole any trend is harder to distinguish at higher slopes.
The final series, GS-1O_20 and GS-20_20, are displayed in Figure 3.32. Again, the data describe
trends of d(XN/YM)/dTless than predicted at low values of 7: accommodating to the model at T""
0(10). Of series GS-l0_20 only the most slowly effused, GS-1O_20_2, displays a slight increase in
d(XN/YM)/dT at extreme values of 7: .... 0 (100). Series GS-20_20 describes a similar pattern: at
long times, most flows mirror the theory, with only slight increases in d(XN/YM)/dTin GS-20_20_1
and GS-20_20_2 at T .... 0 (100). Again, these elements are weakly-if at all-defined, and must be
considered with reference to natural experimental error and variability.
3.5.1.4Development ofheight with time
Descriptions of flow kinematics have so far considered only the down- and cross-slope extents, and
analyses of the aspect ratios (and preferential developments in one dimension) are themselves
hampered by a lack of consideration of the third spatial dimension. Lister's model does not allow
for readily accessible comparison with heights with the experimental data, in the manner
undertaken in preceding sections for XN and)'M.
Plots of centreline height (h) with respect to downslope position (x) for different time-steps are
arranged according to ambient temperature and slope angle, and displayed in Figures 3.33 to 3.39.
Error bars indicate the ± 1 mm degree of inaccuracy present in the vertical measurements (said
inaccuracy in horizontal position being too small to indicate). At early stages in their evolution, all
experiments develop the smooth centreline profiles described by Lister (1992) and Smith (1973) for
isothermal flows, marked by a constant decrease in h with x as one proceeds away from the source.
A pronounced bulge is present in the source region, as a function of the entry conditions of the
flow into the tank; this bulge is mimicked in the experimentally similar extrusions of Stasiuk et al,
(1993). The height of this bulge above the source is usually stable throughout the life of a given
experiment and, generally speaking, is proportional to the flow rate, Q. This is amply displayed in
series GS-l0_15 (Figure 3.37) and GS-l0_20 (Figure 3.39)
As the flows expand downslope, however, all develop into a habit that is quite different to that
predicted by Lister (1992) and Smith (1973), or witnessed in isothermal experiments. This
development follows a two or three-stage process, beginning with an apparent bulking up of the
cooler flow front, This distorts the centreline height profile, and results in one that instead
describes a more gentle, if not horizontal, plateau from the source bulge to the flow front. Though
isothermal flows will at some point develop this as a matter of course-they are after all thin flows
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with extreme x/h ratios-this early development is compounded by a continuing inflation of the
flow front, and a 'bulking up' of the flow to heights in excess of those predicted by Lister (1992).
Cooled flows develop one or two rises in addition to the source bulge, thus defining a profile that
possesses inflection points beyond the one displayed in isothermal theory or practice. Typically the
first one develops as a region of the 'plateau' immediately behind the flow front, or in-between such
and the centre, bulks up in response to downslope retardation. Such features are clearly shown in all
experimental profiles, and can frequently reach altitudes beyond those of the source bulge,
exacerbating the difference from the isothermal case.
Beyond this development, flows may continue to inflate as a function of downslope stiffening,
retaining the bimodal height distribution, or 'back-up', as the wanner material behind the
downslope bulge preferentially accommodates the increases in height required by down- and cross-
slope expansion relative to the model It is not uncommon for flows that form a thick plateau in
such a manner to subsequently develop one or two further topographic highs, close to the flow
front or centre.
Experiments cooled to -20°C display thicker profiles than similarlyparameterised flows cooled to -
lOoC, and while more rapidly extruded flows possess higher and more prominent source bulges,
experiments extruded at the lowest flow rates typically achieve the highest absolute height profiles
within an experimental series. At the lowest flow rates the source bulge is often nearly obscured, as
the flow rises in absolute height to form the frontal and central plateau and/or bulge, lacking a
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Figure 3.33 Profiles of the height (h) along downslope coordinates (x), taken at different times (I). Experimental parameters: GS-I0_5_1-Ta_9°C, T; 19.5°C,
slope angle 5°,Q 3.3 xlO-6 m l S-I, TJe 64 Pa s, TJa -34,000 Pa s; GS-l0_5_2-Ta-8.5°C, TeZO°C, slope angle 5°,Q 1.3 xl0-6 m l s-I, TJe 59 Pa s, TJa -Z9,OOO Pa s.
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Figure 3.34 Profiles of the height (h) along downslope coordinates (x), taken at different times (f). Experimental parameters: GS-ZO_5_1-Ta -18.5°C, Tc
19°C, slope angle 5°,Q 1.8 xl0-6 m 3 S-I, 1]c 69.4 Pa s, n, -8.9 xl05 Pa s; GS-ZO_S_2-Ta -18.5°C, Tc 19°C, slope angle 5°,Q 5.5 xtO-6 m 3 s-l, n; 69.4 Pa s, n;
-8.9 x105 Pa s.
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Figure 3.35 Profiles of the height (h) along downslope coordinates (x), taken at different times (I). Experimental parameters: GS-I0_I0_1-T. -9.5°e, Te 19°e,
slope angle lO°,Q 4.8 xl0-6 m 3 S-1, TIe 69.4 Pa s, TJ. -39,500 Pa s; GS-I0_I0_2-T. -lOoe, Te 19.5°e, slope angle 10°,Q 1.7 xl0-6 m3 S-1, TJe 64 Pa s, it, -46,000
Pa s; GS-I0_10_3--T. -8.5°C, Te 21°e, slope angle l00,Q 10.8 xl0-6 m3 S-1, TIe 50.5 Pa s, TI. - 29,000 Pa s.
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Figure 3.36 Profiles of the height (h) along downslope coordinates (-'9, taken at different times (~. Experimental parameters: GS-20_10_3--Ta -19°C, Te
20.75°C, slope angle 10°,Q 4.3 xl0-6 m3 S-1, n; 52.5 Pa s, n. -1.1 xl06 Pa s; GS-20_10_4--Ta -19°C, Te 21°C, slope angle 10°,Q 8.6 xl0-6 m3 5-1, 1]e 50.5 Pa s,
1]a -1.1 xl06 Pa s.
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Figure 3.37 Profiles of the height (h) along downslope coordinates (x), taken at different times (~. Experimental parameters: GS-I0_15_1-T. _lOoe, Te
18.5°C, slope angle 15°,Q4.8 x10-6m 3 S-I, n; 75.3 Pa s, 1]. -46,000 Pa s; GS-I0_15_2-Ta -10°C, Te 18.5°e, slope angle 15°,Q 1.8 X1Q-6 m3 s-t, n; 75.3 Pa s, 1].
-46,000 Pa s; GS-I0_15_3-T. -9.5°e, Te20.5°C, slope angle 15°,Q 8.6 x10-6m3 S-I, 1]e54.6 Pa s, 1]. - 39,500 Pa s.
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Figure 3.38 Profiles of the height (h) along downslope coordinates (x), taken at different times (I). Experimental parameters: GS-20_t5_1-Ta -20°C, Tc20°C,
slope angle 15°,Q 1.3 xlQ-6 mJ s-1, tl« 69.4 Pa s, tl« -1.6 xl06 Pa s; GS-20_15_2-Ta -19.5°C, Te 19.5°C,slope angle 15°,Q 4.3 xlO-6 mJ S-I, n; 64 Pa s, 1}a -1.3
xl06 Pa s; GS-20_t5_3-Ta -19°C, Te20°C, slope angle 15°,Q 7.2 xl0-6 mJ s-1, n; 69.4 Pa s, n, -1.1 x106 Pa s.
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Figure 3.39 Profiles of the height (h) along downslope coordinates (x), taken at different times (~.
Experimental parameters: GS-l0_20_2-T. -io-c, Tc ras-e, slope angle 20°,Q 1.4 xlO-6 mJ S-l, 17e
75.3 Pa s, 17a -46,000 Pa s; GS-l0_20_3-T. _9°C, r; 20°C, slope angle 20°, Q 3.t xtO-6 m! S·l, 17e
59 Pa s, 17a -34,000 Pa s; GS-l0_20_4-~ -io-c, r.zo-c, slope angle 20°,Q 6.t xlO-6 mJ 5. 1, 17e 59
Pa s, 17a - 46,000 Pa s; GS-l0_20_5-L _9°C, ~200e, slope angle 20°,Q 8.6 xlO-6 mJ S-l, 17e 59 Pa
s, 17a - 34,000 Pa s.
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3.5.2 Morphological observations
Beyond the formation of rivulets in some extremely parameterised experiments, the analogue
extrusions of Lister (1992) were marked by their homogenous character and smooth bounding
surfaces. The uncooled experiments pictured in Plate 3.1 wholly mimic this isothermal paradigm.
Yet as cooling takes effect, the flows rapidly depart from these simple forms, and three main
morphological features become readily evident: the formation of a thin, folded, highly viscous skin,
which could buckle and tear; a clear near source flow channelisation delineated by areas of clear hot
syrup and the cooled skin (as described above); and a significant flow boundary perturbation.
3.5.2.1Fold and skin fonnation
In each cooled experiment, a noticeable change in the surface appearance and morphology of
substantial areas of the flow was made manifest quite earlyon in the extrusion. Whereas isothermal
(and hence isoviscous) syrup extruded at room temperature into a similarly heated environment
forms constructs that are smooth, transparent and to all effects homogenous throughout their
eruption history, cooled flows very rapidly develop a marked variation in surface appearance.
Areas of the flow develop what appears to be a highly translucent (and ultimately near opaque) skin;
typically, this change began of the order of 100 s into the experiment. The skin develops first
towards the flanks and rear of the experiment; proceeds to grow in two arms towards the front and
centre of the flow; and ultimatelydevelops to cover all but a central channel (see 3.5.2.2; Plate 3.6).
Closer inspection shows that this skin is not a cooled solid crust per se, of radically different
rheological properties, but rather a thin surface layer of deformed syrup, formed by the tens to
hundreds of small rnm- and sub mm-scale folds (plates 3.2 to 3.5). It is these folds that coalesce to
form a visibly distinct surface layer, and the interplay of light with their morphology that gives the
effect of translucency (plates 3.3 and 3.4).
Direct observation shows this crust to behave in a ductile manner at low strain rates, indistinctly
different from 'warm' syrup. This is no better highlighted than by the fact that in half the flows a
second, subsequent generation of 'folding' occurs (highlighted in Plate 3.2). These second-
generation compression features are typically of very low amplitude, and possess a wavelength of
the order of 1-10 em. The relief of these folds is so low that they are undetectable in the videos
taken of the height profiles of the experiments, and are instead (literally) illuminated by the
interaction of the Cold Room lights on the perturbed syrup surface.
Table 3.2 displays a number of data taken from the experiments, correlating the number of folds




















Plate 3.2 Second-generation 'large wavelength ' folds, distinguished by perturbation s in the
reflection of light and marked for clarity. Flow is GS-20_20_8-7~ - 19°C, T; 21°C, slope angle 20°,
Q 0.7 x10-t> rn! s-l, n-50.5 Pa s, 1}. - 1.1 X 106 Pa s.
'Ill
((((~
Plate 3.3 First-generation 'small wavelength ' folds, with cres ts highlight ed by the light; a series of
folds arc marked for clarity. Flow is GS-20_20_8 .
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Plate 3.4 Close-up view of first generation, small wavelength folds, also clearly displaying areas of
negligible skin formation. Flow is GS-20_20_8.
Plate 3.5 Flow front o f GS-20_20_8, displaying two generations o f compression. Contrast the
strong, pervasive skin formation at the flow toe with the mottled patchy skin adjacent, between the
central region and the flanks.
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Table 3.2'Large wavelength (second generation) fold data taken from a variety of experiments.
Experiment Tune of reading (s) FoldedRange Numberof Average FoldFolds Wavelength (em)
GS-I0_5_1
°GS-I0_5_2 1685 1 2.6
GS-I0_5_3
°GS-l0_10_1
°GS-l 0_10_2 1445 37 em to 66.3 em 5 5.9
1680 40 em to 74 em 7 4.9
GS-I0_I0_3 0
GS-I0_15_1 0
GS-I0_15_2 1185 36.4 em to 75 em 7 5.5
GS-I0_15_3
°GS-I0_20_2 880 41.9 cm to 58.4 em 4 4.1
1020 38 em to 65.7 em 6 4.6




GS-20_10_3 555 40 em to 56.7 em 3 5.6
645 39 em to 72 em 5 6.6
670 9
GS-20_10_4 0
GS-20_10_6 1220 25.8 em to 55 em 6 4.9
GS-20_20_2 415 18.2 em to 35.8 em 5 3.5
615 20.5 em to 46.7 em 9 2.9
915 26.8 em to 60 em 11 3.0
1315 25 em to 80 em 16 3.4
1315 24.3 em to 39 em 5 2.9
GS-20_20_7 685 36.2 em to 75 em 9 4.3
745 63.5 em to 80 em 8 2.1
average fold wavelengths thus defined. Correlation with Table 3.1 will show that the flows that
developed clear, second-generation compression features are those with lowest flow rates.
Although at a glance counter-intuitive-as one might expect a heavy souree flux vis-a-vis a cooled
viscous flow front to be a crucial factor in favouring compression-this is simply a factor of the
efficacy of experimental observation. Experiment lifetimes were limited by the length of the tank
available. Slowly effused flows were therefore more able to proceed to a 'thermally evolved' state in
the experimental space and timeframe than their more rapidly extruded counterparts.
Second-generation folds form in the central portions of the flow downslope, and possess a
distinctly parabolic plan. Their formation is not uniquely compressive, however. At high strain
rates, the microscopically folded, cooled skin does not readily accommodate to the warm mobile
syrup underneath, and tears. Clearly the compound surface possesses some tensile strength, and
these tears occur along the central channel's lateral boundary (see section 3.5.2.2).
A careful study of experimental video shows that tears forming at an angle of - 45° to the channel
boundary (closing downslope; one such tear can be seen on the lower flank of Plate 3.7d, - 14 em
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from the source) can grow or heal, depending on the localised dynamics. Tears that grow define an
arm of cooled, rippled skin that, on account of its obvious thermal, mechanical and viscous
maturity, acts as a nucleus for further small-scale fold generation. As these areas of rippled surface
pass downflow, they further interact with any compressive stress regime-itself a function of
natural height gradient, frontal cooling and the curious height profiles described in section 3.5.1.4-
to form secondary features.
The second-generation folds are therefore more complex compressive products than those of a
simple, homogenous viscous surface layer that is buckled by a simple stress regime. Instead, areas
of cooled skin tom away on the strained channel margins are ultimately recompressed downflow,
ultimately forming a more simple folded skin layer towards the toe (plate 3.5). In areas of localised
skin formation that have a history of tearing and shear but are not especially recompressed, the
surface can develop a mottled appearance. This is aptly displayed in Plate 3.5: as compression
focused along the downslope axis of expansion, there is an area directly to the left of the toe and
downflow channel that is expanding slowly enough to possess a close accumulation of skin-covered
areas, yet freely enough to prevent coalescence and recompression of same.
An analysis of the potential mechanics behind these features is discussed in Chapter 6.
3.5.2.2 Flow channeJisation
The most striking morphological feature observed was the clear channelisation that developed in
the majority of the 25 cooled experimental runs, over a wide range of parameters. Even those flows
which did not develop channel structures (those of highest flow rates and lowest slopes) developed
what will be seen as the precursory stages to channel growth, and one might fairly envisage that
they would develop channels in due course.
The channels were delineated by the sharp contrasts between areas of near opaque cooled, rippled
'skin' (described in section 3.5.2.1, above) and transparent hot, undeformed syrup. Whilst syrup
naturally possesses a colour somewhat like deep amber, the skin is far lighter in hue, a mix between
a light amber and straw yellow.Previous experiments with cooled syrup (Stasiuk et al. 1993) did not
report the presence of such a skin, even though ambient temperatures in their experiments would
have produced similar rates of cooling to those witnessed here. The axisymmetric flows of Stasiuk
et al. (1993), however, lack the more extreme velocities and senses of shear that flows on an
inclined plane exhibit
The growth of this rippled skin follows a well-described, systematic pattern, forming a series of
sequential morphological flowtypes that remain constant for all experiments. This development
from visibly homogenous transparent syrup to a well-developed channel structure is described in
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Plate 3.6. The six images follow the experiment GS-10_10_2 through its evolution over more than
twenty minutes.
The flow begins as a simple, near-isothermal extrusion, still influenced by the early-time model of
Lister (1992; and thus Huppert 1982; Plate 3.6a). After six minutes' extrusion, areas of cooled
rippled skin, no more than a em or so wide, begin to form on the rearward flanks and margins
(plate 3.6b). By eight minutes' evolution, these have grown to some five or six em width,
bracketing a clearly defined, 9 em wide central channel (plate 3.6c). The channel is not perfectly
centred, but it generallyuniform.
After ten and a half minutes of expansion, the rippled margins are forming arms that are curving
round to join in the centre (plate 3.6d), and by sixteen minutes this process is well and truly
complete, with skin covering all the flow but a central, stable channel and a small lip at the flow toe
(plate 3.6e). The 'long-time' flowtype is ultimately defined by a clear central channel. followed by a
skin-covered channel region that develops second-generation compression features, with both
central areas flanked by slower moving portions covered with well-developed skin that is
occasionally tom and remobilised (plate 3.6f).
This sequence is shown in simplified form in Figure 3.40 and Plate 3.7. For all fully developed
experimental channels there was usually a notable (though not large) decrease in channel width with
distance from the source. This decrease was approximately linear, but such a decrease did not
continue ad infinitum. The channel reached some extinction point, at which the area of hot fluid
syrup ended, and there was an abrupt change to an area of cooled rippled skin, as displayed in
Figure 3.40, and Plates 3.6d, 3.6fand 3.7d.
Beyond local, marginal changes in the channel-skin interface caused by tearing and recoalescence,
and a slight variability in the position of channel extinction point down slope (by no more than a
couple of centimetres), by the time the flow reached the stage depicted in Figure 3.40d (and Plate
3.7d) the near source channel structures were extremely stable. For all experiments, average channel
widths at this stage were seen to vary linearly with extrusion rate for a given ambient temperature,
and over a range of slope angles. Measurements of channel width are plotted against source flow
flux measurements in Figures 3.41 and 3.42. The basic linear relationship between channel width
and flow rate is clearly evidenced Furthermore, subsequent investigations into the dynamics of
these channels, in Chapter 6, will show that the intercept of these graphs is an inverse function of
the tan of the slope angle.
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Plate 3.6a-c Progression of an experimental flow from a homogenous, warm extrusion to a coo led,
morphologically heterogeneous flow form . Experiment is GS-IO_IO_2-T. _10°C, T<19.5°(, slope
angle lO°, .Q 1.7 xlO·6 m3 S·I, '7<64 Pa s, '7. - 46,000 Pa s; (a) - l lO s, (b) - 360 S, (c) - 490 s.
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Plate 3.6d-f Progression of an experimental flow from a homogenous, warm extrusion to a cooled,
morphologically heterogeneous flow form. Experiment is GS-I0_I0_2-7~ _ 10°C, T, 19.5°e , slope
angle 100,Q 1.7 x10 6 m! s' , '7e64 Pa s, '7. - 46,000 Pa s; (d) - 635 s, (e) - 950 s, (f) - 1420 s.
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Plate 3.7a-b Experimental examples of the sequential stages depicted in Figure 3.40. Flow is GS-
20_15_3-T. - 19°C, Tr20°C, slope angle l so, Q 7.2 x10-6 m3 s' . X* 6.8, T* 11.7, '7,. 69.4 Pa s, '7.
- 1.1 x1 06 Pa s; (a) - 20 s, (b) - 90 s.
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Plate 3.7c-d Experimental examples o f the sequential stages depicted in Figure 3.40. Flow is GS-
20_15_ 7 ~ -19°C, 7:. 20°C, slope angle 15°" Q 7.2 xl O:? m3 S·I, X'* 6.8, T' 11.7, n; 69.4 Pa s, 'I .
- 1.1 xl ()6 Pa s; (c) - 185 s, (d) - 365 s.
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Figure 3.40 The sequence of channel formation and stabilisation commonly displayed in cooled
experimental flows (not to scale): (a) no visible skin formation; (b) cooled rippled surface layer
noticeable on flanks; (c) the arms of skin-covered surface formed in (b) converge to form a rippled
region, A; (d) a fully developed flow with channel system. Although regions A and Bare skin-
covered, they are dynamically linked to the hot fluid channel, displaying considerable shear along
the boundaries with the cooled flanks [the solid lines flanking A in (c) and the dashed lines in (d)].
Flow-plans are not to scale, and extrusions do not decrease in)'M as the experiment proceeds.
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Flow Rate (emJ s·1)
Figure 3.41 Plot of measured average channel widths versus recorded flow flux, for flows extruded
into an ambient temperature of -10°e. Linear regression lines have been fitted to the data, to
illustrate a general trend; regression fits in terms of channel width (w) and flow rate (Q) are as
follows: GS-I0_20 w =l.4Q + 4.3 (R2 =0.975); GS-I0_15 w =l.4Q + 5.1 (R2 =0.998); GS-I0_I0































Flow Rate (emJ s·1)
Figure 3.42 Plot of measured average channel widths versus recorded flow flux, for flows extruded
into an ambient temperature of -20°e. Linear regression lines have been fitted to the data, to
illustrate a general trend; regression fits in terms of channel width (w) and flow rate (Q) are as
follows: GS-20_20 w =1.3Q + 1.0 (R2 =0.997); GS-20_15 w =1.2Q + 3.1 (R2 =0.955); GS-20_10
w =1.3Q + 4.4 (R2 =0.999); GS-20_5w =1.1Q + 10.0 (R2 =1).
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While the channel structure is clear and well-defined, it is not especially pervasive. Golden syrup's
low thermal diffusivity (described in Chapter 2) precludes a rapid propagation of a thermal
boundary layer through the depth of the flow, though its highly temperature-dependent viscosity
does allow for considerable mechanical changes in the boundary layer to develop.
That the subsurface fluid is considerably warmer and more mobile than the cooled flow top is aptly
shown in the processes of skin disruption. The viscous rippled skin possesses a very small tensile
strength that is readily overcome by the levels of shear present between the warm central channel
and cooled, near stagnant flow margins. This process is seemingly caused by an interaction of two
factors: (a) a steep velocity gradient across the clear channel and adjacent skin-covered surface
interface, wherein hot elements of syrup shear and draw out the cooler material on passing; and (b)
the presence of warmer, more mobile syrup beneath the cooled surface, which provides a similar
level of drag underneath the surface.
Though the former is the most apparent, it is no doubt aided by the process of underskin drag at
the channel interface, and the appearance of tears in skin-covered areas beyond the channel is not
at all uncommon. Further analyses of channel velocity and structure are considered in Chapter 6.
3.5.2.3 Flow boundaryperturbation
As the analogue flows develop, the flow margins diverge from the smooth profiles predicted by
numerical models (e.g. Smith 1972, Lister 1992) and seen in isothermal experiments, and instead
gravitate toward the corrugated appearance seen in Plates 3.8 and 3.9, and shown schematicallyin
Figure 3.43.
Plates 3.8 and 3.9 display a clear series of sheared, bulbous lobes situated on the flanks. All cooled
flows develop these features, given time. When first observed, it was thought that these might
signify overflow features, analogous to the lobes seen on a great many lava flows. Cooling is
accentuated at the flow margins, where velocities are reduced and hence the ratio of the loss of heat
by diffusion to the replenishment of heat by advection is greater than it is in the flow centre. Hot,
less viscous material from the flow centre would then overflow this cooled viscous region and form
a new frontal lobe. In a material such as Golden Syrup this would not necessarily be readily
apparent, as strong viscosity gradients can exist with negligible change in the syrup's visual
properties.
However, a cursory look at Figure 3.43 and Plate 3.9 shows that such a hypothesis is incorrect
For these to be overflow features, one would expect the crease structures to lie at a 90° angle to
that actually observed (i,e. on the bottom flank of the flow shown in Plate 3.9, they would run from
top right to bottom left, rather than top left to bottom right). Rather than central, hot portions of
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Plate 3.8 Experiment GS-20_10_3; still image captured after 625 seconds. Scale grid at 2 cm
intervals . ate the variable lobe diameter and lobe placement asymmetry between the flanks.
Parameters: 7~ -19°(, t; 20.75°(, slope angle lO°, Q 4.3 X 10-6 m3 5. 1, x- 8.4. T* 24.5, '7e 52.5 Pa s,
'7. -1.1 X 106 Pa s.
Plate 3.9 Experiment GS-20 _20_7 ; still image captured after 750 seconds. Scale grid at 2 ern
intervals. ate the crease structures on the lower flank, and their direction (bottom right to top
left). The small particle s were placed to measure flow velocities (see Chapter 5). Parameters: T. -
18°( . 7'... 22°( , slope angle 20°, .Q 3.3 x10·6 m! 5 . 1, X * 3.7, T* 5.5, '7e 43.3 Pa s, '7. -7.3 xl 05 Pa s;
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the flow having overridden the cooled, viscous material at the frontal flanks, it is apparent that the
rearward lobes or large perturbations instead overlap those to the front, at some point after the
lobes' development. Close observation reveals that a point of stagnation is reached on the flanks of
the flow, and any lateral movement at this point is temporariIy halted. Given the incompressibility
of the fluid, and the local lateral component of the flux then focus fluid into the surrounding areas,
which perturbs the smooth flank profile and forms the shall amplitude lobes seen.
As Lister (1992) evidenced, accurately analysing the spatial and temporal characteristics of the
origin of a small perturbation on the flow margins is difficult. The curved flow surface renders an
accurate description of exactly when the perturbation started to grow difficult to obtain. The
perturbations grow variably with time, depending on the local velocity profile. Perturbations
relegated to the trailing margins of the flow cease to grow almost immediately, while those situated





Figure 3.43 Schematic representation of the habit of the perturbed flow margins present in many
cooled flows, and the resultant deformation of flow lobes caused by continued motion (not to
scale).
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3.6 Summary ofexperimental observations
In summation, it will be seen that the isothermal extrusions described in section 3.4 give good
approximation with the similar extrusions of Lister (1992), but that the cooled experiments differ in
clear and often systematic fashion from said extrusions and the isothermal theory of Lister (1992).
Such deviations from the isoviscous case embrace both kinematic and morphological changes,
which are described in section 3.5 of this chapter. Generally, at any given time (I), the values of the
variables downslope extent (XM) and maximum cross-slope extent (yM) in cooled flows, and their
rates of increase with time, are diminished with respect to the values predicted by Lister's (1992)
numerical solution of (eq. 3.11) and the long-time similarity solution (eq. 3.15), for similar flow
parameters. Such deviations from the model often appear to display a systematic character, though
such phenomena are frequendy subtle, and any attempt to resolve trends in the data must
contemplate the presence of small changes in parameters between experiments and any other
experimental inaccuracies.
Attempts to model these apparendy systematic deviations from the model are analysed in Chapter
5, but it can be suggested that the relative cooling of a flow is itself dependent upon the other
experimental parameters: flow rate (Q) and slope incline (0). Otherwise-similarly parameterised
flows display increased retardation (with respect to the model) in normalised XM and yM at lower
values ofQ or e, with the influence of changes in the latter diminishing at higher values of B. The
relative rate of increase of normalised XM andYM, or changes in the aspect ratio with time, is hard to
discern; but there is some evidence for preferential retardation ofYM with respect to XM, and an
increase in aspect ratio, at long times.
In addition to providing rather different kinematics to the isothermal and isoviscous flows of Lister
(1992), the cooled extrusions display a suite of novel morphologies in their flow-fonns; these
features are hitherto unencountered - and unpredicted - in experimental viscous flows, yet highly
pertinent in fonn and origin to real lavas. Firstly the development of the height profiles of the
extrusions showed a marked deviation from the solutions predicted by Smith (1973) and Lister
(1992) for an isoviscous fluid Flows typically developed multi-modal height distributions, with
both a source bulge and a raised, downstream flow plateau behind a viscous flow-front toe.
Secondly, three further categories of phenomena have been classified in the extrusions: the
development of a cooled, folded skin, showing two stages of fold generation; centrally sited
channels of wann, undefonned and relativdy uncooled syrup, whose widths are observed to be a
clear function of experimental flow-rate and slope at a given ambient temperature; and
perturbations and over-folds at the flow margins. These phenomena are further investigated in a
quantitative manner in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4: Field investigation of the morphologies and
structures of the 1999 lava flows, Mount Cameroon
4.1 Introduction
Mount Cameroon (Fig. 4.1, Plate 4.1) constitutes one of the most active of Africa's volcanoes,
experiencing no fewer than seven eruptions over the period 1909-2000. With the exception of the
summit eruption of 1954 (which produced only explosive activity), all events have produced a
variety of volcanic phenomena, including a suite of extensive basanite lava flows and associated
mild explosive activity along flank fissures. The 1922, 1999 and 2000 eruptions were characterised
by activity at two vent sites: one near the summit (generating explosive and effusive phenomena)
and one oflower altitude on the volcano's flank (producing mostly lava, and only weakly explosive).
The lava flows provide an ideal source of study for the volcanologist concerned with mafic flow
processes, and a refreshing corollary to the extant literature, which is dominated by investigations of
flows on Hawaii and Etna. Flow products of the earlier eruptions of the 20th century have been
colonised by vegetation to various degrees, inhibiting detailed field investigation, and alternative
methods have been undertaken to investigate broadly emplacement processes and conditions (see
Appendix B). Conversely, the flows generated by the 1999 and 2000 eruptions are fresh, offering
100% exposure, and eruption processes (beyond relict fumarolic activity) have ceased, rendering the
lavas fully open to field analysis.
Of the two eruption events, this study chooses to focus solely on the 1999 lavas. These flows
originated from two non-contiguous sites on the south eastern flank of Mount Cameroon, and at
Bakingili very nearly reach the sea (Fig. 4.2), offering greater accessibility than the 2000 flows
which are close to the summit. The considerable length (-10 km) of the 1999 lower vent flow
suggests an environment that will develop a greater range of flow morphologies, and yield greater
information on the interaction of flow processes and the commensurate formation of appropriate
lava structures. In addition, the duration of the 1999 episode exceeded that of the 2000 episode by
a few days, and produced an order of magnitude more lava (Suh et al. 2003).
Although the eruption has been documented previously, such studies have focused on seismologic
effects (Suh et al, 2001) or general eruptive behaviour and petrology (Suh et al. 2003). No study has
described in detail the physical aspects of the 1999 lava flows, nor attempted to relate
morphological features and flow structure to emplacement history and process. This chapter shall
proceed to set out the range of flow-types, morphologies and structures observed on Mount
Cameroon's 1999 flows, and qualitatively assess their development. Further quantitative analyses
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are documented in Chapter 5, assessing similarities between natural flow products and the
experimental flows discussed earlier in this thesis.
4.2 An overview of the 1999 eruption ofMount Cameroon
4.2.1 Geological setting
Mount Cameroon (Fig. 4.2) is a large stratovolcano, situated at 4.20oN, 9.17°E in South West
Cameroon. At 4,095 m high it is the second highest mountain in Africa. A recent estimate by Suh et
a!' (2003) placed the structure's volume at 1,200 kmt, The volcano displays an elliptical planform,
with its basal dimensions stretching 50 km in a NE-SW direction, as opposed to 35 km NW-SE,
with the structure becoming more markedly elliptical at higher altitudes (Geze 1953).
The volcanic edifice is covered with a variety of historical lava and fall-out tephra deposits. Basanite
and hawaiite lavas dominate the stratigraphy, representing a near continuous period of eruptive
activity (Suh et al, 2003). Whilst Fitton et al, (1983) estimate a start date of activity of 10 Ma before
present, Marzoli et a1. (2000) place most eruptive activity in the last 3 Ma. Such dates may be over-
estimates of the volcano's age; volumetric considerations point to the production of approximately
108 m3 of lava over the past century, whilst a substantially smaller figure of 4xl07 ml per century
would be required to build the edifice in a period of3 Ma. In the absence of a good suite of reliable
age determinations, therefore, the age of the volcano remains uncertain.
Though weak Strombolian activity is occasionally observed, the eruption of less violently effused
lavas form the dominant phenomenon. Over one hundred subsidiary cinder cones form along the
Mount Cameroon's flanks and summit, focused along the same NE-SW trend discussed earlier (Suh
et a!' 2003). This trend itself derives from the volcano's position on the Cameroon Line, a 1,600 km
long linear volcanic zone that stretches from maritime Pagalu in the southwest to Biu in
northeastern Nigeria.
The Cameroon Line is described in greater detail by Fitton (1987), and is divided into two
provinces: oceanic (characterised by the production of dominantly basaltic lava, with minor
volumes of nephelinite, phonolite and trachyte; Fitton and Hughes 1977, Halliday et al, 1988) and
continental (marked by a wider suite of rocks ofvarying characteristics and age, including felsic and
basaltic lavas, and more silicic and alkaline plugs; Nono et a1. 1994, Marzoli et al, 2000, Ngounouno
et al. 2000). Mount Cameroon's satellite volcano, Etinde, is located at the boundary between
provinces, and Mount Cameroon is the sole remaining active centre of the continental arm.
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The volcanic products are deposited on a schistose and gneissose basement of Precambrian age
(Toreu 1990, Toteu et al. 1994), and intrusive syenites and granites younger than 70 Ma (Suh ct al.
2003). The Central African and Foumban Shear Zones transect the basement; the former area has
been of considerable import to magma transport in the Cameroon Line, with ascent in the 1 TE
section of the continental province focused along a complementary suture zone (Poudjom Djornani
et aI. 1997).
Figure 4.1 A satellite image of Mount Cameroon, taken on the 10th December 2000 (north is
towards the top of the image, which depicts a region a 100 km wide). The 1999 site 2 flow can be
seen in the southern portion of the image, partially obscured, by cloud, trending \X and reaching
the coast near Bakingili.
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Plate 4.1 Photograph of Mount Cameroon, taken from Buea, looking west.
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Figure 4.2 Contour map of Mount Cameroon displaying the 20th Century lava flows, with and
insert depicting its position on the Cameroon Line (from Suh et al. 2003).
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4.2.2 Eruption chronology
Following precursory earthquake swarms on 26th and 271ft March 1999, the 1999 eruption occurred
over the period 281ft March to 22nd April 1999, inclusive (Suh et at 2003). During this time lava
erupted from two non-contiguous vent systems, at different altitudes. The first vent system, named
site 1, opened at -2,807 m on the 28th March, and produced a mix of explosive and effusive
phenomena. Two days later, whilst activity at site 1 continued, a second vent system opened, at a
lower altitude of -1,545 m. This lower site was considerably less explosive than the summit vents,
and produced an order of magnitude more material overall than site 1 (Suh et al, 2003). The
eruption was characterised by the transfer of the majority of effusive activity from the higher
altitude vents to the lower site 2 system; by the 41ftApril lava production at site 1 had ceased, and a
day later output switched to the site 2 vents, which started producing prodigious volumes of
basanite. The upper vents continued to exhibit Strombolian activity, but the bulk of erupted
volume now emanated from site 2.
By the 12th April site 2 effusions had waned considerably, but explosive activity near the summit a
day later indicated a reinvigoration of the system. Consequently, on the 14th April a new flow-pulse
was observed in the lavas of site 2 , with flow-rates increasing by two orders of magnitude. Further
fluctuations in flow rate occurred, but never approached the magnitude of the 12th_14th April
changes, and site 2 effusive activity ceased by the 171ft April. A complete cessation of eruptive
phenomena was observed on the 22nd April Table 4.1 provides an overview of the key stages in
the eruption, and the principal phases of activity involved. All information and data presented
therein have been collated from the overview of Suh et al. (2003) and the Mount Cameroon Eruption:
Final Rtport, of the National Scientific Committee.
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Date Site 1 Site 2
28th March Eruption begins; following an explosion, there is aa effusion at a vent
-2,650 m asl.
30dl March I New vents open on the SE flank, at -1,500 m asl, accompanied by an initial
--
explosion and subsequent fire fountaining.
12 vents can be observed, lying along a SW-NE oriented fissure -1.5 km long.
The vents opened from SW to NE (Suh et al. 2001). Phenomena ranged from
3rd April post-eruptive steam emission (SW), through to explosive Strombolian activity
(NE); latter continues through to 13th April. The total volume of the cones is
-4.8x106 ml , equivalent to 2.4xlQ6ml of solid material
4th April Aa lava flow fronts (erupted 28
th March) stagnate 3 km from the vents, and
effusive activity ceases. An estimated 2.7xl06 ml oflava was produced.
20 vents are observed, sited along a -1500 m long, SW-NE fissure; they
5th April discharge large volumes of lava, which flows towards the coast. As the
eruption progresses, areas between vents collap!e, fonning fissures.
10th April Continuing Strombolian activiry Front of main lava flow field erupted recorded was 10 km from vents, and
-400 m wide and -10 m thick. An estimated 4xl02...-~ of lava erupted so far.
Flow rates vary according to topography and local flow mo rphology, but by
12th April the 12th April the rate of advance of the flow front had slowed considerably
foo---- - (to 10 m day -I).Only 4 vents remain active. Nested cone formed at NE end of fissure, which
13th April experiences explosions approximately every hour and subsequent firefountaining. Explosive activity ceases and is followed by strong degassing and
prevalent 'rumbling', continuing to 22nd April.
14th April Following site 1 explosive activity on 13
th April, the rate of flow front
advance increas~~~ over two orders o~n:~~c:.~ 350 m day').
15th April




Flow resumes; a lobe 100 m wide and 12 m thick overflows the Limbe-
Idenau highway, stoPEg 20 m from the sea & 12~ from the site 2 vents.
17th April
Lava production ceases. An estimated 6xl07 m3 of lava has been produced
from Site 2.
22nd April I Eruptive phenomena at Site 1 cease. 1
Table 4.1 Mount Cameroon eruption timeline, 1999 phase: dates and data are taken from Suh et al. 2003. Volumetric totals are taken from Suh et al. (2003),
and are estimated values, often derived from distal morphologies and processes, or isolated data. No detailed observations were recorded in the 'blank' days.
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4.2.3 Lava properties
The following analyses of lava petrochemistry are provided as an overview of an aspect that lies
beyond the scope of our field investigations, yet is important in relation particularly to the physical
properties of the erupting magma. We draw on the petrographic overview of Suh et ale (2003).
Although a variety of lava products were produced by the 1999 flows, general petrographic traits
are shared by most massive lava samples, irrespective of source and proximity.
Typical bulk rock compositions for 1999 lavas are displayed in Table 4.2. The lavas are silica poor
(44-47% Si02) basanites with occasional, rare hawaiites (specifically sample BA20; see below). The
compositional variations amongst samples are slight with most showing similar major and trace
element composition. One sample documented in Suh et ale (2003) has a slightly more
differentiated composition, with lower Ni (40 ppm) and higher Zr (432 ppm) than the majority of
samples (Ni -70 ppm, Zr -360 ppm). No systematic differences in bulk rock composition are
observed between samples from site 1 and 2.
Hand specimens of massive lava collected from a variety of locations reveal a well-developed
porphyritic texture, with olivine, clinopyroxene and plagioclase phenocrysts set in a fine-grained,
often partly glassy groundmass. Heterogeneity is common, with areas enriched in certain phases
relative to others. Relative abundances of these phases as reported by Suh et al, (2003) are displayed
Table 4.3; samples as collected in the field in this study corroborate these values.
Olivine forms typically sub- to euhedral crystals (0.3-15 mm), with a dominant mode of 2-3 mm,
Following microprobe analyses, Suh et ale (2003) have interpreted the larger (1 cm+) crystals as























































Major element data collected from XRF analyses of whole-rock composition. Analyses are taken to show
typicalvalues for both vents. Subtle variations (outside of analytical error) exist, particularlywith reference to
trace element propensities, and are detailed in Sub et al, (op. cit.). Sample 13 originates from a site 1 vent,
sample BA20 is from a lava flow -400 m S of the site 2 vents and BA1 is from the distal Bakingili flow front.
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Table 4.3 Modal mineralogy of the 1999 Mt. Cameroon lavas (selected from Suh et at 2003)
BA4 BA20 BA1
(proximal site 1) (proximal site2) (distal site 2)
Phenocrysts/ microphenocrysts 18 15 20
Olivine 6 6 8
Clinopyroxene 8 6 7
Plagioclase 2 2 4
Titanomagnite 2 <1 1
Groundmass 82 85 80
Microlites 84 76 70
Glass 16 24 30
Vesicles
Data derived from optical point counting of samples BA4 (3,000 points), BA20 (2,000 points) and BA1
(2,500 points), and checked under a scanningelectronmicroscope. Provenanceis as described in Table 4.2,
with the exceptionof sampleBA4, which is from a site 1 lavaflow.
xenocrysts, wherein forsteritic cores (F083-85) are overgrown by more fayalitic rims (F077-82). The
contacts, though varying in habit, are sharp, and several examples of such overgrown xenocrysts
can be readily made out in hand specimen. The majority of smaller. more predominant olivines are
unzoned phenocrysts and possess compositions in the Fo77-85 range (Suh et aI. 2003). Sub-mm
olivines occasionally appear as distinct chadacrysts or aggregates. enclosed by larger clinopyroxene
oikocrysts, to form a locally poikilitic texture (see below).
Clinopyroxene is typically as abundant as olivine in the phenocrystal assemblage (fable 4.3).
forming sub- to euhedral prismatic crystals, with clear octagonal (or cleavage formed hexagonal)
geometries. and typical dimensions of 0.3-1 mm. As mentioned above, larger clinopyroxenes often
enclose olivine crystals; closer analyses of the nature of some these grains show that olivine forms
along dominant, cleavage-guided fractures. Sub et al.'s (2003) analyses give a clinopyroxene
composition that varies between W04£n4tFst2 to WostEn34Fsts, with phenocrysts displaying
normal chemical zoning, with a decrease in Mg from core to rim.
Plagioclase occurs as a subsidiary member of the phenocrystal assemblage. typically only 2% of the
rock, and in some samples wholly absent in dimensions >0.3mm. Late, degassed viscous site 1 lavas
displayed unoriented 1-2 mm laths. and smaller microphenocrysts of plagioclase amongst the mafic
groundmass, yet these were still a minor mode relative to the olivine and clinopyroxene. In contrast
a Hawaiite bomb (SEG4) displayed abundant sub-mm plagioclase phenocrysts and
microphenocrysts, with larger olivines and clinopyroxenes virtually absent. Sub et al. (2003)
describe basanite plagioclase compositions of An49-67. with >1 mm zoned phenocrysts displaying
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homogenous calcic cores (An82-84) and sodic rims (Anst-s9). Hawaiite plagioclase is more uniformly
sodic: An49.s40 Apart from rare titanomagnetite phenocrysts, the remainder of the rock consists of a
dominantly crystalline groundmass, composed of microlites of olivine, clinopyroxene, plagioclase
and titanomagnetite. Subsidiary glass is typically trachytic in composition (Suh et at 2003).
Vesicle distribution and microscale morphology are discussed later (see 4.3.1). Simple analyses show
that blocks of massive, avesicu1ar lava (taken from distal site 2 flows) have a mean density of 2592
kgm-', An estimate of the temperature of the lava at varying times in its emplacement can be
derived using the olivine geothermometer of Roedder (1974). Firstly, taking the modal volume data
of Suh et al, (2003), and typical mineral densities, we calculated the mean abundances of the
phenocrysts and groundmass phases of the 1999 lava suite, in wt%. These average values are
approximately olivine 8%, clinopyroxene 5%, plagioclase 3% and magnetite 1%, with the
groundmass making up 83% of the rock mass. We derived average bulk rock compositions from
the same data sets and normalise to 100%. Mass balance calculations give a residual melt on
eruption of hawaiite composition. The results are displayed in Table 4.4.
With reference to the data of Thompson (1974), Suh et al. (2003) state that the equilibrium
compositions of phenocrysts suggest a crystallisation depth of -40 km. At this depth, for a lava of
bulk composition defined in Table 4.4, in equilibrium with the forsteritic (F083) cores of olivine
phenocrysts, the olivine geothermometer infers a temperature of 1166°C (± 30oq . All values are
calculated using the ratio of MgO in the olivine and liquid phases, as the oxidation state of iron is
not known, and formula in Roedder (1974). In contrast, a residual hawaiite melt, in equilibrium
with more fayalitic microlites and phenocryst rims (F069), gives an eruption temperature of 104ZOC
(± 30oq . We note that this temperature estimate is consistent with measured temperatures of
hawaiite lavas on Etna of 1070-1090°C (pinkerton and Sparks 1976). In comparison, Suh et at
Table 4.4 Averaged bulk rock and phenocryst compositions (adapted from Suh et al. 2003)
Bulk Olivine Clino- Plagioclase Magnetite ResidualLava pyroxene Melt
Si02 46.5 38.9 47.0 53.9 47.5
Ti02 3.2 2.9 0.2 22.6 3.4
Ah03 15.7 6.5 28.6 17.5
FeO 10.9 21.2 7.1 0.8 71.9 9.8
MgO 6.4 39.6 12.8 5.5 3.2
CaO 10.6 0.3 23.1 11.5 10.9
Na20 4.2 0.5 4.5 4.8
K20 1.7 0.4 2.0
MnO 0.2 0.1 0.2
P20S 0.6 0.7
Residual melt compositions calculated through a mass balance method,with reference to averaged bulk rock
and phenocrystcompositions and modalpropensities ofphenocryst phases(in wt%) statedabove.
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(2003) measured field temperatures of 950-975°C 40 an into the stagnated site 1 flow fronts (4th
April) and 1000°C at the site 2 lava fronts ....10 km from the fissure (10th April). These latter direct
measurements provide lower bounds on the lava temperature.
With these temperatures and compositions, one can estimate lava viscosity. Using the empirical
method ofShaw (1972), an aphyric magma at depth, with a bulk composition as described in Table
4.4 gives a Shaw viscosity of 15 to 28 Pa s (at 1196 and 1136°C respectively, accounting for the
uncertainty in the olivine geothermometer). Viscosity figures have been rounded to the second
significant figure. In comparison, a residual melt of hawaiite composition erupted at between 1012
and lO72°C yields a Shaw viscosity of between 145 and 320 Pa s. One can modify the Shaw
viscosity by use of the Einstein-Roscoe relation
1] =1]0 (t _1.67~>-2.S
where TJ is the suspension viscosity, TJo the viscosity of the melt phase (i,e. the Shaw viscosity), t/J the
volumetric crystal fraction of the lava and the integer 1.67 is a constant derived from particle
geometry (e.g. Marsh 1981, Pinkerton and Stevenson 1992). Using this equation, a lava composed
of 17% phenocrysts and 83% residual hawaiite has an estimated viscosity of between 710 to 320 Pa
s for the temperature range 1012 to 1072°C.
As the lava thermally and chemically matures, it develops into a bimodal suspension of phenocrysts
and mierolites in an evolved melt. Residual glasses in lava samples have trachytic composition (Suh
et al. 2003). Taking a typical composition of the groundmass glass from Suh et al. (op. cit.; Si02
62.62%, Ti02 1.435, Ah03 22.45%, FeO 4.28%, MoO 0.04%, MgO 0.79%, CaO 0.53%, ~O
2.11%, Na20 3.65%), and assuming this phase represents the late stage melt, one derives a Shaw
viscosity for this residual melt of between 3.2x106 and 106 Pa s for the temperature range 950 to
1000°C. These estimates are very much a lower bound on the viscosity in the flow front region,
because the phenocrysts and microlites will result in much higher viscosities.
The Einstein-Roscoe relationship was originally parameterised to calculate the viscosity of relatively
dilute suspensions, in the above case with $ 60% by volume of particles, and is based on the
experimental analysis of the behaviour of wholly Newtonian suspensions of uniform spheres in a
Newtonian fluid. Its validity as a model is therefore dubious with regard to the analysis.of distal
flows, where crystal proportions become high, with extreme values of t/J (> 75% crystalline). Such a
crystalline mush will instead behave in a strongly non-Newtonian manner, with elements of
dilatancy or shear-thinning, time dependent visco-elastic effects, and apparent yield strengths, as
witnessed for basaltic lavas in the field (this issue is referenced further in Chapter 1; see, for
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example, Robson 1967, Shaw et al. 1968, Shaw 1969, Hulme t 974, Pinkerton and Sparks 1978,
Chester et al. t 985, Pinkerton and tevenson t992, Dragoni and Tallarico t 994, Lejeune and Richet
1995, Pinkerton and orton 1995). evertheless, for reference, the equation produces viscosities
of the order l O!' for trachytic melts with 59% crystallinity. "Ibis result can be compared to estimates
of apparent viscosity of the flow fronts of the lava in the order of 108 Pa s from application of the
Jeffreys equation to data on frontal speeds, thicknesses and slopes. These latter estimates are
described in more detail in Chapter 5.
tern
Plate 4.2 Hand specimen of a typical olivinc-clinopyroxene-phyric basanite.
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Plate 4.3 Thin-section o f a typical olivine-clino pyroxene-phyric basanite in plane-polarised light.
Plate 4.4 Thin-section o f a typical o livine-c linopyro xene-phyric basanite in cross-polarised light.
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4.2.4 General effusive behaviour
Volumetric Dowrate and total volume erupted
A lack of accurate pre-eruption topographical maps and aerial, syn-eruption field data preclude a
detailed analysis of the volcano's volume and rate of discharge. Further, in-depth mapping and
aerial and photographic analysis will hopefully expand on the broad values presented below.
The spatter and cinder cones formed at site 1 are typically of the order of -50-100 m high, with a
basal diameter of -150-200 m; the total volume of the dozen cones was therefore estimated at
-4.8xl06 m3 (Suh et al. 2003), though this neglects the component provided by wind-blown scoria
and ash deposited beyond the cinder cones, and will therefore be a low estimate. Assuming 60%
porosity, this translates into 2.4x106 m3 of solid lava. Suh et al, (2003) also estimated gross volume
estimates for the site 1 lava flows, from their general habit and dimension. From their stated typical
dimensions (3 km in long, 30-120 m wide and with flow fronts 15 m high) they quote a volumetric
figure of -2.7x106 m3 - i.e. an approximate median value of 60 m is used for common flow width.
Variabilityin flow dimensions could place potential errors of a factor of2 to 3 around this estimate.
As the eruption began at 8pm local time, on the 28th March, and effusive activity ceased by the
morning of the 4th April, the lavas were erupted over a period of 6 to 6.5 days. This gives an
average lava effusion rate of 5.2 to 4.8 m3 s·t (Suh et al. 2003). As the total erupted volume in the
same period was 5.1x106 m3, this infers an overall, early site 1 eruption rate of9.1 to 9.8 m3s·t.
The site 2 flows were greater in extent and volume. On the 10th April, the main site 2 lava stream
possessed a flow front that was -10 km from the source and of dimensions -400 m wide by -10
m thick; from these figures Suh et al. (2003) derive a 10th April lava volume total of -4x107 m3• If
one assumes this lava had been developing since the start of site 2 activity (30th March), this gives
an approximate lava discharge rate of -40 m3 s·t. Locally flow rates varied, but for the entire
eruption Suh et al. (2003) suggest a conservative volume estimate of -6xl07 m3, indicating an
average effusion rate of 40 m3s·t for the duration of the eruption from site 2; although such a rate
would indicate little apparent waning in averaged flux between the mean value up to the 10th April
and the same figure up to the 17th April. At first the lack of difference is curious, as Suh et al. (2003)
define abundant volume-limited field structures, and we shall return to reconsider these figures
later.
Lava advance
The site 1 lava flows were limited in their extent, with the longest having ceased motion -3 km
from the vents. Their early relative inaccessibility and short period of eruption (r-six and a half
days) resulted in a cessation in flow before accurate velocities and time-series developments could
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be recorded. One is therefore left to investigate lava structures and morphologies in an attempt to
discern dynamical processes (see Chapter 5).
In contrast, the advance and kinematics of the main site 2 flow were better recorded. Over a dozen
velocity measurements were recorded over the period 5th to 15th April. Some of these data are
summarised on Figure 4.3, a map of the distal extent of the site 2 flow front, near Bakingili. Whilst
occasional data also appear in Suh et al. (2003), the following figures are field measurements, kindly
supplied by Dr. Emmanuel Suh of the University of Buea (pers. comm.).
A little after the start of the eruption, well-formed, proximal channels focused lava flux
downstream, with high levels of heat advection. One such channel section -100 m from the vents
gave a central channel velocity of -5 m s·t on 5th April. Subsequent measurements record velocities
for the main site 2 flow as it reached Dr. Tatani's farm near Bakingili on the coast Here the flow
developed into three distinct lobes, as illustrated on Figure 4.3.
On the 8th April, the eastern lobe of the main flow, which had reached the edge of the forest by the
coastal plantations, encroached on the farm at a speed for the flow front of 2x1Q-3 m s·t. Distal
changes in rheology and morphology had displayed a notable effect on the rate lava advance, with
observed lava velocities differing by three orders of magnitude from proximal, channel fed flow
readings. Local changes in flow pattern could radically alter recorded values; at a shallowing break
in slope -7 km from the vents a 9th April measurement recorded channel flow speeds of -2.1 m s·t.
By the 10th April, the flow had encroached onto Dr. Tatani's plantation; speeds of frontal advance
for the western and central lobes were recorded as being 1.3xlQ-3 and 2xlQ-3 m sot, respectively.
From the 10th April to the morning of the 11th a lobe of the front -150-200 m wide and -30 m
thick advanced 30 m in a 12 hour period, giving an average flow front velocity of 6.9x10-4 m sot.
Flow advance diminished noticeably between the 11th and 12th of April, with the front travelling a
mere 10 rn; though occasional areas of quicker development were observed as a function of
topography and lava inhomegeneity: an estimate of 1.4xlQ-3 m s·t was recorded on the 12th, for
example.
Following an explosive episode at site 1 on the 13th April, the velocities of the main flow from site 2
increased: by the evening of the 14th April, the flow front had advanced 350 m in 24 hours,
indicating an average velocity of -4.1xl0-3 m s-t over the period. Subsequent to this 'surge', the
main flow front remained stationary, although a reading of 2.8xlO-3 m s·t was recorded for the
subsidiary western lobe. Despite temporary frontal stagnation, lava continued to be effused in the
proximal region. On the 15th April, a measurement in the proximal channel (-30 m from the vent)
recorded
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Limbe - Idcnau highway
Figure 4.3 Map of the distal regions of the main site 2 flow-field, near Bakingili. Approximate
velocity vectors are plotted with arrow length indicating the magnitude of the flow-speed. North is
to the top of the figure.
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a velocity of .....2 m S-I. Clearly flux had waned overall over the period 5th to 15th April, and this
simple interpretation suggested by the data agrees well with the volume-limited lava morphologies
described by Sub et al. (2003) and discussed herein later.
On the 16th April, part of the main flow front remobilised, as a lobe .....100 m wide and -12 m thick
remobilised and advanced across the main Limbe-Idenau highway, stopping .....200 m from the
shore. Effusive activity from the site 2 vents ceased on the 17th April. By this time the main flow
had travelled approximately 12 km down-slope from the site 2 vents, through rainforest, scrub and
plantation.
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4.3 Lava flow morphology, field textures and structures
4.3.1 General features
The 1999 flows display a wide variety of morphologies, practically covering many commonly
observed basaltic lava features. Field structures vary strongly according to proximity to vent,
underlying topography and local flow evolution. Even the most simple of near-vent or bocca
channel sections tend to display two types of lava and three types of levees, and distal flow portions
commonly comprise of an anastamosing, compound geomorphology (e.g, Fig. 4.3). Such a
plethora of flow features offers a challenge to the field volcanologist, but is also an important tooL
Distinct features form as a function of often well-described flow processes, and a careful
appreciation of the geometry and relative timing of various flow structures allows us to garner a
dynamic overview of the flows' evolution, and general volcanic behaviour.
The flows are effused onto a variable landscape, of varying relief and vegetation. Proximal site 1
flows were extruded from vents onto gently sloping (-12") montane savannah, occasionally
blanketed by recent ash or older flows; the burying of existing flows was common, but older
topographic features did not affect proximal flow evolution to any noticeable degree. The site 2
flows erupted at a lower altitude, closer to the upper limit of montane rainforest, and are more
heavily guided by topography, forming several valley-fill sections closer to the vents. They also
cross the extensive 1982 lava flow (Fig. 4.2).
Detailed cross-sectional profiles were taken of nearly 20 lava sections, along with several channel
profiles across minor lava units. This project was a collaborative effort, involving the surveys of
Gerald Erost, Steve Njome, Emmanuel Suh, Steve Sparks, Stewart Stansfield and the University of
Buea. These sections were completed through field surveys, using tape, compass and abney level.
Where possible the contact with the underlying pre-eruption topography was partially quantified
using marginal levee-topography contact geometry, and then further qualified as a function of
general channel depth. Unfortunately, the lack of an accurate DEM or maps of pre-eruption relief
often make the choice poorly constrained.
Four large sections were taken of the distal flow front of the main site 2 flow near Bakingili
(Sections I to IV); eight surveyed a long proximal-distal flow that emanated from site 1 (Sections
V to XII); two were gathered from a late-effused viscous flow near the site 1 vent (Sections XIII
and XIV); and four were profiled from another proximal site 1 flow (Sections XV to XVIII). All
sections are enclosed as separate sheets at the rear of the thesis, for the reader's convenience.
Smaller profiles are used as data or figures throughout the text
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4.3.1.1Large-scale morphologies-levees and channels
With one exception, all the lava cross-sections reveal a single consistent feature: the flows comprise
a single (or multiple) channel(s), bounded by a well-defined and easilydiscerned set of levees. The
dimensions and geometry of the channels and their levees vary widely according to the local
character of the lava, the local flow regime and topography. The structure and formation of
channels and levees shall be described in more detail later (see 4.3.2 and 4.3.3); an overview of the
general considerations shall suffice here.
Channel width varies gready; proximal pahoehoe channels emerging from boccas (1 m in diameter;
Plate 4.5) are as much as two orders of magnitude smaller in width than distal blocky-aa channels
(some over a 100 m in diameter; Plate 4.6). Marginal levees similarly range in character, but a
common factor emerges: successive sets of levees are frequendy encountered as one passes from a
flow's margin to its centre and the extant end-of-eruption channel surface. These stranded levee
sequences (plate 4.7) are interpreted to represent an overall decrease in local flow flux with time.
These sequences can be discussed with reference to Sections XII and XVII, the easternmost flow-
unit of Section IV or the interior flow-units of Sections I, II and III. Of the extant levee
structures, the outermost, flow-unit bordering levees form first, as the active flow region of the
flow narrows and thickens, building the marginal levee constructs. The highest point of this outer
levee marks the high-stand line of the flow that formed the most extensive lava lobe or channel. As
this channel drains, the lava leaves this initial outer levee stranded. The further, interior levees can
be formed through a variety of processes (see 4.3.2). Typically they represent subsequent flow
pulses, or further inflation in the channel through rheological stiffening down-slope exerting a local
backpressure, which leads to further thickening. The draining of this channel would expose another
set of younger levees, and so the process can continue.
The processes forming such levee sequences result from an interplay of flow conditions and
parameters, including the source flux and its fluctuation, the rheological stiffening at the
downstream flow-front, local outbreak-focused drainage, and heterogeneous channel flow regimes.
Not all internal levees are depressed relative to the stand of the outer levees, as observed by
Naranjo et aI. (1992) for the Lonquimay lava of Chile. While Section XII and the eastern levee
sequences of the next-to-easternmost units of Section I and III show such a sequence clearly, with
a cumulative draining of the flow channel throughout the flows' evolution, the western levees of
the western flow-unit of Section I show an increase in levee high-stand level across the channel, as
do the levees of the eastern unit of Section III. It is common for younger, interior levees to rise
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Plate 4.5 Proximal pahoehoe channel emerging from a ncar-source bocca, by the Site 2 vents.
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Plate 4.6 Distal blocky aa flow channel, near Bakingili. The central channel depicted is
approximately 100 m wide.
Plate 4.7 Sequence of stranded levees. The photograph is taken from the top of an outer, bounding
levee, looking up flow. Professor Steve Sparks is kindly standing on an interior levee, bounding the
main flow channel to the left.
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above their flow bounding neighbours, with the actual height depending on the amount of inflation
in the narrowed channel, and modified local flux per unit length.
In the distal profiles of Sections I to IV, it is rare to be able to trace interior levees contiguously
from one profile to another; only the outermost, eastern levee of the main eastern flow-units of
Sections III and IV can be traced with any certainty. Changes in underlying topography and the
compound structure of the flow-field in this distal region, with multiple axes of flow focus across
the field, lead to longitudinally fluctuating flow dynamics.
The only profile to lack clear levees, Section V. lies 3 m back from the flow front, and corresponds
with the zone of dispersed flow/flow toe as described by Lipman and Banks (1987). in a situation
where one would not expect a well-developed channel and levee morphology to have developed so
early. This situation shares commonality with the eastern most lobe of Section II; a small side-flow
which has broken out from the main channel, but ceased motion before it could proceed further
and thence develop a channel zone.
Whilst topography naturally affects the flow's direction, habit and local morphology, the influence
varies from acute to minimal in the flow profiles. Flows on steeper slopes preserve clear channel
structures and single, as opposed to compound or multi-channel, flow units. As slope decreases,
lava can pond and spread laterally, as a function of a decrease in flow front speed or an increase in
lateral velocity components related to thickening. Ponding therefore typically occurs at breaks in
slope, in wells and rifts in the topography, or irrespective of topography. behind a stagnant flow
front. Typically, the flows were approximately freestanding or focused along shallow river valleys,
and were not channelled down existing ravines in the terrain in an extreme manner, with the
predominant exception of the near bocca site 2 channels.
4.3.1.2 Medium-scale morphologies--observed types of lava
The surface characteristics of the lava varied according to the thermal maturity of the flow surface
itself (Naranjo et al. 1992). This concept relates to the length of time that a region of the lava
surface has been cooled, and its level of crustal development and deformation, before it comes to
rest. When erupted from a vent or bocca, cooling rapidly changes the surface regions of the lava
from an incandescent fluid with increasing levels of plasticity to a cooled. brittle solid If the flow
ceases motion before the surface becomes sufficiently cooled to deform by semi-ductile or brittle
mechanisms then smooth pahoehoe surfaces develop. With further cooling and crustal thickening
deformation can no longer be accommodated in a ductile manner, and consequently plates and
surfaces of lava tear or fracture, disaggregating first into slabs and rafts, then into clinker. and
ultimately into blocks.
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The proximal site 1 and site 2 pahoehoe flows occur locally near the vents and are examples of
thermally immature lavas. Having cooled little, they deform in a ductile fashion, readily fonning
ropes and folds on an otherwise relatively smooth surface (e.g. Fink and Fletcher 1978, Fink 1980).
The degree to which this surface can be retained, and preserved further down flow, depends on the
characteristics of the channel and the general flow parameters. In a clear, unobstructed channel, or
better yet a lava tube, low viscosity pahoehoe can flow considerable distances from the vent or
bocca before cooling takes a more noticeable effect.
With cooling, lavas will develop an increasing level of plasticity, as crystallinity increases and crystal-
fluid and crystal-crystal interactions become more frequent (see Chapter 1). As this process
continues, there is a gradual transition from ductile to brittle behaviour. It is during this transitional
process that aa lava surfaces form, Chilled elements are twisted by the channel torque (Moore 1987,
Kilburn 1990, Rowland and Walker 1990) to coagulate into 'pasty clots', which combined with lava
elements tom from the pahoehoe crust deform to produce small, highly recognisable clinkers
aaggar 1930, Peterson and Tilling 1980, Kilburn 1989)
In laminar flow the central regions of the channel move faster than the flow margins where shear is
highest. Thus lava surfaces in the centre have experienced less cooling than lava surfaces at the
channel margins and have experienced less shearing. As a consequence the flow centre can remain
as pahoehoe whereas the cooler and more sheared margins develop an aa clinker texture.
As lava evolves further, and develops a cooler, thicker crust, the tensile and shear stresses that build
in a flow are accommodated by brittle failure. As the lava becomes more thermally mature the
depth of solid-ductile transition increases, the most thermally mature lavas are produced, with
surfaces analogous to the blocky flows of Macdonald (1953). Although blocky flows are commonly
associated with the more viscous lavas of andesite and rhyolite flows (Macdonald 1953), primarily
as a function of their slower emplacement times (and hence opportunity to thermally mature), they
are also witnessed at long-lived basaltic flows (e.g. Booth and Self 1973). The upper surface of the
flow deforms more as a granular flow, with blocks milling, fracturing and rearranging to
accommodate channel movement.
The distal Bakingili flow fronts are composed of blocky aa, and facies transitional between clinker
and block lava. Elements of rooted clinker are rare, occurring only as squeeze-ups, and most clinker
is an abraded component of the rubbly veneer. The progress from clinker to blocky aa is both
gradual and gradational, with many thermally mature aa lavas possessing a mixture of semi-ductilely
sheared and britdey fractured material. With distance from the vent maximum and average clast size
increases, from aa cauliflowers of the order of 1-10 em to blocks 1 m in diameter, and the
propensity of blocky aa relative to clinker aa increases.
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4.3.1.3 Small-scale morphologies-textural characteristics of pahoehoe, aa and
blocky lavas
Pahoehoe
Pahoehoe forms only a small fraction of the effusive products of the 1999 flows. Surface samples
from the site 1 upper vents (Cone IV outflows, UTM 32 515227E 0459007N, 2690 m asl) consist
of glassy, vesicular pahoehoe, with finely drawn-out, bladed surface texture (Kilburn 1990). Blades
are highly deformed, typically 2-4 mm in relief and contiguous for 1-2 em, and commonly carry mm
and sub-rnm-sized parasitic stubbly spines and knobs (plate 4.8). A sample taken from overflow
drapes at the same locality shows a deformed, fmely filamented and platy surface, with filaments of
mm-relief changing direction over lengths of -3 em. The drape is highlyvesicular (>60%).
Site 2 pahoehoe (collected from near to the uppermost spattercone of the lower vents; UTM 32
510390E 0456404N, 1540 m asl) displays similar surface texture features. Flakes of surface lava
collected from later, slowly effused, ropy channels (Dr. Emannuel Sub, pers. comm.) display a fairly
glassy surface texture intermediate between coarsely filamented and bladed pahoehoe (Kilburn
1990). Less vesicular samples possess a glassy sheen, with a highly deformed surface texture. Blades,
and fine and coarse filaments <1 mm to 4 mm in width, have folded and coagulated into 'fine
ropes' (up to 2 cm across) and irregular protrusions, with a parasitic stubbly texture.
Samples from the interior of pahoehoe lava display lower levels of vesicularities (5%), with vesicles
flattened and slightly elongated in the direction of flow. The lava is typically phyric, with subhedral
0.5-10 mm crystals of olivine and clinopyroxene (avg. 2-3 mm) and plagioclase (avg. 0.8 mm)
existing in a mixed glassy-microcrystalline groundmass. The surface texture is fmely to coarsely
fJ.1amented (0.5-2.5 mm) and occasionally bladed
Clinkeraa
Thermally immature aa displays the classically irregular clinker appearance that "defies verbal
description" (Macdonald 1953). Samples are analogous to the cauliflower aa of Kilburn (1990): lava
forms an irregular surface habit reminiscent of a "field of maltreated cauliflowers", with aa forming
small, irregular protrusions of order 1 to 10 em in size, with similar inter-cauliflower distances, and
a typical relief of 5 to 20 em. Cauliflowers are typically homogenous, or split and branched into
uneven 'florets' (micro-cauliflowers) of em dimensions. The surfaces of cauliflowers and florets are
composed of mm-sized spines that display a bladed ('stiletto') or stubby habit similar to those
described by Kilburn (1990) for Etna.
A sample of clinker from a small (90 em thick on a 15° slope) aa flow front (site 1, UTM 32
514924E 0458351N, 2513 m asl) displays stubby and occasional stiletto spines on 2.5-3 em florets
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(plate 4.9). A similar sample from a flow further downslope (UTM 32 514487E 0457186N, 2242 m
asl) contains only stubby spines, formed on a partially micro-cauliflowered surface, with florets -1-
1.5 em in diameter. These cauliflowers may be contiguous with massive, underlying lava, or have
broken off to supply a loose, dinkery carapace. The massive interior lava of clinker aa is typically
poorly vesicular with only fine, angular vesicles. Phenocrysts of olivine and clinopyroxene (with
occasionally visible subophitic textures), with subsidiary, sub to mm-sized, unoriented plagioclase
laths, lie within a dominantly crystallinegroundmass.
B/ockyaa
Thermally mature blocky aa is typically composed of a variety of clasts: abraded clinker, fractured
angular blocks of massive lava and fragments of welded breccia. The propensity of breccia and
massive lava increases with distance from the vents. The clinker conforms to the description above,
but is more heavily worked: few large cauliflowers retain their characteristic morphology, having
fractured into small, sub-equant blocks.
Blocks of massive lava, inferred to have originated from flow material brecciated beneath the
clinker or rubbly top, or blocky material that has been further reworked, are similar to the sub-
clinker lavas described previously. They are typically olivine-clinopyroxene-phyric lavas with low
vesicularity. Vesicles are commonly subangular and plastically deformed, but show no preferred
orientation. Plate 4.10 shows a typical fragment of thermally mature massive, blocky aa
The welded rubble facies varies heavily in consistency, crystallinityand degree of welding. A sample
taken from a site 2 flow (UTM 32 510295E 0456305N, 1512 m asl) exhibits a crumbly, stubby
texture (plate 4.11). The rock varies between clast and matrix supported, and clasts may be angular,
or stubby and rounded. Occasionally, large 0.5-0.8 mm sized crystals of clinopyroxene provide
clasts in their own right The matrix consists of [me to medium sand grade volcanic breccia, and
many clasts appear to be reworked granules of earlier breccias. TIlls welded breccia frequently
grades into areas of massive (commonly vesicular) lava, typically olivine-clinopyroxene-phyric
basanites analogous to those described above.
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Plate 4.8 Typical hand specimen of thermally immature vesicular Cameroonian pahoehoe.
lcm




Plate 4.10 Sample hand specimen of thermally mature, massive blocky aa.
1 em.
Plate 4.11 Hand specimen of welded fine-grained rubble and breccia.
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4.3.2 Levee structure & texture
Lava levees are a common lava construct in Mount Cameroon lavas, whose structure and habit are
directly related to the dynamical processes a flow has experienced in its emplacement history.
Extant levee structures are therefore a key tool in the analysis of historical flows, where syn-
eruptional data are limited, or wholly absent The flows of Mount Cameroon possess numerous
examples, and partial draining of some channels allows observation and analysis of their internal
structure.
These levees can be either 'exterior', that is bounding a discrete flow unit, or 'interior', where they
lie within the flow profile itself, as a secondary construct Varying factors influence the degree and
nature of levee formation; external and internal structures may be formed by similar, or wholly
different, processes. The parameters that influence levee development are numerous: lava rheology;
channel surface morphology; physical channel structure, orientation and curvature; local gradient
and changes in such; local emplacement history, dynamics and flow rate; character and structure of
channel and flow adjacent to the levee forming region etc.
Sparks et al. (1976) defined four specific types of levees from their experiences on Etna, garnered
from lavas that are partially analogous to the flows seen on Mt Cameroon; Etna lavas are hawaiites
and not very different in composition to Cameroon basanites. To reiterate briefly, the distinctions
they choose are:
Initial levees - formed by nascent, still incandescent, 'fluid' flows, as a function of the lava's
yield strength.
Acmtionary levees - typically formed by proximal pahoehoe flows, where marginal, still
ductile clinker is sheared and welded into a solid levee margin, building up as more material
is accreted.
Rubble levees - commonly found in fully developed aa flows, where the more thermally
mature lava produces a heavily fractured and clinkery or blocky surface habit This
unwelded material avalanches and resettles as the flow moves, typically following a Mohr-
Coulomb failure criterion and coming to rest at angle of between 30° and 35°. In reality,
this rubble is frequently a superficial feature that hides more complex levee structures.
Oveiflow levees - whilst Sparks et al, rarely observed this type on Etna, they form when lava
overflows the channel or levee sides (increasing their height and width), as a function of
increasing magma discharge and lava backing up from the cooled front.
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As Sparks et at (1976) state, it is rare to find levees that perfectly match these descriptions; most
levees are hybrids of two or more of the above archetypes, reflecting a more complex interplay of
dynamical processes. Other workers, in adapting the system of Sparks et al, have created further
distinctions, like the 'deformation' and 'accreted levees' of Lipman and Banks (1987) and the
'walled levees' of Naranjo et al (1992).
All four archetypes of levee are present, to varying degrees and combinations, in the 1999 flows of
Mt, Cameroon. Using as a basis the categories of Sparks et at, we shall now describe their
propensity, situation and morphology.
4.3.2.1 Observed levee structures
Initiallevees
Initial levees are rarely preserved They were observed to form on Mount Etna (pinkerton and
Sparks 1977), but were almost always destroyed by later levee forming processes. Naranjo et al
(1992) describe well-preserved levees composed of massive lava at Lonquimay Volcano, Chile, but
such are formed by andesite lava. The greater rate of shear and high flow velocities of the
Cameroon basalts compared to the low effusion rate Etna lavas studied by Pinkerton and Sparks
(1976) leads to a different dynamic regime. Initial, incandescent viscoplastic levees on Mt.
Cameroon soon develop a solid character on further cooling, and fracture. Furthermore, the
welding of marginal clinkers or actions of localised flow surges can overprint them with an
'accretionary' or 'overflow' character.
Rarely, the emptying of both proximal and distal channels reveals massive lava on the inside walls
of levees, underlying areas ofwelded breccia, clinker or overflow drapes. Such material is frequently
striated, and hence not contemporaneous with the last surge of channel flow. This may likely
represent the parcel of lava Lipman and Banks (1987) describe as 'sluggish flow... developed...
through degassing, drag, and cooling', which then develops a 'solidified crust, beneath which a
plastic core remains' (see for example figures 57.9C & 57.9D, Lipman and Banks 1987). In
character if not always in age, such plastic aa bulwarks represent the clearest observable analogue to
an initial levee the 1999 flows possess.
Accrctionssylevees
In contrast to initial levees, accretionary levees are commonly preserved in their entirety, but
preferentially are preserved only in the proximal flow regions of site 2. The 'accretionary process'
does indeed play a part in the formation of certain types of rubble levee, but this shall be
considered later.
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Plate 4.12 displays a classic accretionary levee, bordering a narrow lava channel with a pahoehoe
and clinker margins. It was extruded from a small bocca near the uppermost of the 1999 site 2
spatter cones (-1545 m asl), The channel is 1.9 m wide at the base, and 1.5 m wide at the levee
tops. Such flows are typical of the small ephemeral vent flows of Etna, and have been well
documented (see, for example, Polacci and Papale 1997). The levee walls are composed of welded
clinkers, and a distinctive feature of many accretionary levees is their common possession of
outwardly sloping inner walls. Plate 4.13 clearlyillustrates this geometry, wherein the interior levee
walls slope steeply outwards at an angle of 70°; the outer walls slope outwards at and angle of -40-
50°.
A closer analysisof Plate 4.12, however, shows a more complex picture. Whilst the upper portions
of the levee are clearly welded clinker, there is also evidence of more solid lava lying below the
accretionary structures, and pahoehoe overflows (see below) draping them above. Polacci and
Papale (1997) describe long undulations (with axial trace parallel to flow direction) in the near-
bocca flows of Etna, wherein the marginal clinker overlies solid lava ridges. In such a system, the
latter ridge providing the levee of the flow, the levees have a strong to dominant 'initial'
component This simply serves to highlight the rarity of finding simple end member levee
archetypes, where a single levee is unmodified by other flow processes. The levee in Plate 4.13
could be better described as a composite of initial, accretionary and overflow stages of levee
construction (see below).
Rubble levees
Rubble levees provide the most common levee archetype of the 1999 flows, and in the distal
regions they are the near exclusive levee construct Of the approximate 82 levee structures
contained within cross-sectional lava profiles, 80 are classed as rubble levees (including the subclass,
'accreted levees' - see below), and they are found in all but the most proximal regions of sites 1 and
2; only Section XVIII lacks rubble levees.This study gave an opportunity to examine rubble levees
in more detail than previous work. Sparks et al. (1976) placed emphasis on the role ofloose talus on
the outer side of such levees both as a major feature and in restraining the spreading of the lava.
Here we show that rubble levees are internally quite complex and that the talus is not such an
important feature. Rather such levees are found to be predominandy composed of massive lava and
welded breccia with high viscosity and strength.
Rubble levees are composed of highly brecciated clinker, blocks and rubble, of varying sizes, which
can be loose, packed or commonly welded Typically the levee will display two distinct parts: a
more gendy resting outer slope and a steeper inner wall.These sectors and their characteristic facies
are shown in Figure 4.4. The lower outer slopes of exterior (i.e. flow bounding) levees are
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Plate 4.U Accretionary levees developed in a small, proximal bocca-fed lava channel, near the Site
2 vents. The central pahoehoe channel is flanked by clinker. The levees also display evidence of
overflow activity, indicating a more complex, compo und structure.
Plate 4.13 Another view of the channel described in Plate 4.12, clearly displaying the steep and
outwards sloping walls. The top o f the channel by the hammer is 1.5 m wide, the base 1.9 m wide.
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composed of loose, unconsolidated talus (plates 4.14 & 4.15).The size of the material varies from
sub mm-sized coarse sand, through granules and small blocks, to larger blocks and m-sized
boulders. Clasts are typically subangular to rounded, and the whole deposit is moderately to poorly
sorted. Generally speaking. there is a gradation in particle size as one travels down the outer levee.
with a slight decrease in mean grain size overall. This talus apron usually accounts for between 60
and 90% of the outer slopes' length. and lies at the angle of rest of the material. This angle varies
according to the sorting and rounding of the clasts: the sections display a range of recorded values
between 21° and 42°. with the vast majority of readings lyingin the 27° to 34° range.
The upper portion of the outer slope is composed of welded clinkery rubble and breccia (plate
4.16). This material is dominantly the same facies as is seen on the inner wall: it may be solid.
fractured or wholly disaggregated into large blocks. Where solid it typically stands out above the
lower talus apron at slopes of 45° to 60°. well above the angle of rest. This 'outer top' welded
rubble facies may account for between 10 and 40% of the outer slopes' length; a mix of 66% talus
and 33% welded breccia is most typical. The welded breccia is frequently overlain at the top by
poorly sorted. unconsolidated angular blocks of rubble and massive lava (plate 4.17). Such material








(of aa clinkers & fine rubble)
Basal FINE BRECCIA
Massive LAVA
Figure 4.4 Typical rubble levee geometry and structure. The grey lines symbolise welding~ or (if
hashed) partial welding on the inner wall. The outer slope dips at the angle of rest (-30j whilst the
inner wall is considerably steeper (-70j. The section as shown represents an archetypal levee; many
extant examples do not possess all the facies depicted
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Plate 4.14 Outer surface o f a rubble levee, displaying the typically loose, angle-of-rest talus. The
Site 1 con e from whence this flow origina ted may be seen in the background. Dr. Gerald Erns t
kindly provides a Belgian scale.
Plate 4.15 Outer rubble levee 'wall', again showing uncon solidated talus. Th e level of sorting in
marginal talus slopes can vary considerably. Areas o f more con solidated , welded rubble are
apparent in the upp er third of the struc ture .
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Plate 4.16 View of 1999 lava flow from the Site 1 vents, overriding an earlier flow unit, looking
downstream (south). The upper half of the bounding rubble levee's outer slope displays areas of
welded breccia, thrusting out of the surrounding talus at a steeper angle.
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Plate 4.17 A typical rubble levee top facies, with a poorly sorted, unconsolidated collection of
angular and semi-rounded blocks of welded rubble and avesicular block aa. Dr. Emmanuel Suh is
actually standing in a small gully between two levees, the outer bounding levee being on the left of
the picture. Photograph taken at the distal Bakingi flow fronts of the Site 2 flows, looking upslope
(NNE).
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The inner levee walls dip much more steeply. sloping inwards at angles of 45° to 85°. The facies of
the inner levee vary considerably. as a function of the history of the local flow regime and its affect
on levee development. What follows is a description of all the typical facies that appear in the
Cameroon sections. as they would appear in an archetypal rubble levee profile. Inner walls revealed
by channel drainage rarely display all these facies. or exhibit variations on the general theme.
Below the blocky top described above. one commonly sees a small (sub-m) section of blocky.
unconsolidated breccia, fining downwards. This is in effect a continuation of the blocky top. In
some levee walls, this material grades rapidly into a poorly sorted, matrix-supported breccia. with
partial, incipient welding (plate 4.18). These facies bear some similarity to the basal breccia of
Naranjo et al. (1992) but display a far greater variety of clast size and heterogeneity. The level of
welding varies greatly, with some blocks and rubble held in place by little more than a semi-
consolidated sandy matrix.
The upper breccia facies is typically underlain by a strong. massive deposit of incipiently welded
clinkery breccia. This provides the dominant facies of the inner wall, and provides its typically steep
inner slope (plate 4.19). This material is also similar in appearance to the upper welded rubble
facies of the levee outer wall. The contact between the more massive welded breccia and the
overlying breccia is usually sharp; any gradation between the two layers is focused in a band no
greater than 15 em in depth. The welded breccia facies comprises clasts of clinker and pre-
mobilised rubble, of sub-angular to sub-rounded habit, and heterogeneous grain size (typically 1 to
10 em), The facies commonly shows 'standlines', which are interpreted as various levels of
interaction between the flow in the channel and the levee walls during channel fall, typically
appearing -10 em apart (plate 4.19).
This clast-dominated facies can fine downwards into a matrix-dominated basal breccia. The
gradation appears gradual, and at times this basal breccia is less welded than the overlying clinkery
deposit (plate 4.18). On many inner walls, the welded breccia does not display any change from
clast to matrix dominance with depth, appearing as a heterogeneous texture throughout the facies
that is intermediate between a matrix and clast-dominated consistency (plate 4.20). The level of
welding and nature of clast size appears to heavily influence the steepness of the inner wall strongly.
Incipiently welded clinkers can retain steeper angles of slope than fine, matrix-dominated rubble.
Rarely. solid lava is found beneath the base of the welded breccia, and forms the basal facies of the
inner wall. Although inner levees are typically steeper than the outer slopes, the drop in channel
depth can lead to structures that are initially unstable, local fracturing and in some examples
avalanching, leading to the formation of talus or an apron of blocky rubble along the inner wall-
channel boundary (plate 4.21). Levees of outlying lobes are typically similar to the blocky flow
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Pl ate 4.18 Inner rubble levee wall from the distal Bakingili flows. The wall is composed of a fine,
poorly sorted breccia, partially welded. Towards the levee top the breccia coarsens into a more
clast-dominated facies, and thence to a loose rubble and blocky top, as described in Figure 4.4 .
Intrepid explorer for scale.
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Plate 4.19 Steep inner wall of a rubble levee at the distal Bakingili flow front s. The material here
con sists o f a fine, matrix-supported welded breccia at the base, which grades upward s into a deposit
of incipiently welded aa clinker and rubbl e. Th e clinkery breccia displays several 'standlines',
typically 10 cm apart, interpreted as levee-channel interactions in response to changing flow level.
The welded clinker grades into a less consolidated breccia richer in fines, and ultimately into a clast-
rich rubbly top .
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Plate 4.20 Dr. Emmanuel Suh stands by another interior rubble levee wall at the Bakingili flows.
The welded breccia here possesses a heterogeneous texture, with an overall consistency
intermediate to clast and matrix-dominated breccias.
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fronts of aa flows; outer and inner levee surfaces (which are rarely revealed) depict poorly sorted,
blocky talus. Such levees are immature, with far less reworking on the outer surfaces.
Interior rubble levees (plate 4.22) typicallymimic the habit of exterior levees, with an inner wall of
welded breccia, blocky top, and outer slope of talus. The latter lacks the development or fining of
the strongly developed and more extensive exterior levee outer slopes, and is typically little more
than a continuation of the blocky top. If sets of interior levees are particularly close, the processes
of new active levees (Guest et al. 1987) can impinge upon the morphology of older static levees, with
lava reworking and talus avalanching burying bordering welded rubble facies with block and talus.
Through such processes many rubble levees may appear simply as blocky ridges aligned parallel to
the flow margins; in such cases it is impossible to discern if they formed through the typical process
of channel inflation and subsequent fall, or through a wholly different mechanic, as accreted levees.
Our observations suggest that the loose talus component of rubble levees is less significant than
originally envisaged by Sparks et al. (1976). The levees are predominantly composed of partly to
densely welded breccia and clinker, and some contain a massive core. The resemblance to facies
found at flow fronts suggests that rubble levees are formed by flow front material being pushed
aside and then modified by channel flow. This concept is developed in more detail below.
Accretedlevees
Accreted levees, as described by Lipman and Banks (1987), differ in mode of formation from the
rubble levees, but exist as physicallysimilar structures: shallow blocky ridges marked by sub-angular
to angular coarse blocks, no more than a couple of metres high. They are often difficult to
distinguish from the blocky tops of rubble levees buried by the activity of neighbouring levees
(plate 4.23).
Overflowlevees
Overflow levees are observed in near-vent or bocca flows by the proximal site 1 or 2 regions. They
are defined by thin pahoehoe overflows that cover existing initial, accretionary and overflow levees.
In a vesicular pahoehoe flow that breaks out from the third of the site 1 cones (see Section XVII!),
pahoehoe wells out of the channel, forming thin overflow drapes 15-30 em thick on existing
pahoehoe accretionary levees (plate 4.24). Thinner drapes occur on steeper slopes, with
measurements of 15 em made for overflows on up to 50° slopes.
Plate 4.25 shows the behaviour of an overflow levee covering an accretionary levee discussed
previously (see Plate 4.13). The strictly localised nature of the overflow and its ropey appearance
are readily apparent in this site 2 proximal bocca outflow; drapes only travel approximately 2.3 m
down existing levee slopes, and are typically8 em (on 45° slopes) to 18 em thick (on 30-40° slopes).
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Plate 4.21 This inner wall from a rubble levee near Bakingili displays steep portions of welded
breccia., interspersed with avalanched, rubble rich in fines. The loose material is derived from areas
of the level that were built from poorly consolidated, matrix-rich breccia The contrast in angles of
repose post-avalanche is clear.
Plate 4.22 A series of three internal levees in the distal Bakingili blocky aa flows, looking
downstream. The lava channel is the rise marked in the extreme right of the photograph.
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Plate 4.23 Photograph looking across a channel section of a blocky aa flow near Bakingili, standing
on one bounding levee and facing the inner wall of the bounding levee opposite. The blocky region
marked 'a' is a well-defined intemallevee, quite possibly of accreted origin.
Plate 4.24 O uter wall of a levee of a small Site 1 vesicular pahoehoe flow that broke out from a
vent cone, clearly displaying over flow drapes 15 to 30 ern thick.
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Figure 4.5 Proximal site 2 flow channel, focused down an existing valley (UTM 32 510177E
0456208N, 1484 m asl) - one of the two main feeders of the distal Bakingili flow front In this
example the central depth of the channel is 6 m.
A similar overflow levee on the opposite side of the channel is displayed in Plate 4.26. Further
examples of overflow levees are found in a deep, valley-filling channel section downstream of the
previous example (plate 4.27, Fig. 4.5). Here four distinct pahoehoe drapes form a composite
overflow levee -0.7 m thick, overlying existing aa channel fill. The individual drapes were each
-10-25 cm thick.
4.3.2.2. Interpretation of levee structures: modes of formation
Initiallevees
Irrespective of their post-eruption propensity, initial levees form a protostructure that can be
masked or altered by subsequent levee building processes. Hence a brief discussion of the factors
controlling initial levee formation shall be presented, as a basis for further discussion. Whilst
elements have been presented previously, concepts like viscous levees (discussed in Chapter 3) are
new to the literature.
Basaltic lava is commonly erupted as an incandescent fluid. Its exact rheology will depend on its
chemistry, crystallinity and temperature (see Chapter 1), but hot basalt can be simply described as a
simple viscous, or viscoplastic fluid, with a small yield strength (for clarity we shall henceforth
ignore potential, 2nd order effects like visco-elasticity, shear dilatancy, or the presence of a gaseous
phase). As basalt flows cool rapidly via conduction to a radiating, convecting free surface, two
rheological changes occur:
(i) an increase in the lava viscosity, as a function of increasing crystallinity and melt
polymerisation (e.g. Shaw et ale 1968, Shaw 1969, Marsh 1981)
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Plate 4.25 Ropy pahoehoe overflow on a proximal Site 2 flow (as also depicted in Plates 4.12 and
4.13). Drape thickness are on the order o f - 10 to 20 em thick, and are thicker on shallow slopes.
Plate 4.26 Pahoehoe overflow levee, on the opposite side of the channel to Plate 4.25. Th e
overflows are localised, with drapes typically in the order of a few metres in width.
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Plate 4.27 In ternal wall of a Site 2, valley-filling lava flow, downstream of the channel described in
Plates 4.25 and 4.26. Four pahoehoe drapes overlie aa channel fill; also described in Figure 4.5.
Plate 4.28 Photograph looking upstream at a proximal Site 2 pahoehoe channel with clinker
margins, bounded in the near-source region by accretionary and overflow levees. Same channel as
displayed in Plates 4.12, 4.13, 4.25, 4.26, 4.29 and 4.30.
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(ii) an increase in the lava yield strength, as a function of increasing crystalliniry, wherein
crystal-crystalinteractions provide a non-Newtonian plasticity (e.g, Shaw et al1968, Murase
and McBirney 1973, Pinkerton and Sparks 1978)
It is the latter to which Hulme (1974) attributes the initial formation of a bimodal levee-channel
structure. Hulme argued that as flows were extruded, they would possess a lateral velocity, as a
function of the height. As this lateral component diminishes, a state of static equilibrium will be
reached, where the lateral basal shear stress near the boundary is equal to the yield value of the
Bingham lava, and sideways movement ceases. Though cooling can indeed increase the magnitude
of the yield stress of the lava, Hulme assumed a constant value related to partial cooling of the lava.
Hulme's predictions found some valediction when applied to simple proximal flows in the field,
though more complex lava geometries on variable topographies cause considerable errors and
problems in analysis (Sparks et al1976).
Though Hulme investigated the effects of yield strength on levee formation, none have considered
the influence of a strongly temperature-dependent viscosity. Yet experimental evidence (see
Chapter 3) has shown that structures like lava levees can form in cooled, temperature-dependent
viscous flows on a slope, irrespective of a change in surface plasticity or the imposition of yield
strength.
A simple indicator of the relative effectiveness of cooling in such cases is the Peelet Number (Pe), a
dimensionless parameter that describes the ratio of the heat lost by diffusion to that which is
replenished by advection. In our system this equates to the ratio of (i) heat lost by a parcel of lava




where U is the flow velocity or a velocity scale, h is the flow height and K the thermal diffusivity. As
K is approximately a constant, the relative effects of cooling will be greatest when the term Uh is
smallest i.e, when the flow velocity is low, and the flow depth is shallow. Both criteria are satisfied
in the marginal regions of the flow, and consequently the Peelet number there is smallest.
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For a given lateral cross-section, the marginal regions will be more affected by loss of heat than the
fast, fluid interior, where the quantity is more rapidly replenished by advection. As lavas possess a
strongly temperature dependent viscosity, this preferential cooling will develop a heterogeneous
viscosity distribution across the flow cross-section, with more viscous margins flanking a relatively
inviscid channel. This development generates a feedback loop, which further develops the situation.
As the lava's viscosity increases, there is a commensurate reduction in U (relative to which the
increase in h that may arise from marginal bulking can be considered a minor effect), which again
decreases Pe. A decrease in Pe again increases the effects of cooling relative to the channel, and a
strongly bimodal viscous structure develops.
Most importantly, the above processes interact with and exacerbate the rheological changes caused
by an unbounded lava flow's motion. Cooler, viscous material at the flow front is pushed aside by
warmer, fluid lava advected from the source. The cooled material forms nascent levees; as these are
already considerably stiffer than freshly erupted lava, their relative cooling is accentuated further. By
mechanical manipulation of the cooled flow front and accentuated cooling of the flow flanks, a
two-phase flow is rapidly developed The resulting marginal 'levee' is neither statically stable nor
distinct in composition from the material it borders, but provides a considerable dynamic barrier
nonetheless. Such highly viscous constructs will form in lava flows, irrespective of their plasticity,
and contribute to the initial levee construction phase.
Accretionarylevees
Following the development of initial levees (viscous or visco-plastic) the focus of flow down a
channel produces high rates of shear at the levee-channel interface. The newly erupted lava is
sheared too quickly to form fluid pahoehoe, and instead accommodates deformation in a plastic
manner, fonning small, irregular clinkers (peterson and Tilling 1980). With the generally parabolic
profile of the flow kinematics, modified by an added lateral component supplied by a typically
convex upwards surface, hot and plastic marginal clinkers are accreted together along the initial
levee margins, further developing the levee structure.
Sparks et al (1976) reason that accretionary levees form through a 'steady, slow rise of lava level';
such an increase may arise from an increase in the effusion rate, or from the cooling of more distal
regions, especially the flow front The latter causes a change in the rheology, and fluid lava bulks up
behind this more viscous frontal toe and its margins, thence increasing flow depth all the way back
to the bocca. As discussed, the slower moving channel margins will display the effects of cooling
preferentially to the more mobile interior. The two factors promoting accretion are both greatest at
the upper portions of the channel sides: shear, aiding the smearing and consolidation of clinkers,
and cooling, which promote the solidification and stabilisation of the levee. Successive rises in flow
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level, to accommodate the narrowing of the flow channel or as a function of global flow effects,
will therefore accrete material from an increasingly smaller channel, and build outwardly sloping
inner walls - unless a flow surge or blockage downstream causes a more rapid rise, in which case
overflows will likelyoccur.
There is often considerable interplay between initial, accretionary and oveiflow levee building processes,
as discussed previously. Yet irrespective of this complexity, the relative timing and influence of
these stages can be rendered discrete. In Plate 4.12 Pahoehoe overflows overlie much of the
welded clinker, indicating a later, possibly surge-fed genesis. Likewise, areas of welded material
overlie more massive lava, and one would therefore expect the accretionary constructs to post-date,
or be contemporaneous with, the initial levee-forming lava.
Rubble levees
The methods for the creation and growth of initial and accretionary levees centre on the
consolidation and deformation of incandescent, ductile lava, yet lava surfaces rarely retain these
characteristics for long. As the lava thermally matures, it becomes increasingly susceptible to brittle
deformation. Shear along the levee margin and flow front, accompanied by pressure from the
weight of the channel itself, brecciates the cooled levee, channel top and frontal material. The onset
of brittle deformation initiates a two-stage process of rubble levee building.
The flow fronts of thermally mature lavaswill develop a distinct spatial gradation, from the loose or
heavily fractured blocky aa carapace to a hot, thermally immature fluid interior (e.g, Sparks et at
1976, Lockwood and Lipman 1980, Lipman and Banks 1987; Fig. 4.6). The core of the flow will
display a Newtonian or weakly visco-plastic (Robson 1967, Walker 1967, Hulme 1974) rheology,
and will grade into a cooler, highly viscous (and probably plastic) margin, where lava still deforms in
a fluid manner. Beyond this cooled fluid boundary layer, the lava will be significandy cooled, to
suffer plastic tearing due to shear and brittle failure. In between the fluid and solid strata it is
common to find areas of welded clinker or autobreccia, incipiently forged by contact with the
relativelyhotter material adjacent Thus a strong rheological zoning will develop in the front region
as depicted in Figure 4.6.
Stage I rubble levees begin to form in response to the backpressure created by the rheologically
stiffened flow front As the front advances, the rheological and texturally zoned material is pushed
aside by the caterpillar motion of the cooled surface, aided by the mobile fluid interior (peterson
and Tilling 1980; Fig. 4.6), in a manner similar to that described for the formation of initial levees.
This new flow front soon cools and brecciates, and is itself marginalized by more thermally
immature material or, more commonly, the thermally developed flow surface, building marginal
rubble levees which display a gradation from external rubble, through welded clasts into a sluggish
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visco-plastic interior. These stroctures are modified by the subsequent passage of warmer
channellised lava, forming Stage II of the process. Additional material is provided by the transport
of blocky material from the channel to the levee margins, and occasional 'blocky overflows' (similar
to fluid overflow levees, only using clastic material). For the inner walls of the rubble levees,
marginal shear and lateral channel pressure willmill initially fractured material so that it degrades in
size, and sorts through to the basal regions of the shear zone, forming an incipiently welded fine
basal breccia. As rheological changes downflow cause a backpressure to build up, resulting in flow
thickening, and local narrowing of the channel as a function of cooling similarly occurs, the flow
channel will inflate, and flow level will rise.
The upper surface will accommodate this movement by blocky avalanching, further developing and
thickening the angle of rest talus that develops on the levee's outer slopes. Along the inner margin,
the rise in level effectively raises the level of the hot, interior portion of the flow. This serves to
further weld the initial rubble and breccia that accumulated, giving the levee stability, and also
welding newer, warmer clinker to the wall, in a manner similar to that displayed in an accretionary
levee. When the lava reaches its maximum height, upwards building of the lava ceases. The material
deposited at the top represents the youngest material accrued to the levee, consisting of cool,
thermally mature blocky lava, deposited from the channel. It is loose, having been deposited in a
relatively cooled environment, and as it has not been milled for long, consists of course clasts and
blocks. A subsequent decrease in lava level will strand this material here, leaving the classic rubble
levee profile.
Accretedlevees
Accreted levees form when existing channel stroctures, such as elements of pressure ridges or shear
lenses, are marginalized and accreted to existing levee walls, merging with said same, or forming
smaller intemallevees. A further discussion of these phenomena is featured in 4.3.3.3.
OverOowlevees
Overflow levees are generally formed following a flow surge, or a gradual backing up of the lava
level as a function of downslope cooling (Sparks et al. 1976). They are most commonly evidenced
in the proximal, near vent or near bocca region, where fluid, thermally immature lava is better
suited to accommodate rapidly to the change in conditions and produce the cohesive overflow
drapes evidenced. Both pahoehoe drapes and aa overflows are relatively common, occasionally in
the same flow - with pahoehoe most likely signifying a vent induced surge of hotter less thermally
mature lava, and aa depicting a backpressure derived raise in marginal clinker. Overflow levees also
occur in distal blocky flows, though the products of an overflow of blocky lava would be near
indistinguishable to those resulting from avalanching attending the natural growth of rubble levees.
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Figure 4.6 Structural and thermal zonation in block aa flows. Cooling causes initiallyNewtonian or
weakly pseudoplastic material to stiffen, become increasingly non-Newtonian and ultimately cease
behaving as a fluid pass into a regime of solid mechanics and brittle failure. As cooling is focused
along the flow margins, and flow-top material is deposited at the flow toe by a caterpillar-like
motion, frontal regions produce a flow profile similar to (a). While the core can deform in a ductile
manner, the marginal carapace consists of tom clinkers and fractured blocks and rubble. The
advance of the flow produces continual milling and further fracture; the high basal rates of shear
and 'conveyer-belt' style of advance of the flow front produce a similar layer of autobrecciated
material on the flow base. As the flow toe advances (b), the surface clinker or blocky aa pushes
aside the sluggish, partially brecciated margins, whose structure forms the proto-rubble levees that
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4.3.3 Lava channels
Strongly developed levee-bounded channel systems are the dominant morphology of the 1999
Mount Cameroon lava flows. As the character of levees varies according to proximity to the bocca
or vent, the geometry and morphology of channels likewise displays a strong variance between
proximal and distal channel facies. The differences are a function of an array of factors: slope and
topography, cooling and channel building history, local and global lava flux, local lava rheology and
shear rate, and downslope changes in lava viscosity and channel structure.
Irrespective of position, sequential and complex levees have shown that, with the exception of
distal lobes and occasional breakouts, most channels have experienced repeated episodes of filling,
inflation and draining. Stranded and exposed levees depict the general history of channel formation;
the extant channel fill preserves the most recent (and perhaps dominant) mode of activity, exhibited
before effusive activity ceased.
4.3.3.1 General channel morphology
Pahoehoe channels
Proximal pahoehoe channels occur by the site 1 and site 2 vents, and related boccas. They are
typically more prevalent in the site 2 region, with the higher altitude lavas rapidly developing a more
thermally mature character. Bounded by initial, accretionary or overflow levees, pahoehoe channels
are typically narrow «2 m wide at site 2, -6 m wide at site 1), and relatively thin: the pahoehoe
channel in Section XVIII is defined by flow drapes that were only 15-30 em thick. The
accretionary levees of Plate 4.13 and Figure 4.3 describe a channel that at its bocca was a mere 75
em deep, thickening only to 1 m deep a few yards downstream.
These ephemeral proximal channels customarily display a zoned structure. No extant channels
display a surface composed entirely of pahoehoe; rather, the channel surface consists of a central
region of ropy or slabby pahoehoe, bordered by heavily sheared aa clinker margins (plates 4.28 &
4.29). The central, ropy pahoehoe is typically no wider than 50 em in a channel -2 m wide. To .
either side there is an abrupt transition from pahoehoe into variably disaggregated clinker. There is
no visible narrowing of the pahoehoe region as one progresses 10 to 15 m from the bocca (plate
4.29), but a notable change in texture. The superproximal ropy pahoehoe facies (plate 4.12) grades
into slabby, fractured pahoehoe downstream (plate 4.30), displaying an increased propensity for
plastic as opposed to viscous deformation, as the cooled surface layer stiffens and thickens,
becoming more thermally mature.
The transition from pahoehoe to aa is perhaps the most debated topic in the study of 'long lava
flows'. A brief introduction to the arguments put forth can be found in Chapter 1. It shall suffice
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Plate 4.29 Another view of the channel section described in Plate 4.28, looking upstream. The
central region of pahoehoe is no wider than 50 cm at its greatest extent, and grades from a ropy
facies into slabby, fractured pahoehoe downstream. The change to disaggregated aa clinker at the
pahoehoe margins is abrupt.
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Plate 4.30 Section of slabby, fractured pahoehoe, downstream of the ropy pahoehoe facies
depicted in Plate 4.12.
Plate 4.31 Aa channel, from a Site 1 flow. Channel widths are typically an order of magnitude
greater than in pahoehoe flows. The channel surface is composed of highly irregularly formed,
variably spinose, jagged and scoriaceous clinkers of aa, of the order 1 to 50 ern in diameter.
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here to state that two factors are necessary to promote aa formation: (i) a significantly crystalline
groundmass to provide a yield strength, and (it) a high enough rate of shear to deform this plastic
material (Cashman et al. 1999).
The relative propensities of both these factors are increased towards the channel margins: the rate
of shear naturally increases as one moves away from the centreline of the flow channel, whilst the
Pe number decreases along the same axis, promoting the effects of cooling relative to the channel
centre. The pahoehoe surfaces preserved are typically late-stage, slow effusion rate effusion
products. Figure 4.5 and Plate 4.27 describe a channel that was formed initially by aa clinker, and
was only later reused by less viscous, slowly effused fluid pahoehoe.
The formation of this fractured slabby pahoehoe (also called slabby aa; Macdonald 1953, Peterson
and Tilling 1980, Lipman and Banks 1987) marks the process of a lava channel through an
intermediary transitional regime and into full aa development The distance and time taken to
develop full aa texture will depend on the factors described above: should the lava possess a
crystalline enough groundmass to deform plastically, an increase in shear in the flow channel,
perhaps arising from an increase in underlying slope, flow depth or a flow surge, will exacerbate aa
formation.
Aa chenaels
Aa channels display a morphology analogous to the descriptions of scoriaceous and classic clinkery
aa (e.g. Macdonald 1953, Lipman and Banks 1987; or 'cauliflower aa' Kilburn 1989). The channel
surface comprises a highly irregular form, of variably spinose, jagged, scoriaceous and/or roughly
angular lava (plate 4.31). The clasts can be wholly loose and disaggregated, welded or massive and
deeply rooted in the flow's interior aaggar 1930). Typically, clinkers are a couple of centimetres to
half a metre in dimension, and overlie a more massive lava interior (as seen by Macdonald 1945).
Aa channels are typically accompanied by accretionary or rubble levees, formed by welded or
mechanically brecciated and reworked clinker.
These channels are wider than pahoehoe channels, forming flows 20+ m wide, and feature a more
dispersed patterns of flow emplacement Whereas pahoehoe is usually focused down a single,
dearly defined channel, distal aa channels commonly possess a fairly hummocky appearance,
indicating a slightly more heterogeneous mode of emplacement, possibly encapsulating the shear
lenses described by Lipman and Banks (1987).
Blocky aa channels
In terms of megascale channel morphology, there is little to differentiate developed aa flow
channels from the thermally mature blocky aa flows of more distal regions. These latter flows are
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Plate 4.32 View of a large blocky lava channel bord ered by rubble levees, at the Bakingili lava
fronts, looking upstream (NNE). The channels in this region are typically IO ta 100 m wide,
forming a broad flow field half a kilom etre across.
Plate 4.33 Small upwelling of thermally immature clinker amo ng distal blocky flows near Bakingili.
This feature, running parallel to the flow direction, is depicted in detail in Plates 4.39 to 4.41.
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Plate 4.34 Upthrown slabs or spinacles of welded rubble in the central region of a blocky channel,
of the distal Site 2 flows by Bakingili. These examples reach a height of 4 m.
Plate 4.35 Further examples of rafts of welded flow breccia, thrust out of blocky channels near
Bakingili.
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especially well developed in the Bakingili flow front, with a series of interdigitating flow lobes
describing a flow field ....500 m wide at its greatest lateral extent. The blocky aa flows described in
Sections I-IV display channel morphologies broadly similar to those of clinkery aa, with dispersed
flow features in broad channels bordered by rubble levees (plate 4.32).
In contrast to the aa flows, the surface is near uniformly unconsolidated, consisting of angular to
rounded blocks of massive lava and welded breccia (0.1-2 m), with rarer rounded balls and patches,
breakouts and upwellings of clinker (plate 4.33; see 4.3.3.4). Occasional spinacles and rafts of
welded breccia up to 4 m high thrust out of the surface rubble (plates 4.34 & 4.35). Consolidated,
massive lava is rarely seen, in that it is usuallycovered by a dense carpet of rubble.
The transition from clinkery aa channel surfaces to blocky aa is gradual, and in even the most distal
of the 1999 flows not wholly or uniformly developed. Clinker surfaces form as hot visco-plastic
lava wells up between fractures or existing aa cauliflowers, or forms from consolidating clots in
more incandescent fluid flows, and is then milled and brecciated (e.g. Macdonald 1953, Peterson
and Tilling 1980, Lipman and Banks 1987, Kilburn 1989). As aa surfaces develop and thermally
mature, the fluid underlying them cools to the extent that it becomes a brittle solid; deformation
subsequently brings heavy fracturing of the cooled surface region, and the formation of blocks.
4.3.3.2 Levee-channel interface geometty in blocky aa flows
During the field investigations that produced Sections I to XVIII, we noted that aa channels could
be readily categorised according to their morphology. From these field observations we describe six
broad geometries, related to the nature the levee-channel intersection:
(i) is the channel 'continual' with the levee top, or 'offset', meeting the inner levee
wall some distance beneath the top?
(it) is the channel shape convex upwards, concave downwards or flat?
Combining elements of (i) and (u) produces six distinct geometries, each of which is observed at
least once in the 1999 flow sections. These simple descriptions do not always perfectly classify the
morphologies of aa channels; there are occasions where channel shape changes away from the
margin, and more detailed descriptions are required Yet this terminology creates a simple,
qualitative handle that can beapplied to the field study of aa channels and, as will be seen, predicts
the later emplacement patterns of lava channels to a fair degree of accuracy. While stranded levee
sequences can illuminate the overall history of a flow-unit's evolution, these levee-channel interface
geometries can reveal specific information on the most recent channel flow processes.
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Figure 4.7 Levee-channel interface geometries. Broadly speaking, these six archetypes indicate
relative modes of channel evolution on flow stagnation. Continual interfaces (a, b, c) indicate a
channel that was in relative mechanic equilibrium with its bounding levees, and in the case of (a)
and (b) a locally 'cooling-limited' (Kilburn et al. 1995) development. Offiet interfaces (d, e, f) suggest
a significant period of draining following the last episode of levee building, and generally a 'volume-
limited' mode of emplacement. Convex geometries (b, e) arise from the bulking up of the central,
more fluid region of the flow as a function of a surge or cooling-induced backpressure from the
sluggish flow front. Concave geometries (c, t) result from a gradual draining of the channel, more
clearly evidenced in the hotter, fluid channel centre than the stiffer, more viscous channel margin.
Fiat geometries (a,d) naturally accompany initial levee building, and are on the whole less indicative
of distinctive flow processes.
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Continualgeometries
Continual geometries form when the channel margin is level with its bounding levee. The levee can
usually be considered active (see 4.3.2; Guest et al. 1987) at the time that the flow stagnates: the
motion of channel fill adjacent to the levee top is probably sufficient to cause lateral avalanching
and brecciation of the levee material. Continual interfaces therefore infer a channel whose most
recent phase of development was contemporaneous with the activity of its bounding levees. It is
possible that the reinflation of a flow channel could cause an existing, drained profile to readjust
exactly to the level of its last bounding levees, but there is no recorded evidence of such events in
the 1999 flows, and this seems unlikely to be a general explanation.
Lipman and Banks (1987) recognised both convex upward and flat geometries in aa sections on
Hawaii; the former in slower flows, the latter in rapidly advancing flows. These are valuable field
observations, but do bear further discussion, and we suggest that the prevalence of convex vs, flat
profiles is not defined only by velocity, but is a function of the interplay between lava influx and
backpressures supplied through channel constriction and rheological stiffening.
We theorise that a continual-Oat geometry infers a period of steady flow prior to the flows
stagnation, contemporaneous with the reworking and activity of the levees. The flow channel has
seen a recent episode of inflation and building in the construction of the levees, but displays no
strong draining or inflation structures; however a slight period of deflation may have occurred, if
the channel originallypossessed a broadly convex profile,
A continual-convex interface may arise when a continual-flat channel experiences a surge or
backpressure that raises its central channel height; the channel bounding levees typically remain
active. With an increase in channel transport efficiency and drainage, continual interfaces may
develop continual-concave geometries. These suggest a period of well-drained flow near the time
of stagnation, with a decreased activity near the bounding levees, which experience less pressure
and shear from the channel.
Offsetgeometries
Offset interfaces form when a channel has drained, exposing its bounding levees' inner walls. The
channel surface is therefore younger than the levee; in the absence of significant contact with the
channel boundary the levee can probably be classed as inaaiv« (Guest et al. 1987). Offset geometries
infer that the channel has experienced a recent decrease in flow rate, and are usually indicators of
the flows being of the volume-limited category (Kilburn et al. 1995).This decrease would have been
accommodated well before the time of flow cessation; a channel readjusting to a decrease in flux at
the time of its parent unit's stagnation might instead describe a continual-concave geometry.
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An ojJset-flat geometry infers a relatively free moving channel in equilibrium with its surroundings,
and with a constant flux close to the time of stagnation; in distal blocky aa facies it would be rare to
find instantaneous channel fall or rise.
An ojJset-(()flvex interface forms in reply to a deepening of the flow, as a function of a flow surge or a
cooling induced backpressure. If this inflation is followed by a subsequent draining event, one will
see the formation of a new set of interior levees.
Finally, an ojJset-concave geometry indicates a period of draining near contemporaneous to the flow's
stagnation, though following previous significant draining episodes. It could indicate a drainage
event distinct from previous level changes, or simply be the expression of a longer, continuous
draining trend (i.e, a further developed cofltinual-(()flcave interface).
The preferential cooling of the margins of flow channels, and commensurate rheological stiffening,
results in channel margins that accommodate more slowly to changes in pressure. This provides a
sense of timing that can be applied to infer recent flow history. A continual-eoflcave geometry might
form when a channel gradually drains, with the sluggish margins reacting slowly to the situation
compared to the more fluid channel core. An offset interface instead suggests that drainage
occurred rapidly and in a relatively newly formed hot channel Convex geometries typically occur
when the local increase in flow height is accommodated in the less viscous, more readily
deformable centre, as opposed to the stiff margins, and the greater centreline velocities exacerbate
surge and backpressure effects.
4.3.3.3 Implications for the distal Bakingili flows ofMount Cameroon
We now present a discussion of how these interface geometries are distributed amongst the distal,
Bakingili flows from site 2 (Sections I to IV), and the implications they infer. These flow units
display volume-limited, offset levee-channel interfaces. The easternmost channel of Section IV
displays a sequence of stranded levees, bracketing an ojJset-flat channel whose surface lies -7 m
beneath the last high-stand line, and 18 m beneath that indicated by the tops of exterior levees.
Against these features the westernmost continual-(()nvex channel of the same section seems
incongruous; while its eastern neighbour is highly drained, this unit was active and full at the time
of stagnation.
Section IV was recorded a few metres north ofwhere the main flow wraps around a small island of
vegetation. The western continual-eonvex channel could have formed to accommodate the
backpressure provided by the inward curve of the flow. Lava supply to this bulked up channel may
have deteriorated as it was preferentially supplied to the free draining channel to the east, leaving
the sluggish westernmost channel to cool into its present habit.
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The next profile down-flow, Section III, displays a largdy dichotomous nature. The two central
channels can be traced to the flow systems of Section IV. The eastern channel of the central pair
displays oJfsetflat to oJfset-convexgeometries within a sequence of stranded levees, and several pressure
ridges. TIlls suggests a period of volume-limited flow and general draining to the flow-front,
followed by a late period of backpressure-induced compression that develops from frontal cooling
and a nearby break-in-slope, and affects the channel dregs. The western channel of the central pair
displays a general drop in levee level and a slight convexity to the channel
The easternmost, continlial-convex lobe of Section III represents a breakout that has stagnated
through cooling and stiffening rather than a draining of lava. The westernmost channel represents a
similar archetype, though one that is far better developed and indicative of the formation processes.
The Bakingili plan map shows this to be an offshoot channel that developed just north of Section
IV (and was not profiled there) and flowed alongside the main flow for -400 m. The depth of this
channel is considerable (-22 m at the western margin), and it is probable that this unit was highly
cooling-limited A cessation of flux to this smaller, sluggish channel would occur as lava was
preferentially directed to the easilydrained main flow, producing the continua/flat geometry.
Section II is more than half a kilometre down-flow of Section III. Earlier flow units formed as
the lava splayed out past the break in slope, and possess continual interfaces with relatively flat flow
habits. These flows represent early toes and dispersed-flow lobes of the developing distal flow and
hence display contemporaneous levee-channel activity. In contrast, the westernmost channel is
huge (-185 m between exterior levees), and displays prominent volume-limited morphologies. Yet
whilst the western channel margin possesses a continua/-concave interface, the eastern portion of the
westernmost channel displays an ojfret-convex geometry. TIlls apparent paradox can be resolved
through reference to the heterogeneous and dispersed flow patterns of distal blocky aa channels.
In the westernmost channel of Section II, it appears that the main episode of channel drainage
occurred at the same time, producing the stranded exterior levees. As the channel responded to the
rheological stiffening of the front, it will have experienced a period of inflation (perhaps
exacerbated by the explosion of the 13th April, and subsequent surge) and the building of new
levees. Natural drainage reveals these levees, but a concentration of more fluid material towards the
flow-field centre led to an offset response in the eastern portion, compared to a more sluggish,
continual-concave type accommodation along the western margin. The convexity of the eastern
channel region would naturally result from this fluid area preferentially accommodating flow-front
induced backpressures.
The most distal profile, Section I, shows six thermally mature channels with a variety of
geometries. Lobes and channels interdigitate. As the flow expanded little past this section «100 to
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....400m), prominent volume-limited morphologies and offset geometries are limited. The
westernmost channel displays a slight offsel-«JHvex interface near to the flow front, indicating a
relaxation as lava influx ceased, and the channel consequently responded. This draining would
supply the little forward movement the channel further experienced; relative inconsistencies in the
direction of lava movement, or a slight influx of lava following the post-explosion surge or upflow
reorganization, could have accounted for the localisedconvexity.
Elsewhere channels display variable profiles, with slight to absent amounts of offset, and gently
convex through concave profiles that are masked by the noise of the blocky nature of the lava.
Early offshoot lobes show COHliHIJIJI-«JHvex geometries typical of their cooling-limited emplacement
Althoughyounger information than their adjacent channels, they are distinctly older in the cessation oftheir
activity. This factor must be acknowledged when dating flow lobes. Activity in a given channel's
levee may bury another flow unit, superficially indicating a younger age; yet this just points to a
more recent period of levee activity. The adjoining flow could have been emplaced at later date
than the burying flow, yet experienced an earlier cessation in levee activity.
4.3.3.4 Pressure-formed features and structures
Lava flows develop compressive stresses during emplacement A freestanding, isothermal flow on a
slope experiences length-shortening phenomena naturally, as a function of smaller speeds at the
front than in the flow behind (as discussed in Chapter 3; see also Lister 1992). In a homogenous
isoviscous fluid, stresses are accommodated through simple viscous diffusion, and no visible
structures emerge. In lava flows, these compressive stresses are exacerbated by the process of
cooling. Older, distal parcels of lava are considerably more viscous and plastic than freshly erupted
hot magma from vents. This frontal rheological stiffening and subsequent slowing supplies a
backpressure that adds to the stress field Similarly, as lavas are erupted onto complex topographies,
breaks in slope and ponding can also result in a sudden decrease in the forward speed, and a
compressive regime.
In a cooled lava flow, one rapidly develops a distinct rheological boundary layer, which can possess
a strongly enhanced viscosity, a plasticity or a wholly solid character. The bimodal rheology of the
flow forces a different response to the compressive stresses than a homogenous fluid might
otherwise experience. Structures as distinct in magnitude as em-sized ropes and m-sized blocky
ridges actually form from very similar stress regimes, with dimensional variance a function of
differing rheologies. This section presents an overview of the compressive structures formed in the
Mount Cameroon lavas. Whilst habit, dimension and frequency are discussed, an in depth analysis
of the dynamics suggested is presented in Chapter 5.
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Pahoehoe ropes
Ropy pahoehoe is best exhibited in the ephemeral bocca flow extruded near the site 2 vents
(pictured previously in Plates 4.12, 4.13, 4.25 and 4.26). Plate 4.12 displays a parcel of pahoehoe
ropes that curve convexly in the flow direction. 20 well-formed and easily distinguished ropes are
present in a 2 m section, implying a mean wavelength of 10 em. The ropes typically display
amplitudes of 5 em on average (to a maximum of 10 em). A few metres down the channel, and
over a small break in slope, the ropy texture disappears, as ropes coalesce and weld.
Pahoehoe ropes are the most proximal compressive features seen on the 1999 lavas. As early
pahoehoe generates a cooled surface skin, compressive stresses-are accommodated ductilely in the
formation of shallow amplitude, small wavelength folds. The mechanism for the deformation of
this thin viscous boundary layer has been suggested by Fink and Fletcher (1978), with further
elaborations on the geological applications of the theory presented by Fink (1980) and Gregg et ale
(1998). It shall suffice here to say that the compressive stress encourages the growth of
perturbations in the flow surface and buckles the viscous skin. An analysis of fold-forming
dynamics is discussed in Chapter 5.
Pressure ridges
Pressure ridges are exposed as rubbly linear hummocks, contiguous over distances ranging from a
few to several tens of metres, displaying an orientation which varies from parallel to perpendicular
to the flow direction. They are commonly observed following a break in slope. A change in the
angle of slope underlying a site 1 (Cone III) flow, from 17° to 6°, produced three strong, transverse
pressure ridges (plate 4.36). The ridges possess amplitudes of 0.6, 1.3 and 1.5 m, and an average
wavelength of 8.2 m. The arms of the ridges slope at a relativelygentle angle of -24°. A similar set
of structures can be found in a more distal site 1 lava field, possessing several flow units. The
approach to the locality is shown in Plate 4.37, and transverse, curved ridges are clearly evident in
two of the flows, beyond an evident break in slope. A profile across four of these ridges gave an
average amplitude of0.83m and a mean wavelength of 6.7 m.
Pressure ridges are also observed in the distal site 2 flow front near Bakingili. The eastern channel
of the central flow pair (see also 4.3.3.2 for a description) of Section III displays primitive blocky
surfaced pressure ridges 5 to 7 m in wavelength, commonly baulked up against adjacent channels'
levees, parallel to the flow direction. These are typical of pressure ridges marginalizing and forming
accreted levees (Fig. 4.8; 4.3.2.4; Lipman and Banks 1987). The main channel of Section II also
contains pressure ridge structures, picked out on Plate 4.38. These structures possess 10-12 m
wavelengths; considerably greater than those of Section III.
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Plate 4.36 Pres ure ridge in a ' it 1 tran iti nal bl ky- eh nn 1. The t rrain mak them hard to
define, but George is I aning again t on . and th pp ro. im t po. ition of thr e ridg ere. t. have
been highligh ted. These ridge. are part o f a . ric. of break -in-slope derived pr ssure features
displayed in Plat e 4.37. The an rag tru tu w v I ngth wa s .2 m. Photograph look. upstream.
" . h I ti I I" n features (highlighted by thePlate 4.37 1\ senes of Site 1 lava c anne s orm c ear com press 0 , •
di ibuti f h d ) c U " b k i I c. 17° to 6° Photograph looks downstream.stn unon 0 s a ow. 10 OW1Og a rea ' 10 sop , rrorn . .
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Plate 4.38 Pressure ridges formed in the distal Site 2 blocky lavas. Again, the ridges are far easier to
distinguish in the field. Dr. Emmanuel Suh stands before the crest one ridge, and other ridge crests
have been marked. Typical wavelengths in this locality were 10 to 12 m.
Plate 4.39 Ridge-like squeeze-up of clinkery aa emplaced between two adjacent lobes of blocky
lava, in the Site 2 distal flow region, near Bakingili. Irregular, spinose clinker overlies a massive
avesicular interior.
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As ropy surface textures are produced in fluid pahoehoe und ergoing compressive stresses, pressure
ridges are the analogous product of more thermally mature lava surfaces. Blocky pressure ridges can
form through the simple accommodatio n of the blocky veneer to local compressive or extensive
mechanics, but many are produced by a more pervasive flow deformation. Compression is
accommodated by brittle failure and slip, or visco-plastic buckling (or a combination of the two) in
the sub-blocky, massive lava. Tho ugh thermally mature flows naturally buckle, break and shear as a
function of flow development, a larger and more sudden impos ition of a compressive stress
typically results in pressure ridge development.
Breaks in slope are commo n examples of such situations. Beyond a break in slope, the forward
mom entum flux (heavily governed by the angle of the incline a lava is flowing on; see Chapter 3,
and also e.g. Fink and Fletcher 1978, Lister 1992) is diminished, resulting in a strong compressive
regime after the break. Furth ermore, this can lead to a backpressure that affects lava prior to the
break, and indu ces pressure ridge formation there: Section III depicts a dynamic regime before a
break in slope, with considerable compression , while Sec tio n II profil es a splayed out flow-field in
considerable advance of the break, where compression is supplied through flow-front stiffening
and stagnation. One may also expect the Section II lavas to be more thermally mature, resulting in
a thicker, stro nger rheological boundary layer, which promotes an increase in fold wavelength (Fink





iI/creasingletlels of pressure ndge development
Figure 4.8 The time-staged evolution of pressure ridges (positive relief marked grey) in a levee-
bordered channel. Ultimately, the extreme marginal rate of shear causes lateral portions to detach,
and bulk against the channel margin as accreted levees (Lipman and Banks 1987)., A simple
Newtonian velocity profile is indicated for illumination, although central areas will perhap s
experience visco-plastic 'plug'- flow.
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'Squeese-ups'
Squeeze-up features, consisting of more thermally immature lava pushed through the solid/blocky
flow carapace, are commonly observed in the 1999 lava flows, particularly in the blocky aa flows
near Bakingili. In Section I, a prominent ridge-like lobe of clinker aa -5 m wide squeezes out
between two adjacent lobes of blocky aa (plate 4.39). The ridge's structure is further displayed in
Plate 4.40. Spinose, vesicular clinker aa overlies a core of solid avesicular lava. The massive lava
displays well-developed lineations: near horizontal striations in the direction of flow, and sub-
vertical, shallow tensile fractures a few em-deep. Eruptional visual evidence states that the blocky aa
lobes were emplaced first, and the clinker squeezed out of the gap between them as the flow
advanced (Dr. Emmanuel Suh, pers. comm.),
Squeeze-ups of thermally immature aa are also observed adjacent to the westernmost channel of
Section IV. The vesicular spinose clinker forms a 3 m wide ridge of olivine-clinopyroxene-phyric
aa distinct from blocky facies of the channel and welded rubble of the levee top. Similar features are
found in-between channels and levees in Sections II and III. One such formation in Section II
appears to spread beyond the channel margin, burying the blocky channel facies with thermally
immature clinker (plate 4.41). Pinnacles (or 'spinacles') and rafts of welded clinker and flow breccia
are also thrust above the blocky carapace of distal flows, commonly in the centre of convex
channels (see 4.3.3.1, Figs. 4.34 and 4.35).
Pressure ridges form as the lava surface accommodates to compressive stresses in the flow; the
habit of the pahoehoe or aa surface may change, and perhaps break or fracture, but the surface
facies remains consistent. Squeeze-ups occur when the stress regime forces hotter material through
the fractured or unconsolidated carapace, which then cools to form less thermally mature
morphologies. Areas of relative weakness (e.g. highly brecciated surfaces), or experiencing
considerable pressure are natural sites for such structures to form. The squeeze-up displayed in
Plate 4.39 was extruded from the well between two lava lobe toes. Such an area is higher than the
adjacent, more sluggish lobe fronts, and experiences a greater hydrostatic pressure from the lava
damned behind.
Along the channel margins, high rates of shear produce a brecciated flow surface with mobile lava
underneath. Although we have inferred that marginal regions experience exacerbated cooling
relative to the higher velocity centre, the crust is rapidly disaggregated, distinct from the poorly
sheared, plug-like centre. Lava in these marginal regions lava is more freely able to squeeze through
the carapace in response to surges or compression, particularly if shear-derived, viscous heating
keeps the lava mobile at depth.
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Plate 4.40 Closer view of a thermally immature clinker-topped aa 'squeeze-up' ridge, also displayed
in Plate 4.39. Massive, poorly vesiculated lava forms the main body of this feature and displays two
well-developed lineations: fine near-horizontal striations parallel to the flow direction ; and shallow,
sub-vertical fractures typically a few ern deep.
Plate 4.41 Near Bakingili a small region of clinker (marked by the dark material in the centre-right
of the photograph) spreads out from the channel and partially buries the local blocky facies.
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Pinnacles, spinacles or rafts are inferred to form from two processes. The welded rubble facies is
analogous to the lower facies of inner levee walls, and many rafts appear to have originated as
fragments of levee that have broken away as a function of post-drainage instability or channel
pressure. Some bear similarityto the 'lava boats' described by Lipman and Banks (1987).
Some rafts and pinnacles appear more rooted in the underlying lava, though the rubbly surface
precludes exact qualification of their depth and contiguity. Such welded clinker forms may instead
arise from the fracture, buckling and up-thrust of the solid or semi-solid material that underlies the
blocky veneer. These forms are distinct from the tumuli and 'lava rises' described by Walker (1991),
but are inferred to form in not too dissimilar circumstances. Their prominence in the centres of
convex channels, which have experienced local inflation and backpressure, indicates a mode of
formation involving inflated crust rising and buckling as a function of compression, followed by
rotation of the rafts or pinnacles to new geometries.
4.3.4 Flow fronts
Lava flow fronts are dominantly composed of thermally mature clinker or blocky aa. While
pahoehoe toes and the generation of toothpaste lava are evidenced in the super-proximal site 2
regions, most flows effuse far and long enough to generate aa morphologies at the flow front
These flow-front facies are near indistinguishable from the outerslope rubble levee facies discussed
earlier (plate 4.42; 4.2.3.3). More thermally immature aa flows possess fronts of poorly sorted (5-
100 em), occasionally welded clinker, with occasional large cauliflowers (Kilburn 1989) and finer
abraded and brecciated clasts (plate 4.43). These less developed aa flows are often shallow, with
heights of -1.7 rn.
More thermally mature aa flows have develop an increasinglyblocky nature. Breakawaylobes from
one of the main site 1 (Cone III) aa flows form short lava flows that possess typical flow-front
textures. Two flows possessed rubbly fronts of intermediate height One flow toe consists of aa
clinker and welded breccia, sloping at 33° on a 8° slope, with an overall height of -3.2 m (plate
4.44). The other toe features a far greater amount of welded breccia, which raises the angle of rest
to 39° (on a IT slope) and supports a flow height of .....4 rn,
The most distal blocky aa flows develop highly irregular, poorly sorted blocky fronts, like those at
Bakingili (plate 4.45), with a significant level of fine sand and dust, resulting from continual
aggradation. Large rafts and spines of welded breccia and massive lava are common, thrusting out
of the rest talus and locally increasing the slope of the front, and supporting frontal heights of
between 12 and 20m. Syn-eruption video evidence demonstrates that the Bakingili flow-front
advanced through creeping flow and repeated avalanching.
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Plate 4.42 A typical, relatively thermally mature blocky or transitional blocky-aa flow front,
photographed on a Site 1 flow. The morphology of the lava toe is essentially indistinguishable to
the outerslope rubble levee facies displayed in Plates 4.14 and 4.15.
Plate 4.43 Site 1 aa flow front, con sisting o f a poorly sorted, partially disaggregated mix of clinkers
welded clinkers, large aa 'cauliflowers' (Kilburn 1990) and finer brecciated material. The height of
this small, thermally immature flow front was 1.7 m.
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Plate 4.44 Aa flow, more thermally mature than that displayed in Plate 4.43. This small breakout
lobe from a blocky lava flow has developed a greater proportion of welded, rubbly material than
superproximal aa. The height and angle of repose of the flow front was found to increase with the
amount of welded rubble visible in the flow makeup.
Plate 4.45 Flow front of a thermally mature Bakingili blocky flow that had overridden the Limbe-
Idenau highway, typically composed of large rafts of welded rubble and a highly abraded fine talus.
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4.4 Summary of field investigations
In addition to providing an overview of the geological characteristics of the 1999 eruption of
Mount Cameroon, and the overall development of lava emplacement phenomena, Chapter 4 has
presented detailed field analyses of the basic lava flows produced by the volcanic activity. Lava
flows generated by both site 1 and site 2 1999 activity were systematically mapped and profiled,
producing the sections appended to this thesis. This research constitutes the first major
appreciation of the character and dynamics of the 1999 lava flows, and analyses their genesis,
development and habit in light of the large corpus of literature on basaltic flow phenomena. Such
literature, largely formed from investigations of flows at Hawaii or Etna, is pertinent, for Mount
Cameroon exhibits many broadly similar eruption characteristics. The mega-, macro- and micro-
scale morphologies of the 1999 lava flows display the suite of basic flow-types. The concept of
thermal maturity, especially developed by Naranjo et al. (1992) is used to great extent in categorising
and understanding Mount Cameroon flow phenomena, from the proximal, thermally immature
pahoehoe with early-stage levee formation, through the development of clinker aa, to the ultimate
development of thermallymature, blocky products in the distal flow regions.
In addition to using the extant literature to inform analyses of Mount Cameroon, the 1999 flows
offer many opportunities to further define flow phenomena, or offer examples distinct to basaltic
flow 'archetypes' that allow the scientist to expand upon the literature with Cameroonian examples.
This is particularly true in the case of ubiquitous features, such as levees and lava channels, which
are commonly described yet relatively little understood Abundant levees on Mount Cameroon
allowed dedicated, qualitative analyses of levee formation for long lava flows-particularly in the
case of distal, rubbly levees-to be formulated, producing analyses that expand upon the work of
Sparks et al. (1976) and Naranjo et al. (1992) to better describe levee processes. Levees from the
1999 flows are categorised into five types: initial, accretionary, rubble, accreted and ovetjlow.
Similarly, transects made of the 1999 Mount Cameroon flows show the benefits of careful field
investigations of large-scale lava morphologies. These support a classification of levee-channel
interface geometry, and provide suggestions as to local and global flow dynamics at the time of
stagnation. Concave or convex channels can indicate local draining or retardation, while an ojfret or
continual interface between channels and inner levee walls can illustrate such processes in the history
of the flow. Both geometrical considerations can help define flows within the context of cooling- or
volume-limited flow arguments, and are used in conjunction with recorded flow rates to better
understand the interaction between effusion rate and flow development in the 1999 Mount
Cameroon eruption.
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IChapter 5: Analysis of field, historical and experimental data,
and conclusions
5.1 Introduction
The previous three chapters have sought to investigate in greater detail the processes relevant to
lava emplacement dynamics. Chapter 4 presents an historically-founded analysis of earlier periods
of volcanic activity on Mount Cameroon, and on that level serves also as a stand alone chapter; but
elements of its data provide scope for quantitative analysis. Chapters 3 and 4 describe the
morphological development of experimental and real £lows in great detail, and present thoughts on
the physical processes that lead to certain modes and character of emplacement Elements of the
results are discussed in further detail here.
This final chapter provides an analysis of the emplacement data in light of new and previous
models, develops new criteria on which such data can be investigated, compares and contrasts the
development of real and experimental lava £lows, and offers conclusions as to the relative merits of
current hypotheses on lava emplacement, in light of the results of this thesis. This chapter focuses
on three central elements to the emplacement of lava £lows: the propagation of the leading £low
·front; the creation and development of compressive features within the £low; and the development
of a channel bounded by levees, central to so many real lavas. Other experimental results shall be
discussed with greater brevity.
5.2 Flow Propagation
Lava £lows vary in dimension considerably, extending from over a few tens of metres to several
hundred kilometres in length, and forming products that range of from simple single streams to
compound flow fields of great expanse. The manner in which a lava £lows willdepend on its initial
chemical and physical character; the mechanics and rate of effusion; its thermal and physical
development and history, and the topographical character of the environment into which is
emplaced The propagation of the flow front is the most commonly measured attribute of a £low's
dynamics. With reference to theoretical and empirical models £lowfront advancement might enable
estimations of a lava's physical and chemical properties, and it dictates the threat of a flow to the
human and natural environment Both the experimental and Cameroonian £lows develop as
shallow, slope-borne extrusions, extruded onto moderately gentle inclines (in the areas studied of
the order of 20j with similar Reynolds numbers. The experimental £lows have Newtonian rheology
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Table 5.1 Typical flow parameters for syrup and lava flows
Parameter Golden Syrup Basalt Rhyolite
Density p (kgm-3) 1438 2600 2600
Eruption viscosity '1c 60 (20"C) 10 to 102 (1100 to 13000c) 10
7 to 109 (700 to
(pa s) 9000C)
Viscosityat relevant 1()4 (-l00q 102 to to9 1011+
temperature ". (pa 5) 106 (-200q
Thermal diffusivity IC 1.2 x 10-7 0.8 x 10-6 0.8 x 10-6(m2 S-I)
Effusion rate (m3 5-1) 1 x tQ-'to 1 x 10-5 10-100 1-10
Typical flow velocity II 0.001 0.001 to 10 O.DOlto 1(m 5-1)
Typical flow height h 0.02 1 to 30 10 to 100(m)
Typical flow length L 1 10-' to 104+ 102 to 103(m)
Reynolds number lQ-4 to 10-8 103 to to-8 10-3 to 10-9+(PUh/,,)
Pedet number 102 lQ4to 108 105 to 108(llh/IC)
and the natural flows, while very likely non-Newtonian, can be approximated in terms of an
'apparent' Newtonian viscosity in certain conditions. Both are thus affected by the thermal and
physical changes initiated by cooling. developing strong viscosity gradients at their margins. The
experimental syrup flows do not crystallise or vitrify, and therefore develop neither a non-
Newtonian suspension rheology nor a solid crust. As syrup is a purely viscous fluid, it will (in the
absence of surface tension effects) flow indefinitely, The increasing development of a thermal
boundary layer may raise the viscosity values wherefore movement is very slow, but the flow will
continue to creep. In contrast, real lava will develop a strength in its cooled margins, and will cease
to flow when the body forces of a flow unit fail to overcome the retardational stresses provided by
a plastic or solid boundary.
Viscosity is a key parameter within formulations of lava dynamics. It is simplest to compare the
viscous effects with those of plasticity, and derive scaling arguments as to their relative importance
in differing flow regimes, for varying parameters and at different stages in a flow's development
(e.g. Blake 1990, Griffiths and Fink 1993). Such models give good first order appraisals of complex
systems. However, simple plastic or viscous models differ from real systems in certain respects. In
complex multiphase lava systems, with suspended crystals and bubbles, the rheology may be both
non-linear and time-dependent. For example once body forces overcome the yield stress crystals
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are deformed and have to accommodate to a new static or dynamical equilibrium by complex
adjustments between the crystals and surrounding viscous melt
For this reason the experiments of Chapter 3 seek to illuminate the influence of a temperature-
dependent viscosity on lava dynamics, to provide a basic framework for more complex visco-plastic
formulations. It was not the scope of this thesis to seek to provide a full numerical solution of a
slope-borne flow with coupled dynamic and thermal evolution. Therefore analyses of the influence
of temperature-dependent viscosity on the propagation of gravity currents must simplify the system
in the interests of tractability. The most common manner in which this is achieved is through the
introduction of a 'bulk viscosity'.
As a flow develops a heterogeneous thermal (and thus rheological) profile, one can simplify the
issue by assuming the disparate elements conflate to produce one simple fluid. Such a fluid flows
with a rheology that averages all physical components: a single parameter can thus describe the
effects of cooling. The use of a bulk viscosity in such a manner should be made with due care. It is
a gross simplification of a complex system, and allows only leading order formulations of the flow
problem. \Vith reference to equation 3.t5a, one can see that the downslope extent of a flow at a




wherein XN is the downslope extent at a given time (I) and 1] is the fluid viscosity. If one assumes
that deviations in the values of XN (I), as compared to those predicted by the isothermal model of
Lister (1992), are a function of a changing viscosity alone, one can cast (eq. 5.1) in two forms:
( 1 )~.... - andXN (experimental) 1]~
(5.2a,b)
where TJe and 1]B are the eruption viscosity of uncooled syrup and an apparent bulk viscosity,
respectively. At any given value of t, the apparent bulk vi.rco.ri!y can be calculated with reference to
how 'underdeveloped' the down slope extent is, i.e,
(
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Values of T/B have been calculated for all experimental flows during their evolution, and plotted in
Figures 5.1 to 5.6. Apparent viscosities calculated in this manner willunderestimate the effective b"lk
viscosity at any value of I, as the value of 1]B takes into account an average bulk viscosity required to
produce the flow's extent over I, and at early times the viscosity will have been much less, and
therefore flow propagation proportionally greater. More temporally representative values for the
bulk viscosity may be gained from use of the Jeffreys simplified equation for motion in a channel:
a. II
(5.4)
where 'I/i is the effective Jeffreys bulk viscosity, p is the fluid density, g the acceleration due to
gravity, h the fluid depth, ()the angle of the incline on which the fluid flows, " the fluid velocity and
a a constant (3 for broad flows). Ifone considers two values of~ at closely spaced values of I, an
approximate flow front velocity" (f) can be calculated over these time-steps, and used in (eq. 5.4) to
discern 'I/i. Values of 'I/i are plotted alongside those of lla in Figures 5.1 to 5.6. Most of the data
are observed to approximate to a linear relationship with logarithmic axes, suggesting that they can
be described by a power law relationship.
With cooling areas of a syrup flow's surface will cool to the ambient temperature; heat will be lost
by convection from this thermal boundary, and lead to the development of a conductive thermal
boundary layer in the surface region of the flow. One may expect the thickness of this boundary
layer (b) to develop - (KIf)0's, where K is the thermal diffusivity and I the time. Such a feature was
used by Griffiths and Fink (1993) to suggest that the time-dependent growth of 0 could be
incorporated into dynamical models. By supposing that the thickness of a cooled viscous crust
provided the dominant resisting force in a dynamic equilibrium, they derived a scale based on the
use of a crust viscosity and thickness. Effectively, from a point source this results in a radial gravity
fluid extruded at a constant flux expanding according to
1
radius (I) - ( .JK;)'ti
(5.5)
where 'Is is the viscosity of a fluid cooled to the ambient temperature and tl« is the eruption
viscosity (Balmforth et al. 2003). This relationship, wherein the flow still spreads according to the
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Figure 5.1 Variation of viscosity ratio with flow rate. The flows were extruded onto an incline of
too, into an ambient temperature of --100e. Flow rates were: GS-I0_I0_1-4.8 cm~s·l; GS-
1o_10_2-1.7 cm3S·1; GS-l 0_10_3-10.8 cm~S·l.
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Figure 5.2 Variation of viscosity ratio with flow tate. The flows were extruded onto an incline of
10°, into an ambient temperature of --20°C. Flow rates were: GS-20_1O_3--4.3 cm~s·l; GS-
20_10_4-8.3 cm~S·l;GS-20_10_6-1.0 cm~S·l.
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Figure 5.3 Variation of viscosity ratio with flow rate. The flows were extruded onto an incline of
15°, into an ambient temperature of --10°e. Flow rates were: GS-10_15_1-4.8 cm~S·l; GS-
1o_15_2-1.8 cm3s· t ; GS-IO_15_3-8.6 cm3S·1•
10 C GS-20_1S_1 apparentbulkviscosity
OGS-2(US_2 apparentbulkviscosity
~GS-21U5_3apparentbulkviscosity
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Figure 5.4 Variation of viscosity ratio with flow rate. The flows were extruded onto an incline of
15°, into an ambient temperature of --20°e. Flow rates were: GS-20_15_1-1.3 cm3s·t ; GS-
20_15_2-4.3 cm~S·l;GS-20_15_3-7.2 cm3S·1•
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Figure 5.5 Variation of viscosity ratio with flow rate. The flows were extruded onto an incline of
20°, into an ambient temperature of ....-lO°e. Flow rates were: GS-10_20_2-1.4 cm3s·1; GS-
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Figure 5.6 Variation of viscosity ratio with flow rate. The flows were extruded onto an incline of
20°. into an ambient temperature of ....-20°e. Flow rates were: GS-20_20_7-3.3 cm3S·1; GS-
10_20_4-6.1 cm3S·1; GS-20_20_8-0.7 cm3S·1•
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which spread at some exponent of time less than 0.5, and furthermore display evidence of a
changing exponent of t as the flows evolve.
Stasiuk et al. (1993) and Lister and Kerr (1994) sought to model the cooled radial flows with a
single bulk viscosity. This value was achieved with reference to the data, which were interpreted as
showing that the area of a radial flow soon adapted to a linear growth later in their development.
'Ibis seeming adherence to isothermal theory was used to demonstrate that the flows had
developed a stable bulk viscosity. Yet close analysis of Stasiuk et al. (1993) shows that the
progression of area with time adheres to a power law, not a linear, trend. The supposed trend is a
function of the relative linearity of the data over a period investigated. 'Ibis model is problematic, as
Stasiuk et al. (1993) themselves acknowledge that the model does not account for the ultimate
progression of the thermal layering as lavas cool, and does not reference early changes, when the
viscous skin develops and strongly affects cooling. The bulk viscosity theory they adopt is therefore
severely constrained by its applicability to the experimental analogue and subjective analysis of the
data.
Another alternative is the formulation of Sakimoto and Zuber (1995), who in modelling cooling
radial viscous flows suggested a time-dependent bulk viscosity of the fonn
(5.6)
where 1]b is the actual bulk viscosity, 'Ie is the initialeruption viscosity, t is time elapsed and Pis a
constant. An apparent value ofPcan therefore be found at any time through
p= log T/b -log TJe
logt
(5.7)
though this considerably underestimates values of 1]b and suggests changes of the form 81]h/8t
when locally 1]b is stable with time. In our experiments, 1]b can be approximated by the apparent
bulk viscosity 'Ill, or the effectiveJeffreys bulk viscosity TJi. Pis considered a constant by Sakimoto
and Zuber (1995), and encapsulates all the influences of cooling on the fluid. Therefore Pmust





and the manner in which the system allows the cooling to manifest itself, effectively a comparison
between the rate at which heat is lost to the cooled surface by conduction, and the rate at which
heat is locally replenished. as a function of advection from the source. This latter feature can be




wherein 11 is the flow velocity or a velocity scale. h is a flow height or scale and 1<: is the thermal
diffusivity. Observed values of the parameters 11 and b are of course variables in the experimental
system, and Peelet numbers may thus vary in time and space. For example, one may assign a bulk
Peelet number. Pto, to describe the overall thermodynamics of a flow, or the concept can also be
analysed locally within a given flow, to differentiate between variable magnitudes of cooling e.g. Per
(related to the sluggish velocity at the flow front), or Pe; (for a more mobile, proximal channel
region).
Analysis of Figures 5.1 to 5.6 shows that bulk viscosity increases with time, as predicted by (eq.
5.6). Typically these increases are not large, and of the order 2 to 10 times the magnitude the
original values; 1lt is usually larger than 1JB. The trends of the logarithms of viscosity ratio, when
plotted against the logarithm of time of measurement, are for most experiments strikingly linear.
Though there are some exceptions. the general stability of this linearity would suggest that during
the experimental lifetimes observed. P is a constant, as is considered by Sakimoto and Zuber
(1995). Curve-fits are not shown for clarity ofpresentation, but values ofPare obtained from linear
regression coefficients calculated for the trends ofol/b/iJt, and displayed in Table 5.2.
Clearly the range of values ofPvaries according to the value of the ambient temperature, T•• into
which the flows are extruded. which in turn affects R, and ultimately Pe. Typically flows cooled at a
T. of -10"C display P(Tlu) of 0.19-0.47, while those extruded into a T. of -20°C possess P(Tlu) of
-0.32-0.79. Fewer values of 1lt were calculated on account of available height profiles, but typically
for T. of -10°C P(TlJ of 0.25-0.35. while those effused at ~ of -20°C show P(TlJ of -0.31-0.43.
Thus there is a clear tendency ofPto increase with more pronounced cooling. At a specified T. and
angle of slope, some experimental series (i,e same T. and slope) display tendency to a trend of
increasing P(Tlu) with decreasingQ. Certainly the highest values ofP(Tla) are uniformly returned at
the very lowest flow rates for each experimental series, with the sole exception of GS-20_10_6,
which displays rather low values ofPin comparison with other slowlyeffused flows at T. --20"C.
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Table 5.2 Values ofp, gained from the coefficients of the regression fits of the data, plotted as the
log of the viscosity ratio vs, the log of time. The three values obtained for GS-20_20_8 describe the
tri-modal character of the data.
Experiment 178 17j
P R2 P R2
GS-I0_I0_1 (4.8 em] S·I) 0.25 0.991 0.28 0.979
GS-I0_I0_2 (1.7 em] S·I) 0.32 0.994 0.31 0.962
GS-I0_I0_3 (10.8 em] 5.1) 0.30 0.998 0.31 0.992
GS-I0_lS_l (4.8 em] 5.1) 0.40 0.999 0.35 0.989
GS-I0_lS_2 (1.8 em] 5.1) 0.41 0.987 0.32 0.960
GS-I0_lS_3 (8.6 em] 5.1) 0.19 0.981 0.25 0.997
GS-I0_20_2 (1.4 em] 5.1) 0.47 0.999 0.30 0.963
GS-I0_20_4 (6.1 em] 5.1) 0.30 0.997 0.33 0.990
GS-I0_20_S (8.6 em] 5.1) 0.30 0.997
GS-20_10_3 (4.3 em' 5.1) 0.50 0.988 0.36 0.938
GS-20_10_4 (8.6 em] 5.1) 0.44 0.999 0.38 0.953
GS-20_10_6 (1.0 em] 5.1) 0.41 0.999 0.31 0.956
GS-20_15_1 (1.4 em] 5.1) 0.58 0.990
GS-20_1S_2 (4.3 em' 5.1) 0.46 0.995 0.43 0.981
GS-20_15_3 (7.2 em] 5.1) 0.53 0.998 0.41 0.992
GS-20_20_1 (1.5 em] 5.1) 0.46 0.989
GS-20_20_2 (2.3 em' S·I) 0.47 0.995
GS-20_20_' (3.3 em] 5.1) 0.32 0.997
GS-20 20 8 (0.7 em] 5.1) 0.69,0.42,0.79 0.999,0.997,0.988
This overall trend is supported by the proposed dependence ofPon R and Pe. In a simple system a
change in global flow rate will serve to increase 1/ and b at a given point in the flow, and thus
increase Pe. Flows extruded at higher flow rates will experience less relatit» cooling than effusions of
lowQ, all other things being equal Assuming that all flows adhere to the power-law dependence of
viscosity on time, flows exhibiting greater relative cooling and lower Pe will develop higher
viscosities more rapidly, and thus display higher values of f3. Similarly, experiments that possess
higher values of R will develop far more viscous margins than extrusions of lower R, which will
raise the value of bulk viscosity, and its rate of increase, f3.
Some experiments display slight variations around, or departures from this trend. Table 5.2 lists
three separate values of P (T/B) for the experiment GS-20_20_8. While the data in Figure 5.6
describe a single linear trend to a moderate degree of accuracy, they are better modelled by three
successive regression fits of excellent accuracy. These successive trends-with p..., 0.69, 0.42 and
O.79-may be little more than variability in the experimental data (and it should be remembered
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that the values in question are calculated from apparenl bulk viscosities, 1/(4) but trends away from
constant Pwith increasing time are intimated in a few flows.
GS-1O_1O_1&2 (Figure 5.1), GS-I0_15_3 (Figure 5.3), GS-10_20_2 (Figure 5.5) and especially
GS-20_15_1 (Figure 5.4) show such behaviour at stages in their evolution, as Pis seen to decrease
slighdy with increasing time. Such departures are usually small, and variably take the form of a very
shallow non-linear trend over the times measured, or an adaptation to a different linear trend ofP
with t. Even with these elements, the trend ofaR/alis apparently linear at larger values of I. Such is
again predicted with reference to the Peclet number.
A decrease in Pe (thus favouring cooling via diffusion) would suggest an increase in p. As cooling
via the conduction of heat across a small thermal boundary layer is greatest at early times, one could
expect that changes to Pe imposed as a function of cooling are proportionally larger at the early
stages of a flow's evolution. Thus one might expect any variation in aplat to be greatest as t~ 0.
Naturally Pe willvary dependent upon the velocity used in its construction. A real or scaled velocity
for the flow front, indicative of cooling in the distal portion of the flow, will decrease with respect
to time, as a function of natural flow dynamics and frontal stiffening. A velocity calculated for the
proximal warm channel willbe approximately constant, as changes to centreline height and velocity
are relatively small.
For the experimental flows a slight variation in P at earlier times might be natural, for several
additional reasons. The source condition (oXN and)'M at /=0 are typically 2 cm) means that at early
times the flow will have advanced further than the model predicts; in defining a floating T/B this
extension manifests itself in a bulk viscosity that is lower than n; Also values of 1/B are calculated
with reference to the long-time similarity solution of Lister (1992). Prior to P and up to lOP, the
flows willbe influenced by the early-time spreading regime, though an increase in effective viscosity
will lower P; see Chapter 3 and Lister (1992). Again this will manifest itself in a change to any
value of 1]b.
Beyond these changes, however, the processes of cooling may themselves alter p. While we would
expect the ratio of surface to interior viscosities to remain relatively constant, it will in reality take
some amount of time for the surface to cool to L, and thus display 1/•• As thermal diffusivity is
taken as a constant, the remaining key parameter whose variability would alter Pis Pe. Even if we
assumed a bulk Pe for the flow, global changes in the flow velocity and height as a function of
cooling would affect the ratio of advective to diffusive thermodynamics-in effect creating a
feedback loop that leads to an increase in bulk viscosity, which further decreases Pe. Changes to Pe
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may be incorporated into a simple equation for a time-dependent viscosity, as in (eq. 5.6), but the
addition of such feedback loops and effective time-dependence in Pe itself may complicate the
nature and behaviour ofp.
Real lava flows observed in Cameroon differ from those observed in the laboratory in that they are
affected by visco-plasticity and solidification, and are more pervasively channelised. Furthermore
the Cameroonian lavas are not extruded onto a uniformly flat plane, and instead onto a varied
topography. As discussed in Chapter 3, the 1999 lava streams are in many cases what Pinkerton and
Wtlson (1994) class as captllred .floW!, flows that are "restricted by pre-existing topographic
depressions for more than 25% of their length". Such depressions may vary from gentle valleys to
steep ravines, but still serve to focus lava propagation along their course. In such a case one would
expect their dynamics to differ considerably from those of an unimpeded flow on a sloping plane.
When the site 2 flow fronts reached Bakingili by the coast, the flow fronts dilated, forming a flow
field that was less immediately affected by underlying topography. If we assume that the relief of
the substrate had negligibleeffect on the flow dynamics, simple application of the Jeffreys equation
can suggest the apparent viscosity of the flow front. For example, on the 11th April, a lobe -150-
200 m wide and 30 m thick advanced at an average rate of 6.9 x 10-4 ms-! over a period of 12 hours.
Using (eq. 5.4) and a value of a of three, appropriate for a broad flow front, provide an apparent
Jeffreys viscosity of 7.7 x 108 Pa s. Other velocity measurements are not so tied to lobe
morphology, but in general, assumptions of flow thickness of 10 to 30 m suggest apparent
viscosities of 107 to 108 Pa s, but time-series comparisons are impossible.
However, a comprehensive data set exists for the Lonquimay eruption of 1988-90 (Naranjo et al.
1992). Distance versus time data were used to derive local flow front velocities, and values of
velocity, height and slope analysed within the Jeffreys channel equation to derive apparent
viscosities for the lava. Naranjo et aI. (1992) plotted velocity and viscosity as functions of distance,
but did not consider viscosity as a function of time, or further analyseits dependence on Pe.
If one considers that the Lonquimay lava's viscosity follows time-dependence like (eq. 5.6), the
value of Pcan be calculated at any time with reference to the apparent and eruption viscosities.
Figure 5.7 displays the development oflog R with log t; showing excellent agreement with (eq. 5.6)
and the experimental trends displayed earlier. The trend is linear, indicating a stable value of p. The
linear regression fit indicates that P - 1.38. This indicates a considerably different trend and
dynamics than active in the expansion of Golden Syrup. With P< 1, the importance of cooling is
greatest at early times, and T/b asymptotes towards some value of 'Is at long (or infinite) time-scales.
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as a function of plastic and non-Newtonian effects than simple viscous stiffening, and attains a
maximum value and retardational effect rather more quickly. Similar trends in p are displayed for
Puu 00 basalts (Fink and Zimbelman 1990).
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Figure 5.7 The variation ofviscosity ratio with time for the 1988-1990 ande~ite la~a of Lonquu:nay
Volcano, Chile. Data are taken from Naranjo et at (1992), and are fitted with a linear regression,
wherein 13 is equal to 1.38 (R2 = 0.962).
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5.3 Fold Formation
Both the experimental and field flows investigated developed clear compression structures. As a
viscous gravity current with a strong temperature-dependent viscosity, like syrup or lava, cools, it
will develop an inhomogeneous thermal and rheological profile. The cooler elements provide a stiff
mechanical layer that will deform in a manner distinct from the steady diffusion of a homogenous
isoviscous fluid The deformation and buckling of such layers in rocks has been widely studied (e.g.
Biot 1960, Biot 1961, Ramberg 1961, Ramberg 1963, Donath and Parker 1964, Treagus 1973,
Fletcher 1974, Castro and Cashman 1999), but direct analyses for lava flows have been few. Fink
and Fletcher (1978) developed a model that applied elements of folding theory to lava flows, with
specific reference to the development of ropey structures in pahoehoe. The analysis was extended
to folding of rhyolite (Fink 1980), and most recently multiple generations of folds in flows of
varying compositions (Gregg et al 1998).
Analogue models of lava emplacement have developed folds during the extrusion of polyethylene
glycol wax (Fink and Griffiths 1990, 1992; Griffiths and Fink 1992; Gregg and Fink 1995; Gregg et
al 1998). PEG possesses a weakly temperature-dependent viscosity over the range of extrusion
temperatures (d11 -30 Pa s over 5°q but a relatively rapid onset of solidification at which viscosity
can increase and non-Newtonian effects and brittle regimes develop. Such experiments have
provided excellent morphological comparisons with real lavas, developing a variety of structures.
Fink, Fletcher and Gregg have related structural processes to the dimensionless parameter If/, a
ratio of the time a solid crust takes to develop to a typical timescale for the advection of warm
material from the source. The syrup flows described herein lack the onset of solidification and
highly non-Newtonian or brittle deformation, but do possess a strongly temperature-dependent
viscosity «d11 -1()6 Pa s over 400 q . which proves useful in the study of large viscosity contrasts in
viscous flows.
Merle (1998) investigated the development of strain in lava flows through experimental analogue
modelling. His isothermal material lacked any viscosity contrast but illuminated the manner in
which folds could develop on the introduction of rheological heterogeneities with cooling. Merle
(1998) concluded that the dominance of layer parallel shear and layer parallel extension would make
folding unlikely in a fluid extruded onto a horizontal plane or constant incline. Folding may result
from friction along the lateral margins which could interact with viscosity contrasts to initiate
folding at an angle of 45° to the flow direction, the axes of which are then rotated by lateral shear
so as to be parallel with the flow margins; if a channel is large and the effects of the margin are felt
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across the flow and may produce parabolic fold profiles (Merle 1998; see also the experimental
results of Fink and Griffiths 1992 and Gregg and Fink 1995).
Beyond lateral friction, compressive stress regimes may also arise from a deceleration of the flow
front and change in local dynamics. A progressive decrease in flow front velocity may occur as (i) a
function of the natural progression and divergence of an unbounded flow (even isoviscous radial
and slope-borne flows emplaced at a constant flow rate experience shortening parallel to the
direction of radial and downslope expansion; Huppert 1982, Lister 1992); (ii) from extended flow
divergence beyond the above, as a function of a lava proceeding from a confined channel (e.g.
Ramberg 1964, and Merle 1998) or splaying out beyond a break in slope; (m) due to the influence of
a change in angle of slope over which a lava flows itself, altering the local dynamics (Nye 1952, Fink
and Fletcher 1978); (iv) and through a rheological stiffening of material downflow (e.g, Kilburn and
Lopes 1991, Dragoni et al. 1992). The imposition of obstacles under a flow may also cause local
changes in dynamics convivial to folding (see Merle 1998 for a brief overview).
The syrup experiments develop compressive regimes as a function of (i), down and cross-slope
shortening, and (iv), rheological stiffening. Cameroonian lavas develop features that were congruent
with all four factors, though the focus of the flow down channel largely limited (i). The interaction
of compression with the effects of cooling creates a system in which a rheologically stiffer layer may
deform into a sequence of parallel folds.
The folding modelofFink andFletcher (1978)
Fink and Fletcher (1978) define a simplified mathematical system in which folds may be created,
amplified and analysed They considered an infinitely deep layer or half-space of a Newtonian
viscous fluid, of viscosity 1]= 'Ie (where n; is the interior viscosity of the flow; here approximated as
equalling the 'eruption' viscosity), overlain by a layer of cooled fluid H deep. The viscosity of this
layer decreased with depth, from a bounding surface viscosity, 'Is, to an interior layer viscosity 'I,
which developed as '1seTt, where Z is the vertical co-ordinate and r is an inverse length scale to be
defined later. At the base of the layer, the interior viscosity must match that of the layer at depth H,
and therefore '1e= '1.e-TH•
The model is considered applicable only in the first stages of fold generation, when the dominant
wavelengths of folds are defined and the slope of the disturbances is infinitesimally small In this
analysis, initial small perturbations in the lava-air interface are selectively amplified as a function of
a rate of shortening parallel to the flow surface, ~, and the wavelength that grows most rapidly
defines a dominant fold wavelength in the flow. The growth in the amplitude of perturbations
along the lava-air interface can be modelled as
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dAdt = (1 + q)(-~)
(5.10)
where A is the amplitude of the disturbance, t the time and q a 'mechanical amplification factor',
that depends on the wavelength (L) and physical properties of the lava (Fink and Fletcher 1978,
Fink 1980). The amplification factor is greatest at some intermediate dimensionless dominant
wavelength LJrand tends towards 0 at very long or short wavelengths (see Fink and Fletcher for a
more detailed analysis of the derivation of q). When q > 10, mechanical amplification will dominate
over passive kinematic amplification of disturbances, and a well-defined fold wavelength LJ will
result, proportional to the thickness of the rheological boundary layer.
From Fink and Fletcher's (1978) analysis, therefore, it is seen that the development of the folding
instability and regular wavelengths are a function of three dements: (i) the ratio of surface to
interior viscosities; (it) the thickness of the thermal and hence rheological boundary layer over
which the contrast is evidenced; and (ill) the ratio of compressive to body stresses in the surface
region of the flow.
The ratio of viscosities is defined by the parameter R = 1]J1]c, and folding is favoured if R is large.
Given the viscosity relationships in the surface boundary layer assumed above, the thickness of this




The ratio of surface-parallel compressive stresses to body stresses resulting from the weight of the




where p is the lava density,g the acceleration due to gravity, r the inverse length scale and exponent
of viscosity dependence in the boundary layer, 1]. the surface viscosity and ~. a compressive strain
rate. Folding is favoured for small values of S.
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By comparing the relationships between LJy and q as functions of Rand S, Fink and Fletcher
(1978) derive a series of criteria for the application of the model to real flows. A clear mechanical
instability requires large values of q, and Fink and Fletcher (1978) suggest that the limiting case for
application to real flows must be q ~ 10, when mechanical amplification dominates. Taking such a
limit produces limiting bounds on the values of R, Sand y. When R is infinite, the criterion that q~
10 requires S s 0.02 Similarly, when S trends towards zero, R increases with q, and for q ~ 10, R ~
35. With these criteria LJymust ~ 28 for mechanical folding to be defined (Fink 1980, Figure 5;
note the increase on the value of~ 16, proposed by Fink and Fletcher 1978).
Folds in experimentalextrusions ofGolden Syrup
In the analogue flows of cooled syrup, two wavelengths are clearly defined. Following Gregg et at.
(1998),we define the first generation of folds as Iu, and the second as La, and the ratio of the two,
La/Lt , as A. While Fink and Fletcher (1978) consider the development of subsequent generations
of folds, they do not expressly analyse their manifestation. Continued cooling and mechanical
shortening as a result of folding will expand the depth of the rheological boundary layer.
Compression will be accommodated by a thicker surface skin, and thus suggest a new, longer
wavelength of deformation. Amplification of disturbances proceeds as defined, but the
perturbations are not random, rather the form of the first fold generation (Gregg et al. 1998).
Gregg et at (1998) suggest that the geometry of a mechanicallythickened layer does not necessarily
abrogate the use of the folding theory for second-generation folds, and that the thickened layer
leads to an increase in H and thus decrease a decrease in y.
Observed first generation fold wavelengths in the syrup experiments are typically -1 rnm, Such
folds take the form of a cooled rippled skin, whose formation is described in Chapter 3. One
cannot be more exact as the magnitude of their wavelength was approximate with the resolution of
the visual data recorded by the digital video cameras. A few experiments were recorded in a manner
that saw a manually operated, local zooming in on flow features, though in general this practice was
limited to reduce heating of the ambient environment. However, manual and occasional digital
observations of these first generation folds confirm the length scale, and its apparen: invariability
with temperature, flow rate or slope. Any variations were beyond the accuracy of our
measurements. As these ripples are quite tightly buckled, it will prove more accurate to suggest that
the fold arc length is a better measure of the initial value of L t on fold generation than measured
wavelengths at later times (e.g. Fletcher and Sherwin 1978, Fink and Fletcher 1978, Fink 1980). As
sub-mm accurate measurements of fold arc length are not possible, we assume a simple enlarged
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With reference to the framework of Fink and Fletcher (1978), for q ~ 10, LJr ~ 28; Le, with an
observed L I of 0.002 m, t/r~ 7 x 10-5 rn, We assume that by the onset of folding the surface has
cooled to the ambient temperature T., fonning a boundary layer that grades thermally to an interior
of eruption 4, resulting in an exponential viscosity as described above, R - 420 (T. -SoC) to 27,000
(T. -200C). From (eq. 5.11), this would suggest that H s 0.7 mm (T. -20°C) and H ~ 0.4 mm (T.-
8°C) at the onset of folding.
These estimates compare well with a simple estimate of the development of a conductive thermal
boundary layer over time, with a thickness 8 - (K~O.5, where 1C is the thermal diffusivity (1.2 x to-7
m2 S·I for Golden Syrup) and t the time. After 10 s of steady-state, one-dimensional conduction, 8
- 1 mm; after 100 s, 8 - 3.5 mm. First generation folds typically start to form over these
timescales, whether they relate to the onset of folding at the flow margins, or the time taken to
advect a parcel of fluid from the source to an area of fold formation downflow. If we consider that
the boundary layer will propagate somewhat slower into the interior of a flow with time due to
advection from the source, revised estimates of 8 give good agreement with H. Values of L I are
therefore commensurate with those predicted by the mechanics of Fink and Fletcher's (1978)
model.
Analyses of S, the ratio of compressive to body stress, require an estimation of the syrup flows'
strain rates. As the limiting value of 1/ris 7 x 10-5 m, use of syrup densities and viscosities at T. (see
Chapter 2) means that for the criterion S ~ 0.02, the model requires strain rates it ~ --8 X 10-6 S·I
(T. -20°C), or it ~ --5 X 10-4 S·I (T. -80 C), where negative rates of strain are compressive.
Naturally these minute values are exceeded in experimental flows. Strain rates in the extrusions of
syrup can be estimated in several ways.
First generation folds form in two regions: towards the flow flanks and rear, with axes trending at
an angle of -45° or greater to the downslope flow direction, and in the distal, skin-covered
extension of the central flow channel, with clear parabolic axes (see section 3.5.2.1). It is simplest to
analyse the latter, as these are better recorded with respect to values of LI and exist as the basis for
the generation ofk. An appropriate strain rate it for the development of fold axes perpendicular
to the direction of downslope expansion is equal to the downstream velocity gradient, ou%x,
where uo is the centreline velocity and x the distance downflow from the source. One might
consider the application of scales developed from Lister's (1992) isothermal theory, placing sluggish
and time-dependent flow front expansion to the propagation of fluid elements advected from the
hotter proximal regions. However a frontal roll-over criterion means that flow surface velocities at
the flow front are somewhat greater than those of the bulk advance of the flow toe itself.
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Analyses of the centreline velocities of experiments GS-20_1O_6, GS-20_15_1 and GS-20_20_8
suggest that a simpler formulation is accurate to a first order and far more tractable (see section
5.4). Empirical arguments show that in the near source Uo decreases linearly with x, and can be
modelled to a simple order of accuracy by simple application of the Jeffreys channel equation.
Slight non-linearities occur at higher values of x as cooling takes increased affect and the surface
mechanically reacts to its increased viscosity. Velocities of the order of 1-5 mm S-1 supply centreline
strain rates of the order of-O.005s-1to -O.Ols-1, clearlyin excess of those required for S S 0.02.
Second generation folds display such shallow amplitudes that crest-to-crest measurements are
accurate indicators of an initial La wavelength. In contrast to Lr, La is readily measured from the
recorded flow profiles, and values for a range of flows collated in Table 3.2 (see section 3.5.2.1).
Care was taken to choose values of La that were recorded as early in the flows evolution as
possible, to render the greatest applicability to model of Fink and Fletcher (1978) and eliminate the
effects of the initial second generation folds squashing together near the flow front. Repeating the
analysis performed for Ll, given the criterion LJr~ 28 maximum values of l/rcan be calculated,
followed by the upper limit on H, and suggested lower limits for ~ dictated by S. The results for
several flow data are collated in Table 5.3.
The wavelengths of second-generation folds, La, are an order of magnitude greater than Ll; for the
data in Table 5.3, A = 17.5 - 29.5. Such values are greater than those witnessed by Gregg et al.
(1998) in PEG flows (A - 8) or real lavas (A - 4 to 6 for basalts, A - 2 for rhyolites). Even the
smallest values of 1..., measured in the distal toe of a syrup flow, produce A - 10.5. Values of A in
lavas are suggested by Gregg et aL (1998) to be a function of the relative rates of crust growth
through thermal cooling and mechanical shortening. In highly strained flows where crust growth
through shortening is much greater than that provided by cooling, a small Ll will generate at early
times with an extremely thin skin; folds will further tighten and deform until the crust has thickened
to an extent that compressive stresses must be accommodated in larger wavelength second-
generation folds. In more gently strained lavas, the relative influence of cooling on crust
development is far greater, and fewer folds with larger initial Ll will form from a thicker carapace,
before a still-thicker crust necessitates a new wavelength (Gregg et al. 1998).
Beyond a strongly-temperature dependent viscosity, the experimental syrup flows possess low
thermal diffusivities and relativelyhigh rates of strain, with many similarities to basalts. L1 develops
from a very thin skin, and is thus rather small. If the values of H for second-generation folds are
taken as accurate, the boundary layer effectively covers the depth of the flow by the time second-
generation folds form. As apparent and effective Jeffreys bulk viscosities are typicallyonly an order
of magnitude greater than the eruption viscosity (section 5.2), L 1 is of the order of 2 rnm, and it
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Table 5.3 Second generation (L2) fold data, displaying the limiting values of (tin, H and ~'),'
suggested by application of the model ofFink and Fletcher (1978).
Experiment LJ (em) 1/r(em) R H(cm) it (5. 1)
GS-10_10_2 5.9 s 0.211 719 s 1.39 ~0.OO8
GS-10_15_2 5.5 s 0.196 611 s 1.26 ~0.OO8
GS-1O_20_2 4.1 $0.146 611 S; 0.94 ~0.006
GS-20_10_3 5.6 S;0.2oo 20618 s 1.99 ~0.008
GS-20_10_6 4.9 s 0.175 12805 S; 1.66 ~0.007
GS-20_20_2 3.5 s 0.125 13249 S; 1.19 ~0.005
GS-20_20_7 4.3 S; 0.154 16898 S; 1.50 ~0.006
would take over 30 minutes of steady-state conduction to advance a thermal boundary layer that
far, H must be taken as a figurative limit only.
With Golden Syrup, folds are not dampened or resisted by nascent plastic effects or even a veneer
of glassy, brittle crust. Compression is accommodated entirely in the buckling of the viscous skin,
and one might suggest that the large value of A is a function of the free and rapid development and
amplification of folding instabilities in a thin skin at very early times, followed by a later episode
that was linked to a mechanically thicker and stiffer skin. The rates of compressive strain parallel to
downslope flow typically encountered in the experiments (-0.01 S·l) are of the order of those
considered necessary for mechanical amplifications of L2 disturbances (Fink and Fletcher 1978;
Table 5.3). The weak amplitudes of second generation folds suggest that, alongside the quantitative
evidence, the dynamics of the syrup extrusions just touch on the folding regime predicted by Fink
and Fletcher (1978).
Folds in the 1999Mount Cameroon lava Bows
The lava flows investigated on Mount Cameroon differed from the extrusions of syrup in that they
are typically channelised, and noticeably developed compression structures as a function of toe
stiffening in the distal channels, and changes in local dynamics initiated by a break in slope.
Although ropes were witnessed in the proximal pahoehoe flows of the Site 1 and Site 2 vents, they
are not considered here. Rather we document the large pressure ridges described in Chapter 4 that
formed in aa, blocky and transitional blocky-aa channels. Only a single generation of pressure
features of this type is observed
The distal flow lobes at Bakingili react to a compressive stress regime that is not too dissimilar to
that experienced in the experiments. Frontal stiffening and small levels of flow front dilation
provide for backpressures that require a rheologically stiffer lava top to buckle and deform. Of
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course blocky lavas are thermally mature; their very habit indicates a significant crossover into a
regime of brittle deformation in the upper flow region. Below the fractured, brecciated top, cooling
will have generated a stiff, mushy layer of relatively crystalline viscous basanite. Fink and Fletcher
(1978) do not consider a visco-plastic rheology in their folding model but, because complex
rheologies can often be approximated by the concept of a bulk viscosity, it is reasonable to assess
the pressure structures via this approach, and compare the data with other predictions.
Accreted levees may develop as indicated by Lipman and Banks (1987), indicated in Figure 4.8, or
perhaps as suggested by Merle (1998), with a more marginal genesis along the angle of shortening,
caused by a wrenching motion against the channel margins. The ridges described on p. 203 possess
a mean LJ of 6 m, suggesting 1/r~ 0.21. As this is a measured wavelength rather than arc length,
and the ridges have been compressed against the side ofthe channel, one would expect the actual
value of LJ to be slightly larger. Estimating a viscosity contrast, R, of -4 x 104 (see section 4.2.3),
we gain a crust depth, H, of~ 2.26 m,
With regard to strain rates, if we use the marginal formation analogy of Merle (1998) rather than
that of Lipman and Banks (1987), we might assume that measured values ofLJ are similar to those
witnessed in the field, as the ridge will have encountered less mechanical squeezing beyond the
initial amplification of disturbances. We refer to Fink and Fletcher's (1978) formulation of the




where the parameters are as described before, with the exception of t/J, the slope angle in radians,
and a, the radius of the channeL Section III indicates a - 10 m (the channel is more rectangular
than semi-circular, with a half-width, 15 m, greater than the suggested depth, 10 rn; the latter value
is used for reference) and the altimetric trend of Sections a slope of r- 7°. With an interior viscosity
of the order of 106Pa s, this produces a strain rate of - -0.002 S·l, though the surface value will be
somewhat lower as a function of the increased stiffness. For comparison, for S ~ 0.02, t8f:x ~ - 2 x
For a second series of distal pressure ridges near Bakingili, on Section II, average wavelengths of -
11 m were recorded, suggesting 1/r ~ 0.39 and, with similar values of R as above, H ~ 4.14 rn,
Velocity profiles recorded for the development of the flow region were 2 x 10-3 m s·l, while a day
later speeds 225 m downflow had fallen to 0.69 x 10-3 m S·l. Assuming linear surface strain parallel
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to the flow direction, this translates to an ~ of - 6 x 10-6. This barely satisfies the criterion that
for S S 0.02, ~ ~ - 3 x 1Q-6. but the strain rate estimated is undoubtedly a low estimate. The
pressure ridges in this area may also have formed as the product of two different flow surges
interacting in an exceptionally wide channel (see section 4.3.3.4).
Fold fonnation and breaks in slope
These latter ridges occurred a few hundred metres beyond a break in slope, which may have exerted
an influence of their dynamical development. Following Fink and Fletcher (1978), we use a simple
model to display the effects on a flow that experiences a change in underlying slope angle at some
point in its development. For flow in a simple semi-circular channel, the local flux through the
channel cross-section at any time can be modelled as
(5.14)
where Q is the local flux and all other parameters are as previously defined. With a change in slope,
the retention of a uniform local flow rate necessitates the increase of a with decreasing ¢,with both
varying with x as follows
1 do 1 d¢
--=---
a dx 4(J dx
(5.15)
The application of the above to the equations for straining flow at the centre of a semicircular
channel produce a maximum rate of shortening along the centreline of
(5.16)
Assuming plane strain of a surface experiencing stresses proportional to -4175~' we can substitute
the above into (eq. 5.12) to gain a modified S:
[ ]
- 1
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In the lava flows that extruded from site 1 cones, two excellent examples of flows developing ridges
beyond a break in slope were recorded, and described in section 4.3.3.4. In the first example, a
change in slope of 17° to 6° produced folds with an average wavelength of 8.2 m. This would
suggest limiting values of llr 5, 0.29 and H ~ 3.1 m. Using (eqs. 5.16 and 5.17) one arrives at
suggested values of~ - 0.006 s·l and S - 9.5 x 10-5• well within the limits prescribed by Fink and
Fletcher for mechanical folding (1978). The second example displayed folds with a mean L.J of 6.7
m, sited beyond a break in slope of - T", With the model of Fink and Fletcher (1978) this
wavelength suggests llr5. 0.24 and H 5. 2.5 In. The flow parameters suggest ~ - 0.004 s·t and S
- 1.8 x 10-4•
Further ridges were detailed on other investigations of the 1999 flows. and were kindly
communicated to the author by Dr. Emmanuel Suh. A change in slope angle from -24° to 6°
occurred approximately 114 m behind a site 1 flow front. resulting two zones of folding. The first
contained six pressure ridges occupying a zone some 46 m long before (i.e. upstream from) the
break in slope. The wavelengths of folds witnessed generally decreased as the flow channel
approached the slope. from 7.89 m through 7.10 m, 6.90 m and 6.10 m to 6.90 m. Beyond (i.e
downstream from) the break in slope three folds were present. with a very tight wavelength of 2 m
immediately after the change in angle. opening out to 8.90 m between the ridge following. Though
the depth of the channel (estimated at 1.5 to 2 m) in which these -1.6 m amplitude folds occur is
somewhat smaller than the half-width (typically 3.25-4 m), use of the above theory suggests that if
we approximate the break in slope as a change in angle of 18° over 60 rn, with a mean L.J of 6.7 m,
&%.. - 5 x 10-4 S·1 and S - 1.3 X 10-3•
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5.4 Channel Development
Clear, well-defined channels containing hotter fluid than in sluggish, cooled margins are observed in
both experimental extrusions of Golden Syrup and Cameroonian basanite lavas. Though there are
distinct differences in the development of rheological changes in what is considered to be a purely
viscous syrup, compared with a complex lava that might develop a range of visco-plastic, visco-
elastic and brittle characters during deformation, the experimental results highlight that the issue of
channel development cannot be regarded simply.
In any flow a noticeable channel is observed when there is a clear difference in flow behaviour and
appearance between a more fluid centre and its adjacent margins. In lava flows, this development
manifests itself as a function of changes to the flanks-i.e. a channel is formed as a function of
alterations to the flow margins delineating a central region relatively unchanged from its initial
condition. This central flow region then dynamically adapts to the new physical system. The overall
process is the same in the development of channels in cooled syrup.
The potential differences lie in the manner in which the alterations to the flow flanks are
manifested and develop. Following the work ofHulme (1974), concepts on levee, and thus channel,
development have centred on the theory that initial levees form as a function of plasticity in the
flow margins (e.g. Sparks et a11976). Once the local stresses exerted by the weight of the fluid fail
to overcome a yield strength developed as a result of cooling, the lateral expansion of the flow
halts. From the dimensions of a levee a yield value may be predicted, or vice-versa. Although the
nature and application of Hulme's theory has been criticized by some, with particular reference to
the artificially uncoupled levees and channels, and the resultant application of an essentially 2D
model to a 3D problem (e.g, see Sakimoto and Gregg 2001), it remains the accepted theorem, with
the merits of simplicity. In Chapters 3 and 4 we sought to suggest further criteria that add to and
modify the levee building process, not least of all the influence of a temperature-dependent
viscosity.
ChanneJisation in cooled viscous Bows
Syrup cannot replicate the production of statically equilibrated plastic levees; the margins of syrup
will never develop a strength and thus will continue to expand laterally across the slope. Yet syrup
flows do clearly show the effects of a temperature-dependent viscosity in their expansion. Cross-
slope height gradients in the near source regions of the experimental flows are significant, especially
at early times. The fall in velocity as one travels towards the lateral margins causes a significant
amount of compression. As the syrup cools, the thin surface layer can no longer accommodate this
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rapid compression by viscous diffusion, and instead buckles, forming a series of small wavelength
folds. This process is exacerbated by the fact that due to the low velocities at the flow margins,
there is little local advection of heat, and less replenishment of any heat lost via thermal diffusion.
Hence, relative to the hot, free flowing central region, the flow margin surfaces will cool
considerably quicker. TIlls will serve to enhance the local differences in surface velocity described
above, as in effect a cooled margin further retards lateral surface flow, increasing the compressive
effect.
As this ViSCOUS 'surface levee' builds up, expansion across-slope is limited, and the flux is
concentrated in the downslope direction. By contrast, the compressive effect parallel to the
downslope co-ordinate is much smaller than that in the cross slope direction, and the large flow
velocities along the centreline of the flow allow significant advection of hot material downslope,
minimising effective cooling. Overall this leads to small to negligible compressive effects in the
proximal flow region and a highly thin to effectively absent surface thermal boundary layer. Given
time, parcels of fluid advected down flow will cool, and the flow front may also retard as cooled
viscous material is accumulated at the foremost regions, leading to downslope deformation and an
increase in flow height. The central channels produced by the cooling of marginal areas were
measured and detailed in Chapter 3. Average values of flow width are plotted against flow rate in




where 1V is the average channel width (measured after it had fully developed and stabilised),Q the
flow rate (measured at the source), and k and care presented, at this stage, as numeric factors. The
data show that for a given amount of cooling, 1V increased linearlywith increasingQ for extrusions
on a given slope. The numeric factor k is relativelyconstant, falling into the range 1.4-1.6 (for flows
cooled to --l00q or 1.1-1.3 (for flows cooled to -_20oq . The slight variance in k between the
flows extruded into --10°C and --20°C suggests that this factor is a function of temperature, and
perhaps the viscosity ratio, R (see above). While especially close inspection shows that experimental
series extruded at lower actual temperatures overall generate marginally lower values of k (c.f GS-
10_15 and GS-10_20 vs. GS-10_5) and the -10°C flows also display a slight increase in k with
decreasing slope, there are relatively few data and the magnitude of the changes is not significant
enough to assuredly indicate anything beyond experimental variability.
Among flows extruded into a given ambient temperature, the influence of slope can be clearly
categorised For a given value ofQ, the channel width 1V varies according to coto, or the inverse
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tangent of the angle of the slope. For the -10°C and -20°C data sets c therefore takes the form
t=cotO + n, where n is --1.88 (-l00q and -1.25 (_20oq, and suggestively a function of
temperature/viscosity contrast. ceffectively places a limiting value on 1Pas one trends towards Q =
O. One may also have considered n to be a function of the source condition, though 1P is not
explicitlylimited to the diameter of the vent (4 em), as is displayed in Figure 3.42.
The exact variation of k, " and n with eruption parameters (effectively Q, cotO and R) cannot be
defined accurately with the current data. Two values of T. (ambient temperature) were considered
adequate to conduct a primary analysis of first order effects of cooling on the flow dynamics. The
values of ~ were constrained by (i) the slight variability in ambient temperature recorded for a
given set value ofT., necessitating a wider range to provide a clearer contrast; (ii) the noted onset of
non-Newtonian properties and visco-elasticity in syrup at lower temperatures (see Stasiuk 1993);
and (ill) the under-perfonnance of the cold room at temperatures -0 to _5°C, when it displays
greater variability in recorded temperatures.
While the isothermal examples provide a mark against which cooled experiments can be compared,
the isothermal flows naturally develop no channel structures or folds, and channelisation data can
only be considered with reference to two levels of cooling. Further data are required to study
accurately the geometries of channel formation and generate empirical models, but early results
suggest that the width of channels in cooled syrup flows varies as
w = .!.(temperature; R)Q +f2(temperature; R?)cotB
(5.19)
wherein the term ftQ is probably more accurately a combination of viscosity ratio and Peclet
Number (Pe). Again, it should be highlighted that this is an empirical formulation, and not
dimensionally accurate. Physically, these formulations are consistent with an appreciation of the
modes of formation of surface channel structures. Wann central channels are delineated through
the gradual growth of a cooled, rippled skin. The skin will therefore form when surface elements of
the syrup possesses the three properties necessary to allow fold generation: a high value of R
(always present in syrup at -10°C and _20°C, even if the skin has not cooled completely to T.); a
thermal boundary layer thickenough to necessitate buckling on observable wavelengths; and a high
enough rate of strain to allow deformation.
One can suggest that the most important control on skin formation is Pe. High values of flow
velocity promote the advection of fresh, hot syrup from the source to a given flow region, and
stymie the slow process of diffusion necessary to form a stiff rheological boundary layer. A simple
appreciation of the dynamics of a slope-borne syrup flow validates the above criteria. Once the
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flow develops into something similar to Lister's (1992) long-time solution, lateral movement is very
much reduced compared to downslope expansion. Skin does not form in the source region, or in
the central portion downflow where the flow is deepest and focused downslope; these areas possess
the highest velocity components and Pee Skin first forms in the rear and flank margins, where
replenishment of heat from the source is negligibleand flow advance slow.
With time a central flow plateau develops, spreading as a function of oh/ox decreases, and flow
elements are advected far enough from the source that they can cool and deform into a viscous
skin. The point at which the central channel is extinguished marks the change from advection-
dominated to diffusion-dominated thermodynamics. It will be recalled that a skinless toe typically
formed at the very front of the flow. Although the flows develop a roll-over motion at the front
that can eliminate this feature, the flow front retains large oh/ax, driving local flow motion and
minimising the effects of compression compared to those felt on the plateau building behind the
flow toe. Higher flow rates suggest increasing importance of advection of heat from the source,
which would favour the generation of larger channels. Slight changes in the ambient temperature
would exacerbate or denigrate the counter to source advection--cooling by thermal diffusion.
Therefore while the few data cannot be taken to indicate a clear dependence of k on temperature,
such is highly likely.
Motion in a channel
Full models of contemporaneous levee and channel development in cooling flows require solutions
of an often-transient regime involving a coupling of complex thermal and physical processes and a
moving contact line. No such models currently exist, and it is most common to decouple levee and
channel formation in a manner similar to Hulme (1974). Levees are described as a function of their
visco-plastic rheology and then assumed fixed Though this is frequently true, it is far from
uncommon for levees to continue to develop and deform in reaction to channel flow processes (see
for example Guest et al, 1987 and Chapter 4). The elements oflevee-channel interaction need to be
better studied, and given the difficulties of numerical approaches, scaled, dimensionally consistent
analogue models provide the most useful lead
Nevertheless, in the absence of such models, the uncoupled levee-channel system remains useful,
and often provides accurate correlations with real lava dynamics. Channel or infinite sheet flow
models provide estimates of flow velocities, from which important flow parameters can be
resolved. These models are now compared with experimental and field data. Particles were
deposited on the centre of the flow surface in three experiments, GS-20_10_6, GS-20_15_1 and
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Figure 5.8 Distance travelled downslope (x) by a small rom-sized round particle, deposited on the
centre-top of the flow, tracked as a function of the time expended since the deposition of the
particle (/-/0). For the three series, the values of AJ at which the particle was deposited (in the overall























Figure 5.9 Distance travelled downslope (~ by a small rom-sized round particle, deposited on the
centre-top of the flow, tracked as a function of the time expended since the deposition of the
particle (/-/0). For the five series, the values of AJ at which the particle was deposited (in the overall
duration of the experiment) were: Series 1 AJ =150 s; Series 2 ~) =410 s; Series 3 AJ =785 s; Series 4
AJ = 895 s; Series 5 ~l = 1080 s,
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Figure 5.10 Distance travelled downslope (~ by a small mm-sized round particle, deposited on the
centre-top of the flow, tracked as a function of the time expended since the deposition of the
particle (t-kJ). For the four series, the values of AI at which the particle was deposited (in the overall
duration of the experiment) were: Series 1 kJ =180 s; Series 2 kJ =255 s; Series 3 Al =SIS s; Series 4
Al =610 s.
these distance-time series the variation of velocity with distance for measurements over a given
time sequence was calculated, and the results are displayedin Figures 5.11 to 5.13.
As distance/time measurements for the progress of a given particle were recorded over small
ranges of I, we can assume that the series of velocities calculated as it progressed downslope is
appropriate for a single time-step. At any give time, centreline velocities are shown to be
approximately inversely linear functions of downslope distance. While there is occasionally an
apparent shallowing of0,,/ax within a given series, it is not well defined, though a gradual decrease
in 0,,/ax across all series and large ranges ofxis more prominent (e.g. GS-20_10_6, Fig. 5.11). The
velocities for GS-20_20_7 were recorded over a period of -500 s, and show little variation between
series (Fig. 5.13). In Figure 5.12, however, there is a clear trend towards increasing" at a given
magnitude ofx in GS-20_1S_1, with increasing I (the series were recorded over -1000 s),
Several theories exist for the development of velocity in a Newtonian flow, and we present and
analyse the data with the two most commonly used and readily applicable. With the development of
at least a surface channelisation, we use the model for Newtonian flow in a rectangular channel.


























Figure 5.11 Variation of centreline flow velocities (II) with distance from the source (x), recorded
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Figure 5.12 Variation of centrdine flow velocities (II) with distance from the source (x), recorded
for three particles over a range of times displayed in Figure 5.9. Flow rate was 1.3 em! S·l.
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Figure 5.13 Variation of centreline flow velocities (II) with distance from the source (x), recorded
for three particles over a range of times displayed in Figure 5.10. Flow rate was 3.3 em! s·t.
Gregg 2001). A full development is presented in the above paper, but for ease of analysis we
present the formulation for a typical centreline velocity. For flow in a rectangular conduit with a
constant slope e, height 2h and width a, with uniform density p, viscosity 1] and steady laminar
flow, the centreline velocity II can be modelled as (Tallaricoand Dragoni 1999)
11 = J?g sinBh2[1 _3~ i: ~ (_1r": sec h n1la]
21] 1l ••1,3,5 n 4h
(5.20)
A simpler fonnulation, which might also be appropriate to the thin spreading slope-borne flows, is
to assume that the fluid flows as if infinite in they coordinate. While planfonn flows do display
parabolic velocity gradients withy and -y, this model shall be used for comparison. Simply, this two
dimensional model gives (e.g. Dragoni et al. 1995)
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It will be seen that the two models are proportional, and that the difference in centreline velocity
predicted can be identified by the term in square brackets in (eq. 5.20).Centreline velocities from
GS-20_15_1 are compared with model predictions in Figures 5.14. The velocities calculated using
(eqs. 5.20 and 5.21) are applicable for a given flow or channel cross-section, and do not take into
account dynamic processes and changes up and downflow. Each value is calculated according to
values of a and h measured from flow profiles and Figure 3.38 (corrected for an error that caused a
dip in camera positioning).
In general, the models produce a useful order of magnitude correlation with the experimental data,
given the accuracies of experimental measurement (to 1 rom when assessing x), with flow velocities
typicallyaccurate to within that limit Model flow velocities depend on the square of height, which
itself was measured to an accuracy of 1 rom (typically a 5 to 10% error). Fluctuations in the model
velocities are a function of multimodal height distributions (as described in Chapter 3), and the
manifestation of this inaccuracy. For clarity, errors in the centreline velocity model, intended as a
guide, are not produced on this composite plot Nevertheless, beyond experimental errors it is clear
that the models predict an increase in velocity downflow, as a function of an increase in flow
height.
However such models ignore the importance of downstream stiffening, and the influence this has
on upstream dynamics. Surface temperature (and thus viscosity) was not measured as a function of
x, but the pervasiveness of the warm channel suggests that advection was strong and cooling weak
in the proximal channel; but rheological changes may be approximated by increasing viscosity with
downslope distance. This would be a simple solution to dynamically complex effect, but would
factor in the frictions involved to a first order analysis. Furthermore, though syrup does develop
clear surfacial channel constructs, they are not pervasive, and a Newtonian rectangular channel or
infinite sheet model does not account for a more complex velocity distribution.
The 1999 Cameroonian lavas are better suited for channel velocity analysis,displaying clear channel
structures of dominantly rectangular habit. While more complex models for Bingham channel flow
have recently been formulated (Tallarico and Dragoni 2000), we restrict analysis to a more
immediately tractable Newtonian model. Channel widths of Cameroonian lavas are of the order 10-
100 m, and 1-10 m deep. Tallarico and Dragoni (1999) show that for the comparison of viscosities
derived from channel flow models, the simpler cylindrical model compares well with a rectangular
model when a/his between 1 and 1.13 « 10% error); while the infinite sheet flow model offers less
than 10% error compared to the rectangular model when a/h > 3.9.
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The parameterisation of the Newtonian rectangular channel model means that if any four of
channel width, depth, slope, centreline velocity or viscosity are known, the fifth parameter can be
calculated While a great many excellent channel sections were observed and measured in
o Particle Series 1: c. 200s
Ii. Particle Series 3: c. 800s
••••••Newtonian infinite sheet, 200s
.....•Newtonian infinite sheet. 400s
- .. - Newtonian infinite sheet. 800s
C Particle Series 2: c. 440s
---Newtonian rectangular channel, 200s
---Newtonian rectangular channel, 400s








































Figure 5.14 Comparisons between experimental tracer particle centreline velocities, and those
predicted by a Newtonian infinite sheet flow model (Dragoni et al, 1995) and Newtonian
rectangular channel flow model (Tallaricoand Dragoi 1999).
Cameroon (see Sections I to XIV), the data provide only a and good estimates of hand (J. Only a
few active velocity measurements were recorded, and allow the calculation of an apparent flow
viscosity and flow rate. Otherwise assumptions of typical viscosities from lava temperatures may
allow approximate estimates of likely flow rates or, more importandy, local flow rates.
Proximal to the site 2 vents, lava channels 3-6 m deep and 3-5 m wide typically recorded centreline
channel velocities of 5 ms'. Assuming that the distance from the vent (c. 100 m) allows us to
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approximate the thennally immature lavas as Newtonian, reference to such channels typically
rectangular channel and subsequent use of (eq. 5.20) suggests lava viscosities of 1350 Pa s to 3910
Pa s (on a 15° slope), and 635 Pa s to 1845 Pa s (on a 7° slope). Such viscosities are typical for a
highly thermally immature, proximal basanite. If we take such viscosities as typical for site 2
proximal channels, local mass and volume flow rates for other near-vent structures can be
estimated. A local volumetric flow rate for a rectangular channel can be calculated as (Tallarico and
Dragoni 1999)
Q = pgsinOOh3(1- 38
54
h t. 4-tanh n7to]
311 7t a ...t.3.5... n 4h
(5.22)
where parameters and variables are as described before, andQ is a local volumetric flow rate.
Assuming that the height of a channel marks the high-stand mark of a lava flow and channel at its
maximum flow rate, the small near-bocca channel depicted in Plates 4.12, 4.13, 4.25 etc. would
suggest flow rates of 0.33 to 0.1 m3 s·t. If one assumes, given its proximity to the source, that the
above viscosity estimates are on the high side, the flow rate could rise to 1 to 2 rn! s·t. Downstream
of this narrow channel lay a larger structure, described in Plate 4.27. With a depth of 6 m and sited
on a 14° slope, this channel would suggest exceedingly high flow rates for the viscosities estimated
above (200 to 103 m3 S·lQ. Although this channel was one of the main feeders of the distal Bakingili
flows, the rates for 'source' viscosities are absurdly excessive, and viscosities of the order of 10s Pa s
produce volumetric flow estimates of -8 m l s·t.
A further channel near the site 2 vents, approximately 5.7 m wide and 1.4 m deep on a 14° slope,
suggests Q - 5.2 m l S·l at higher viscosity estimates (3910 Pa s). Distal channels are more difficult
to analyse in that considerable heights and low angles of slope, combined with the necessity of
charting flow propagation, produced measurements of flow front kinematics, rather than channel
velocity. Furthermore, the extreme thermal maturity of the Bakingili flow fronts would suggest that
a simple isoviscous Newtonian model of channel dynamics for the distal channels is grossly over-
simplistic.
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5.5 Summation
In summation, experimental and field investigations have sought to shed greater light on elements
of the processes of lava emplacement dynamics. Though the syrup flows are not wholly
reconcilable with the more complex lavas of Mount Cameroon, they inform their analysis
considerably. Processes that occur in lavas, previously considered a function of plastic mechanics
alone, also develop in cooled viscous flows. While plasticity and brittle mechanics may still provide
a dominant force in many examples of lava flow development, they need to be considered alongside
the effects of a stiff viscous phase that can initiate or exacerbate folding and channelisation, and
influence lava propagation overall.
The influence of cooling on extrusions of syrup has been described qualitatively, and expanded
upon with reference to the concept of a Peelet number (Pe) and viscosity contrast between syrup at
cooled and extrusion temperatures (R). While absolute cooling and rheological change as a function
of the ambient temperature and R are important, the effects are exacerbated by a relative cooling of
the flow as a function of the ratio of heat transport via advection to diffusion in a flow. The
advection of hot syrup from the source is governed by the flow rate (Q) and the angle of slope (~
onto which the syrup is extruded; increasing the value ofeither increases the level of advection and
thus decreases the amount of relative cooling.
In the absence of a full dynamical model, coupling thermal and spatial evolution of a cooling
viscous slope-borne flow, a simple analysis shows that syrup flows propagate downslope in a
manner similar to isothermal extrusions, but with an apparent bulk viscosity that increases to some
power of time. This exponent of time, Po is typically a constant, and itself varies with Peand R. The
delineation of trends based on gradients and variable power laws is problematic, and exact
formulations of Pe and Pare difficult to extract from the data. Nevertheless the general trends are
clear. Though we lack the data to apply such models to Cameroonian flows, the Lonquimay lavas
are well-modelled by a time-dependent bulk viscosity, following the trends noted by Fink and
Zimbelman (1990).
Similar flow morphologies develop in experimental analogues and real lavas. The folding results
obtained for the experiments suggest that the folding model of Fink and Fletcher (1978) accurately
explains the distribution and size of the pressure ridge features developed in Cameroon, and the
folds witnessed in the experimental extrusions of cooling Golden Syrup. Though the reasons for
compression in both mediums (real and analogue) can vary, the apparent applicability of a viscous
buckling model to complex rheological fluids such as lava does imply that the development of
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strong viscosity gradients with cooling remain an active component in lava deformation, even in
thermally mature lavas that have propagated some distance from their vents.
Levee structures in the 1999 Mount Cameroon lavas display characters indicative of a range of
geneses. Acmtionary, rubbk and overflow levees require levels of solidification, plasticity, thermal
interaction and variations in flow rate that are not present in syrup, or for that matter other
analogues. However the proto-levees of lava flows, initial levees, form at early times from a largely
simple viscoplastic fluid In such a process, the results of cooled viscous flows are highly
appropriate for cross-analysis. Although syrup does not possess a yield strength, the effects of
cooling are exacerbated by the development of surface textures. Cooling in a temperature-
dependent viscous system repeats many of the processes of marginal stiffening and stagnation that
lead to levee formation.
Cooling of the surface skin provides a group of changes that will affect levee development, and the
dynamic feedback loops caused by cooling serve to accentuate and perpetuate its effects at the flow
flanks. Crystallisation and solidification are therefore favoured along a flow's margins. Levees form
not only as a function of limited local movement being unable to supply stresses that overcome
yieldvalues, but also as a function of the channelisation of a flow through purely viscous processes.
Such processes help create a system in which the effects of any plasticity are exacerbated Therefore
viscous effects must be considered alongside the development of 'plastic levees', and it is hoped
that future models of more complex flow systems, incorporating visco-plastic rheologies and
solidification, will better demonstrate the interplay between viscous and plastic effects in the
generation of lava flow structures.
The concept of channel width as a function of P« is effectively the same as Jon Fink and Ross
Griffiths' 'P(see, for example, Fink and Griffiths 1990, 1992, 1998; Griffiths and Fink 1993, 1997).
Detailed models of coupled channel and levee development do not exist, other than by effect in
isothermal Bingham flows (Balmforth et aI. 2002), yet flow structures such as these can have as
dominant an effect on flow dynamics as the rheology, flow rate or slope. Experimental examples
will hopefully better inform modellers of the flow behaviour and regimes of lava analogues, and
both test and encourage applications ofgreater complexity.
Rheological effects as a function of cooling are becoming increasingly better modelled. If a
temperature-dependent viscosity has in the past been ignored for practical reasons, as a function of
its relative importance vis-a-vis plasticity and solidification, it can now be rightly reinserted into
analytical systems. This thesis hopes to display a temperature-dependent viscosity's effects in an
ideal analogue, illustrates for modellers the processes and structures that accompany its extrusion in
slope-borne flows, and highlights its applicabilityin the study of lava emplacement dynamics.
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Appendix A: Experimental Results
T he following appendix contains tables of raw data coll ated from th e cooled ex pe riments desc ribed
in section 3.5, and plots of non-normalised dim en sional and temporal va riables o n lin er axes. The
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T able 3.1 Ex pe rimental runs and their param eters. The erup tio n temperature refer s to th e
temperature of th e syru p m easured at the point o f extrusion into the tank, while th e e rup tio n
pressu re is that placed upon the syrup in th e pressure vessel. Flow rat e is measured as sta ted in
section 2.2, and viscosity is calculated fro m th e eru p tio n temperature, using the relati onsh ip s
d escr ibed in sec tio n 2.1. T*, J\"* and )"* are represented tim e and len gth sca les, based o n th e work
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t (8) XN(em) YM(em) XN lak-Jim, modl/(em) YM lak-Jimlmodll(cm)
0 2.0 0.0 0.0
5 3.3 1.7 4.4
10 4.9 3.0 5.5
15 6.0 4.0 4.1 6.3
20 6.8 5.1 7.0
25 7.8 6.1 7.5
30 8.8 7.0 8.0
45 11.2 9.7 9.1
60 13.3 7.0 12.1 10.0
90 17.5 16.6 11.5
1'20 22.1 10.0 20.7 12.7
150 25.5 24.6 13.6
180 28.4 11.0 28.4 14.5
240 35.0 35.5 15.9
300 41.1 13.0 42.3 17.2
360 47.2 48.7 18.3
480 59.0 60.9 20.1
600 70.2 17.0 72.5 21.6
<> downslope extent


























t (8) XN(em) YM(em) XNIatt-ti11l, 11I0tk/ (em) YM lah-ti11l, 11I0tk/ (em)
0 2.0 0.0 0.0
5 2.7 1.7 2.9
10 3.4 3.0 3.6
15 4.2 4.0 4.2
20 4.9 5.1 4.6
25 5.7 6.0 5.0
30 6.5 3.0 6.9 5.3
45 8.6 9.5 6.0
60 10.5 3.8 11.9 6.6
90 14.2 16.3 7.6
120 17.5 5.0 20.4 8.4
150 20.6 24.2 9.0
180 23.9 6.0 27.9 9.6
240 29.8 34.9 10.5
300 35.5 6.6 41.6 11.3
360 40.8 47.9 12.0
480 51.1 59.9 13.3
600 61.2 71.3 14.3
720 71.0 82.1 15.2
<> downslope extent
- - - - downslope extent late-time solution, Lister
(1992)
cross-slope extent

































































































































t (8) XN(cm) YM(cm) XN laff-li"" ",odel (em) YM laff-li"" ",odel (em)
a 2.0 0.0 0.0
5 2.4 2.2 2.9
10 3.7 3.8 3.7
15 5.0 5.1 4.2
20 6.3 6.4 4.7
25 7.6 7.7 5.0
30 8.7 8.8 5.3
45 12.2 12.1 6.1
60 14.9 4.8 15.1 6.7
90 20.3 20.7 7.7
120 25.4 7.0 25.9 8.5
150 30.1 30.9 9.1
180 34.8 7.5 35.6 9.7
240 43.3 44.5 10.7
300 51.6 8.5 52.9 11.5
360 59.4 61.0 12.2
480 74.0 76.3 13.4
600500
downslope extent




























t (8) XN(cm) YM(em) XN1ah-1i11l411JoJe/(em) YM 1ah-1i11J, 11JOM/ (em)
0 2 0.0 0.0
5 2.8 1.1 5.7
10 3.7 3.3 1.9 7.2
15 4.4 2.7 8.2
20 5.1 4.1 3.3 9.0
25 5.7 4.0 9.7
30 6.2 5 4.6 10.3
45 7.7 6.1 6.3 11.8
60 9.2 6.9 7.9 13.0
90 11.3 8.2 10.8 14.9
120 13.3 9.3 13.5 16.4
150 15.1 10.2 16.0 17.7
180 16.8 10.9 18.5 18.8
240 19.9 12.2 23.1 20.7
300 23 13.6 27.5 22.2
360 25.8 14.3 31.6 23.6
480 31.3 15.9 39.6 26.0
600 36.2 17.1 47.1 28.0
720 40.6 18.1 54.3 29.8
840 45 19.3 61.2 31.4
960 49.2 20 67.9 32.8
1080 52.8 20.7 74.4 34.1
1200 56.4 21.3 80.7 35.3
1320 59.8 21.7 86.9 36.5
1440 63.4 93.0 37.5
1560 66.8 99.0 38.5
<> downslope extent
- - - - downslope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
A cross-slope extent
cross-slope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
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t (8) XN(cm) YM(cm) XN lak-ti"" ",0'" (em) YM 1ak-1iffI, 1110'" (em)
0 2 0.0 0.0
5 4.7 3.6 0.8 4.1
10 5 1.3 5.2
15 5.4 1.8 5.9
20 5.7 2.2 6.5
25 5.8 2.7 7.0
30 6.2 4.6 3.1 7.5
45 7.1 5 4.2 8.6
60 7.9 5.3 9.4
90 9 6.2 7.2 10.8
120 10.2 9.0 11.9
150 11.3 7.5 10.7 12.8
180 12.4 12.3 13.6
240 14.4 8.8 15.4 15.0
300 16.2 18.4 16.1
360 18 10.1 21.2 17.1
480 21.3 26.5 18.9
600 24.3 12 31.5 20.3
720 27.2 36.3 21.6
840 29.4 13.2 40.9 22.7
960 31.5 45.4 23.8
1080 33.7 14.1 49.7 24.7
1200 35.7 54.0 25.6
1320 37.9 14.9 58.1 26.4
1440 40.2 62.2 27.2
1560 42.3 15.8 66.2 27.9





- - - - downslope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
/1 cross-slope extent




































t (8) XN(em) YM(cm) XN lak-li"" ",0"/ (em) YM lak-li"" ",0"/ (em)
0 2 0.0 0.0
5 4.2 3.7 2.2 8.4
10 6.1 3.7 10.6
15 7.8 6.2 5.1 12.1
20 9 6.4 13.4
25 10.2 7.6 14.4
30 11.3 8.5 8.8 15.3
45 14.3 10.2 12.1 17.5
60 17.1 11.8 15.1 19.3
90 22.1 14 20.7 22.1
120 26.4 16 25.9 24.3
150 30.7 17.4 30.8 26.2
180 34.6 18.7 35.5 27.8
240 41.8 20.8 44.4 30.6
300 48.9 22.5 52.8 32.9
360 55.4 60.8 35.0
480 66.7 76.1 38.5
<> downslope extent
- - - - downslope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
A cross-slope extent
cross-slope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
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t (s) xN(cm) YM(cm) XN Im-tim, "'ode/ (cm) YM Im-ti"" "'otk/(cm)
0 2 0.0 0.0
5 3.5 1.9 5.1
10 4.7 3.6 3.3 6.4
15 5.7 4.5 7.3
20 6.7 4.8 5.6 8.1
25 7.7 6.7 8.7
30 8.5 5.8 7.7 9.2
45 10.9 6.7 10.6 10.6
60 13 7.7 13.2 11.6
90 16.8 18.1 13.3
120 20.4 10.1 22.7 14.7
150 23.7 27.0 15.8
180 27 11.8 31.1 16.8
240 32.7 38.9 18.5
300 38.2 13.9 46.3 19.9
360 43.7 53.3 21.2
480 53.7 15.9 66.7 23.3
600 62.7 79.3 25.1
720 70.8 18 91.4 26.7
o downslope extent
- - - - downslope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
b. cross-slope extent
cross-slope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
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t (s) XN(cm) y.. (cm) XN I4R-tiJM model(em) YM IaR-ti"" ",odel(em)
0 2 0.0 0.0
5 3 1.2 3.6
10 3.6 2.1 4.6
15 4.2 3.1 2.9 5.2
20 4.8 3.7 5.7
25 5.4 4.4 6.2
30 5.9 4 5.0 6.6
45 7.6 4.7 6.9 7.5
60 8.7 5.2 8.6 8.3
90 11.8 9.5
120 13 7.1 14.8 10.4
150 14.8 7.7 17.6 11.2
180 16.6 8.1 20.3 11.9
240 20 9 25.4 13.1
300 23.4 9.7 30.2 14.2
360 26.2 10.1 34.8 15.0
480 32.2 11.2 43.5 16.6
600 36.8 12 51.8 17.8
720 42.1 12.5 59.6 19.0
840 46.9 13 67.2 20.0
960 51.2 13.5 74.6 20.9
1080 55.1 13.8 81.7 21.7
1200 58.7 14.1 88.7 22.5
1440 66.4 14.6 102.2 23.9
1680 74.2 15 115.3 25.1
o downslope extent
- - - - downslope extent late-time solution,Lister (1992)
~ cross-slopeextent
cross-slopeextent late-time solution.Lister (1992)
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t (8) XN(cm) YM(cm) XN latl-tim, mom/ (em) YM latl-tim, mom/ (cm)
0 2 0.0 0.0
5 4.6 3.7 3.1 6.7
10 6.8 4.8 5.2 8.4
15 8.7 5.9 7.2 9.6
20 10.3 6.5 9.0 10.6
25 12 7.3 10.7 11.4
30 13.4 7.9 12.3 12.1
45 17.3 9.4 16.9 13.9
60 21 10.6 21.1 15.3
90 27.5 12.4 28.9 17.5
120 33.3 13.8 36.2 19.2
150 38.8 15.1 43.0 20.7
180 44.2 16.1 49.6 22.0
240 53.6 17.9 62.0 24.2
300 62.3 19.1 73.8 26.1














- - - - downslopeextent late-time solution,Lister (1992)
A cross-slopeextent




















t (8) XN(em) YM(cm) XN 14R-1im, ",oMI (em) YM 14R-1i"" "'OMI (em)0 2 0.0 0.0
5 4 2.3 4.4
10 5.7 3.3 4.0 5.6
15 7.2 5.5 6.4
20 8.6 4.5 6.9 7.0
25 9.9 8.2 7.6
30 11 5.4 9.4 8.0
45 14.1 6.2 12.9 9.2
60 17 7.1 16.1 10.1
90 21.9 8.3 22.1 11.6
120 26.3 9.2 27.7 12.8
150 30.4 9.9 32.9 13.7
180 34.3 10.4 37.9 14.6
240 41.2 11.6 47.5 16.1
300 47.7 12.1 56.5 17.3
360 53.3 12.9 65.1 18.4
480 64.3 14 81.4 20.3
600 74.9 14.7 96.8 21.8
<> downslope extent
- - - - downslope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
A cross-slope extent
cross-slope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
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t (s) XN(cm) YM(cm) XN 1a1Hittr11IIfJt1J (em) YM 1alHittrl1IIOtl6/ (em)
0 2 0.0 0.0
5 3.8 1.5 3.2
10 4.7 2.6 4.0
15 5.6 3.2 3.5 4.6
20 6.4 4.4 5.1
25 7.3 3.6 5.3 5.5
30 8.1 6.1 5.8
45 10 4.3 8.3 6.6
60 11.7 5.1 10.4 7.3
90 14.8 6 14.3 8.4
120 17.5 6.6 17.9 9.2
150 19.9 7.1 21.3 9.9
180 224 7.4 24.5 10.5
240 26.8 8.1 30.7 11.6
300 30.7 8.8 36.5 12.5
360 34.2 9.1 42.0 13.3
480 40.8 9.9 52.6 14.6
600 47.9 10.5 626 15.7
720 54.6 10.9 721 16.7
840 60.2 11.3 81.3 17.6
960 66.1 11.8 90.2 18.4
1080 70.7 12 98.8 19.1
1200 76.4 121 107.2 19.8
1320 122 115.5 20.5
e downslope extent
- - - - downslope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
A cross-slope extent
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t (8) XN(cm) YM(cm) XN lak-timl 11I0tU/ (em) YM 1ak-1i11l1 1110"/ (em)
0 2 0.0 0.0
5 4.6 3.1 3.4 5.4
10 6.9 4.4 5.8 6.8
15 8.8 5.2 7.9 7.8
20 10.4 5.9 9.9 8.5
25 12.1 6.6 11.8 9.2
30 13.8 7.1 13.6 9.8
45 18.1 8.5 18.7 11.2
60 22.1 9.5 23.3 12.3
90 29.3 10.9 32.0 14.1
120 35.9 12.2 40.0 15.5
150 42.2 13.1 47.6 16.7
180 48.2 13.9 54.8 17.8
240 59.5 15.1 68.6 19.6
300 70.1 16.2 81.6 21.1
<> downslope extent
- - - - downslope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
A cross-slope extent
cross-slope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
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t (8) XN(cm) YM(em) XN lah-ti"" ",oml(em) YM lah-ti"" ",oml (em)
0 2 0.0 0.0
5 3.2 1.6 2.7
10 4 2.8 3.4
15 4.8 3.8 3.9
20 5.6 2.6 4.7 4.2
25 6.2 5.6 4.6
30 7 3.2 6.5 4.9
45 9 3.8 8.9 5.6
60 10.5 4.2 11.1 6.1
90 13.5 4.8 15.2 7.0
120 16.2 5.4 19.0 7.7
150 18.5 5.7 22.6 8.3
180 20.8 6 26.1 8.8
240 25.4 6.7 32.6 9.7
300 29.4 7.1 38.8 10.5
360 33.5 7.6 44.7 11.1
480 40.5 8.1 55.9 12.2
600 47.3 8.5 66.5 13.2
720 53.9 8.9 76.6 14.0
840 60.2 9.3 86.4 14.7
960 66.7 9.6 95.8 15.4
1080 72.5 9.8 105.0 16.0
1200 77.7 10.1 114.0 16.6
9 downslopeextent
- - - - downslopeextent late-time solution,Lister (1992)
A cross-slopeextent
~ - - . - - cross-slopeextent late-time solution,Lister (1992)
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t (5) XN(Cm) YM(cm) XN latl-lif," 11Iodel (cm) YM1atl-1i11l111lod4/ (em)
0 2 0.0 0.0
5 4.4 2.4 3.4
10 5.2 4.2 4.3
15 7.1 5.7 5.0
20 8.7 7.2 5.5
25 9.5 8.6 5.9
30 10.1 9.9 6.3
45 14.2 5 13.5 7.2
60 17 5.7 16.9 7.9
90 22.3 6.4 23.2 9.0
120 27.1 7.1 29.0 9.9
150 30.1 7.6 34.5 10.7
180 34.1 8 39.7 11.4
240 39.4 8.8 49.7 12.5
300 44.8 9.6 59.1 13.5
360 50.3 10 68.1 14.3
480 60 10.8 85.2 15.8
600 69.2 11.7 101.3 17.0




















- - - - downslopeextent late-time solution,Lister (1992)
~ cross-slopeextent
















t (5) XN(em) YM(cm) XN !all-li"" 111OtIe/ (em) YM !all-li"" "'OMI (em)
0 2 0.0 0.0
5 4 3.3 4.3
10 5.9 3.3 5.7 5.5
15 8 7.8 6.3
20 9.6 4.5 9.8 6.9
25 11.2 11.6 7.4
30 12.7 5.5 13.4 7.9
45 16.5 6.7 18.4 9.0
60 20 7.3 23.0 9.9
90 26.5 8.3 31.5 11.4
120 32.3 9.3 39.4 12.5
150 37.7 9.9 46.9 13.5
180 42.8 10.4 54.0 14.3
240 51.9 11.4 67.6 15.8
300 59.8 12.1 80.4 17.0
360 67.9 12.7 92.6 18.1
480 71.5 13.8 115.9 19.9
o downslope extent
- - - - downslope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
A cross-slope extent
cross-slope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
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t (s) XN(em) YM(em) XN 14h-1i"" ",om/(em) YM 14h-1i"" 11I0m/ (em)
0 2 0.0 0.0
5 4.8 2.7 3.9 4.9
10 7.4 3.9 6.6 6.1
15 9.9 4.6 9.1 7.0
20 12.1 5.5 11.4 7.7
25 14.1 6.1 13.5 8.3
30 16.1 6.6 15.6 8.8
45 21.4 7.4 21.4 10.1
60 26.2 8.2 26.7 11.1
90 34.7 9.5 36.6 12.7
120 42.2 10.3 45.8 14.0
150 48.7 11.2 54.5 15.1
180 55.4 11.9 62.8 16.0
240 67.2 13 78.5 17.7




- - - - downslope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
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t (5) XN(cm) YM(cm) XN I4R-tim, 11Iodel(em) YM I4R-ti11l, 11I0dll (em)
0 2 0.0 0.0
5 2.6 0.8 4.6
10 3.2 1.4 5.8
15 3.6 3.1 2.0 6.7
20 4 2.5 7.3
25 4.4 2.9 7.9
30 4.8 4 3.4 8.4
45 5.8 4.9 4.7 9.6
60 6.8 5.4 5.8 10.6
90 8.3 6.2 8.0 12.1
120 9.6 7.1 10.0 13.4
150 10.9 7.7 11.9 14.4
180 12.1 8.3 13.7 15.3
240 14.2 9.3 17.1 16.8
300 16.2 20.3 18.1
360 18 10.9 23.4 19.3
480 21.3 29.3 21.2
600 24.4 12.9 34.9 22.8
720 27.5 40.2 24.3
840 30.3 14.4 45.3 25.5
960 33 50.3 26.7
1080 35.5 15.5 55.1 27.8
1200 38.1 16 59.8 28.8
<> downslope extent
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t (8) XN(cm) YM(cm) XN IaJl-tim, ",odt/(em) YM IaJl-ti"" "'OM/ (em)
0 2 0.0 0.0
5 2.9 1.4 6.7
10 4.1 3.5 2.4 8.4
15 5.2 3.2 9.6
20 6.1 5 4.0 10.6
25 6.9 4.8 11.4
30 7.6 6.3 5.5 12.1
45 10.2 7.7 7.6 13.9
60 12.2 8.8 9.5 15.3
90 15.5 13.0 17.5
120 17.8 11.4 16.3 19.3
150 20 19.3 20.8
180 21.7 12.9 22.3 22.1
240 24.9 27.9 24.3
300 27.9 15.5 33.2 26.2
360 31.2 38.2 27.8
480 37.8 18.1 47.8 30.6
600 43.9 56.9 33.0
720 49.7 20.2 65.5 35.0
840 54.9 73.9 36.9
960 60 82.0 38.5
1080 64.3 89.8 40.1
1200 68.3 97.5 41.5
<> downslope extent
- - - - downslope extent late-timesolution, Lister (1992)
~ cross-slope extent
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t (8) XN(cm) y.. (em) XN lme-timl modIl(em) YM Ime-ti"lI111oml (cm)
0 2 0.0 0.0
5 4.4 2.0 4.9
10 6.2 3.4 6.2
15 7.8 4.7 7.1
20 9.2 5.9 7.8
25 10.5 7.0 8.4
30 11.6 8.1 8.9
55 16.4 8 13.0 10.9
80 20.4 9.3 17.3 12.4
105 24.1 10.3 21.4 13.5
130 27.3 11.1 25.3 14.5
155 30.3 11.7 29.0 15.4
205 36.5 12.6 36.0 16.9
305 46.8 14.1 49.1 19.3
405 55.7 15.1 61.2 21.2
505 64.2 16.1 72.6 22.9
605 74.1 16.9 83.6 24.3
705 80 17.6 94.2 25.6
<> downslope extent
- - - - downslope extent late-time solution,Lister (1992)
Ii. cross-slopeextent






















t (s) XN(cm) YM(cm) XN JaR.-1im, ",odIl (em) YM JaR.-1i"" ",oml(em)
0 2 0.0 0.0
5 3.6 28 6.2
10 6.5 4.4 4.7 7.8
15 9 6.5 8.9
20 11.1 6.3 8.1 9.8
25 12.8 9.7 10.6
30 14.5 7.7 11.1 11.2
45 19 9.3 15.3 12.9
60 23.1 19.1 14.2
90 30.1 12.2 26.2 16.2
120 36.2 32.8 17.8
150 41.6 14.3 39.0 19.2
180 46.5 44.9 2004
240 56 16.5 56.2 22.5
300 64.6 66.8 24.2
360 72 19 77.0 25.7
420 80 86.8 27.1
480 20.5 96.3 28.3
o downslope extent
- - - - downslope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
A cross-slope extent
cross-slope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
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t (s) XN(cm) YM(cm) XN IalJ.-Jim, ",odel (em) YM IalJ.-ti"" ",odel (em)0 0.0 0.0
5 3.1 1.1 3.1
10 3.8 1.9 3.9
15 4.5 2.6 4.4
20 5.1 3.2 4.9
25 5.5 3.8 5.2
30 6.1 4 4.4 5.6
45 7.6 6.0 6.4
60 8.6 7.5 7.0
90 10.7 6 10.3 8.0
120 12.6 12.9 8.9
150 14.1 15.3 9.5
180 7.5 17.6 10.1
240 18.8 8.3 22.1 11.2
300 21.7 8.9 26.2 12.0
360 24.4 30.2 12.8
480 29.4 10 37.8 14.0
600 34.1 10.5 45.0 15.1
720 38.1 10.75 51.8 16.1
840 41.9 58.4 16.9
960 45.8 11.5 64.8 17.7
1080 51.6 11.8 71.0 18.4
1200 60.9 12.5 77.1 19.1
1320 68.2 13.3 83.0 19.7
<> downslope extent
- - - - downslope extent late-time solution. Lister (1992)
A cross-slope extent
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t (8) XN(crn) YM(crn) XN 1aINim,11Iode/(ern) YM Itm-n11l' 11I0dl/ (em)
0 2.0 0.0 0.0
5 3.3 1.3 2.7
10 4.4 2.2 3.5
15 5.2 3.0 4.0
20 6.0 3.7 4.4
25 6.9 4.4 4.7
30 7.5 5.1 5.0
45 9.3 4.1 7.0 5.7
60 10.9 4.8 8.8 6.3
90 13.5 5.8 12.0 7.2
120 16.1 15.0 7.9
150 18.7 6.9 17.9 8.5
180 20.7 20.6 9.1
240 24.4 8 25.8 10.0
300 27.6 8.5 30.7 10.7
360 30.9 9.1 35.4 11.4
480 37.5 9.9 44.2 12.6
600 44.0 10.4 52.6 13.5
720 50.2 60.6 14.4
840 11.2 68.3 15.1
960 62.4 11.5 75.8 15.8
1080 68.1 83.1 16.5
1200 74.2 11.9 90.2 17.0
1320 79.8 12.1 97.1 17.6
140012001000800600400200
<> downslope extent
- - - - downslope extent late-time solution. Lister (1992)
A cross-slope extent































t (s) XN(cm) YM(cm) XN Itm-tim, ",odel(cm) YM 1tm-1i""lIIotkl(cm)
0 2 0.0 0,0
5 3.7 2.4 4.3
10 5.4 3.3 4.0 5.4
15 7.1 5.5 6.2
20 8.5 4.4 6.9 6.8
25 9.6 8.2 7.3
30 11.1 5.3 9.5 7.8
45 14.7 6.2 13.0 8.9
60 18 6.9 16.3 9.8
90 23.4 7.7 22.3 11.2
120 27.9 8.5 27.9 12.3
150 31.9 9.2 33.2 13.3
180 35.5 9.7 38.2 14.1
240 42.4 10.3 47.8 15.5
300 48.6 11 56.9 16.7
360 54.7 11.8 65.5 17.8
420 60 12.2 73.9 18.7
480 65.5 12.6 82.0 19.6
600 76 13 97.5 21.1
100 <> downslope extent
90 - - - - downslope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
-
A cross-slope extentE
~ 80 cross-slope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
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t (5) XN(cm) YM(cm) XN 1aJI-/im, 11I0Ile1(em) YM 1aJI-/im, 11Iodel(em)
0 2 0.0 0.0
5 5.2 3.3 29 5.1
10 7.8 4.3 4.9 6.4
15 9.9 5 6.8 7.3
20 11.7 5.7 8.5 8.0
25 13.4 6.3 10.1 8.7
30 15.1 6.8 11.6 9.2
45 19.4 7.8 15.9 10.5
60 23.2 8.7 19.9 11.6
90 30 9.8 27.2 13.3
120 36.1 10.8 34.1 14.6
150 41.5 11.5 40.5 15.7
180 46.7 12.2 46.7 16.7
240 55.5 13.2 58.4 18.4
300 63.3 14.1 69.5 19.8
360 70.5 14.7 80.1 21.1
420 77.9 15.4 90.2 22.2
90 <> downslope extent
80
- - - - downslope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
-
~ cross-slope extent! 70 cross-slope extent late-time solution,Lister (1992)
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t(s) XN{cm) YM{cm) XN lall-liml modI/ (em) YM km-Ii""11IOJe/(cm)
0 2 0.0 0.0
5 28 1.7 2.7
10 4 2.8 3.4
15 5.2 3.9 3.9
20 6.2 4.9 4.3
25 7.3 3 5.8 4.6
30 8.1 6.7 4.9
45 10.3 3.8 9.1 5.6
60 12.4 4.1 11.4 6.2
90 15.7 4.8 15.7 7.1
120 18.6 5.3 19.6 7.8
150 21.1 5.8 23.3 8.4
180 23.7 6 26.8 8.9
240 28.1 6.6 33.6 9.8
300 32.1 6.8 39.9 10.6
360 35.8 7.3 46.0 11.2
480 43 7.7 57.5 12.4
600 49.6 8 68.4 13.3
720 55.9 8.4 78.9 14.2
840 62 8.6 88.9 14.9
960 67.2 8.7 98.7 15.6
1080 72 8.9 108.1 16.2
1200 79.5 9 117.3 16.8















- - - - downslope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
A cross-slope extent





































t (8) XN(cm) y.. (cm) XN IalJ-ti"" ",odel (em) Y.. lall-ti"" ",oMI (em)0 2 0.0 0.05 3.4 1.9 3.110 4.8 3.3 3.915 6 4.5 4.5
20 7.1 5.6 4.9
25 8.3 6.7 5.3
30 9.2 7.7 5.7
45 11.8 4.4 10.6 6.5
60 13.9 5 13.2 7.1
90 17.9 5.8 18.1 8.2
120 21.3 6.2 22.7 9.0
150 24.4 6.8 27.0 9.7
180 27.3 7.2 31.1 10.3
240 32.8 7.9 38.9 11.3
300 37.9 8.3 46.3 12.2
360 42.6 9 53.3 12.9
480 49.9 9.8 66.7 14.2
600 54.9 10 79.3 15.3
720 58.7 10.5 91.4 16.3
840 65.5 10.9 103.0 17.2
960 73.5 11.3 114.3 18.0
1080 80 11.6 125.3 18.7
1200 136.0 19.3
100 <> downslopeextent
90 - - - - downslopeextent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
..-.. ~ cross-slopeextents
~ 80 cross-slope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
~ , <>70 /
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t (5) XN(cm) y.. (cm) XN IaR-timllllOil/(em) Y.. IaR-ti11l111l0Je/ (em)
0 1.9 2 0.0 0.0
5 4.2 3.5 4.3





45 6.7 19.4 9.0
60 7.7 24.2 9.9
90 8 33.2 11.4
120 26.1 8.6 41.5 12.5
150 31.9 9.1 49.4 13.5
180 37.5 9.8 56.9 14.3
240 47.0 11.2 71.2 15.8
300 56.1 12.1 84.7 17.0
360 64.4 13 97.6 18.1














- - - - downslopeextent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
A cross-slope extent





































t (s) XN(cm) y... (em) XNI4J1-tim, modl/ (em) YM /ak-timl1110Je/(em)
0 2.0 0.0 0.0
5 3.6 27 3.5
10 5.2 4.6 4.5
15 6.6 6.3 5.1
20 8.0 7.8 5.6
25 9.1 4.2 9.3 6.0
30 to.2 10.7 6.4
45 13.3 5.7 14.7 7.4
60 16.1 6.2 18.4 8.1
90 20.7 7.2 25.2 9.3
120 25.2 8 31.6 10.2
150 29.2 8.6 37.5 11.0
180 33.1 43.2 11.7
240 40.0 10 54.1 12.8
300 46.5 10.5 64.3 13.8
360 52.7 11 74.1 14.7
480 63.5 12 92.7 16.2
690 82.0 12.8 123.0 18.3
0 downslope extent
- - - - downslope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992)
A cross-slope extent
....S· cross-slope extent late-time solution, Lister (1992), e80.0 /~ /
..-
~ 70.0 /// <>= 60.0 /~ /
~ / e50.0 /III / <>... /= 40.0~ e... /><~ 30.0 /0 <>c;
.... /<>
... /~ 20.0 /<>~
en
A10.0 A A A A
0.0




t (s) XN(cm) YM(cm) XN lak-tim, mode/(ern) YM lak-li"" mode/(em)
0 2.0 0.0 0.0
5 2.6 1.0 2.1
10 3.3 1.6 2.7
15 3.9 2.2 3.1
20 4.5 2.8 3.4
25 5.0 3.3 3.7
30 5.5 3.8 3.9
45 6.9 3 5.3 4.4
60 8.0 6.6 4.9
90 10.0 3.9 9.0 5.6
120 JJ.9 11.3 6.2
150 13.6 4.7 13.4 6.6
180 15.3 5 15.4 7.0
240 18.3 19.3 7.8
300 20.9 5.7 23.0 8.4
360 23.6 6 26.5 8.9
480 28.5 6.3 33.1 9.8
600 33.1 6.7 39.4 10.5
720 37.0 7 45.4 11.2
840 40.8 7.2 51.2 11.8
960 44.5 56.8 12.3
1080 47.8 62.2 12.8
1200 52.0 7.7 67.6 13.3
1440 57.6 7.8 77.9 14.1
1680 63.6 87.8 14.8
1920 97.4 15.5
2160 73.2 8.4 106.7 16.1
2400 76.3 8.6 115.8 16.7
2610 79.9 8.8 123.6 17.2
<> downslopeextent
- - - - downslopeextent late-time solution,Lister (1992)
A cross-slopeextent
,.
cross-slopeextent late-time solution,Lister (1992)•t.... e~ ou.u /
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TETTapas B' tlllEpaS cpEpOIJEVOI,
VVKTOS nlV yiiV a<pEc.Jp&IlEV <PAOYOS I..lEOnlV.
'Ev IlEO~ B' Tjv rlA1f3aTOVTI niip T&V aAAc.JV IJEi~ov
CxlTTOI..lEVOV, ~S eBOKEI, T&V aOTpc.JV.
ToiiTo B' nllEpas opoS e<pa(VETO I..lEYIOTOV
eE~V OXnlla KaAouIlEVOV.
"After hastening-awayforfour days,
we saw the land ablaze l!J night.
In itsmidst a leapingflame towered above the others,
and appeared to reach the stars.
By day it was revealed to be a mountain ojtremendous height,
which was named the Chariot ofthe Gods. "
The Periplus ofHanno, 16.
ApPENDIX B. THE ERUPTIVE BEHAVIOUR OFMOUNT CAMEROON INTHE 20TH CENTURY
Appendix B: An historical analysis of the eruptive behaviour of
Mount Cameroon in the early 20th Century
B.l Introduction
Mount Cameroon has captured the imagination of generations, be they of the Bakweri of the
mountain's slopes or travellers from across the world For some it is the explorer Hanno's Theon
ochema, the 'Chariot of the Gods', and source of the fires that were engraved in Punic in the
Carthaginian temple of Baal Hammon.' Though one of the African continents most active
volcanoes, experiencing no fewer than seven eruptions over the last century, Mount Cameroon has
only recently been the subject of rigorous scientific study. The work of Godfrey Fitton, Emmanuel
Sub and others, on the nature and dynamics of the Cameroon Line and the mountain of 'Fako'
itself, provide the groundwork for an increasing geological interest in Mount Cameroon and its
environs.s
Yet if, prior to 1982, the eruptions of Mount Cameroon receive little modern analysis, partially
through the scientific paradigm of the times, previous eruptions of the mountain were not entirely
unstudied In the current climate of volcanological research, wherein the increasing efficacy of
numerical methods, geochemical analysis and render tractable extremely complex geological
problems, it is perhaps too easy to detract the work of amateur personnel with no geological
knowledge, written several generations ago. Geology, not least volcanology, was founded as an
observational science. Though coloured-in a manner oft amusing or perplexing to a contemporary
audience-by the prejudices and limited objective knowledge of the period, as works of
observation the records of militaryexplorers, colonial administrators and plantation managers rival
I Mount Cameroon is associatedby some authors with two particularpassages in Hanno's Perip!NJ; the
passages in question are reprinted on the frontispiece to this appendix. The Periplm was a stylised travelogue
ofHanno's supposed exploratory voyages along the coasts ofAfrica.The originalis lost, but was translated
into Greek; two survivingcopies of this translation exist in the Codex PaIatinusGraecus 398A and
Vatopedinus 655. The Roman historian Pliny the Elder recorded that the Greek Polybius retraced Hanno's
voyage, and wrote of such in his NatJlral Hiltory: "amedia nJljparte immine1JJ mari mons excelsJls aetemis ardet
ignibJlj, Theon Ochema dictJlj Graeds"(VI.35.197-'a mountain ofgreat height, close to the sea, perpetually
burning with fire). The arguments as to whether Mount Cameroon constitutes Theon ochema (or the
emendation Theo1l oiklm4, 'throne of the gods', as the BakweriMonga-ma-LJba translates as 'seat of the gods',
comments on the efficacies of exact linguistic continuities over the past two millennianot withstanding) rage
on, based on attempts ofexact interpretations ofHanno's emended text and concepts of the capability of
ancient mariners; one author's lava flowis another's bush fires. Two passionate proponents of the link
connected to this narrative are Sir Richard F. Burton in his 'Account of the Ascent of the Cameroons
Mountain, in Western Africa', Proceedings ofthe RoyalGeographicalSoeie!} ofLJndtJn, Vol 6, No.5 (1862), 238-
248, p. 238; and]. de Hart and Capt Mateer, 'Notes on the Exploration ofAfrica among the Ancients: With
SpecialReference to Hanno',Jolirnal ofthe Rf?yalAfrica" Soeiery, Vol 25, Iss. 99 (Apr. 1926),264-277, pp. 271-
273.
2 See the introduction ofChapter 4 for an overviewof the recent forays into the volcanologyofMount
Cameroon, and p. 107 for a map of the disposition and general habit of20th century lava flows.
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the quality of field observations provided by modem field scientists. They provide a useful source
of historical infonnation for the geologist willing to engage even the most rudimentary historical
analysis or programme of archival research.
This appendix seeks to illuminate in particular the early 20th Century eruptions of Mount
Cameroon, and the volcanological phenomena that followed, prior to the more documented 1959
event In investigating the 1909 eruptions, it draws on the official reports of the German colonial
administration that was centred in Buea, and experienced the phenomena first hand, and the
accounts of a radically different witness, a British explorer engaged in Pan-African exploits. For the
1922 events, the analysis turns to the accounts of the plantations managers, whose charges lay in
the path of the encroaching lava fields. Indications of further activity are also studied with reference
to the records of the colonial administration.
B.2 The eruption of1909
By the spring of 1909, Cameroon (Ger. Kammm) had been a German 'colony' for nigh on twenty-
five years. In his famous volleface of 1884, German Chancellor Prince Otto von Bismarck had cast
aside his colonial antipathy and put in motion an aggressive imperial policy that would soon create
an African empire five times the size of the Reich. Cameroon was the second pawn to fall to
Germany in this Koloniallummel, with the noted explorer Dr. Gustav Nachtigal running up the
German flag on the 14th July, 1884.3
The Shuli.f!.ebiete Kammln grewinto a prominent piece in the German colonial jigsaw, exporting such
plantation commodities as cocoa, bananas, palm oil and tobacco, and most importantly, natural
rubber from the forests. Rubber was critical to the industrial powers of the world, and export tariffs
on rubber provided the colony's major revenue. It was such that Cameroon was administered from
Buea, near the heart of plantation country, and by 1912, the German governor oversaw a
population of 2,600,000."
Yet the German occupation of Buea and rise to hegemony on the slopes of Mount Cameroon had
not come readily. Imperial designs on the slopes of Fako had first to negate the influence of Kuva
Likenye and his Bakweri. The first expedition in 1891, led by Hauptmann Karl Freiherr von
Gravenreuth and composed of a motley a.rkari force, met with disaster at the Namonge ravine in
Buea. Gravenreuth was killed and the local colonial effort left in tatters. By the time a more
3 For an overview ofBismarck's colonial coup and Britishprevarication, seeThomas Pakenham,The Scramble
forAfrica(London 1992), p. 180 adpassim, and pp. 200-17.
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cohesive operation was launched in 1894, commanded by Rittmeisler von Stetten, Gravenreuth's
lieutenant at Namonge, Germany had learnt her lessons well. Stetten's better-organized
Schutztruppen defeated Kuva's Bakweri and forced a harsh peace on the tribe. Buea became the
capital of German Cameroon in 1902, and its importance placed a large number of concerned
colonial administrators in close proximity to an often-truculent volcano.!
The eruptions of 1909, therefore, were the first to be recorded in any great detail, with data taken
by a significant and concerned colonial administration, well ensconced in the locality. Prior to 1909,
several eruptive episodes had been witnessed, or rumoured to have occurred in the 19th Century
and before, as reported by a variety of ephemeral witnesses. In their Vokanoes of the World, Tom
Simkin and Lee Siebert list nine recorded eruptions, of varying veracity, occurring in the years 450
BCE, 1650, 1807, 1838, 1852, 1865, 1866 and 1871.6 Simkin and Siebert acquaint many of these
dates to a significant margin of error. Such is due in the main to the work of Bernard Geze, who in
his 1943 volume Geographie P~sique et Geologie du Cameroun Occidental, provides the most
comprehensive appraisal of the merits of the eruption dates suggested by a variety of sources.'
The closest phase of activity to the 1909 eruption must lie in that intimated at by the Reverend TJ.
Comber of the Baptist Missionary Society, at an evening meeting of the Royal Geographical
Society, 10th February 1879. In answering a query of Sir Richard Burton on the question of recent
activity, Comber stated that the local people spoke of an eruption "having occurred some six or seven
years fbefo" his visit]'~8 The German administration that turned to analyse the aftermath of the 1909
eruption was less accurate--or more resolutely selective-s-in its appreciation of recent activity.
Their report spoke of an eruption fifty years previous, which was accompanied by strong
earthquakes that caused the inhabitants to evacuate the villages (a phenomenon not repeated in
1909). Centred on 'Robert Meyer Crater', some 8 km west of Ekona (see Figure B.t), the
'preceding eruption' also caused earthquakes that were felt in the southwest. by Mann's Spring.
Beyond these few details, little was known of the previous event. yet by all belief it was somewhat
stronger than that of 1909.9
S The best analysis of this situation is containedin EdwinArdener,Kingdom on Mount Cameroon: StudiCf in the
His/ory oftb« Cameroon Coast, 1500-1970 (Oxford 1996). Though someBakweri approaches to the issueare
rather emotive,a usefuladjunctis providedin 'Kuv'a likenye and the Bakweri Armed Resistance to the
Germans:1891-4', Fakolnternational, Vol.2,No. 1 Ganuary 1995).
6 T. Simkin and 1.. Siebert. Vokanoe: oj the World (Tusco» AZ 1994).
'Bernard Geze, Geographie P~sique etGiologie du Cameroun Ocadentali, Memoire du Museum National
D'Histoire Naturelle, tome XVII (paris 1943).
8 The ReverendTJ Comber, 'ExplorationsInland from Mount Cameroons, andJourneyThrough Congo to
Makuta',Proceedings ojthe RoyalGeographicalSodely andMonthlY RecordofGeograp!?y, Vol. 1, No.4 (Apr. 1879),
225-240; p. 239.
9 O. Mann, 'Aus dem Schutzgebiete Kamerun: Bericht,betreffenddie Ergebnisse einer Unterschungdes
Vulkanausbruches im Kamerungebirge im April-May 1909',Mitteilungen auS den Del/tschen Schuttgebie/en, XXII.
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The Germans had assumed the volcano dormant or extinct, until the observations of workers such
as assessor Diehl (sulphur layers on the northern craters), Obmichter Dr. Robert Meyer (C02
emissions from the crater that bears his name), and Professor Hassett and Thorbecke (who reached
similar conclusions after observing the northeast of the mountain). Though the author of the
report, Dr. Otto Mann, namesake of Gustav Mann, the companion of Richard Burton after whose
water-fetching deeds Mann's Spring was gladly named, stated that there had been several
earthquakes felt in Buea in the last decade, these movements were mostly weak, of short duration,
and had been forgotten.t?
The onset of strong earthquake activity on the evening of the 26th April 1909 came as something of
a shock to the inhabitants ofBuea, therefore, with the fear generated exacerbated by the knowledge
of recent activity of a similar manner in Italy (el•••lind besonder: in Erinnenmg an die jungsten schweren
Erd1eben in [/alien IIS1ll. alles mit Schrecken etjiiUten". During the night of the 26th/27th and following
day, earthquakes followed one another in sequence, after varyingly timed breaks. Between the onset
of activity and 8pm on the evening of the 27th April, there were counted sixty earthquakes, of which
20 were considered 'strong'."
Attempts to define the source and expression of the earthquakes were of limited effect. Mann
himself felt that most shocks emanated from the north and the northwest, and that most earth
movements were expressed in the vertical plane. The period of intense earthquake activity lasted
until between 9.30 and 10 o'clock on the 28th April, when the last major earthquakes were felt.
Following this time, the earthquakes that occurred were rapidly reduced in number and strength.P
Herr Dr..Mann writes that these earthquakes were felt across the area of the mountain, in Mapanja
and Victoria, and as far afield as Douala. With some colour, he stated that
"Die Wirkung tier SIOj1e allJlerte sich in Bsea dadurch, daj1 bei starkeren StOflen :to B. Wein ails der Gllisern
herallsgespriti} 1IIlIrde, daJllAmpen insShcwanken kamen lind Porzel/anfiguren IImgewoifen wurden. ANch
BucherlindAkten solle« ails den fuga/en herausgeftllen sein. ''I J
Not withstanding the slopping of wine from the glass or the unseemly violence caused to the
German colonial establishment's porcelain, the earthquakes caused more lasting damage, in the
form of fractures to local buildings. Dr. Otto Mann was not alone in observing these features and
Band. IV. (ed. Freiherr v. Danckelman),pp. 277-284. On the characteristics and timingof the previous
eruption, see Mann,277.
10 '1111letttenJahf':i!hnt W1Irdell ill/ B1Iea Z" llliederhohen Malen Erderrchiittenmgengespiirl. Meist sinddieseaber 1I11r scwach
Imd I!On recht kuf':i!r DaNergewm, so daj ihnen keine besondere Wichtigkeit beigelegt w1Iroe undsie bald in Ve7,usellheit
gmetell. "Mann, op. cit.,p.277.
II Ibid, 277-278.
12 "Die lettten starknrn Sto"j1e WNrdel1 andiefe1ll Tage ~chel1 911z lind 10Ubrbeobacht. "Ibid, 278. Mann fails to
define whether this time in the morning or evening.
13 Ibid, 278.
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the severity of the earthquake swarms afflicting Buea and its environs. A fellow European witness
to the phenomena was one Boyd Alexander.
Lieutenant Boyd Alexander was born in 1873, the eldest son of Colonel Boyd Francis Alexander.
He held a Queen's commission in the Rifle Brigade, and participated in the relief of Kumassi in the
Ashanti War of 1900. Yet his real fame and talents lay in the field of exploration. Between the years
1904 and 1907, he led the Alexander-Gosling expedition across Africa, from the Niger to the Nile.
Alexander was the only European to survive the journey, Captain Gosling and his own brother
Claud perishing on the route. It was in recognition of these exploits that he was awarded the Royal
Geographical Society Founders Gold Medal in 1908. Boyd Alexander would not live long beyond
the eruption, and was killed in Wadai on 2nd April the following year, aged 37.14
Boyd Alexander's account provides a useful corollary to the German report. His thoughts and
manner are those of the quintessential English explorer, different in tone and focus to the German
account. Alexander had arrived in Victoria on 27m March, accompanied by his faithful attendant
Jose Lopes, a veritable Passepartout, employed on a further exploration of West Central Africa. He
departed Buea to ascend the mountain on 29 th March, and reached the peak some eight days later.
Boyd recorded some apparent evidence of continuing activity on the peak, noting that '~be cinder
[looked] as.fresh asifit hadbeen thrown upyesterday'~15
He spent the next few weeks hunting and collecting specimens, until he was disturbed by the onset
of earthquake activity on the 26th April. His thoughts bear a full transcription:
"[The night 0/April 261h) was very dark, andat eight o'clock, while I was sitting in my tent, I had a
.fuspicion that the ground trembled; it was eser so little, butit made me callJose, who at once confirmed my
ssspiaon. Not t1JIo minutes hadelapsed before a terrible trembling shook the mountain-.fide, andit .feemedasif
the whole earth would break in t1JIo. After this .fhock.! came at intervals 0/five tosix minutes, alwqyspreceded
'-?Y terrific booms from the hillabove our camp. Torrents ofstones poured down the mountain not halfa mile
from our camp. Fonst trees keptcrashing down andsnapping in t1JIo likematchstick.!, andthe cries 0/terrified
mon~s fleeing before the tomntadded, ifthat waspossible, tothe dreadful scene. '~6
14 A calendarofBoydAlexander's relatively short lifecan be found in SirHarryH. johnston's obituary,
GeographicalJournal, VoL 36, No.1 Oul. 1910), pp. 108-110. A fuller accountof the man can be found in the
familiar biography: J. Alexander, Whomlhe Godr Love: BoydAlexander's expeditionfromlhe Niger 10 tb« Nitt, 1904-7,
andhislastjourn~, 1908-10 (London 1977).
15 B. Alexander, 'Lieut. BoydAlexander's Expedition in WestAfrica', GeolfaphicalJournal, Vol.34, No.1 Oul.
1909),51-55; p. 51.
16 B. Alexander, op. cit., 52.
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Beyond this, Alexander added that he manfully '~tuck it till three 0 'clock, " but with shocks only
increasing in intensity, he was forced to abandon camp and repair for Buea. An hour later his
campsite had been covered by stones that had "rained downfrom themOlmtain'~17
The rockfalls Alexander described are mirrored in the report of Mann, the latter describing the
initiation of landslides (ErdT'JItsche) above Buea, causing highly visible smoke and dustelouds
(Rouchwolken and Stuabwolken). Rockslides were well evidenced on the steeper sides of valleys,
sometimes forming slides 20 to 30 m wide, sometimes composed of only a few blocks ofweathered
lava. Mann contested that many of the rocks would have fallen anyway, and that the earthquakes
only speeded up the process, yet noted a variety of other shock induced phenomena, including the
collapse of lava caves and the propagation and generation of fractures.l''
Alexander departed for Buea on the night of the 26 th/27th, experiencing over one hundred shocks
during the period On arriving in Buea he found the town 'Jracticalfy deserted"; stating that "all the
while men [had] gone to Duala [sk]": It is not without some glee that Alexander stated that "Ihe
naliver•••sqy thatI have been tb« Callie ofthis earthquake-Ihat I wenllljJ to the lOp eftbe mounlain,jiredinto the
crater, andmoved to tvralh the devz1 thatdwellr therein. "Of further interest, Alexander also noted that the
Bakweri of Buea placed the last 'outburst' of the mountain occurred "about thirty-sixyears ago. " This
would place it contemporaneous with that described by Comber.t?
If Alexander's depiction is accurate, Mann's comment that on the evening of the 28 th April, the
citizens of Buea saw a 'fire-glow' (Feumchein) over the northern flank of the volcano for the first
time, might be ascribed to the indigenous population alone. Though a later British account does
make reference to one German remaining in Buea during the crisis20, Alexander's contestation that
all the Germans had fled to Douala is in partial error, as Mann's first expedition to the Okoli site of
the eruption occurred over the period 30th April to 2nd May, necessitating his presence in the
immediate area of the mountain.s'
The Germans conducted two initial expeditions to the source of the Feumchein, the first as
described above, the second over the dates 12th to 24 th May. Alexander himself reconnoitred the
17 Ibid, 52.
18 Mann. 278.
19 B. Alexander, 52
2lJ Cameroon Archives, Buea (hereafter cited as CAB),QK 1920/2, MP. 367/1920 F. H. Ruxton, Resident,
Cameroons Province, Buea, to Director, GeologicalSurvey,26th February 1922.Ruxton states: '~ ..members of
'hI Ia" administration dumedBeea, leaving onlY the Treasllrtr in cha'l.e,for which act heis said tohave received the Iroll
Cmss. "Yet on the same day, Ruxton writes '~very Germallj1edfrom Bsea;"As the Iron Cross was a ~tary
distinction, and before its reinstitution in 1914 last awarded in 1871, the story is clearlyanglocentnc
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Figure D.2 Boyd Alexander's peregrinations on Mount Cameroon, April-May 1909. 'This figure is
reproduced from B. Alexander, 'Lieut. Boyd Alexander's Expedition in West Africa ', Geographit'tJl
j ournal, Vol. 34, No.1 Oul. 1909),51 -55; p. 53.
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site, and his route is displayed in Figure B.2 It is unknown as to when the Briton actually
witnessed the Okoli craters, or when he departed for them; he arrived back in Buea on the 7th May,
and suggests that he stayed in the village of Ekuria for two nights prior to reaching the craters.
Given the journey is approximately eight miles as the crow flies, an observation between the 2nd and
the 5th May is most likely (also see below).22
Mann's report is calm and detailed Vulkan Okoli was placed on the northeastern flank of Fako, in
an old volcanic region known as Kole, at an altitude of 2,400 m. A brief description of the Kole
region revealed that to the east and west of Okoli lay two older craters, with the one to the east
breached by a northeast flowing lava stream that was weathered and old Further to the south there
were more cones, displaying relatively little weathering; the Robert Meyer-Krater, site of the most
recent eruption prior to 1909 possessed a funnel (Schlol) 100 m deep and 10 m wide at the open
bore. C02 and sulphur were still emitted, but there were no more violent phenomena, linked to the
Okoli eruption. In general, Mann found that in the area between Mann's Spring in the southeast
and Okoli itself, there was no sign ofviolent, contemporaneous activity.2.1
Mann described the vent (KraterO.fIirul1~ of the largest Okoli cone as being 50 to 60 m in diameter,
with the cone 70 m high at the highest point (plate B.t). It was racketed by explosions inside the
funnel (Il1l1ern des Schlote.r) every two to three seconds, resulting in the violent ejection of spatter
(Lzvafttzen) to heights of a hundred, and its greatest extent, four to five-hundred metres. These
phenomena were accompanied by a donnerarliges Getose. or 'thunder-like din', and light quaking.e'
Most spatter fell back into the Schlllnd or 'gullet' of the cone, or onto its rim, where they rolled
down, forming clouds of smoke and contributing to the growth of the cone. Only a small amount
of spatter and lava blocks ranged further, falling to become embedded in the soil and scorch the
grass. These largest blocks typically possessed a diameter of0.5 m or greater, and were presumed by
Mann to have come from the first stages of the eruption.P
Dr. Mann believed that there must have been a significant amount of water vapour present in the
magma to produce such large explosions. and the observed Feuemiille or fire-fountain is a function
of water dissolved in the melt. Ash and lapilli were seen in only small amounts; ash rain was
observed on the northwestern flank during the first few days of the eruption. but it was limited in
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Plate B.t View of the main Okoli 'crater', from the southeas t. Fro m Das Deutsche Kolonialreicb, by
Han s Meyer. 1909, oJ. I, p. 433.
Alexander's description of explosions at Okoli is sho rt, but evocative, speaking of a "wonderful
sight. .. [that} almost bqfJles description. " In contrast to Mann, he defined two active craters, situa ted on
the northeastern flank of the mountain, in a region "studded with extinct craters". O n managing to
approach within two hundred yards of the larger o f the two cones, Alexander wrot e o f its character:
".. .the diameter of the top ofwhich J should put at 60y ards. Jgot so close that ashes/ellon "!J' dothes. and
setera! stones came perilous!)' near me. The detonations were temfic, like the roar of mal!)' cannons; great
volumesofsmoke, blue and black as ink, towered into thesky, and lvere lit up !?y luridflame; while enormous
stones andjragounts were hurledintotbes~. '27
27 B. Alexander,54.
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Of the small crater, Boyd Alexander noted that it was
.....notmore than 30yardstothe east ofthe big one, [and] was onfy}ust in the process offormation. It was!?y
Jarthe most terrible, forthere was nosmokt-nothing butsheets of}lame. Showers ofstones, allred with heat,
were thrown outrapidfy, to beftllowed I!Y appalling roars. '28
On negotiating a safe passage to the north-eastern edge of the largest cone, Alexander noted its
outflow, a "stream of lava which had made its w'!Y down a wide valley, running in a north-easterfy !?y north
direction. " Despite the fact that the recently effused lava was "still smoking': Boyd seems to have been
close enough to make the perhaps erroneously accurate measurement of lava thickness, of "3feet 4
inche.r'~ The flow itself was some 70 yards wide, and caused considerable destruction, the trunks of
trees standing out like 'twisted iron'.29
Mann also described this flow, stating that a river of spatter lava-"einen Strom von shlackiger,
ztrspratiftr Laua"-«flowed out from a breach in the eastern side of the cone, heading northeast The
flow could be followed for approximately 4 km, until it passed into a forested gorge, which made
further observation impossible. Mann rendered the flow 4 to 5 m in height, and at some points
double that, and of highly variable width. At the cone breach it conformed to these limiting
dimensions, being approximately 15 m wide. Beyond the source breach, the flow expanded over a
relatively flat area several hundred metres in breadth, forming several anastamosing channels ("sich
teilend lindInsel" IImschliej1end, dann .rich wieder vereinend'). At the point of entry into the forested gorge,
the flow was 30 m wide.30
Mann described the lava flow surface and sides as being covered in a Schlackenmstt, or scoriaceous
cinder crust, which was partly disaggregated into a raw surface of individual blocks. The land forty
to fifty metres either side of the flow was frequently scorched, with the grass completely burned
away. Large blocks carried along on the top of the flow allowed Mann to estimate the (centreline)
channel velocity, which he put at 4 to 5 m minute-to Further downstream, the Doctor noted that the
flow was wrapped in a vapour cloud, and that small explosive events were seen within the regions
of the flow itself.31
It is curious that Mann made no mention of the later, second cone, as witnessed by Boyd
Alexander. \Vhile this is wholly congruent with an earlier visit than Alexander, on the 1st May when
this cone might not have yet formed, his later expedition, from the 12th to 24th May, should have
28 Ibid, 54.
29 Ibid, 54.
30 Data are as reported by Mann, 280-281. .....
31 Ibid, 281. Mann's exact description of the lava surface runs ''Die Lasa I~t aHjihm..Obtifllkh~.lInda~/h"n
Seilenwiinden 111il einerSchlackenknt.rle bedeekt, die sich lei/weise ill ti" HaHjwerk el1ltf/ner BlOeke aHjgelOst hat.
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noted its presence. While Mann does not distinguish between observations made in each
expedition, it is not beyond reason to equate the more wide-ranging, general analyses of the
mountain were formed in the second longer expedition. Nevertheless, a return visit to Okoli is
clearly implied ('~warba manem mIen Besud» am 1.Mai bedeulend niedriger').32
Further observations are carried in an annex to Dr. Otto Mann's own paper, formed in the report
of Be~rkamlma1/n('district officer') Kirchhof, dated 23rdJune 1909. Kirchhofs map is reproduced as
Figure B.3. Approaching Okoli from the northwest, on the 15th June he found the foot of the
Okoli Krater to lie at 2,390 m above sea level Okoli was approximately three hours walk from the
village of Mokona (990 m asQ.33
Kirchhof described an Okoli region that was still active. Material ejected from the vent had created
a mantle around it, forming a cone. On the western side, the cone was approximately 80 m high,
while the eastern side rose only 60 m above the ground Importantly, Kirchhof stated that the rim
of the cone was intact, and not breached, with a diameter of approximately 50 m.34 On the
southern flank of the main cone's mantle, Kirchhof described a smaller, parasitic cone, positioned
approximately a third of the way up the flank. Similar in form, Kirchhof suggested its activity would
have been most vigorous after the observations of Herr Autenrieth (which are sadly lost to us).
This smaller cone was nearly buried by the main cone, and no longer active.35
At the base of the active cone, on the northern flank, lay a lava field, consisting ofseveral, separated
glowing lava 'masses' or channels ("werdengliihende Mtlfsen tlIIsgeshieden'). One channel, approximately
10 to 20 m broad, could be followed for several hundred meters through the lava field36 The cone
erupted continuously, and the mantle was still growing. The frequency of eruptions measured by
Kirchhof was 8-10 minot, accompanied by strong rumbling. Occasionally the activity was less
violently explosive, and discharged only ash, but mostly the one ejected molten scoria of
considerable size. Scoriae as heavy as 10 kg were thrown 500 m into the air, and cinderblocks sized
1 m 3 or more were still found over 200 m from the vent According to Kirchhof, scoriae were
typically glowing, some white-hot, and exceedingly viscous when ejected from the crater whole.l?
At night Kirchhof found the spectacle was particularly striking. He wrote that the lava 'appeared at
the north side of cone from the base' ('Vie Lavatnt:ander Nordseile des Kraters ails dem Boden'), rather
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Figure B.3 Reproduction of Bezirksamtmann Kirchhof's sketch of the volcanism at Okoli, from
his observations in June 1909. Reproduced from O. Mann, 'Aus dem Schutzgebiete Kamerun:
Bericht, betreffend die Ergebnisse einer Unterschung des Vulkanausbruches im Kamerungebirge
im April-May 1909', Mitteilungen (Jus den Deutschen Schut~ebieten, XXII. Band. IV. (ed. Freiherr v.
Danckelman), 277-284, p. 283.
displayed. From this initial flow a lava field was formed, which is 800 to 1000 m wide and
approximately 4000 m long. In the centre of this field there lay a glowing mobile channel
approximately 20 m wide. The boundaries of the lava field were considerably bulked up, and in
some places rose to 20 m in height."
38 Ibid. 282.
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Beyond the lava field, Kirchhof saw three offshoots. The first consisted of a 100 m wide stream
that flowed north. According to the Be::jrkamtmann, the flow disappeared into the 'ground' as it
reached the forest (''vtmhwindet trim Boden", where it then travelled underground, only to reappear
at the surface several hundred metres downslope ('~m einige hundert Meter abwiirts wieder an die
Erdobetftiche 'J' tnten", wherefrom it could be followed for another kilometre, until the flow ended.
Kirchhof noted that at the end the flow margins were still some 2 to 3 m high. While he stated that
the jungle was completely flattened by the passage of the flow ('Ver Unvald ist dureh den Strom vallig
nie~ekgt'), with trees uprooted and burnt, he made a perplexing observation: that where the lava
flowed underground, the Mokona-Ekona road passed over it (Figure B.3), and was fractured to
display the black lava underneathJ39
Of the second flow, seeminglywider than 100 m, Kirchhof wrote that it progressed away from the
lava field, towards the west and Likoko and Bolonga (Figure B.3). This flow also passed
underground, under the rainforest, and halted after approximately 2000 m. It blocked the direct
Ekona-Likoko path, and forced traffic to divert via Mokona. A third, smaller lava flow broke off
from the field to the west (effectively upslope), but had ceased its motion rather quickly (Figure
B.3).40
Kirchhof found the flow of the lava underground perplexing, and one would hazard that he's not
alone. A relatively thin soil or dense rainforest and bush overlies a hard volcanic terrain; that a flow
several kilometres from the source would possesses the thermal properties necessary to scour a
tunnel under the forest is obviously discountable. That the viscous front of the flow was able to
accommodate to and thus reactivate whatever lava tunnels might have existed in the area, without
adapting to a more feasible passage elsewhere, is also highly improbable. Most probably, it would
appear that Herr Kirchhof has made a rather elementary mistake in his field observations, if one
that is rather understandable.
Countless historical lava flows form a base to the flanks of Mount Cameroon that deform the
topography into a mass of shallow tongues, ridges and valleys. The local topographic interaction
between a thin lava toe and pre-existing forested flow may have led Herr Kirchhof to assume that
the flow had absconded underground Dogged pursuit of the ridge may have led him to encounter
a rather poorly vegetated area of lava downslope, which he assumed to be a continuation of the
active lavas. In describing the lavas he stated that they had not completely cooled, and in many
cases were still smoking; they were in the main black porous rock, and had an appearance like coal
("Kohknschlacken iihnlkh'). Yet these descriptions are not location specific, and elsewhere he
39 Ibid, 282 Kirchhofwrites: 'Vie Ob"l,angstelk haltahlreiche bis !I!'30 (11/ brrite Risse, die ill/ Innem die Jchwa~
Laoamass« erkennen lassen. "
40 Ibid, 282
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described the flo\l,'S as being covered in a yellowish green layer. others with a white mass. While the
latter is common in funurolic areas of cooling flows. the former is typical of early moss-colonized.
cooled flows in the damp forested environment; and is certainly discordant if linked to a flow that
was emplaced a scant month previously."
Beyond these problems, there now arises another. wholly justifiable situation of confusion. All
three reporters neglect to state the exact date of their observations. We might pin Alexander's to
the first week in May, but are unaware of whether Mann's are concordant with his first or second
expeditions; and while Kirchhof places a date of 15lh June on his altimetric measurement at Okoli,
we cannot be sure if that is contemporaneous with his statements on eruption characteristics. It will
therefore prove a little difficult to assess conflicting statements in light of natural vent evolution or
observational (or recording) error.
Alexander neglects to infonn us as to the length of the lava flow he observed. but dearly states that
it flowed down a wide valley, in a 'north-easterly by north direction'. Though not so marked on his
map, it appears that this flow might be indicated by the speckled trail that departs from the
easternmost of the marked craters (whose distance between each other is too extreme to indicate
that these are the two cones he speaks of in his narrative; rather the eastern crater indicated his
'larger' structure). Yet Alexander made no reference to any great violence in this stream, and simply
stated that it was still smoking. Furthermore, one senses that the-map's depiction of the speckled
band neatly following the valley is the presumption of the journal's artist, based on the
topographies of the maps he had to hand in London.
Mann, like, Alexander. stated that the flow ran in a north-eastern direction on leaving the Okoli
cone. and was followable for four kilometres. until it reached a forested gorge. Reference to the
distance from Okoli to the tree line depicted in Figure B.3, shows that this is dimensionally
accurate. Furthermore, Mann's description of the lava expanding over a flat region several hundred
metres in width is favoured by the shallower gradients to the northeast However, Mann clearly
stated that the only danger posed by the lava stream is to Likoko and its environs. While a flow to
the northeast could pose a danger to Likoko if an offshoot was focused down the western side of
the plateau, prior to reaching the tree line, this is highly lateral thinking. To this author at least, the
way in which Mann simply phrases the Likoko sentence seems to bear reference to a flow heading
florlhwe.rl.
Be~rkamfmaflfl Kirchhof perhaps indulged in certain errors 10 investigating the long-distance
evolution of the flows. but his depictions of the lava field. vents and active channel region need not
41 Ibid, 282-283. 'Manchl Sttlkn sindmitnnlrgtlbgriine1l Schicht, manchl Glitcincmit ciner WllisCII MasSI iibe'ifJge1l•..
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be so tarred He described a lava field similar to that of Mann, and if his stated directions of
offshoots ('north' and 'west', though the latter is depicted as northwest on his sketch, reproduced in
Figure B.3) are different than those of Mann, the sense-a possible threat to Likoko-is the same.
Kirchhof also described two cones, one major with one parasitic to the south, an observation that is
mirrored by Alexander (though his smaller cone is to the east) but not Mann. A charitable
resolution of these historical accounts-one that allows for development of the vent region, that
lava rarely follows an arrow straight course and the fact that the development of an anastamosing
field hampers accurate directional measurements-might develop as follows:
An initialcinder cone developed in the region of Okoli no later than the 28th April, when there was
clear fire-fountaining activity witnessed from Buea, This first cone may have been a wholly new
creation, or developed within an existing edifice. A lava flow, possibly partly effused and partly
spatter-fed, developed out of a breach in the northeastern wall of the cone, and for some time
flowed in a northern or northeastern direction. As the eruption progressed, local changes in source
character and flow rheology led to the flow forming a wide, anastamosing field on the gentler
gradients that lay to the north of the cone. Elements of this field reached the tree line and were
focused along conduits in topography. Further ejections of material from the vent built a mantle
over the escaping lava, which may have subsequently been fed from within, or from accumulating
spatter. As the lava accommodated to preferentiallysited channels, subsidiary flows developed from
and within this field, largely focused to the northwest, forming the threats to Likoko and Mokena
described by Kirchhof.
The distance in time between the observations ofAlexander (c. first week in May) and Kirchhof (c.
second week in June), and the fact that Mann noted no second cone, allow for many theories in
cone development. The similarity in 'large' cone diameter noted by all three observers need not
preclude the idea that they are in fact different edifices, and that new cones developing above the
vent progressively buried earlier centres of activity under their growing mantles. That said, it is
perhaps more feasible to argue that the 'large' cone observed remained a constant feature of the
Okoli eruption. Factoring in the rather unspecific statements of Alexander and Kirchhof as to the
smaller cone's position (taken in arduous circumstances), and a slight development and building of
the larger cone to the northeast, and it seems highly possible that the cones of Kirchhof are those
ofAlexander.
The eruption of 1909 thus occurred to the north, awayfrom the administrative centres of Buea, and
the plantations that crowded the littoral slopes of the mountain. Kirchhof noted that the activity in
1909 offered no danger to the plantations in the west. Such observations would not hold true
during the next eruption, when the mountain chose a rather different focus for its effusions.
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B.3 The eruptions of1922
Subsequent to 1909, future observations of eruptions on Mount Cameroon would occur in a rather
different political climate. With the onset of the Great War, the forces of the Entente colonial
powers, France and Great Britain, rapidly assaulted German colonial possessions across the globe.
Deuluhe Kammlll possessed no Lettow-Vorbeck, and in 1916 the conquered territories of Cameroon
were provisionally partitioned between the French and British occupiers. Following the restitution
of civilian administration on lit April 1916, the British controlled 'Cameroons Province' became
one of the Southern Provinces of Nigeria. During the war the plantations that formed this
administrative unit, originally controlled by such German interests as Deutsche WestAfrikanische
Handelgesellschaft and the WestAfrikaniJhe Plantagengesellschaft, were organised into a 'Plantations
Department', overseen by a supervisor of plantations. Following the war, and the mandate of the
ex-German possessions to the British, these assets were vested in a Public Custodian for Enemy
Property, in LagoS.42
It would therefore be a British administration that witnessed and recorded the 1922 eruption of
Mount Cameroon. Since the activity at Okoli in 1909 (see section B.2) no major eruptive events had
occurred, and any minor activity went unrecorded The quiescence ended on the night of the 2",c3nl
February. A small party, led by Dr. T. Rice, C.M.G., Director of Medical Services, Nigeria, and
Captain F. S. Mateer, F.R.G.s., occasioned to be up on Mount Cameroon as the first disturbances
were felt In a later report of events, Mateer wrote:
''On the night ofFebruary 2-3, Dr. Rice•••andI slept on the first ridge in the open at a height ofabout
10,000fiet. About midnight I filt thm distinct tremors. The temperature was about 40· Fahr. LaterI was
awakened by Dr. Rice, who drtw my attention to a brilliant red sJ:y over the top of the mountain. We had
neither heard norfilt a'!Ything at thattime. Onthe morning ofthe 3rrJ, at about 9 a.m. andat 12,000feet•.•
wefilt a distinct shaking suffident tomake liS f1JIf!Y. It appeared tobe very close tothe suiface. '113
Shortly following this disturbance, Mateer and Rice heard a noise
.....notunlike 1Pind in the trees. The airwas stiD at the time. I [Mateer} went ahead andtowards the noise,
passed over the second ridge in time to see a Ia'l,e spout ofpink dust go up like a huge mushroom. As we
42 The most detailed overview of the situation and the British attempts at disposal of the German plantations
is contained in Richard A. Goodridge's '''In the most effective manner"?: Britain and the disposal of the
Cameroons plantations, 1914-1924',lntmtah01lll1]ollrnalofAfrican HistoricalStlldies, Vol. 29, No.2 (1996), 251-
277.
4l Mateer's report is reprinted in F. H. Ruxton, Capt. Mateer, G. Waldau. A. A. Reading and F. Evans,
'Volcanic Eruptions on the Cameroons Mountain', Geographkal]ollrnal, Vol. 60, No.5 (1922), 135-141; p. 137.
The Cameroon Archives in Buea hold only a single copied sheet ofMateer's report in CAB, QK 1920/2; the
remainder is missing.
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prrxmled the noue inrna!ed. The dmt cloud Waf not very lar;ge, and sma" stones were being thrown up
inassantIY. '''t
Mateer noted that all the vegetation in a region running of three or four miles west of the
eruption-mostly moss and lichen-was ablaze. The party failed to see the actual vents, as they
were obscured by a ridge and time precluded a detour to the site, but did note that the noise and
'shower of stones' continued until approximately five o'clock in the evening, reaching their
maximum intensity between 1 and 2 pm.4S Mateer and Rice returned to Buea on the night of the 3nl,
and found a town that had itselfwitnessed some of the eruptive phenomena. Captain F. H. Ruxton,
Resident, Cameroons Province. stated that on the morning of the 3nl he had "heard a CIInous msl/ing
soundasofwindin the tnes, andat night saw aglow in the sJ:y at 7.30p.m.'116
Notice of these volcanic disturbances was not confined to Buea, or the southeast flank of the
mountain. At Debundscha, lying on the coast, some fifteen miles southwest of the Mount
Cameroon summit (Figure B.4a), plantation manager Mr. G. Waldau noted
'011 February Jri, in the momillg we heard here ill Debundscha a noise asfrom a tornado far away on the
mountaill, but it di.fJmdfrom a tornado illgoing on without interT'1lJ>tion ti//5 or6 0 'clock in the evening.
Every now andthen a sound reached us. Nothing Waf seen here. In Bibundi the noise Waf also heard.•. the
nextmorning Mr: Readillg saidherou/d see smoke rifingjrom west ofthe Peak, in lormag. (91-tme). '117
Mr. A. A. Reading, the manager of the Bibundi Group of plantations, some thirteen miles west of
the summit of the volcano (Figure B.4a), did not provide any written observations of this first
phase of activity. However a panoramic sketch ofhis (plate B.2), dated 23nl February and copied in
Ruxton et at's GeographicalJournal piece, features a note by the summit that states "Smoke observed
here about 5/2/22", a day after Waldau placed Reading's comment.48
Following this initial activity, a period of relative quiet followed. Waldau recorded that plantation
workers had heard noises emanating from the mountain at 5 pm on the 9th, of a lesser intensity
than those heard previously. Waldau himself saw fire on the mountain at 10 pm that evening, which
he placed at heading of 65° from magnetic North (or 53° true) from his position at Debundscha
.... Ruxton et al, op. cit, p. 137.
45 Ibid., p. 137.
46 Ibid., p. 135. Ruxton's 0'Ml report, attachedas a covering sheet to the reports of Mateer, Waldau and
Reading, and dispatched to SirJohn Scott Keltieof the Royal Geographical Society, is preservedas a copy in
CAB,QK 1920/2.1L P. No. 367/1920, attachedto Memorandum No. 314/367/1920.
47 Ruxton et al.,op. cit.•p. 138.An original copyofWaldau's report, identical apart from minor changes such
as a retention of his thoughts on the link with sun spots, appearsas CAB, QK 1920/2, M. P. No. D. 8/22 G.
Waldau to Supervisor oCPlantations, Bota, 16th February-attached to No. 155/12/22 of 18th February.
48 CAB,QK 1920/2, No. 15/11/22 A. A. Reading to Supervisor ofPlantations, Bota,23nl February-
attached to No. 175/12/22 of 24th February; Ruxton et aI., op. cit.,p. 136.
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Figure B.4 Maps showing (a) the siting of the upper and lower vents, and (b) progression and
development of the 1922 lava flows in the Bibundi region, up until the 20th March. Reproduced
from F. H. Ruxton, Capt. Mateer, G. '\ aldau, A. A. Reading and F. Evans, 'Volcanic Eruptions on
the Cameroons Mountain', GeogruphifuljoJ/mul, Vol. 60, No.5 (1922), 135-141; p. 139.
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Plate B.2 Photographic reproduction of A. A. Reading's panoramic sketch of 23rd February. CAB, QK 1920/2, No. 15/11 / 22.
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(Figure B.4a). The fire was "constantlY rising andfalling; showing that the eruptions were coming in quick
succession. '~9
Though Waldau intimated of seismic and eruptive activity on the night of the 12th, all other
contemporary sources made no mention of it. Fire was again seen on the mountain during the
evening of the 14th, centred in the same area as witnessed five days before. Ruxton wrote that
nothing further was observed in Buea until the 14th February, when a large tremor was felt at 1.20
am. Further 'slight shocks' were experienced until the 23td February, but caused no damage. Writing
on the 23rd, Reading records that in Bibundi they had experienced 'earthquake shocks' over the
preceding ten or so days, with the frequency increasing towards the end of that period. An
especially intense seismic event was experienced at 1230 pm on the 18th, one of seven between 8
am and 2 pm.511
Mateer repaired again to the mountain on the morning of the 18th February. When he reached a hut
at an altitude of about 10,000 feet, his party experienced a "violent, rapid vibration lasting 10 seconds."
Mild tremors followed, interspersed with more violent events: at 7.08 pm there was a "sharp shock, as
though the huthadbeen bit"; at 3.33 am the following day they experienced a seismic event that started
violently, and then decreased in intensity, lasting for a period of 30 seconds. During the 19th Mateer
visited the vents he had not been able to reach on his previous visit. He saw a new crater, from
which two lava streams had emerged, "one dividing itself around Arthurberg, and the other bearing
to the right" (Figure B.4a)51. Of the crater itself, Mateer noted
'The crater I estimated to be 150feet by 80feet, andrising toa height of50feet. A small column ofsmoke or
steam was risingfrom the crater. The lava had set, butwas too hot to examine very carefulfy.•• The ground in
the vicinity was shaking almost incessantfy. '52
On the 21st February, attentions were drawn to a new development. In the early morning of the
21st, Reading experienced two 'severe shocks' at Bibundi. At around 6.10 pm, he noted the
appearance of a fire in the forest on the western side of the mountain, lower than the crater
observed by Mateer. Although it at first appeared as a bush-fire might, it soon developed into a
larger conflagration. Another fire was seen 4° to the left, as seen from Bibundi; both developed into
highly violent phenomena, with "spouts offlame.•• shooting high up into the s9, making it apparent that thry
were volcanic. "By 6.30 pm the two fires had conflagrated into one single 'blazing mass' out of which
were cast 'five spouts of fire'. Lava could be observed flowing form the right (southern) edge of
49 Ibid., p. 138; CAB, QK 1920/2 M. P. No. D. 8/22.
so Ruxton et aI., pp. 135 & 138; CAB, OK 1920/2 Nos. M. P. D. 8/22, 15/11/22 & 367/1920.
51 Mateer in Ruxton et aL, op. cit., P: 137.
52 Ibid., p. 137.
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this system. Reading sketched this scene; his original representations are reprinted in Ruxton et aI.,
but a copy made in Bota is reproduced in Plate B.3.5J
The violent activity witnessed by Reading continued until approximately 9 pm that evening, when
heavy palls of smoke in the region prevented further observation. This situation continued into the
day of the 22nd February, when only the path of the lava flow descending the mountain could be
seen. When a breeze cast aside the smoke near dusk that evening, however, Reading couId see the
entire mountainside, with visibility remaining good throughout the night. The system of explosive
fires had altered, as Reading described
'Three spast: offlame onlY were now to be seen, bntthry were intenselY brilliant, andthe spectacle was qnite as
magnificent as befOrt••• The pyramid onthe left, which hadbeenformed by the bnrning masses thrown up, was
a wondeifnl sight. The top andpari of the way down the sides wm an incandescent mass ofwhite, which
showed up in contrast to the redflnntain of}lame at its side. These sponts offire were 17Ishing ontat agreat
velocity, and1 estimate thatat times thry reached a height of1000feetfrom their base. '54
A copy ofReading's sketch of these phenomena is displayedin Plate B.4. Through a simple system
of bearings, Reading suggested that these lower vents existed at an altitude of 3000 to 3500 feet
above sea level (c. 900 to 1050 m). Using these data, Reading constructed a sketch-map of the
Mount Cameroon area, displaying the approximate positioning of the lower vents. A copy of
Reading's map is reproduced in Plate B.S, to accompany the panoramic sketch in Plate B.2. Later
the measured inclination of 8° from his position indicated a more rigorous measurement of 4150
feet above sea level (c. 1250 m) for the altitude of the vents, and by measuring the lag time of the
noise of explosions at the source (27 seconds), Reading calculated that the craters lay some 9900
yards distant (c. 9050 m), on a magnetic bearing of 128°. He managed to approach within two miles
of the lava flow, and witnessed firsthand the fires its passage caused amongst the adjacent
vegetation. For the moment, the lava was still propagating through dense forest, and closer
observation would prove difficult.5s
Between the 23ed February (the date of Reading's report) and the 9th March, no primary sources
survive to detail events. The map reproduced in Figure B.4b clearly demarcates the advance of
lava towards Bibundi plantations over the period 25th February to 6th March (and beyond), but no
specific records exist in the Cameroon Archives; only a later report of the Plantations Department
stated that the lava flows entered the Bibundi Estate on 3ed March. Any diagrams made by Reading
were not copied, or have since disappeared, though a later report contained three sketches of the
53 Ibid., pp. 138& 140; CAB, QK 1920/2, No. 15/11/22, 23rd February.
54 Ibid., p. 140; CAB, QK 1920/2, No. 15/11/22, 23rd February.
55 Ibid., p. 140; CAB, QK 1920/2, No. 15/11/22. 23rd February; CAB. QK 1920/2. No. 15/11/22 contd Re
Seismic Disturbances. Reading to Sup. ofPlantations. Bota, 22nd March.
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Pla t B.3 Photograp hic r production of a Plantations Department copy of A A Reading 's sketch
of the " COl on 21" I- bruary 1922. Reading'. original caption is retained . CAB, QK 1920/ 2, 1 o.
15/11 /22.
Pla te B.4 Photographic reproduction of a Plantations Departm ent copy of A A Reading's sketch
o f the vents on 22",1February 1922. Reading's original caption is retained. CAB, QK 1920/2, o.
15/11 /22.
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Plate B.5 Photographic reproduction of A A. Reading's sketch map of the 23rd February 1922, displaying the position of the flank vents . CA B, QK 1920/ 2,
No. 15/ 11/ 22.
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vent region made in this period, which are reproduced as Plates B.6, B.7 and B.8. That the
evolution of the lavas towards, and into, the Bibundi plantations occurred and was greeted with
alarm is clear from a memorandum dispatched to Reading from Bota, advising him to remove and
safeguard furniture and stores, and send daily reports as to the advance of the lava and the plots it
affected56
The propagation of the lava streams had pre-empted this communique somewhat. The same day
the above memorandum was dispatched, Reading wrote
<I••• the lava has now run (()mpletefy throllgh the plantation between Werne1filde and RetZlailJelde farms,
destrqying the Government Road andtelephone lines. Tbis completelY CIItS liS offfrom Victoria andI should be
much obliged ifyou would let lIS have a Sutfboat with crew of, say, four men so that we can establish
(()mmunications on the Dehundscha side. The lava stream runs right alit into the sea, 200 to300yards andis
extending allthe time. '57
The advance Reading indicated is displayed in Figure B.4b, clearly following the line of the Moliwe
River. In two notes written on the 9th and 10th, Reading emphasised position
'1 amafraid thatwe are now CIIt offforgood, asI have heard thatthe Bridge isdown & the lava running into
the area. Tbis messenger is howevergoing toget back somehow [.••Jdoubt I can ferry him across if the lava
realfy is right down tothe sea. "58
And the day following
'1 havejllst heardfrom Mr. Waldau who gota letter trough to me by canoe. Asyou willsee from my letter
addressed to S1ijJervifor ofPlantations I have askedfor a SurfBoat. I reallY musthave one••• because it is
essential thatwe should have some means ofescape ifany thing serious happened. '59
In response to the Acting Supervisor of Plantations' communique of 9th March, Reading appraised
the administration in Bota of the situation at the time ofwriting (13th March)
'1 understand thatthe [newer stream oJ] lava is now in the sea at Plot 2 ofRetzlaJfJelde (plate B.9)..•The
[older] lava stream between Wernerftlde andRetZIaJfJeIde appears tohave stopped butthe [newer] one through
the middle ofRetzlailJelde is stillgoing strongly••• it has completelY wiped outthe native compound (Figure
BAb) & from the lie ofthe land I fearthatmany otherplots in thatfarm willbe destroyed. The Bungalow is
56 CAB,QK 1920/2, No. 198/12/22 ActingSupervisorof Plantations to Reading, 9th March1922.On the
date ofentry, see CAB, QK 1920/2, No. 234/12/22,21" March.
57 CAB,QK 1920/2,No. l[x]/11/1922 Readingto Act Sup.ofPIant., 9th March.
58 CAB,QK 1920/2 Handwritten note from Reading to [illegible], 9th March.
59 CAB,QK 1920/2 Handwritten note from Reading to [illegible], 10th March.
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P I. t B.6 Photographi reproduction o f 1\ . 1\. Reading's ske tch o f the vents, 24'h February 1922.
Reading ' cap no n r ds: I 'iribili!)' I . good at nigbl. The fll'e spolils 0/flrr distincI!;' seen. Tbe wind was
bI01Vi"l', TV Ihe n. hI n IIxft nd I!> mid on that side wm bnilianl. the streams 0/ lara also wm Ilery brighl.
AI9900.ytJ s I d~y, e equals bosa I Oyards. so that tbe area shewn aboveis a mailer 0/680y ards amm oThe
flrr shot II/J 10 I ' e or morr I times. whifh ulQ,,1d mean a hdghl of belwten 700 and 800 feel. CAB, QK
1920/ 2" '0. 15/ 11/1922, Re Seismic D isturbances. 22ml March 1922.
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Pla t B.7 Phot graphic reproduction o f 1\ . . Reading's sketch o f the vents, 25 th February 1922.
Reading' captio n reads: I 'isibiliry' net: fral!)'good and impossible 10 see details 0/craters. Lalla stream on tbe
n.~hl 1 bri. hi n I ~~ bill on not seem 10 bat» come mllcb f llrtber down tbe mountain the last couple 0/d'!YJ.
bill il is in~ 0111 mo on botb sides. CAB, QK 1920/2, o. 15/11 /1922, Rc Seismic Disturbances,
22nd , larch 1922.
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PI. I B. Photographi r production of A, .\ . Reading'. sketch of the vents, 27th February 1922.
Reading': caption resds: I 'iJi bili() ,~ood at n~~ht. the hllge mOllnd.r thrown liP I'ery di.rlint1!y seen, thegeneral
rp~a ncr is no t D 'iffert'nt to wbat it lWS on the 2-/.th• the last time a good ,i(w was obtained. Thefite craters
/I tslln,-tj) see». tbo« h the two on the kft f'( neter so dear as the otbers. appamrt!y thq aresituated rather
bebin the otbe. . IJJ 'a stre Jm I _ ' bri bt snd bllmi"..~ jim't'!y at the end. CAB, QK 1920/2, o.
J-/ JJ/ J922, Re Scis mic Disturbance ' , 22nJ , larch t9"".
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Plat B.9 Photographic reproduction of A. A. Reading 's sketc h of the 18th March 1922, showing
the c. tent o f th Bibundi Ian flow fronts. AB. QK 1920/2, o. 19!11 ! "? conrd 18th March.
on a h~~h hill .I. willI Ihin fSC~ destruction. Tbe nalil'r compound on lf7m m.ftlde alsoyou will see has
bern OtmPhelmed. bUI tberr a.f!.ain I hope tb« Bungalow will tsttJpe as il stands high. ' W
The damage caused to the southernmost plantation farms, Retzlafffeldc and Werncrfelde (F ig ure
BA b) was not the only danger Readin g saw to his charge.
"II is tbat smiJlI st. am oj1m East oj Dollma1lJ"hiJoe thai Ijar. il ran down as shown 01r themap igure
BAb) a wte ago bill since tbm has made no apparent motemen: [i.e. the 5.3.22 standline] . Sbollid tbat
det'Clop wilh a st am Ii the one Ihrougb &I-:;.Ia.flJelde the whole Estate willbe wiped 0111. The volcanoisjilst
s a til 'C as et ma S 1110 noise nowtban at}irst. it is onecontinua]roar dqy and night. 'bl
(,j) AB. Q K 1920/2 , o. 19/11 /1922 Reading to Supervisor of Plantation s, Bora, 13th March.
61 Ibid.
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Reading diligently continued to make further observations of the development of the lava streams.
A day after his report of the 13th, he noted that the general lava position at Bibundi was unchanged,
except on Retzlafffelde, where the lava had 'extended considerably'. The flow field had expanded to
the north, entering Plots 11, 6 and 1 (plate B.9), and was "burning fiercely and from the sea huge
columns of steam are going up!' As had happened frequently in the past few days, the roughness of
the surf prevented Reading from taking his canoe to sea to observe further. 62
Smoother waters on the 15th allowed Reading to navigate around the front of the flow. The lava
entered the water in the middle of Plot 1 and extended south to the middle of Plot 3a (plate B.9).
The water even three hundred yards from the lava '~as sohot, at times.you could noteven bearyourhand
in it,.. and Reading was able to approach no closer. The following day he examined the southern
flank of the lava in Retzlafffelde, and reported that the flow extended about 700 yards into the sea.
On the 18th, Reading produced a sketch of the coverage of the plantation thus far, reproduced here
as Plate B.9, and noted that there was "slight movementyesterdqy in Plots 23 and19 ofWerneifelde [i.e, an
expansion of the flow upstream; Plate B.9 and Fig. BAb] which are now both almost completelY covered. "
Poor visibility over the past few days had hampered observations of the craters, and the noise of
the eruption had reduced somewhat, but seismic events were still felt on the night of the 17th•
Reading also noted that the smaller stream of lava east of Dollmanshohe had made slight progress
(see Figure B.4b, '18.3.22').63
A. A. Reading's following update, dated 22nd March, reported little change in the development of
the Wemefelde and Retzlafffeide streams, other than the observation on the 20th of two break-out
lobes from the north flank of the latter, extending into Plot 26 (these are not depicted, but their
locality can be appreciated in Plate B.9). A new development was marked in his observation: "a
new lava stream appears to be developing in the left [sic] which looks as if it would enter
Thonnahlenfelde if it continues" (Figure BAb). On the 20th this flow glowed brightly at night, but
'~tsprogress [seemed] slow. '604
In a separate report of the same date, Reading added a little more character to the phenomena. The
craters appeared to be 'Just asactive as ever, some days the noise [was] quite Ioud,just likea blastfurnace, other
dqy! there [were] series of explosion! which sound[ed] just like a big gun firing." Some days they received
showers of ash that fell like rain, falling so heavily that the ash broke the leaves of the palm trees.
The lava itself, when it reached open ground, progressed like
62 Ibid.
63 Ibid.
64 CAB, QK 1920/2, No. 19/11/22 contd Reading to Act. Sup. of Plantations, Bota, 22nd March.
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"•.•a wall ofred hot rock 30 or40feet high which keepsja/ling away asit advances, butwhen it came down
the deep ravine betwem WerTmft/de andRttz/a.fffe/de itflowed likea red hot river moving at the rate ofabou:
2 feet a minute. I threw a big stone on it to see if it would make a splash, buta/though it was moving and
lookedliquid, the stone boundoffitjust asifit Wert solid rock. 'tiS
The manager at Bibundi calculated that some 162 acres of his farms had been destroyed by lava (32
acres in Wemerfelde and 130 acres in Retzlafffelde). This is a somewhat smaller estimate than that
passed in a report written on the 21st March, wherein the Plantations Department in Bota estimated
that approximately 350 acres had been affected/" Reading's final report on the progress of the lava
in the Bibundi plantation, was written on the 29th March, and was accompanied by a sketch of the
extent of the lava on the 28 th, reproduced in Plate B.10. Over the 23rd to 25th March, he noted little
change, but suggested that a lava "brtakthrough on the /eft [i.e, the north of the flow field] [seemed}
likelY. "
By daybreak on the 26th, however, this breakthrough was made manifest, with lava advancing into
Plot 21 ofWernerfelde (plate B.10). Reading noted
'The suspected breakthrough hadevidentlY taken place though luckilY not asmuch to the /eft asanticipated. I
immediatelY.•. started to save the Railway Line. I tben went up to inspect the lava andfOund that it had
a/reacfy entered Plots 20 & 21 andwas advancing rapidlY. '1>7
The following day Reading recorded that lava had "advanced considerablY during the night, but was
apparentlY slowing up." Telephone connection with Bota had been re-established, as the lava in
Retzlafffelde had cooled enough to allow a cable to be lain over it. By the morning of the 28th. the
new lava stream spreading into Wemerfelde had advanced slightly, but then experienced a rapid
surge in its movement in the afternoon, passing under and destroying the bridges linking
Dollmanshohe and Wernerfelde. Following this extension the lava field ceased, and on the 29th
Reading recorded that the lava was "apparently stationary".68
On the 29th March, Reading reported that in addition to the damage to 162 acres of the farms of
Wemerfelde and Retzlafffelde caused by the older lava streams, a further 100 acres had been
65 CAB, QK 1920/2, No. 15/11/1922 contd, Re Seismic Disturbances, Reading to Sup.ofPlantations,Bota,
22nd March.
66 Reading'sestimates are containedin CAB,QK 1920/20, No. 19/11/22 contd (22nd March)and No.
15/11/1922 contd (22nd March). The PlantationDepartment's initialestimations ~re in CAB,QK 1920/20,
No. 234/12/22 Act Sup.of Plantations to the !Ion. ~e ~e~retary,. Southern.ProV1nc~s" Lag~s, 218t ~farc~. In
a further note, the Plantations Department clanCy their original estimate, statingthat It ~ook Illto consideratio«
theplot1 ill the vicillity ofthe lava Itrea11l1llhich are likelY tobeefficted thereby. "CAB, QK 1920/2, No. 246/12/22 Act.
Sup. ofPlantations to the Hon. the Secretary, Southem Provinces, Lagos, 25th March.
67 CAB, QK 1920/2, No. 19/11/22 contd Reading to Sup. ofPlantations, Bota,29th March.
68 Ibid.
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Plat B.I0 Ph otographi reproduction of i\. A. Reading's sketch o f U1C 28 th March 1922. sho wing
the extent of the Bibundi lava flow fro nts. Cl\ B. QK 1920/ 2. 0. 19/ 11/22 contd 29th March.
affected by the newer branch o f flow. I t had ap peared tha t no further damage would be caused to
the Bibundi plantations. In a memorandum of the 12th April, Read ing stated that since his last
rep irt (29 th larch). he had nothing new to report. The vents rem ained as active as they had befo re.
but no new lava had reached planration.s?
Things changed for th worse two months later , when on the 17th J une flow activity at Bibundi
recommenced. In a detailed repo rt of the new activity, the Acting Superv isor o f Plantations , Ir.
Cameron. recorded
. n 17tb junr thr Manl{~r 0/ flihundi irformed me '!>' Ir/ephonr tbat lara streams had commenced in.flow
ag<1in [and] a/so that hraty damage was bring done Iry.floods. On the I S th 1 went to Bibundi andLP.,oing... 10
6q lbid .: CAB. Q K 1920/ 2. I ' 0 . 19/ 11 /22 contd Reading to up . of. Plantations. Bora, 12l h April.
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DollmanshOhe I ftund the roadwqy ojthe bridge entirefy swept awqy by floods••• I went up the rivet andin
about a mile reached the firstflow ojlava which hadbeen advancing the day before, buthadcooled and was
stationary. ''10
As he crossed over into Wemerfelde to the south, Cameron's progress was shortly halted by
advancing lava, forming a stream that was
"molten butits advance which was more "creeping" than JIowing" was over a very wide area andon agentle
slope, andit seemedprobable thateventuallY it would coo, andturn the main lava stream down the old course
ofthe Njonge [Ngonge] river andextendinto the sea whichpartofthe flow was then doing. ''11
The lava itself was not directly the greatest of Cameron's worries. Flooding damage was
considerable; over fifty inches of rain had fallen in the first two and a half weeks ofJune and the
blocking of old watercourses by the lavas had exacerbated the drainage problem.P On the 20th June
a manuscript note from the manager of Bibundi, highlighted a more rapid trend of lava advance:
'1..Ava takes a turn tothe left [north; the breakout occurs near the 'Bungalow', Figure B.4b] down
the main road at DollmanshOhe, this morning... Very fine sight... streamed down in such streams quite
quickfy thatitgotinto the river in the afternoon. So I amafraid the main buildings willshortlY suffir badlY
fromflooding. ''1l
The following day a similar note recorded that the lava had advanced rapidly along the river
splitting the Jantzenhof and Dollmanshohe farms, and had reached the hospital (Figure B.4b). He
was confident that once the river channel had filled with lava, the stream would be diverted to the
north, towards the Bibundi house,"
On the 25th June, Cameron returned to Bibundi, accompanied by Mr. Waldau, who was still
resident at Debundscha. Cameron reported that at Dollmanshohe the whole of the farm to the east
of the railroad (see Plate B.lO; the railroad or 'iron road' runs approximately north-south through
the Bibundi plantations) was covered by lava, and that "molten lava was flowing down the banks of the
ravine••• The river [the watercourse north of the Ngonge on Figure BAh] bed wasfull ofdetachedflows
oflavafedfrom the Do//manshohe plateau where it had been massing during the pastweek. "Tracing the length
of the deposits, from the bungalow in Thormahlenfelde downflow, he found lava flowing
70 CAB QK 1920/2 'Recommencement ofLava flows on Bibundi Estate', Cameron, undated. However the
report, ~sked for in ~ letter (CAB, QK 1920/2, B.421/1922, 7th July 1922),was dispatched to a variety of
correspondents in mid-July, as recorded in CAB, QK 1920/2, No. 764/12/22, 13th to 16th July.
71 Ibid.
72 Ibid.
73 CAB, QK 1920/2, unnumbered l\fSS McCallum (?) to Cameron, 20th June 1922.
74 CAB, QK 1920/2, unnumbered MSS McCallum (?) to Cameron, 21't June.
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'everywhere'; by 11 pm that evening the lava had crossed the north-south railroad in
Dollmanshohe, and was following the road that splayed from the rail and was bound for Bibundi."
In a telegram dated 27th June, Cameron advised the Public Custodian of Enemy Property in Lagos
of the then current status of the eruption. The greater part of Dollmanshohe had been destroyed,
and lava was beginning to flow rapidly into Jantzenhof as of the 26th, but in general he did not
"anticipatt "ery rapid advance oflava (JJ [the] slopt is nowgentle and [thlj flow is wide. "McCallum's letters to
Cameron over the 2nd and 3rd July compounded this general picture. Flooding was severe, and the
lava was advancing slowly, if jilling 1ijJ tverywhere. "16
On the 11th July, Cameron revisited Bibundi. Again he traced the lavas from the Hospital to near
the Thormahlenfelde bungalow (Figure B.4b); though the lava had advanced considerably since
his last visit, Cameron recorded that their activity was "gradually dying out." The effusion of lavas
from the lower vents seemed as strong as ever, however, and further flow activity was expected to
recommence at a later date. In assessing the damage to the Bibundi Estate, Cameron noted that, in
addition to the damage already caused to Retzlafffelde and Wernerfelde, Thormahlenfelde had
received lava and flood damage in the four plots closest to the southern river boundary. Jantzenhof
had likewise been affected along the river course, with elements of four plots affected by the lava,
and the hospital pulled down. Flooding spread north and west, causing damage to buildings and
three feet of standing water,"?
Dollmanshohe had been near destroyed, with lava covering the eastern portions of the farm and
floodwaters inundating the lower littoral regions. The flows that had followed the courses of the
Moliwe and Ngonge rivers (Figure B.4b) had been focused onto the coast, and actually joined,
serving to wall off the remaining portions of Wernerfelde in a manner that promoted considerable
flooding." On the 14th Cameron, as Acting Supervisor of Plantations, telegrammed the absent
Supervisor, F. Evans, and reported that though the eruption was still active, lava advance had
ceased for the present, with lava simply accumulating at the position of the hospital (Figure B.4b).
A day later, McCallum in Bibundi sent a memorandum to Cameron, stating that the lava streams
were quiet, but that for the previous three nights a bright new flow of lava had been seen coming
down the side of the mountain, much closer in direction to Bibundi and the Ninonne river than the
previous streams had been. Finally, on the 18th July 1922, McCallum wrote to Cameron in Bota,
7S CAB. QK 1920/2, 'Recommencement of Lavaflows on Bibundi Estate',Cameron, undated.
76 CAB, QK 1920/2, telegram from Plantations Department,Cameroons, to PublicCustodian, Lagos, 27th
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stating that while one could still see the glowing streams descending the mountainside, there had
been no lava front advance at Bibundi.79
B.4 The activity post-1922 and movements toward the current situation
Following the cessation of flow activity at Bibundi, the most observed and potentially destructive
elements of the 1922 eruption had ended. The sheer spatial and temporal extents of the eruption
had fully awakened the new administration to the capabilities of the volcano, and the malign effects
on the local ecosystem, and the human environment. The flows of the lower 1922 vents extended
for twice the length of those from Okoli, and demonstrated that the volcano could develop
outpourings of lava from the centre, or the north and west flanks. Concerns that the period of
eruptive activity may not have ended following the cession of lava flow on the mountainside were
raised during the 3rd-17th November 1922, when a series of seismic events were experienced in
Victoria. H. S. Meilandt, the Executive Engineer of the Cameroons Division, Public Works
Department (P, W. D.), noted
.....dHring the last 14 day! there have been a great ma'!Y IInde'l,rolind mmbling! andsmall shoch mnning
throllgh Victoriafrom Sollth toNorth. In one day I have collnted 8 to 19 separate reports lasting! [sic] from 3
to 16seconds. The average dailY number is9 to 10. We have also had3 to4 badsbociu dailY for the last 7
day! these shochare increasing in violence. Lastnight at 9.pm. we experienced the worst shock we have had-
mycandlestich andpictllres were knocked overandIfullY expected the house tojaiL '110
Over the next two weeks these reports were passed onto the highest organs of the government in
Lagos, but no further note of earthquake activity in the Cameroons in 1922 followed that of
Meilandt's original memorandum." Though there is apparent evidence of minor activity in 1924,
with the Resident in Buea noting the appearance of fresh white ash near the summit crater and
fumarolic activity around the craters and fissures in a memorandum to the Director of the
Geological Survey in Jos, no further reports followed. 82 Seismic outbursts would mark the trend of
Mount Cameroon and its environs' activity during the following volcanic events. On the 11th
December 1946, the Provincial Engineer of the P. W. D. communicated in a telegram to his
79 CAB, QK1920/2, 741/12/22, Telegramconfirmationof 9th June Cameron to F. Evans, Esq., West Indian
Club, 14thJuly; CAB,QK 1920/2, note from McCallum to Cameron (markedR829/30), 15th July; CAB,QK
1920/2, McCallum to Cameron, 18tb July.
RO CAB, QK 1954/1, No. 1172/92/22 Meilandt to Director of PublicWorks,P. W. D, 17th November 1922.
81 The report was reached the ChiefSecretaryto the Government, Lagos,from the Secretary, Southern
Provinces, on 2nd December. CAB,QK 1954/1, No. 8536/67/22 Director, P. W. D to Secretary,Southern
Provinces, 20th November; CAB,QK 1954/1, B.1837/1922 Secretary, Southern Provinces to the Hon. the
Chief Sec. to the Govt., 2nd December.
82 Quoted in E. N. Gamnje, The Cameroon MOlintain,l1J ErJIj>tions andthe Rtcent Tremors, Report of the Ministry
ofMines and Power, Department ofMines and Geology, 1975,p. 5.
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administrators that '~severtearth quake shock tenth December has caused damage several buildings Victoria.
Am examining extent ofdamage andwiD reportftlfy earliest x Works informed. '113
In a subsequent telegram. the Provincial Engineer stated that the "onlY buildings a.fJected seriouslY [wen
bosaes] ofExeClitive andDiworks. Minor damage onlY to remainder. "From this information further details
were sought The Resident, Cameroons Province, believed that initial reports overstated the
intensity of the tremors:
'The earthquakes do notleem to have been 10 levert as the first report stated. In fact I onlY heard ofit I?J
accident as 1 was aw'!) at the time it took place. 1 understand there are cracks in the houses ofDO Victoria
andPE, butotherwise nodamage. From previouspapers in tbisfileit seems sensible thatit maybefollowed by
an tnljJtion onthe mountain. '114
A full report on the shocks. dated 7th January 1947 recounted the events. A. Leeming, the Senior
District Officer, Victoria, stated:
.... .an earth tremor oCCllmd at Victoria andin the IUTTOunding countrylide at 3.47 a.m. on the morning of
the 1O'~ ofDecember, 1946. Theshock wasfelt at Buea at approximatelY the same time, but notdamage to
building has been reported. AtKsosba adTiko the shock was even lesspronounced. At Douala the shock was
alsofelt, butno damage was sustained... Thelighthouse ltaffiat Debundscha andNachtigal report thatthf!Y
didnotfeelthe shock. No personalinjuries wensuffered anywhere. 'liS
It was considered that the shock consisted of "one heattY tremor, followed after less than a second I?J fouror
five smaller tremors. " One witness stated that the earthquake was preceded by a "sound like heavy
thunder". another by a sound "that was exactlY likea V:2 rocket exploding a hundredyards away (with the
echo thundering up the mountainside) ': followed immediately by the shocks. The Provincial Engineer
stated that the shocks were felt in Victoria at approximately 3.50 am, and that the vibrations lasted
for six seconds. Damage to the buildings (of which only European dwellings are apparently
considered) was mainly limited to pre-1914 constructed residences. usually made of concrete walls
and floors, with galvanised steel roofs. The concrete cracked in several dimensions. leaving hairline
fissures and cracks up to an inch in width.86
83 CAB, QK 1954/1, Copied from pp. 59 & 60 ofP.W.n's file 557. (marked '6'),1517 Diworks, Victoria to
Adworks, Enugu, 11th December.
B-1 CAB,QK 1954/1, Copied from pp. 59 & 60 ofP.W.D's file557. (marked '6'),1562 Diworks, Victoria to
Adworks, Enugu, 19th December; CAB,QK 1954/1. telegram21346 (marke~ 3) Secretary,Enugu, to th
Resident. Buea 23rd December 1946;CAB,QK 1954/1. appended MSS, Resident, Cameroons to SEP, 7
January 1947. .
85 CAB,QK 1954/1, No.V.1396/5 (marked 6) Leeming to Resident,Cameroons Province, 7th January 1947.
86 Ibid.
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Further earthquakes and volcanic activity occurred in 1954, in a sequence of events that were best
detailed by Dr. A. M, J. de Swardt, the Principal Geologist, Enugu. Additional primary data and
infonnation are collected in this thesis, to provide an adjunct to de Swardt, and overview the basic
events of the activity of 1954. A telegram from the Resident in Buea, to the Civil Secretary in
Enugu, dated 29th June 1954, stated:
'T1110 minor earth tremor: in Buea dJlring last t1IIo lIIeeks. This morning andlast evening pujft smoke rising
from the top ofCameroolls Afountaill. No damage has occurred or is expected to do so. Localpopulation
undisturbed '87
In a subsequent telegram of the 3nJJuly, the Resident communicated
"Earth tremor: lasting/rom 11110 tofive seconds each flit in Buea and Victoria on four occasions at irregular
inten'au duringpast three lIIeeks. Emption first obsened on evening of27/h June consisting of two enormous
ro/umns [oJ] bkuk smoke estimatedat between two andthree thousandflet high situated westwards andbehind
shoulderofmountain. "
Following the initialeruption the smoke columns were ''noticeablY whiter in colour andraj reddish glolll at
the base of[the &Olumns} was oetaJionalfy visible. " Activity continued and was observed for short periods
every day, until 30th June, when a mist descended; no further tremors were experienced Once
visibility was restored on the 3nJ July, no columns of smoke were observed, but a report from 10
miles south of Buea stated that three "huge puffs of smoke" had been observed on the 2nd, during a
clear period of approximately two minutes; no mention of eruptive activity had yet been reported
from other places of observation.P
Better visibility on the 5th July allowed better observations from Buea. Black columns of smoke
appeared at "frequent continuous intervals", and it was thought that the 'reddish glow' previously
observed may have resulted from the effect of the sunset and sunrise. No sign of any lava flow was
witnessed (and this statement was repeated for emphasis). Such observations were confirmed by an
aeroplane overflight, on which the pilot reported that he saw "columns of smoke coming from
[the] crater at the summit and burning cinders appeared to be thrown up to [a] height of about one
(hundred and] fifty metres."89 A. M. J. de Swardt had ascended the mountain on 9th July,
accompanied by Mr. K. J. O'Shaughnessy, Principal Surveyor, Buea. Their return to Buea on the
13th caused the Resident to report briefly on their findings:
87 CAB, QK 1954/1, Telegram 4060 (marked lOA) Resident to Civsec Enugu, 29th June 1954.
B8 CAB, QK 1954/1, Telegram 4060 (marked lOB and B/14) Resident to Civsec Enugu, 3nJJuly 1954.
89 CAB, QK 1954/1, Telegram 4060/14 (marked l1A) Resident to Civsec Enugu, 6thJuly; CAB, QK 1954/1,
Telegram B.l (marked 12) Resident to Civsec Enugu, 11thJuly.
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'Thry report thaithm is onlY one repeal one active vent which isthrowing out ash andsolid large blocks up to
size of ten feet diameter covmng area with hallmile radius. Smoke rising inpuffiup to two thousandfeet•..
tbere have been norepeat no lavaflow••• Geologistfurther reports thatunless radical change occurs there is no
imminent danger. ActiviryprobablY decreasing. '!Xl
For the sake of this narrative, it will prove useful to insert a description of de Swardt's field study,
as presented to The Easter Outlook andCameroons Star, and printed on the 22nd July:
".•. the eruption is not ona large scale andis taking place on the opposite side ofthe mountainfrom Bsea.•.
At the time ofthe visits there was onlY one active vent emillingpuffi ofdark smoke at interuals ofabout halla
minute. The emption m~ have two feeding channels aspillars of smoke were often seen to rise almost
simultaneouslY at opposilt ends ofthe vent. The smokefrom the volcano rises toa height ofup to2,000ft. and
even when there is a strong wind it ascends vmicalfyforseveral hundredfeet beftre being dissipated. The vent is
situated onthe north-west rim ofthe old extinct trater near the summit andabout 500 to600yds. tuest-nort]»
west ofthe peak. '~I
On the 1954 crater, de Swardt continues
'~few hundredyards aw~, in a va/~, there isa low crater composed ofrockfragments andash, apparentfy
associated with the pre/ent emption, butwhich practicalfy ceased activity. On the slope between the two vents
there is a scar which looks fresh andis stillsmoking inplaces. This scar is almost certainfy the result of the
earth movements which caused the earth tremors in Buea andthe sUfTOunding country beflre the start of the
eruption.
"Aboia hallthe puffiare silent andcomposed onfy ofsmoke with a lillie ash. The others are accompanied !?y
loud explosions and, apartfrom dense smoke, fragments ofrock, up to 10ft. across are thrown toa height of
from 100 to nearfy 1,000 ft. At the time ofthe examination these fell up to halla mile from the vent, but
during the earlier stages ofthe eruption thry travelled over a mile. This may suggest a decrease in activity, butit
is also likelY thatthe initial explosions, which opened up the vent, were more violent than those accompanying
thepresent discharges which can escape along anestablished cbannel;
'The rock fragments /rave/through the airwith a loud hissing noise andform deep holes where they hit the
ground, andsmokefor several minutes afterwards. Nearthe vent the hill-sides have been extensivelY scarred !?y
falling debris. Most ofthefragments are composed ofvesicular lava. At nightthry look red-hot on leaving the
vent andfade gradJialfy asthry approachedthe surface. The ejJect is that ofagiganticfireworks display. A lillie
90 CAB, QK 1954/1, Telegram 460 (Marked 14B) Resident to Civsec Enugu, 14th July.
91 The Easter» Outlook andCameroons Star, 22nd July 1954, pp. 1 & 5.
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ash is also emitted I?J the volcano, but it fOrms onlY a thin veneer over the surface within a mile of the
eruption. '92
Further developments in activity were observed at 10 am on the 17th July and 8 am 21st July, when a
"heazy mmble resembling [a] thunderclap or detonation was beard": Although unaccompanied by tremors,
the phenomena were accompanied by large volumes of smoke covering a greater than normal area.
A further explosion was heard on the 25th July, but observations conducted in the limited periods
of visibility allowed the Resident to suggest that the activity at the summit was actually decreasing.v
The authorities acted very much in an effort to quell earlier, sensationalist accounts of the eruption,
in an effort to prevent undue panic and concern. De Swardt's article in The Eastern Outlook and
Cameroons Star was very much an element of the strategy of 'preventing the emption of a "molehill
made" mountain." Activity waned and on the 6th September 1954, the Resident in Buea was able to
pass on the report of a geologist that had just returned from an inspection of the mountain, namely
that II•••allactivitypracticalfy ceased andno repeat no likelihoodofanyfurther disturbance. '94
In more recent times, eruptions have been better documented outside of archival sources; neither
the eruption of 1959. earthquakes of 1967, 1973 and 1975, nor the eruption of 1982 are not
discussed here. Data pertaining to the details of such volcanic events are within the reach of the
volcanologist, and in the published record It is hoped that the historically based investigation of
this appendix has placed at the reach ofgeologists studying Mount Cameroon a variety of data that
were hitherto confined to the Cameroon Archives in Buea, Such sources build on the scientific
record, and offer corollaries to the somewhat poorly recorded events of previous eruptions, or
offer comparison and analysis of diverse sources with occasionally conflicting accounts. This
appendix has thus sought to bring a more illuminated description of the events of 1909, 1922,1946
and 1954 to the volcanologist interested in the still little studied eruptive phenomena of Mount
Cameroon."
92 Ibid.
93 CAB, QK 1954/1, Telegram 4060 (Marked 15) Resident to Civsee Enugu, 21s1July; a further note on the
21.t July stated that "there was a large explosion from inside the mountain yesterday morning about 8 o'clock.
The mountain was only visible for a short time at 08.15 a.m, but during that time two large puffs of smoke
were seen." CAB, QK 1954/1, Note on sheet marked 15. dated 22nd July; CAB, QK 1954/1, Telegram 4060
(Marked 15; below above) Resident to Civsec Enugu, 27th July.
94 CAB. QK 1954/1, Telegram 4060 (in reply to No. 50366/73 of30th August) Resident to Civsec Enugu, 6th
September.
9S For example, the 1959 emption is documented in:E. W. Ardener and D. W. Macrow, 'Cameroon
Mountain', Nigeria, No. 62 (1959), 230-245 and J. H. Jennings, 'The emption of Mt. Cameroon: February-
March 1959', Geograp!?J. No. 44 (1959), 207-208.00 the tremors felt in the 1960s and ~970s, b~efnotes are
contained in Gamnje, op. cit., p. 7. On the 1982 eruption, the most accessible source lSJ.,G. Fitton, C. R.J.
Kilburn. M. F.1birlwall and D.J. Hughes. '1982 Eruption oLMont Cameroon, West Afnea', Natto», Vol.
306, 24th November 1983,327-332 .
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